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PRESIDENT STUDLY'S MESSAGE 

This year I've come across many names of old members of the past sixty 

years whose exploits in the mountains and elsewhere are well known. This is 

indicative of the vast history of the club, a history reflected in all 

aspects of club l i fe , from the traditional trips to the Salty Dog Rag. This 

is the twenty-fifth year that the club has chosen to put down a part of that 

history in print and this issue should serve as a reminder to all members of 

the wealth of experiences inherent in the club. 

The journal however, as a permanent record of the club, is worthy of 

far more attention than it receives. This may be due partly to the character

istic low profile that it has had with respect to both design and circulation. 

I hope therefore that the efforts and results of this year's journal 

committee set a standard to be repeated every year and not just every twenty-

f i ve. 

This year, with almost three hundred members in the club, there has 

been a growth in popularity in the regular events as well as several exciting 

new projects. The rock school was a great success, with just under a hundred 

participants and much snow and ice expertise was passed on in three glacier 

schools. 

The highlights of the year though, were two slightly more tangible out

lets of expertise and enthusiasm. The efforts of four of the more experienced 

members resulted in the publication of a ski-guide for the Squamish-Pemberton 

region. The Brew Lake Cabin, one of several to be constructed, was 

completed. 

The AMS giveth and the AMS taketh away. We got our cabins but they 
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tried to take our cage! We're back though, without asbestos, and with a 

complete new interior look. 

I recently realized that I must have had a very good executive because 

a lot was accomplished this year and I know I didn't do it! I'm sure the 

rest of the executive will allow me to thank two members in particular; Jay 

Page and Hike Brett whose efforts have been instrumental in almost everything 

I've mentioned. 

Patrick MacLachlan 



JOURNAL EDITOR'S MESSAGE 

To live is to battle with trolls 

in the vaults of heart and brain. 

To write, that is to sit 

in judgement over one's self. 

Ibsen 

My faith in humanity has been restored by the amazing efforts of the 

writers who contributed to this issue, and my awesome journal committee. 

Many thanks to: 

Normand ("J'oublie") Fortier: French-Canadian Rep. 

Susan ("Why am I doing this again?") Hollenberg: seasoned consultant 

Cecilia ("This isn't english!") McVea: indexing expert 

David ("Let's lynch the Journal Committee Chairperson.") Wong: comic relief 

Anita ("What are we waiting for?") Miettunen: all around good worker 

Paula Burgerjon 
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GRAD NEWS 

Audrey Pearson 

Terry Chow and Heather Graham have gone to Nelson to find work and ski. 

Cathy Chernenkoff is working in Nelson doing forestry type stuff. 

Sean Marlyn is travelling in Nepal and the Far East. 

Al Knutson is off again - this time to Finland and the Soviet Union. 

Bruce Fairley is in Lillooet teaching the Queen's English to high 

school students and revising Culbert's guide. 

Leon K. is working as a seasonal for Fisheries in Alaska. 

Wayne (the Field Marshall) Nagata and ex-v.p. Sharon Priest are tying 

the knot sometime in August. 

Berni Claus is still kicking around Vancouver, organizing avalanche 

courses and such for the F.M.C.B.C. 

Kathy Higgins is back from travelling around the world and is in first 

year law at U.B.C. 

Jean Heineman is enrolled in Emily Carr Art School and hubby John  

Baldwin is working in an engineering research job at U.B.C. 

Julie Ourom is still working as a librarian in Kitimat. 



SOCIAL EVENTS 
Audrey Pearson 

The social calendar for this year began with the Sumner Reunion Party 
at Randall Wood's place; a chance for one and all to renew acquaintances and 
discuss the summer's activities. Longhike, Oct. 2-3 this year, was a 
fabulous success. 160 people showed up for the rock school, gourmet dinner 
c/o Monsieur Blackwell, and a great dance with the Panic. (I still don't 
know how 160 people fit into two cabins with a supposed combined occupancy 
of 80 but I shan't enquire too closely!) 

The next stop on the social calendar was especially for the ghost and 
goblins, the Hallowe'en Party, at Tony Webb's. Many of us took in Doug 
Scott's slide show that evening as well. Dec. 11 brought a new event to the 
club; an End of Classes Ski Bus with Sigge to Manning Park. The skiing was 
good, the company great and the cookies excellent. The Christmas party was 
held at that dear old VOC institution, the PRCC. Many old PRCCers and VOCers 
appeared out of the woodwork for the occasion. Santa Claus made it this 
year and he even brought a mischevious, little red-haired elf (I wonder who!). 
The After-Christmas party at Anne Gilmour's gave everyone a chance to show 
off the Christmas trip slides, discuss holiday good times and create some 
more. Bruce Fairley is going to have a hard time judging the slide show 
contest this year. 

As the school year comes to a close, we are going to have another 
Manning Park ski bus and of course the Annual Banquet. This year, it will be
held on March 18 at the Faculty Club. The special highlight will be the 25th 
anniversary of the journal and Bruce and Jennifer are compiling a slide-tape 
show of VOC history for the occasion. 

Special thanks to all who helped do the "leg-work" for all the 
activities this year. None would have been so successful without you. 
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SPRING 1982 

THE DAY OF THE JACKAL 

David Wong February 16-21, 1982 

"Where are my ski boots?! Do running shoes fit in three-pin 
bindings? Uuh, is there a MEC Rentals in Lillooet? Is this a 
Molotov Cocktail or a Peak One Stove? Is it possible to ski 
down McGillivray Pass on one ski? Boy Alan, they certainly don't 
make car keys like they used to!! I'm really glad you took Car 
Hot-Wiring 101 for beginners! How come nothing's happened to 
Henry yet?" 

Is this much fun possible on a ski trip? Although I'm writing this trip 

up after a year's procrastination and my memory may be foggy, all the above 

incidents, or should I say accidents, actually occurred. According to an old 

legend (George Fulton's, that is), a hardcore creature called the Jackal makes 

an occasional appearance on McGillivray trips, wreaking havoc and chaos. 

Coupled with the fact that this was an Alan Dibb trip you could see that any

thing was possible. 

Tuesday, February 16, 1982 began innocently enough. At 4 p.m. in a 

driving rain storm we left the Surrey "Twin Pyramid" Woodward's Shopping 

Centre. It was a two car convoy of Alan's mini station wagon with the oil 

dipstick located underneath all the gear in the back, and George's VW Bug 

leading the pack. Bralorne or Bust. The latter would soon hold true. After 

a quick meal at the Kanada Bar near Lytton, Alan began his increasingly 

frequent checks of the oil level in the car. It had a slow leak and needed 

constant addition of oil. Alan had quite an interesting way of checking. 

He'd unlock the back hood of the car, lift up all the gear and pull out the 

dipstick. Later on, Alan would soon regret not having a conventional dip-
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stick and hole for adding oil. Meanwhile George and his passengers were 

having fun in the sub zero temperatures. The VW seemed to have an open ven

tilation and an air conditioning system that would undoubtedly be welcome in 

the Sahara. 

I fell asleep under a bridge that night as midnight in Lillooet brought 

us to the Lillooet Hotel Bar & Grill with the news that the Carpenter Lake 

Road to Bralorne was closed due to avalanches. Fortunately, Henry, who had 

connections with the manager, had somehow anticipated this delay and had 

"booked rooms" for us at the "Bridge Hotel". This was located under one of 

the local bridges that we had crossed over to get to Lillooet. Hourly wake-

up calls were provided by truck and cars thundering over the ratty old bridge 

boards. 

Actually, just before we crept under the bridge, George's VW was 

noticed by the RCMP. Apparently they, were wondering what he was doing by the 

bridge. Maybe they thought he was going to jump off or something. With 

George you could never tell! When questioned, George innocently replied that 

he had gotton lost looking for the "Bridge Hotel" (actually he said Provincial 

Campsite). They seemed to buy that so we soon settled down for the night. 

The next day once again dawned innocently, with a clearing sky, giving 

us no hint of the amusing mishaps that were soon to follow. After reclining 

lazily on the sidewalk in front of the Lillooet B.&G. munching a breakfast of 

Nature Brand Granola, we decided to spend part of the day hiking around 

Marble Canyon Provincial Park near Pavilion Lake. Hopefully the road would 

be opened up later on in the day. I felt quite relaxed as we drifted along 

the winding road that meandered below freshly glistening mountains with the 

sun lazily warming them and me. 
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This mood soon turned out to be quite deceiving as the Jackel struck 

quickly that morning. As we prepared to clamber up the side of the canyon 

valley in our Asolo and Kastinger ski boots, Cecilia suddently cried out, 

"Where are my ski boots? They're gone!" Indeed, they were. Through some 

twist of fate, Cecilia seemed to be fated to climb up McGillivray in 3-pin 

Nikes. As we climbed up the steep valley side with the snowy view of «= 

Pavilion Lake far below, we held on to the hope that the boots might have 

overslept under the bridge. 

But this was not to be. The boots apparently were still waiting 

patiently to be taken away by Cecilia at her home. Meanwhile, when we got 

back around 4:30 p.m., we discovered that the road had reopened and a convoy 

was heading out to Bralorne in an hour. 

Suddenly someone had an idea! How about seeing if the only sports store 

in town had rentals? With 15 minutes left before the store closed, the 

manager, who had never heard of doing such a thing, came up with one of only 

two pairs of boots in the store that luckily just happened to fit Cecilia. 

The manager had no idea of how much to charge and Cecilia had to ask, "Don't 

you want my name or address for ID?" 

We began the drive to Bralorne with our fingers crossed. The road was 

gutted with the recent snowslides and loose rock. Gradually the convoy dis

sipated as we passed through Gold Bridge and soon we were the only ones 

heading onto Bralorne under a cold, crisp star-lit sky. Just after Bralorne 

we passed by a ghostly village of deserted mining shacks. From here emerged 
Si 

the Jackal once again. 

We had been climbing steadily for awhile and as George's VW reached the 

crest of the hill he braked in anticipation of the descent. But the car w 
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didn't stop. Instead it began slipping slowly down the sheet of ice that the 

road had now become. The VW plopped gently into a snowbank by the side of 

the road. Alan stopped at the crest of the hill and we got out of the car, 

sliding down towards George. 

Luckily both Alan and George had chains so that George would be able to 

•» crawl up hill with a little bit of pushing and shoving. But it was here that 

the Jackal inflicted his real wound of the night. George's incident was just 

a decoy! I ran back to unlock the back of Alan's car to get his chains. As 
a 

. I struggled to open the cold lock with the key it suddenly snapped, leaving 

half of the key still in the lock and the other half in my hand. If this 

trip was to be anywhere near consistent, this key would naturally be the only 

one that Alan had. No spares of course. I wasn't disappointed. 

Had Alan ever hot-wired a car? Luckily he somehow managed to get the 

other half of the key out of the lock and plopped it into the ignition. After 

a few tense moments, with much jiggling of the top half of the key he 

managed to start the car. However, now he couldn't open up the back of his 

car to check on his slow oil leak. A new engine certainly wasn't part of 

Alan's budget. 

We crept back into the abandoned settlement and spent a night in a cold 

deserted split level shack. A door propped hastily against the open window 

nearly fell into dinner that night. We finally fell asleep around 2 a.m. 

The Jackal blew a storm into McGillivray the next morning. We packed 

our gear and prepared to head up the trail. But the Jackal decided to strike 

early. As Paula prepared to leave she suddenly realized, "Where are my ski 

poles?" They had mysteriously vanished somewhere between Lillooet and here. 

«• Alan quickly fashioned a ski-pole out of a branch, rope and a spare 
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basket to match"the spare pole George brought. Before beginning his way up 

the trail, Alan also headed back to Bralorne to call John Baldwin to bring a 

spare car key. Saturday, he and Graham Underhill were to make a trek up to 

McGillivray for a week of skiing. 

Three down and three to go. "Who would the Jackal strike next?" I 

though as I skied up along Cadwallader Creek. Actually I thought George's 

explanation was a bit crazy. It sounded like a plot line from Twilight Zone 

or Suspense Theatre. If you believed in stories like that you'd probably still 

believe in the tooth fairy. But it was just right then that I noticed my 

binding twisting loose. 

Despite repeated tightenings, by the time George and Alan came along the 

binding had almost twisted off. However, I used some of George's wooden 

matches to fill the holes and then tightened the screws as fully as possible. 

Unfortunately it was too cold for the five minute epoxy. 

It seemed to work. I ploughed along until suddenly I heard a loud 

crack! coming from my ski. Upon lifting my foot my binding and ski proceeded 

to fall apart, in two, leaving only the thin base of the ski holding the two 

pieces together. 

The John Baldwin recommended repair kit somehow bound up my ski with 

wire, tape and more wire and I began my slow trudge up to the top of the pass. 

Step, Slide, Slide, Step, Slide, Slide. With George leading the way it was 

long after dark before I finally made it to the cabin. I felt too tired to do 

much more than eat and sleep. 

Friday the 19th brought swirling snow and a white-out over the Pass. 

With my ski out of commission, I stuck around the cabin shovelling snow off 

the roof and thumbing through exciting literature such as a Porky Pig Comic 
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Book and the latest Reader's Digest article "My favorite memories of my pet 

watermelon." I also repaired my ski that night using broken knives as rein-

forcers and massive amounts of epoxy. Unfortunately the ski now had a 

reversed camber! 

While Cecilia wandered down the valley that day, Henry, Paula, Alan and 

George headed up Telegraph Ridge along with howling winds and the Jackal. On 

top of the ridge Henry proceeded to kick turn around when suddenly a gust of 

wind scooped him up into the air and hurled him fifteen feet away from his 

original position and dangerously close to the edge of a cornice. 

George was now the only one left. "Hah!" he laughed out as he lit his 

stove back at the cabin," the Jackal may have gotten you all but he's not 

going to get me!" George was still laughing as his stove nearly blew up in 

his face. It suddenly burst into a wall of fire with flames leaping out 

several feet into the air. George stopped laughing after that and dinner that 

night was cooked with Alan's MSR stove instead. 

Saturday the 20th, George - now known as George the Torch - and the rest 

of us made our way through another snowy white-out to the top of Royal. 

Cecilia kindly lent me her skis as she was going to try to do some homework 

back at the cabin. For some reason, the rest of the trip (the final two days) 

seemed to be pretty uneventful in terms of mishaps that is, as if the Jackal 

had now been satisfied and had slunk back into hibernation. The skiing was 

quite fun although I dragged behind the rest of the gung-ho group. "You want 

to go up to the top again?? Are you crazy?" 

Well we reached the top or at least I think we did. We got fantastic 

views of a blinding snowstorm at 7700 ft. For some reason it looked like a 

blinding snowstorm at 7000 ft, 6000 ft, 5000 ft...sea level?! Oh well, the 
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ski down was fun though. Alan, Henry, George and Paula did some beautiful 

turns but for some reason I seemed to fall an awful lot. I was far behind 

everybody else but they knew when I was arriving by the noise I would make. 

I had a loose shovel that refused to tie properly on the back of my pack and 

everytime I fell it bonged me on the head. Maybe that's why Alan asked me to 

carry the shovel - negative reinforcement - I'd eventually learn to stop 

falling to avoid using my head as an alarm clock. 

John and Graham came up that night bringing Alan's spare key and bad 

news about the road. They said that they had to ski quite a ways up the road 

as it was blocked by the large fall of snow. We'd be stuck up here for a 

couple more days. "What lousy news," I thought, "I've got a job interview 

Monday that I can't miss." We sat around the table wondering what to do. It 

was decided that Cecilia, George and I would ski down the next day and see 

what the chains would do, if the car couldn't get out we'd ski down to Bralorne. 

Sunday dawned clear and sunny with the fresh snow glistening in the sun

rise. John popped his head out of his sleeping bag and started laughing 

"Fooled you! The road's actually been freshly ploughed and it's in great 

shape!" After dropping him down the outhouse, sleeping bag and all, we pro-

L c c u c u u u n n 1.1 IC p a S S i n 1.1 t c 1 t o n t t j o u i m i ^ i i i . . i l i a u i i u i l o t . c o t 1 i c i i n u i i 

the others as my skiing would really be slow and cautious due to the broken 

ski. Alan and Henry attempted McGillivray but ran out of time. The ski down 

was actually quite enjoyable. We all made it down in good time and had a fairly 

uneventful trip (what a relief) back to the Bar & Grill in Goldbn'dge, the 

Kanaka Bar & Grill and finally Vancouver. George, to this day, still insists 

that he ran across some obscure tracks on the way down that looked as if they 

were made by a skier with one ski and one pole and a stove and a half broken 
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key dragging behind him. 

Trip Members 

Alan Dibb (Leader) 
Cecilia McVea 
George Fulton 

David Wong 
Paula Burgerjon 
Henry Marsden 

PARADISE FOUND 

Paula Burgerjon March 5, 6, 7, 1982 

Of our trip to Singing Pass and the lure 
of those snow covered peaks whose unbagged state 
brought inspiration into the world, and all our joy, 
Sing, Skiers' Muse, that, on the secluded top 
of Whirlwind or of Fissile didst inspire 
this VOCer who now attempts to parody Milton 
and invokes thy aid to her adventurous song. 
Say first what cause moved we three 
to miss classes and transgress professors'will. 
The infernal ski-lust, he it was whose guile 
stirred us up with desire and conned 
the Almighty Alan into driving - again. 
By way of two chairlifts and muscle power 
he with his happy crew 
ascended Whistler Mt. but my doom 
reserved me for much ridicule; for then I fell 
from the chairlift ramp with my skins (such sin). 
So on we fared, and to the cabin came 
A heaven on earth, for blissful Paradise 
of snow the valley was. 
Next day, when sacred light began to dawn 
we three to Whirlwind peak didst ski. 
At the top, as far as VOCers can, we viewed 
the dismal situation waste and wild. 
No light, but rather whiteness visible 
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So seeing, from the peak our steps we turned 
But first low reverence down (many times by Henry and I) 
as to the power that dwells within snow. 
The last day, when sacred light began to dawn 
we three to Fissile peak didst ski 
a forbidden peak whose delicious taste 
brought indecision into the world (mine mostly). 
Our death, the avalanche of snow and rock, waited close by 
Our life, bought dear by foregoing thrill, was more tempting 
So on to Whirlwind we fared, and in the sun sat 
'til freezer burn took hold. 
The trip thus ended, we descended the trail 
and looking back, all the splendor beheld 
Of Paradise, so late our happy seat. 
The icy trail was all before us, where to choose 
many places of rest (mostly in nose plant position) 
Providence our guide, with sliding skis and bodies 
we took our solitary ways. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb 
Henry Harsden 
Paula Burgerjon 

OVERSEER MOUNTAIN 

Alan Dibb March 1982 

During the winter of 1981-82, B.C. Hydro maintained'the Meager Creek 

road. This provided access to a number of excellent ski touring areas, in

cluding the Overseer Mountain group, which lies east of Meager Creek. 

We left the cars at 2:00 p.m. Friday and started skiing up the unplowed 

logging roads and slash that extends beyond the springs to the creek draining 

the Pika cirque (see VOC Ski-touring Guide for route map). We followed this 
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creek for a short distance before swinging south to begin a long, rising 

traverse of the indistinct ridge between this creek and Madhorse Creek to the 

south. By dusk, about 6:30 p.m., we had reached 5500 feet (grid reference 

691990) on the ridge and set up camp. 

Saturday dawned as yet another glorious clear day. We climbed directly 

up a 7300 foot knoll (later named "Pringle's Bump"), then a short descent to 

the north put us on a gentle glacier which led to an unnamed 8630 foot peak. 

It was here that George announced the name he had been waiting all winter to 

give to some deserving unnamed peak: "Uriah's Heap". 

From Uriah's Heap, a steep descent led to the base of Spidery Peak and 

we followed it around to the Spidery-Overseer col. Hard wind-compacted snow 

make for a speedy ascent of Overseer, the highest peak in the area at just 

over 9000 feet. The Coast Mtns. are the most heavily glaciated non-polar 

range of mountains on earth, a fact which can be appreciated when one is stand

ing on the summit of Mt. Overseer, with the Pemberton Icecap stretching south 

and the Lillooet Icecap disappearing to the north. The quantity of ice con

tained within this panoramic view is immense; in fact, one source 1 has 

estimated that if all this ice was chopped up into one inch cubes and the 

cubes placed side by side in a line, this line would stretch 2.7 light years -

2/3 of the distance to the nearest star, or 82,937.5 round trips to the sun. 

And this represents only a tiny fraction of the total ice in the Coast Range! 

Instead of reversing our tedious up and down route, we returned by des

cending directly from the Overseer-Spidery col, and then cutting across to our 

Baldwin, John (1981). Coast Range Trivia, Eisel Publications, 
p. 2214-2215. 
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campsite. We roped up on one section of glacier; here our progress was about 

what you'd expect when four people, bound together with a rope and all with 

long flat sticks attached to their feet, are sent flying down a twisted, icy 

slope. At about the 5800 foot level we began contouring through the trees 

towards camp. We were quite surprised, about five minutes before reaching 

camp, to stumble upon an apparent geothermal luke-warm spot - the entire snow

pack (about 10-12 feet) was missing from a small mossy area on an open slope, 

with a small pool of water formed in a depression. Happily we filled our 

water bottles and skied down to camp by the glow of a setting sun. 

Contrary to what many people seem to have thought, it was not easy for 

us to regularly take three day weekends this term. We were not blessed with 

slack work loads or academic geneous that precluded having to study. On this 

particular trip, for example, Henry and I used some notes I had brought to 

quiz each other on minerals while sitting around in the tent at night - our 

exam was on Monday. George has even invented a device which straps around his 

head and holds civil engineering formulae before his eyes while he skies 

along. (George claims this year's model also slices and dices vegetables, and 

will be available to VOC members for $4.99.) You may scoff, but is sure beats 

spending our weekends in libraries. 

Our camp was rather too low to allow us to climb another peak on Sunday 

before skiing out, so, with some reluctance since it was another beautiful 

day, we skied down. John and Paula chose a new and improved version of the 

route we had skied in by, while George, Henry and I couldn't resist the long 

gully that dropped 2000 vertical feet to Madhorse Creek. The run proved to 

be steep, narrow and icy, but was enjoyed by 67% of those who attempted it. 
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The creek itself, with numerous gaping holes, rickety snow bridges, and 

cliffy sides, was a little tedious. Henry (the horse) lost a ski in one such 

wet orifice; his reaction to the situation assisted George and I in naming 

this creek. 

The hot springs, of course, were the perfect way to end a great trip. 

The occasion was marred only by the fact that Paula, an island of modesty in 

a sea of nudity, had had the foresight to bring a bathing suit. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb Paula Burgerjon 
George Fulton John Pringle 
Henry Marsden 

SKIING THE GLACIERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA'S  
COAST MOUNTAIN RANGE 

Graham Underhill April, May 1982 

Rising in the heart of British Columbia's Coast Mountain Range exists a 

system of interconnecting glaciers and snowfields with such royal names as 

the Monarch, Klinaklin and Silverthrone. To the east lies Mount Waddington, 

British-Columbia's highest point. Tremendous expanses of virtually unexplored 

mountains and valleys stretch as far as the eye can see in all directions. 

These were to be the surroundings for the next thirty days for five Vancouver 

skiers as they began a never before completed 250 kilometer cross country ski 

expedition, south to Knight Inlet — a deep glacial fiord jutting into the 

spine of the mountains. 

The concept of a feasible expedition through this remote section of 

mountains was originally conceived by John Baldwin, the trip leader or "Boss" 

as he was affectionately referred to by the lesser mortals on the tour. While 

completing his masters degree in engineering at the University of British 
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Columbia, Oohn was continually making numerous forays into the map library 

spending endless amounts of time pouring over contour maps, so evolving the 

hatching of our planned route. 

All members of the expedition had originally come to know each other 

through the comradeship of the Varsity Outdoor Club while pursuing various 

fields of study at the University. The past few winters, everyone's life had 

revolved around skiing in any one of its numerous variety of forms. Included 

in the group was Brian Sheffield alias the Green Hornet or most commonly just 

"Hornet" so named because of his inability to sit still. He was constantly 

buzzing around at an electrifying pace wearing olive green ski gear including 

green hat, mitts and gaiters. Brian had just finished spending the winter 

introducing the Europeans to his methods of extreme ski touring on cross 

country skis on their Haute Route and in other parts of the Alps. 

Also along, were Steve Ludwig and Helen Sovdat who teach flat!and cross 

country technique in Panorama Ski Resort and myself having spent the bulk of 

the winter guiding helicopter skiers out of Bugaboo Lodge in the south eastern 

part of British Columbia. 

Leaving a blossoming spring behind in Vancouver, the five of us found 

cursslvss howling along the last few miles of Highway 20 into Bella Coola just 

after midnight on Monday, April 19th, 1982. The stars were out in splendour, 

and we all knew that within twelve hours we would be embarking on an expedition 

that would culminate as being the biggest personal venture into the mountains 

for any member of the group. 

The most worrisome factor was the weather. The phenomenon of swirling 

clouds and driving snow would have a tremendous amount of influence over our 

progress and success no matter how careful we had been during the past few 
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weeks preparation. The measuring of ounces of rice, noodles and dried 

vegetables, the cutting of huge blocks of cheese into individual daily portions, 

and the careful calculations of the amount of white gas needed per day to cook 

our evening meal and melt snow for drinking water, meant virtually nothing 

unless we got some cooperation from mother nature to help ensure our success. 

The existence of such huge glaciers, the Klinaklin being possibly the 

largest glacier in the Coast Range outside of Alaska, meant an accumulation of 

enormous amounts of snow over the winter months and very little melting in the 

summer. In fact, research had indicated to us that the only other person who 

had been into the southern part of our route had done so in July in the early 

70's and had been beseiged by a ten day snowstorm that had kept him completely 

tent bound and dumped four feet of snow on the area in July! However, past 

records also indicated that the middle of April to the end of May generally 

had drier and better weather than June or March. 

Our object was to ski from Ape Lake, located a few miles southeast of 

Bella Coola, B.C., virtually along the top of the coastal divide south to 

drop into Knight Inlet from the west, some 250 kilometers away from the start. 

Before we started skiing, John and I had used a helicopter to place 

three airdrops — each containing ten days food at strategic intervals along 

our planned route. We planned to be out thirty days at the most, carrying 

seven days food between airdrops, but in the event of severe storms, when we 

could not travel at all, it was agreed that some extra food might be appreciated 

as there was no escape or retreat from the area other than skiing out our 

intended route. 

As the helicopter disappeared into the distance after dropping the last 

two people on the frozen surface of Ape Lake at 4500 feet elevation, everyone 
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suddenly realized how totally committed and dependent we were on each other 

and how important were our meagre food supplies at each airdrop to our 

survival during the next thirty days and our subsequent safe arrival at Knight 

Inlet. 

Everyone on the tour was skiing on metal edged cross country skis with 

lightweight cable bindings and used double cross country ski boots all 

supplied by Sigge's Sport Villa of Vancouver. After spending a few minutes 

waxing our skis for climbing and last minute adjustments to our loads we were 

off up the Ape Glacier heading for the Monarch ice cap and points south. 

During the tour, there were several areas of extremely steep, difficult 

and very rugged terrain where we had to descend several thousand feet on our 

skis and then climb back up to the eight thousand foot level through a pass 

and onto the next glacier. 

Before embarking on the trip we had spent time studying aerial photo

graphs of the areas the maps had indicated would be difficult travelling. The 

photographs had revealed some very treacherous avalanche prone slopes and 

crevasse filled glaciers lying along the intended route. However, our past 

experience in coast range travel, and our trust in the cartographer's accuracy 

in the drawing of contour lines on the map, had led us to conclude we would be 

able to make it through these areas providing conditions in the snowpack and. 

weather were favourable. 

It was day ten of the expedition! We had successfully navigated through 

our first area of major concern, located and passed our first airdrop and 

climbed six main peaks of which Princess Mountain at over 9600 feet was the 

most significant. But we were extremely worried. 

We had been tent bound for two days in an incredibly violent storm. The 
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wind and snow were driving so hard we had to shovel out the tents every two or 

three hours to keep from getting buried. Going out for nature's call to the 

outdoor biffy was something we all tried to put off as long as possible. 

The most crucial part of the predicament was that we had four days food 

left and we were at least two long days travel from the second airdrop. We 

were perched above an area that involved some of the most difficult travelling 

of the expedition. The route involved descending almost 4000 feet very 

rapidly into a huge bowl and then climbing a very steep ridge back up another 

3500 feet to the icefields on the other side. John had affectionately nick

named this area the "Toilet Bowl" because of its numerous and frequent "flush

ing" by huge avalanches. 

The storm we had been experiencing had reduced visibility to a matter of 

feet and had created a very significant avalanche hazard. We had over two feet 

of new snow that had begun falling at a very cold temperature on a suncrust 

base and was getting progressively much warmer as the storm continued. There 

was a very weak bond between the old snow and the new, making for excellent 

avalanche conditions. As well as the avalanch hazard we were beginning to 

wonder about our food supply as we all knew that if stuck here a few more days 

we would not have the energy to ski to the next airdrop once the food we were 

carrying had run out. 

On day eleven, it was still snowing heavily and blowing but we could see 

over 100 feet catching glimpses of the odd piece of rock jutting up out of the 

icefield every few minutes. We knew we had to try and move as it might be our 

only chance. After several hours of intricate and painstaking route finding in 

near zero visibility, we were below the main clouds and ready to enter the most 

dangerous part of the Toilet Bowl. By some stroke of luck, it had gotten warm 
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enough during the night and previous day to rain below 6000 feet. This had 

meant everything had slid during the night and then frozen rock hard during 

the early morning and so we were able to descend and fight our way up the 

other side safely although in very marginal weather conditions. By pushing 

for two long days through the storm, we were able to struggle into the second 

airdrop where we were again tent bound as the weather settled in snowing hard 

and continuously for two more days dumping another incredible three feet on 

our camp. We had certainly begun to appreciate exactly why such huge masses 

of snow and ice had formed in this region of the British Columbia Coast Range. 

As the weather is always the dictator of most ventures into the moun

tains, we were somewhat disappointed not to have been given a break during the 

middle part of our route to enable us to attempt some peaks, unnamed and as 

yet unclimbed. However, we were fortunately rewarded on the fifteenth day as • 

a one day break presented the opportunity to make a very enjoyable and 

memorable climb of Silverthrone Mountain. At over 9500 feet, it is the highest 

peak in the immediate area and is only believed to have been climbed once 

before by the Mundays in the 1930's. From this windy pillar in the sky we 

were able to look north over large parts of the route we had been struggling 

through over the past fifteen days. Directly to the east rose the solid bulk 

of Mount Waddington, while to the south still far in the distance we could 

pick out Klinaklin Peak beckoning our eventual arrival. The unexpected triumph 

on Silverthrone had given the group a revitalizing injection of spirit and 

energy when it was greatly needed after so much snow and wind. 

The weather once again, moved in and out during the third week of the 

trip providing half day clearings here and there enabling a few more peaks to 

be climbed and making for tricky route finding in crevassed areas when the 
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visibility was marginal. 

On our last two days of travelling we were miraculously and perhaps 

justly rewarded with two perfect days enabling us to rapidly descend and 

ascend two heavily crevassed icefields that would have been impossible without 

perfect visibility. The culmination at the end of the second last day of the 

expedition was the climbing of 8600 foot Klinaklin Peak -- the major spire in 

the southern section of our route and a target we had been aiming for during 

the long weeks of sweat and hunger on our journey southward. 

From the summit of Klinaklin, we knew we had achieved our goal. We had 

endured a seemingly hostile environment and yet come out with unforgettable 

memories and reflections of phenomenal powder skiing, good climbing and each 

individual's inner impressions created in a world alien to most peoples' 

existance. The journey of the past few weeks was perhaps even more vividly 

imprinted on our minds as the rapid descent and transformation into the 

budding spring of the coastal river valley replaced the land of rock, ice and 

snow we had known so well. There will never be a time when skiing the glaciers 

of British Columbia's Coast Hountain Range does not create an unidentifiable 

longing to go back for another run. 

THE WEST COAST TRAIL 
Susan Hollenberg Hay 1982 

This is simply to record for posterity the fact that "The Turtles" 

(Rosalyn Clark, Simon Patey, Craig Carswell, and Susan Hollenberg) completed 

the northern half of the West Coast Trail one half (1/2) hour behind "The 

Rabbits" (Anita Miettunen, Denise Hart, Gary Tarr). Their most memorable feat 

was preparing for the trek in a record half day, while still suffering from 

extreme post-exam delusionitis. 
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A leisurely five day pace was necessary to restore normal functioning. 

Each day held a wealth of discovery: large grey submarines that emerged 

periodically and spouted; a long, thin rat-like organism that invaded camp to 

carry off additions for its human coat collection; and a miniature bear, who 

liked honey, red balloons and Christopher Robin. Attire was casual — rain-

pants and sweater to rain pants and T-shirt to rainpants. The mud obscuring 

the trail was judged to be fine stuff, presenting a formidable challenge in 

its avoidance. Four persons in the V.O.C. McKinley tent provided a warm, homey 

atmosphere, with the added security of drapes of moist rip-stop on the sleeping 

forms of the brave two outer souls. 

The solitude was almost perfect (except for six other bodies). Few 

humans, save a seemingly permanent resident with his own plastic tarp, were 

spotted. The weather was almost perfect...well, as perfect as it can be on the 

west coast of Vancouver Island where rainpants seem to be an indispensible 

native adaption. It was the ideal cure for worries about university achieve

ment and summer jobs. The only casualties were brought about by a scheming 

lighthouse keeper who lured us up to the top of his tower and mesmerized all 

with his blinding prisms. It was sunny for the rest of that grey day and night 

and until we disembarked from the Horseshoe Bay Ferry. 

DISCOVERING THE WEST COAST TRAIL 

Anita Miettunen May 1-5, 1982 

The idea first evolved some two months earlier on a Biology fieldtrip 

near Port Renfrew, where supposedly, I was deeply immersed in the coursework. 

My first experience on Vancouver Island's West Coast completely captivated me. 

Subsequently, the following weeks were spent dreaming of freedom and adventure, 
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rather than preparing carefully for those all-important final exams. 

Whenever I met Denise, I noticed that she too had that strange, far-away 

glazed look in her eyes, so I was not surprised when she expressed overwhelming 

interest the day I mentioned doing a trip. A notice was hastily posted in the 

clubroom to lure along other VOC'ers, especially someone with a CAR! We met 

Gary Tarr, equally eager for some West Coast tripping and proud owner of a 

genuine, four-wheeled, automated vehicle, in reliable working order at that! 

Hurrah! We would not have to spend days footsore on unknown logging roads 

afterall, trying to reach the coast! 

Thus the school term ended and the three of us, with minimal organizing, 

were off to discover the West Coast Trail. There was rumour that a duplicate 

crew of enthusiasts, otherwise known as the Patey Party, were due to travel 

along the same paths. However, as we finally set off hiking in the spittering 

rain of a late afternoon (from the Bamfield end of the trail), they and their 

infamous leader, Samoa Patey, were nowhere to be seen, or heard. 

The first day's hiking was all in the woods, but really, it was a wond

rous walk. The forest was refreshing — cool, green, yes somewhat wet too. 

Travel along the well-worn path was pleasant and easy, the falling rain was 

hardly noticed as each one of us wandered along light-heartedly. The natural 

atmosphere often changed -- tall magnificent cedars and lush vegetation in the 

true sense of a rainforest, then around a corner and descent into another world, 

another time; dark and primeval, with twisting, turning, struggling trees 

everywhere moss-covered and hanging with lichen, some dripping with wetness. 

In a few hours, the trail descended to the beach by Michigan Creek, home 

for the first night. We picked a perfect haven for ourselves amidst a tree 
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cluster, right along the shoreline. Denise and I were kept busy setting up 

the VOC 2-man! tent we had borrowed. (Mmm, this looks interesting, I think it 

calls for some improvising.) The Patey Party arrived soon after, thus the 

evening was spent together. 

The morning of Hay 2 dawned bright and clear. Denise, Gary and I, being 

fairly eager to get going, gently parted from the others, who were still 

busily trying to decide what to do and where to go. 

The beach was our pathway now - smooth sandy shores (sometimes rocky!) 

stretching forever, accompanied by the crashing sounds of the Pacific. It was 

rather grand out there on the Coast in the early summer - few people and free

dom! As I poked along exploring, my pockets were soon brimming with various 

treasures. Our only complaints were the amounts of garbage we kept coming 

across, which kept reminding us of man's impact through carelessness. 

We camped at Klanawa River for 2 nights where we mellowed out in the sun 

and spent time exploring Tsusiat Falls and the shores up to Tsusiat Point. 

Various wildlife was observed including a rotting, beached whale and the 

noblest of all birds - an eagle. The coastal geology was fascinating at times 

- large flat boulders, rocks "mushrooming" up, the Hole-in-the-Wall. Denise 

and I must have spent hours debating whether our life's purpose lay in Geology 

or Marine Biology. (We never did reach a concrete conclusion!) Lucky for us 

Gary was.such an understanding soul to listen to us. 

Our final campspot was on the beach back at Michigan Creek, where we 

joined up with the Patey Party once more. The evening meal included a feast, 

for those so inclined, on local mussels cooked in garlic sauce. 

We were greeted on the morning of May 5 with a spectacular showing -

whales swimming and playing right out in front of us! For over an hour we 
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watched them, mesmorized. 

On the hike back, we stopped at the Pacheena Pt. Lighthouse where we were 
lucky enough to get a tour of the building; the view from the top offered a 
unique perspective on the area. (Note: don't even hope for a tour in mid
summer; the whole place is hopelessly overrun by thousands of tourists.) The 
man we talked with was generous and informative, giving us a small insight into 
a lifestyle otherwise unknown to us. 

Thus our West Coast travels reached an end and we headed back to Vancouver 
renewed yet somewhat reluctantly. 

The three coastally creative souls involved were: Denise Hart, Gary 
Tarr and Anita Miettunen. 

BICYCLE SHAKEDOWN!! 

Anita Miettunen . May 12, 1982 

The day looked clear, my cycle was tuned and I was set! However, as I 

met up with my fellow riders of the day, Jay and Steve, a few questioning 

thoughts abruptly shot through my head. Suddenly, I had visions of myself 

puffing to death up some hill, miles and hours behind, while my companions 

breezed easily onwards! Oh well, there was little time to dwell on this — 

the islands were beckoning and we were off! 

After a brief ferry trip from Tsawwassen, we arrived at Sturdies Bay on 

Galiano Island. The plan was to brisk through quickly to Montague Harbour and 

catch another ferry to Mayne Island. I secretly wondered how my legs would 

ever be able to pump fast enough to get there in time, let alone even remotely 

keep up with Jay and Steve. My fears were put to rest though, when Steve 

cheerfully volunteered, "Follow me, I know a short-cut." 

Well, three short-cuts later, we had explored several gravel roads, 

driveways and backyards of rural farms, but were still miles away from the 

ferry terminal with only 3.29 minutes before departure times. The decision 
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not to "go for it" was a popular one with me, thus we opted to spend the day 

freewheeling on Galiano instead. With the warming sun on my face and the 

satisfying feeling of freedom on the road, I really didn't mind which island 

we stayed on. 

The Gulf Islands are an ideal place to get acquainted with cycle touring. 

If one has several days, enough opportunities exist to make a lengthier tour 

of the whole area variable and quite enjoyable. Traffic was fairly minimal for 

us as it was still early summer. However, one should be aware that the road

ways are often travelled by fairly large trucks. 

We enjoyed a long, leisurely lunch on a beach at Montague — relaxing in 

the sun and taking life easy. It was pleasant being here in early summer — 

so few people. I took a walk along the intertidal zone checking out the 

marine life and seeing what I was able to identify. Even here, so close to 

human habitation, I noted the amazing diversity that existed. The rock layers 

I walked upon were equally interesting to inspect. 

After Jay fixed his flat tire, we continued towards the island's north. 

We stopped at a viewpoint upon a cliff looking out towards the waters, with 

other islands scattered here and there in the distance. A tiny humming bird 

flew about busily below us. It was such an idyllic spot I regretted not having 

brought a sleeping bag along — I would have camped out right there! 

The northern island was reached in the early afternoon so there was 

plenty of time to walk along the large shore rocks — or even try climbing 

them. We discovered a really interesting area of sandstone caves and forma

tions where Steve demonstrated to us a trip he had always wanted to lead — 

cave cycling! However, I think he found cycling along the bulky boulders just 

a tad too frustrating. With considerable effort, Jay and I were able to 
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prevent him at the last minute from throwing his disobedient cycle into the 

ocean waters forever. 

Back at Sturdies Bay, we quenched ourselves at the local inn while await

ing the return ferry. The energy of summer was definitely here and I looked 

forward to more cycle trips! 

Participants 

Jay Page 
Steve Grant 
Anita Miettunen 

SUMMER 1982  

RAINBOW MOUNTAIN 

Pierre Beaudry June 12-13, 1982 

The Wednesday night meeting at Jerry's Cove that week only resulted in 

two people still wanting to go on a ski trip that weekend. It was thus 

decided that Rainbow would be a nice destination. The start of the trail is a 

total disaster; alder regrowth is 10 feet high and quite thick. Trying to 

walk through that with skis on your pack is, putting it mildly, quite frustrat

ing. Once having reached the old growth forest however, the hike up to snow 

level is quite pleasing. There are a number of very nice views, including one 

spectacular waterfall. (Maybe it's more spectacular because you have just 

come out of the alder bushes.) At that time snow was still in the forest at 

about 4000 feet, well below tree line. On with the skins and up we continued, 

being quite pleased that we had decided to bring our skis. At about this time 

we stopped for lunch in some sunny spot and were passed by a group of hikers 

from S.F.U. Although the walking on the snow was very easy I'm sure that they 

would have loved to have a pair of skis once in the meadows because the skiing 
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was still quite enjoyable. We set up camp by the still partially frozen lake, 

and went out for a little late afternoon ski touring. The weather was great 

and many good views were had in all directions. The next morning we bagged 

Rainbow. Most of the ascent was negotiated on skis, with the last part being 

a little too steep and rocky for skis. The views from the peak permitted us 

to enter into a contest of how many peaks we could name; this little competi

tion didn't last too long as we soon realized that we would be better off with 

a map. The prospect of skiing down was alluring as we anticipated some good 

turns were to be had. So down we headed. Of course the good descents are 

always too short, and you find yourself at the bottom before you think you 

should be. It was now time to pack the tent and head for the trail. Contrary 

to most trail descents this had the potential for being a pleasant ride. The 

trail doesn't really switch-back and the trees are quite widely spaced per

mitting you to ski off the trail in between the trees. The snow was your 

typical late spring kind; dirty and hard but nonetheless it was quite enjoyable. 

This would certainly be a very good run in the winter. Many turns later, a 

few more scratches on the bases of my skis, and it was time to take off the 

skis for what would turn out to be the last time for the 81-82 season. 

Phyllis appeared a little time later, having had some trouble with her bindings 

and having to have gone back a little ways to look for her lost sun glasses. 

Now it was time to head back to the alder, then the car, and later on back to 

work. I couldn't decide which of the three I dreaded the most. 

Participants 

Pierre Beaudry 
Phyllis Mallett 
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MOUNT SHUKSAN, WASHINGTON 

Pierre Beaudry June 19-20, 1982 

Kobus was picked up at 6:00 on Saturday morning. He dumped all his 

stuff in the back of the van and jumped in the front seat. On the way to pick 

up Sean we turned on Georgia from Burrard, the side door of the van opened and 

out rolled Kobus's Joe Brown helmet (totally unnoticed by us). At the next 

red light the driver next to us told us he saw something roll out of the van. 

Half an hour later and no luck in finding the helmet, we decided that some 

grubby must have picked it up to protect himself from the beatings he was 

expecting to receive as he walked in the house. 

This trip had been planned as one of the last ski trips of the season. 

The traditional ski route from the north side had been chosen as our destina

tion. However, as most good V.O.C. trips, our plans were to be totally changed. 

During our drive up, Geoff (who didn't have any ski gear) talked us into 

changing our route and climbing the North face (as described in Beckey). So 

it was agreed to leave our skis behind and go for a more alpine style climb. 

The approach was certainly less than popular, it was a classic case of west-

coast bushwacking and steep gully climbs. Saturday night we set up camp at 

tree level, just below the base of the climb. During the last few days the 

weather had been very warm, so it was decided that the wake-up call for Sunday 

would be at 3 a.m., allowing us to climb at least part way in cooler weather 

and on harder snow. Unfortunately the temperature stayed well above freezing 

all night, providing us with rather slushy conditions for the climb. By the 

time breakfast was over, we had put our crampons on and roped up, we could 

distinguish a bit of sunlight trying to make it over the horizon. The first 

part of the climb went well, the temperature still being relatively cool, 
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and the technical difficulties being relatively easy (however still being 

quite exciting for me as this was my first real alpine climb). We arrived at 

the base of the summit pyramid at about 10:30, quite confident that we had 

lots of time to spare. However, the route up was not as direct as was anti

cipated, we had to circumnavigate around 3/4 of the base before gaining any 

new altitude. The final ascent was some exposed grade 3 scrambling that we 

chose to negotiate without ropes for ease in climbing. The summit was reached 

at about 12:30; a few pictures and some lunch later we started back down. For 

the route down we decided to go around the other 1/4 of the summit peak, thus 

shortening the travelling. This, however, proved to be a waste of time as we 

were faced with some unnegotiable terrain and had to turn back to the unpleas-

ing thought of now having to walk around 7/8 of the summit to return to our 

original route. The weather being so hot, some of the terrain had already had 

time to melt. The snow bridges were weaker (as I soon found out the hard way, 

hanging at the end of the rope in a burgstrom, when the bridge I was standing 

on gave away), the ice softer and the snow less stable, not to mention the 

small ice and snow slides all around us. Camp was reached at about 4:00 and 

we were ready for the final descent by about 4:00. To go back down we opted 

for the glissading route down the tongue of the glacier as opposed to the 

forest. However all was not rosy, as we now had to find our way through some 

very thick regrowth due to logging activity that had gone through there some 

10 years ago. Amazingly we found the van before dark (Kobus isn't used to 

walking in daylight) and headed off to supper in Glacier (having supper in 

Glacier that evening is a story that could make up its own journal article) 

and arrived in Vancouver at some time in the early hours of the morning. 

Pierre Beaudry Kobus Bernard 
Sean Marlyn Geoff Harris 



MT. MacFARLANE 
(OR HOW TO TURN A 1 DAY TRIP INTO A 3 DAY ONE WITHOUT REALLY TRYING) 

Audrey Pearson July 1-4, 1982 

Well, it was Dominion Day holiday and time to head for the hills. Since 

July 1 was on a Thursday, we all decided to take the Friday off as well (just 

like graduate students). 

Plans were made Wednesday night at Delwyn's party that hangovers not 

withstanding we would leave Thursday morning and conveniently ignore the fact 

that it was pouring out. 

Day 1: We leave. Swimming attire would be more appropriate as it's raining 

so hard. The Vedder River does not look too friendly to river runners this 

time. When we reach the trail no one is particularly eager to go charging 

into the wet. Eating and sleeping in the van are far better alternatives. 

Then of course we couldn't go out in the dark. The bogeyman might get us. 

Day 2: "Yawn. Stretch. Hmm. It's not raining. So, I guess we should do 

something." "Like what?" "Like walk up the trail." "Hmm, yawn, yes, well I 

guess so. We are supposed to be tough VOCers, aren't we?" "Yes, something 

like that." 

The trail was steep with an uncomfortable grade plus lots of wet dead

fall to clamber over, just for fun. Except for one bear, the plod up was 

uneventful. 

Home for the evening was the most level, least soaked piece of ground 

we could find (which meant it was neither of the above). The view was specta

cular-panoramic fog. We saw something that looked vaguely mountainish in the 

background, but it could have just been a vicious rumour. 

A few lines must be devoted to Janet's tent. She, being a Kiwi, had a 
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Kiwi tent, which had evolved in a climate where there is neither rain nor bugs. 

It was a massive thing with a floor separate from the rest. The mosquitoes 

loved it. The evening's entertainment was provided by squishing the latter, 

food bags and Rein's jokes. 

Day 3: We finally come to about 9:00 a.m. It is a typical day on the coast, 

drizzling; andour objective is completely fogged in. Oh well. Back to eating, 

joke-telling (Rein has an amazing repertoire), reading and general relaxation. 

Rein brought a book about the "true story" of a medieval village that was 

terrorized by a pack of "killer wolves" which as you may have guessed was so 

ridiculous; it made great reading in a rainy tent. I think English language 

hit a new low with that one (this article doesn't count!). 

Morning is now afternoon and the general feeling is that we should head 

down. Oh well, trundling over wet logs in the rain builds character or so 

they say. The book says it is a 7 hr trip. So it only took us 72. The 

avalanche lilies were glorious. Besides, even rain is better in the mountains. 

The Debauched Crew 

Audrey Pearson 
Janet Gabite 
Rein Raudsepp 
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PACIFIC COAST ODYSSEY - CYCLING TO SAN FRANCISCO 

Kathy Wong July 5-29, 1982 

B.C.-Washington 

As Anita and I waited at the gas station in a typical Vancouver downpour 

for the third member of our group, we tried to envision what the next few 

weeks would be like on the road. Anita romantically envisioned scenes of 

misty rainforests, crashing surf, palm trees, and the fabled Golden Gate 

Bridge. I envisioned pressure sores on one's saddle area, blowouts while des

cending mountain passes, and accidentally becoming a hood ornament on a 

logging truck. 

It all began in the beginning of the school year when a few of us talked 

about cycling through the Rockies. But as dictated by Murphy's Law, Louise 

0. and Pierre Zak decided to opt out for marital bliss, Dave Wong chose to 

cycle solo through the Maritimes, and Sue Hollenberg decided to toil on a 

Norwegian cow farm. 

Mellow Miettunen, a hard-core cyclist from the esteemed Spokes Grant 

School of Pedal pushing, and "Bella" (after the helmet) Shintani, a Boston 

century rider whose medical and bike repair knowledge would prove helpful, 

were hastily wooed onto the destinationless trip. We decided to forego the 

Rockies trip due to water contamination around Banff as we did not relish 

bringing home parasites for souvenirs instead of the usual Mountie-on-a-key-

chain. 

As it was our first extended bike trip, we decided that it might be 

helpful to get our dubious bikes and slothful physical selves into some sort 

of decent shape so that hopefully neither would breakdown in the middle of 

Hell's Angels territory. Upon checking out my old 5-speed, the bike mechanic 
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tactfully told me to sell my bike for parts ha-ha and buy a used 10-speed. 

Finances allowed for a new rear tire and change in gear ratio only. Femme 

fatale Anita managed to borrow a young lad's flashy red bike in exchange for 

a California surfing T-shirt. Bella determinedly gave her old bike a compre

hensive overhaul resulting in a broken crank shaft bolt and delaying our 

departure by one day. 

Thus now we stood at the gas station waiting to start la tour de bike. 

As Bella arrived, we gracefully tried to leap onto our bikes which had 

suddenly acquired an extra 35 to 45 pounds (who had the heavy underwear?). 

Hmm, perhaps we should have practiced riding with this weight BEFORE the trip 

as we demonstrated how someone with a .10 blood alcohol level would handle a 

bike — weaving down Oak St. trying not to let our rear panniers sideswipe 

the parked cars. 

Well, our first day involved crossing water via the Tsawwassen-Victoria 

and Victoria-Port Angeles ferries. Travelling along 101 we encountered few 

cars as we entered the Olympic National Forest. Sensory input via the sight, 

smell, and sounds of the Pacific Northwest rainforest, rugged snowpeaks, and 

sinewy rivers made us forget any body aches. Our destination for the first 

night was Elwha near Ht. Angeles. At the grocery-tavern near the entrance of 

the park we were greeted by a typical "Waoreshington" laconic drawl of "Hey, 

you gals headed for the hotsprings?" 

As we followed the coastal U.S. 101 highway which often resembled a 

country road, we encountered few cyclists. Prior to the start of our trip, 

we had heard many horror stories of logging trucks which playfully forced 

two-wheelers off non-existent road shoulders. We had tried to prepare for 

this by cycling up and down Vancouver's Broadway during rush hour. 
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Well, after the first 10 logging trucks appeared at Sappho, causing mild 

cardiac arrests, we soon grew used to all large vehicles and learned to 

counterbalance our weight as they flew by. Generally, the truckers were 

friendly — many used their CB's to warn each other when one of us approached 

a blind curve in the road. 

It did not take long to build up the heart and leg muscles since the 

hills were gradual. We cycled between 35 to 90 miles a day depending on the 

scenery (ie. hills) and averaged 60. All proceeded well -- both weather and 

bikewise until...da da da. 

Then it happened. That dreaded experience which all sensible cyclists 

fear from the bottom of their Suntour souls. 

While cycling over the rolling logged out hills and listening to the 

gentle hum of the trucks, Anita began to ominously perceive that something was 

not right. Perhaps, it was the change in wind direction as the L'Air du Skunk 

tantalizingly swirled through the air? Or maybe it was the sight of the bald 

eagles circling menancingly over her head? Or again, perhaps it was when 

Anita realized that she was pumping in an extremely low gear for a road grade 

that one's granny could jog on with ease. 

With admirable calmness, Anita applied her brakes and then uttered those 

dreaded words with a dignity which I respected, "#$UW- A flat tire!" 

We leaned our bikes precariously against 3 plastic reflector posts which 

were several metres apart. Bella and I ignored the 50° tip of our bikes as 

she assisted in surgically removing Anita's wheel. 

After several minutes, Bella turned around and shouted, "Fifi, your bike 

is gone!" One of the cars which had slowed down when passing must have 

stolen my bike -- we ran to where the bikes had been parked. This could only 
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happen in the States! 

Then Anita hooted -- there lay the bike over the embankment tangled in 

some bushes. Apparently the breeze from a logging truck had knocked it over. 

No harm was done except for a few scratches on the old scratches. 

Next Few Days 

A few minor incidents occurred over the next few days. Anita knocked 

out part of her front tooth while dental flossing. I broke my glasses when 

I rolled over them while napping. Anita's tooth was fixed for free by a 

cycling dentist in Aberdeen. There we broke down and went to the all-you-can-

eat Western Buffet Restaurant where for $4.95 one could shovel in a variety of 

salads, hot dishes, and desserts. Using the old "cycling burns up a lot of 

calories" for an excuse, we walked into the restaurant in our cycling shorts 

(black is a good slimming colour) and had 3 trays each of food. Since no one 

in the restaurant weighed under 200 lbs., we were ignored as we plowed through 

the mountains of tasty cholesterol. 

One evening we stopped by a local grocery store by an indecent purple 

tinged lake near Raymond. We noticed on the local notice board "WARNING: 

Escaped convict from local prison in this area - may be armed and is con

sidered dangerous." As we set up our tent by the lake, isolated from other 

campers, visions of Bugsy Malone types danced in our heads. 

In.the middle of the night, sounds of rattling and muffled footsteps out

side our tent were heard. The escaped convict! 

In a deep and gruff voice, I bellowed "Hey! What's going on out there?" 

My manly bellow immediately awoke Anita who sleepily said out loud, "Fifi! 

Why are you talking in a man's voice?" Which quickly foiled any plans to 

scare away the intruder. 
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Upon hearing that the convict could be right outside our tent, Anita 

then caught on and bellowed out as mannily as possible, "Hey! Who's out there?" 

With her voice squeaking like an adolescent boy's in mid-sentence. Then she 

bravely shouted, "I'm not afraid - I'm going to see what's out there." She 

made a move as if to open the tent door - then she quickly whispered, "What 

if it's a bear or an armed convict?" and dove under her sleeping bag. We 

decided to do what most sensible VOCers would do in these circumstances - we 

pretended we were asleep. 

The next morning after an uneasy night of nightmares of convicts and 

bears, we awoke to a beautiful sunny day. Bella gingerly stepped out of the 

tent and walked over to where we had laid our supplies - dishes and pots were 

scattered on the ground - the only thing missing was Bella's wooden spoon. We 

found out later that the convict had been captured two days ago in an area far 

removed from our campsite. 

Oregon! 

After 5 days we reached the 2 mile floating bridge which loomed over the 

Columbia River and entered into the seaside town of Astoria, Oregon. In 

Astoria, we picked up free bicycling maps which showed the location of "hiker-

biker" campsites as well as those sites containing hot showers! The maps also 

pointed out elevation changes on a graph to allow us to look forward to the 

major hills. 

The scenery was spectacular along Oregon's coast with its sandy beaches, 

eroding cliffs, and the major rock formations such as the Haystacks which rose 

offshore and were circled by marauding seagulls. There were many more cyclists 

there than in Washington. One reason was that Oregon had been supporting 

bicycles since 1971 by creating bike routes throughout the State. Host of the 
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coastal route had wide shoulders with signs warning motorists of cyclists. 

Many of the tunnels cutting through the coastal mountains had special flashing 

lights which when a cyclist pushed a button outside the tunnel, warned motor

ists that the former was inside the tunnel. 

Campsites in Oregon which were designated "hiker-biker" cost only 50<f 

while the good o T RVs had to fork out $6.00 in other areas. We had originally 

wanted to sleep on the beaches but after spending one night listening to the 

bizarre antics of a "Spaceman" and his friend, quickly opted out and went back 

to the campsites. We also enjoyed meeting cyclists from different parts of 

North America as well as Europe and exchanging horror stories of Winnebago 

dodging, etc. 

Just 8 miles out of Astoria was a fruitstand operated by a family named 

Fenton. This unique fruit and vegetable stand was known to all coastal 

cyclists because the owner was a bicycle lover who had created an oasis of a 

rest spot for travelling cyclists next to his stand. He had even built rooms 

for weary cyclists to shower and sleep in - he was also planning to place a 

stereo system in the recreation room to soothe jagged nerves. There were 

gardens behind the stand where one could wander and sample some fruit. People 

here were definitely more receptive and courteous to cyclists. 

There was a high feeling of tranquility and exhilaration as we cycled 

next to crashing surf and smelt the tangy salt air from the ocean. One 

particularly memorable day was when we pedalled through the misty mountainous 

route around Florence where the sea lion caves were located. It was like being 

in the Black Forests of Bavaria and there was a wondrous feeling of unreal 

eerieness as we moved along the foggy coast and saw lonely lighthouses nestled 

next to the cliffs. We often cycled miles apart from each other, each lost in 
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our new experiences and meditating over our old ones (maudlin, eh?). 

There were many small seaside towns interspersed on the coast whose 

cedar buildings and homes blended inconspicuously with the environment. People 

were definitely more relaxed here and many were involved with the outdoors as 

well as being into crafts and creating new art forms from natural organic 

materials. 

When we approached Gold Beach, just 50 or so kilometres from California, 

we decided that in order to prevent any culture shock, we should practice 

moving and speaking like native (if there are any) Californians. Anita, a 

post-grad student from Berkeley's Institute of Mellow, drilled Bella and I on 

the fine art of conversing with the various Californian stereotypes whom we 

would soon encounter. She showed us how to "relate" with surfers, old hippies, 

hot tubbers, etc. For example: 

Anita: "Like, can I share your head space and do some interpersonal 
relating with you and your significant other?" 

(translation: Excuse me, can I talk to you and your friend?) 
Bella: "Cowabunga little doggers! Let's hang ten and shoot the 

tube!" 
(translation: G.F.I, fellow surfers - Let's stand on the tip of the 

board and surf through the waves.) 

California 

At the border in front of the "Welcome to California" sign, Anita and 

Bella determinedly took pictures to prove that our rat-trap bikes had survived. 

We posed in various mellow positions with daisy chains draped around our hel

mets, flashing peace signs and winking through our reflector 'shades'. 

California was definitely a state of the mind. 

Cycling through northern Cal. was facilitated by map booklets published 

by Caltrans (P.O. Box 3700, 1656 Union St., Eureka, CA 95501). They pointed 
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tout the location of bike routes, the type of road (highway, local, etc.) and 

its shoulder width, the location of hiker-biker campsites ($1.00 fee) as well 

as printing map sections of some of the larger cities and its streets. Graphs 

showed elevation changes. 

The scenery was magnificent and varied in its topography. The climate 

was a cyclist's paradise - sunny with sea breezes always present. From the * 

giant Redwood groves, to the Napa Valley (wine country), each part of the 

State had a different distinct atmosphere. 

After Standish-Hicey we travelled along US 1, a narrow and winding 

country road. Northern Cal. was even more hilly than Oregon with steep grades 

beyond 2000 feet. Often the shoulders of the roads were from 0 to 4 feet in 

width which meant many near hits with RVs unfamiliar with the dips and turns 

of this Squamish Highway-like route. 

The further south we travelled, the more everyone looked healthy so that 

soon we abandoned our daily habit of checking into every bakery shop we passed 

(in Washington you could get 4 huge pastries for $1!). Now that we were in 

granola country, we decided to go native and stick to yoghurt and nuts. 

Anita was definitely in her element now. She repeatedly sang the same 

'60's songsoverand over again, pretending she was on her way to the big Be-In 

or Love-In at Haight-Ashbury in 'Frisco. She would pick wildflowers off the 

road and secure them over her bicycle with a bungi cord. Bella and I were 

never quite sure if she was serious when she talked of dropping out, tuning in, 

and joining one of the many communes which we passed. Too much sun and 

yoghurt, perhaps? 

By now our bikes were making strange noises due to the constant wear 

and tear. We applied oil on anything that squeaked and pretended that there 
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was nothing wrong with them. Actually, we had relatively few bike problems 

throughout the 1100 mile trip. Anita and Bella each had 2 flats while I only 

had to contend with squeaks. 

San Francisco! 

After 21 days of cycling, we reached the Baghdad-by-the-Bay, San Fran

cisco! It rose dreamlike swathed in a fine mist. We had at last reached our 

destination to this cosmopolitan city of cable cars, steep hills, ethnic con

trasts, and sourdough bread. After the initial shock of seeing the glinting 

steel and concrete columns of San Francisco's skyline, and facing fierce rush-

hour traffic, we settled down at the Youth Hostels to spend our remaining time 

exploring Fishermen's Wharf, Chinatown, Sausalito, and Berkeley's Campus. 

We cycled across the Golden Gate Bridge and watched sloops with spinnakers 

billowing race in from the headlands of Marin County. 

Although it was fun playing tourist, it was also a bit of a let down now 

that the end was near. San Francisco appeared as another crowded big city 

despite its special attractions and diverse population. We wished we were 

back on our saddle sore bikes heading further south down the coast. 

All in all it was an exhilarating trip - we decided that cycling was the 

best way to travel to a new land because it allowed one to experience fully 

through all the senses, as well as being an inexpensive and pollution-free mode 

of travel. ("Like, you can unwind your mind, rethread your head and meet a 

lot of significant others.") 1  

Freewheelers 

Anita Miettunen Jessica Shintani Kathy Wong 

''Quote taken from Sunshine Zappa's book, "The Joys of Relating". 
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AN ALPINE SCARE OR HELI-HIKING  
AROUND MOUNT SEDGEWICK 

Pierre Beaudry July 17, 1982 

This trip started out on Saturday, 17 July with Mount Sedgewick as our 

ultimate destination. Of course the weather was typically that of the West 

Coast Mountains (no, not sunny), unpredictable being the term that is most 

commonly used. After signing in at the Mill's first-aid office, we started 

our 3 1/2 mile trek up logging roads, just to reach the head of the trail. A 

van parked at the trail head indicated to us that other hikers had been more 

devious. After another hour or so of switchbacks we came upon a very quaint 

cabin, which Bev informed us, was built by the Woodfibre Co. to be used by 

its employees as a ski cabin. Another 10 minutes of hiking brought us to 

Henrietta Lake, the mill's water reservoir and site of the supervisor's cabin. 

Sedgewick being our destination, we decided to push on, rather than watch 

John play with his fishing gear and possibly catch us some supper. We reached 

Sylvia Lake, which was still frozen, and agreed on a campsite below the ridge. 

About halfway down a very alarming cry was heard coming from John's direction. 

The four of us converged upon him immediately, as we were spread out over the 

ridge. John had seemingly fallen off a small rock ledge and had lost con

sciousness. His convulsing greenish pallor and gurgling sounds from his throat 

made the situation frightening and extremely urgent. A quick check of his 

body showed no bleeding, but the possibility of a back injury was not to be 

overlooked. I must admit many things were rushing through my mind, most of 

those making me very uncomfortable indeed. 

It was decided that Bev and I should run down to contact Mountain 

Rescue, while Ross and Peter stayed with our ill-fated friend. The super-
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visor's cabin had to be broken into to get access to the phone but unfortun

ately no answer could be obtained. After 10 minutes of fruitless trials on 

the phone, I headed down to the mill. Fortunately we were able to borrow the 

van that was parked at the head of the trail. By the time I had reached the 

first-aid office, Bev had managed to reach them by phone and they were already 

organizing a rescue team. I supplied as much information on the accident and 

the state in which we had left John, as I could. The more questions the nurse 

asked that I couldn't answer the more nervous I became — state of pupils, 

liquid in the ears, sweat, pulse, etc. etc 

The minutes waiting for the helicopter seemed endless as the nurse went 

through all the possible dangers and even suggesting the worst. Half an hour 

later I was being whizzed back up with two medics, two helpers, the pilot and 

a sling dangling below us, in case a landing was impossible. Sylvia Lake was 

instantly reached, locating our threesome was no problem and a safe landing 

spot was indicated by. Ross and Peter. What a relief it was to see John 

walking with ice axe in hand, he looked a little shaken but seemed fine. In 

a matter of seconds he was off along with his pack and Bev's. A few pictures 

were taken of John's departure and back up to the top of the ridge we headed. 

Reaching the ridgetop we were met by Bev, who had run back up all the way from 

Henrietta Lake, yelling "A chopper's coming!" "Well thanks for the warning, 

but it's already come and gone!" came the reply. 

It was time to sit down, take a break and relate to each other our part 

of the adventure. It ended up that John had been completely unconscious for 

at least 10 minutes, followed by spurts of consciousness. It had been deter

mined that due to a slight heart failure, he had fainted and then fallen. 

Thus the fall was in no way responsible for his state; it just looked that 
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way. We were now short one pack but otherwise in no hurry to go back down. 

John would be taken to the hospital and would contact friends in Squamish. 

We decided to hike back to the ski-cabin where there were beds and plenty of 

blankets that Bev could use to sleep in. If Sunday was a nice day, then at 

least we might be able to bag Mt. Rodrick. Of course Sunday was cloudy, making 

it pointless to hike back up, so we spent a few hours at Henrietta Lake, used 

the row boat for some nautical explorations and headed back down slowly. 

We visited John at the hospital upon our return to Squamish. He 

appeared to be in high spirits, but had to stay one more night for some final 

tests. The final diagnosis is not known yet, as this article is being written 

up while John is still in the hospital (July 18). The trip ended on a cool 

note...a visit to the Squamish Tastee-Freeze and return to Vancouver. 

•Participants 

Peter Celliers Bev McLeod John Pringle 
Ross Bates Pierre Beaudry 

AND NOW 814 WORDS FROM THE VICTIM 

John Pringle 

Sylvia Lake whirled in front of me, and before I could go to emergency 

control, zoink! 

something something is moving I'm sitting on something 

moving..; fingers fingers down there Peter Celliers Hmmmm 

wait a minute what are Peter Celliers 1 fingers doing UNDER MY ARSE??... 

Oh, he's trying to get a foamy under me... and what am I doing under this 

sleeping bag? It isn't mine - or is it? Did I bring the blue or the red? 

The red, but his is a different red Good God, if I am sitting here under 
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a sleeping bag which isn't mine, with Peter Celliers' fingers trying to get a 

foamy under me, I must have been out for quite a while. What time is it, 

Peter? A quarter to four? A quarter to four! But we were on top of the 

ridge around three, so I must have been out for three quarters of an hour! 

Where are the others, Peter? Gone down to get the helicopter. So the earliest 

the helicopter can arrive, then, will be about five, and they'll need a 

landing spot. Ah! That flat spot in the snow over there will do. 

And that's how I got my very first ride ever in a helicopter - not that 

I had much opportunity to enjoy it, since the paramedics were at work, poking 

and prodding to find out what was wrong. There was quite a reception 

committee at the Squamish General - after all, it is not every patient that 

drops in by chopper - and when I stepped into the emergency ward, Dr. Kindree, 

took over. By this time, I had recovered to the point where, apart from feel

ing rather shaken, nothing was obviously wrong; nevertheless, I was hooked up 

to a drip as a precaution. A telephone call alerted two old (1960's VOC) 

buddies, Ken Mackenzie and Andy Zoltay, as to what had happened, and both 

immediately showed up in support. After an uneventful night on the drip, it 

was removed. I was, however, kept another night for observation before being 

released, whereupon Ken very kindly decided that his family needed a night 

on the town, and that driving me home would provide the perfect excuse. 

As always when something like this happens, a lot of people pitched in 

to help; to each and everyone I am most grateful, and I thank them again. I 

warmly recommend the Squamish General; if you gotta go, go there - they put 

out 110%. And this report gives me an opportunity to acknowledge three 

people whom I have had no opportunity to thank: the three who lent Pierre the 

keys to their vehicle. Should any of them read these words - thanks; thanks 
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a lot. 

An instantaneous collapse is rather disconcerting to say the least, 

particularly when there is no obvious reason. For driving and similar 

activities, it was important to establish whether there was likely to be a 

recurrence, and at first it was not clear whether head or heart was respon

sible. An electrocardiogram showed, however, that "there's nothing wrong with 

your ticker", and shortly thereafter I developed a series of long-running (and 

alas on-going) headaches that put the matter beyond all doubt: I had suffered 

what is known as a 'grand mal seizure". For a while there, the after-effects 

were distinctly unpleasant, and at one stage I was not able to concentrate on 

anything literary for more than about five minutes at a time - not exactly 

helpful when one is trying to write a book! 

Though I make no claim to any medical knowledge, some observations may 

be useful to the rest of you in the future. I had tacitly assumed that as one 

got older the physical plant would gradually degenerate; i.e., if I continued 

to go on VOC trips, I would gradually get slower and slower, until I became 

too much of a liability and had to give up. That, however, is not what seems 

to have happened. I developed two distinct states of operation; Condition A, 

in which I could easily keep up with the average VOC party, and Condition B, 

in which I most certainly could not. The first time I became aware of Condi

tion B was on a trip to Mt. Brunswick in November 1981; I had started off in 

A, and then suddenly switched to B as we left the logging road and entered the 

trees at about 4000'. No warning, no sudden tiredness, no nothing; just 

couldn't walk as fast anymore. On this Sedgewick trip, I started off in B and 

stayed there all the way; presumably I pushed too long and too hard against 

the stops until something had to give. And that, from my reading in the 
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Woodward Library about 'grand mal seizures' appears to be as good an explana

tion as any. 

LAKE O'HARA AREA, YOHO NATIONAL PARK 

SOMETIME IN EARLY AUGUST, 1982 - , 

Pierre Beaudry 

I was off to the Rockies for two weeks to see Paula who worked at Lake 

Louise, my brother who worked in Jasper, and some friends who worked in Yoho. 

•It was thus a pleasant surprise to meet George who was also off to meet some 

friends in the Rockies, and who had some available space in his bug. The 

drive to the Rockies was not unpleasant unless it was your turn to be 

squeezed into the two square feet of available space left in the back seat. 

On arrival at Yoho, we looked up some friends who were working in the park 

and hoped that they would have some time to go hiking or climbing with us. 

We finally arranged something and agreed on where and how we would spend the 

next few days. That night we slept on the side of the road under a "no stop

ping overnight" sign, and started up bright and early towards Cathedral 

Mountain (it couldn't have been any later than l:00-p.m. when we hit the trail-

head.) Although we were in the Rockies we felt right at home on the coast 

range. You guessed it; it drizzled all day (they always say you should have 

been here last week, it was warm and sunny). After a full day of hiking it 

was time to set up camp (we were exhausted having hiked for at least 3-4 hours). 

Keeping in the same vein as the night before, we camped in a strictly no 

camping area (all the legal campsites were full). With my bright red fly 

over the tent and being in some sub-alpine forest, we kind of worried that we 

would be told to move halfway through the night (fortunately it was raining 
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and I'm told that wardens don't walk in the rain). Our next destination was 

Lake O'Hara and Abbot Pass, where we had made some reservations at the luxuri

ous Abbot Pass Hilton, elevation 9600 feet. The weather wasn't getting any 

better and the rain was turning to snow. The scramble up to the pass was a 

little more difficult than the preceding day's hiking, as the snow and the 

wind increased with elevation; we were hiking into winter in the middle of 

summer. Three quarters of the way up we could distinguish the buildings where 

we thought we were going to spend the night. However, it turned out only to 

be the out-house (a building of great fame, it is said to be the highest 

permanent structure in Canada). The Abbot Pass hut is a magnificent stone 

structure and well worth the visit; it can comfortably sleep 20 and there is 

lots more room in the loft. Our plans were to stay up two days and bag 

Victoria and Lefroy, and then head down Victoria glacier to Lake Louise. Of 

course the weather didn't let up so no peaks in the bag. Around noon the next 

day we decided to head down to Beautiful Lake Louise as there was no break in 

sight. We roped up and said "bye" to our British military friends, who had 

decided that the cabin was the cheapest and best accommodation in the Rockies, 

and that they would stay there a few more days. This was starting to become 

exciting as it was Maria's first time on a glacier and only George had any 

significant glacier experience. So we poked our way down, discussed a few 

possible routes and managed to get by the most menacing crevasses without too 

much trouble; a few extra heart beats now and then, but other than that, it 

was o.k. The worst was yet to come. We had to walk down the middle of the 

glacier, as there were rock slides on the right and snow slides and ice 

falling on the left, but still that was nothing compared to what we met with at 

the bottom. For anyone who has been to the Lake Louise area, you will 
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probably agree that it must be the "gorby" capital of the world. Sitting at 

the bottom of the Glacier and in the tea house with binoculars, we were the 

focus of all those "gorbis" who blasted us with stupid questions and comments 

on how crazy we were to come down there. On the trail down (the one that 

people try to negotiate with hi-heeled shoes) we were constantly being stopped 

and asked more stupid questions. We finally arrived at the Chateau. George 

looked for a ride back to Yoho where the "Bug" was and Maria and I looked 

around to see if we could find Paula. Of course George found a ride with a 

group of ladies that had just watched us come down and they insisted that he 

should have a beer with them. About an hour and a half and a few beers later, 

George arrived with his car and we all headed down to the town site for some 

more beers and supper. George and Maria later left for Waterton to meet Alan 

Dibb and what happened there this story doesn't say. 

Participants 

Pierre Beaudry George Fulton Maria Nitins 

BUGABOOS 

Alan Dibb mid-August 1982 

The Conrad Kain hut was nearly deserted by the time we got up, its 50 

or 60 occupants having risen early to take advantage of the first good 

weather in several weeks. 

The four of us made good time scrambling to the first roping-up spot on 

the Kain route on Bugaboo Spire and, having seen only one party ahead of us 

and already being within a few hundred vertical feet of the summit, victory 

seemed to be assured. At the top of the Chimney pitch, however, things looked 

much different. We could see the crux pitch - the Great Gendarme, an 80' high 

pinnacle that blocked the ridge. The Gendarme now bore a striking resemblance 
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to the Sugarloaf in Murrin Park (minus the power pylon) during VOC rock school. 

Virtually every hold was being held and every jamcrack was being jammed. 

People were rappelling down on top of each other, ropes were crossing over and 

getting tangled, and, both top and bottom, climbers were sitting in line to 

either go up or down. 

Horrified, we turned around and began to descend the Chimney. A huge 

mass of humanity gathered behind us to grumble impatiently as Maria received 

the instructions for her first-ever rappel. George, who had previously thought 

the Municipality of Surrey to be some sort of suburban back-water to Vancouver, 

watched open-mouthed as two Surrey climbers downclimbed the Chimney unroped. 

(Ever since, whenever some climber has asked George where he's from, George 

has replied, "Surrey".) 

Often in the climbing community, a woman will abruptly abandon her com

panions in favour of hot-shot climbers from some exotic place. This happened 

to us; the very next morning, after offering to carry their rack down to the 

parking lot for them, Maria left the Bugaboos with the two Surrey climbers. 

We did not see her again for almost a month. 

After spending most of the next day wallowing in a bergschrund on 

Marmolata, Mike, George and I decided that we had really better get up some

thing. So, on our last day, we got a pre-dawn start for the easiest climb 

around - t h e regular route on Pigeon Spire. This was a fine climb - solid 

granite and bright sunshine, with the final pitch iced up just enough to add 

a bit of sport. Although most of the climbing turned out to be easy enough 

to do unroped, each section looked much harder until we got right to it, so 

that we ended up doing most of the climb roped up. This slowed us down 

enough that we were passed by two climbers from Winnipeg (of all places!) who 
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had done the route before. 

We had a few minutes to enjoy the summit before leaving to make room 

for three other parties which arrived all at once. By sunset we were just 

leaving the hut and on our way down to the parking lot at Hans Gmoser's lodge, 

where rich adventure-seekers pay mega-dollars to roar around the peaks in 

helicopters. We reached the cars around 11:00 p.m.; Mike headed back to 

Jasper, George down to Nelson, and I back to Waterton, where the summits are 

rounded, reachable on horseback, and usually deserted. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb George Fulton 
Mike Dillon Maria Nitins 

WEST COAST TRAIL 

Wolfgang Jurgensen August 18-22, 1982 

Having seen the driest spot in B.C. (near Ashcroft) in pouring rain, I 

set out for one with a reputation for being wet. Turned out to be sunny only. 

Going by myself, I packed a McKinley and set out. To Sooke you can go 

with public transport, from there hitchhike to Port Renfrew, only with luck in 

one day. I got up to Jordan River. 

The beauties of this trail have been described often enough: Cliffs, 

Tsusiat Falls, the sunbeams coming through trees emerging from rising 

morning fog, all the life on the seashores, bursting breakers glittering in 

bright sunshine, views far west into the Pacific, seals lying on rocks and the 

whales swimming a show for me right in front of the Pachena lighthouse, while 

I was resting on the English-style lawn. That's the great part. 
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The other part: 

The trail is overcrowed in summer. I saw big groups, these were about 

20 tents at Clo-ose and things have become civilized by well-cut logs over 

swamps, staircases down and up virtually every gully etc. Cable-cars and 

bridges are admittedly useful. 

Well, the Mary Rose being too expensive, I hitchhiked Bamfield-Duncan 

straight through and got back in one day. 

MOUNT LINHAM 

Maria Nitins August 1982 

The mountains of Waterton National Park climb suddenly from the flat, 

quiet prairie. The golden fields edge the blue of the peaks with no interface 

of foothills. We set out for Mount Linham on a sunny August morning after a 

sumptious brunch served by an almost unrecognizable ex-VOC member, Jean Fran

cois Dallaire, at the Prince of Wales Lodge. The sharp contrasts in the 

natural surroundings described above, were far surpassed by Jean Francois' 

waiter's attire of spotless white shirt and black pants when compared to 

regular VOC garb. I felt slightly out of place sitting down at a table spread 

with a white linen tablecloth in an ancient sweater, hiking boots and shorts. 

Our route followed Rowe Creek drainage along a trail through pine forests. 

After gaining some elevation, the trees opened into a meadowed area where a 

campground is situated. Park rules prohibit feeding the sheep, but one camper 

wondered what the policy was on sheep breakfasting on his tent. We filled our 

water bottles and set out for the dryer regions above us. The trail criss

crossed alpine meadows which soon gave way to barren talus before attaining 

the broad back of the ridge. We passed marmots on the meadowed slopes and * 
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observed a group of mountain sheep, their white coats contrasting with the 

red of the talus. The trail to the summit is reputed to be followed by 

wardens on horseback and certainly offered little resistance to our dipedacious 

travel. 

We reached our windy objective in time for lunch and sat down to view 

the vista. To the north, the prairie spread its patchwork to the horizon. 

In the south, the mountains of Waterton diffused into the blue peaks of Glacier 

National Park across the U.S~ border. Below us the five Ltnham lakes created 

a jewelled waterway culminating at Linham Cliff, where the land dropped away 

and the water cascaded over talus to the valley floor below. 

Instead of returning via Rowe Creek drainage, we accepted the challenge 

of Linham Cliff. Used by the sheep of the region (but not the horse-ridden 

wardens), the cliff is an easy scramble with a high penalty factor. We 

followed the ridge back from the summit and then dropped down into the valley. 

The Linham Lakes were interspersed with corpses of knarled, weather-beaten 

larches and open meadows. Many trails laced with much evidence of wildlife 

travel. We surprised a deer on the water's edge. It watched us for a spell

bound moment before clearing the underbrush with one effortless bound and 

melting into the forest. The waters are reported to contain trout but we were 

only lucky enough to catch a snag. 

The lakes dwindled into a creek which cascaded idylically over multiple 

shelves of rock before dropping out of sight over the falls. We followed the 

creek until the high concentration of sheep's wool on the bushes edging the 

trail gave evidence of the favoured route down the cliff. Painted arrows on 

the rock verified the natural clues. The layering of the rock of the region, 

with different layers having varying stability, allowed erosion to form a 
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natural ledge along the cliffside. Its width varied from a comfortable three 

feet in some places, to a not so comfortable number of inches in others. 

We sidled by these places, myself feeling just a bit like a sheep in more 

ways than one. 

After reaching the base of the cliff, we followed the valley back down 

to the roadway and circled back to the car. The trip, like most of George's 

summer ventures, was not complete without a double ice cream cone in Waterton 

townsite. 

Participants 

Maria Nitins 
George Fulton 

THE A-l EXPEDITION 

Anita Miettunen mid-August 1982 

It was the middle of August and I found myself with 4 days off from 

work and a keen desire to escape the confines of the city! I decided to shed 

my shell of inexperience once and for all and strike out on my own to the 

mountains. However, a quick, realistic overhaul of myself made me realize I 

was no great mountain trekker. And I had to remind myself that it was I who 

was always the most terrified soul whenever A-l hikes threatened to turn into 

killer A-2 bushwacks. But my feelings of discouragement didn't last long, 

for the next morning I found myself on a train bound towards Garibaldi Park. 

Well, I decided to at least pretend I was tough. I loaded my all-

purpose expedition pack with extra heavy books to read, just to get the right 

feel of a real pack. And wheezing, I mean trekking up the unpredictable 

switchbacks to Garibaldi Lake (unpredictable because I never knew when I would 
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run into hordes of tourists), I imagined my distinct lack of oxygen was due 

to the incredibly high altitudes I was overcoming, rather than poor condition

ing on my part. 

I bivouacked for the next few nights in the vast, untouched wilds of my 

10 ft x 10 ft campsite-by-the-biffy. Seeing how overrun the place was by 

people, I tried not to be terribly disappointed. In the middle of the night, 

awakened by unruly partyers, I merely pretended the noises were some unidenti

fied local wildlife. 

The next few days were spent testing and pushing my inner and outer 

strengths to their limits. Taylor Meadows, Panorama Ridge and surrounding 

area, and Black Tusk itself were all discovered, explored, photographed, 

chronicled and CONQUERED! 

The evenings were spent not only pouring over undecipherable maps and 

worrying nervously over the hazardous conditions I would surely encounter the 

next, day, but also just simply reading, writing and relaxing. 

My 4 days went all too fast. I could have stayed there for another week, 

especially with all the books I had hauled up. I just found that each day 

there was more and more to do! However, it was time for another kind of res

ponsibility and I had to part. I hiked out in the early afternoon and hitched 

a ride into town, feeling satisfied all in all. But I can hardly wait for my 

next days off! Next time, I will be venturing further 
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MT. WEART, WELL ALMOST 

Audrey Pearson August 21-22, 1982 

The weather had been warm and sunny for the last two weeks and the high 

showed no signs of abating for the weekend. It was going to be a glorious 2 

days outside under clear blue skies, a chance to "climb the mountains and get 

their good tidings" as John Muir so aptly described it. Somehow, all the men 

were being jam tarts this particular weekend and it was going to be an all -

female trip, the first for me. 

We finally got to the road at noon after some last minute mucking about 

with equipment. Oh well, who said trips have to have an alpine start anyhow? 

The trail was a pleasant amble to the alpine and to me, a comforting, familiar 

sequence of change in little and big green things as one climbs. Old friends 

I had greeted as flushes of green in the spring were now setting seed. Fall 

had come for them, butinthe mountains on a sunny day it and school were very, 

very far away for me. 

The next day after consultation with Culbert, we chose our route and 

were off. It involved climbing on a moraine of large scree to the glacier 

then scrambling up the ridge. By the time we reached the glacier, we realized 

we didn't have enough pairs of crampons or enough daylight to get up then 

back down the trail in the light. (Who said irony only happens in English 

novels?) Besides, the rock was very rotten (another party said it was so bad 

along the ridge that they didn't try it) and who really wants to carry a wet 

rope anyhow? It just seemed like a much better idea to enjoy the sunshine and 

watch another party tackling the snow ridge route on Wedge. It looked neat. 

Both Phyllis and I decided we wanted to try it someday soon. (I think Louise 

thought, quite rightly, we were a little nuts.) 
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Our easy going trip however was not to continue. At about 3:30 on the 

way down, I misjudged the stability of a piece of scree and it flipped up, and 

I fell, slicing my knee. All I remember was a detached, almost automatic 

reaction. Cut. Blood. Stop the bleeding. Pressure. Elevate. After the 

initial dressing I looked at it. I had done a very thorough job. It was 

deeply cut and looked gross. The first aid books always say don't show the 

patient their injuries. I can see why! In any event, I would need stitches. 

Now the fun began. Could I make it down the trail? 

Scrambling back to camp over the big boulders was slow and very painful. 

Warm blood trickled down my leg. This had to be stopped or I could lose too 

much blood and the situation would be serious. 

It was getting close to 5:00 when I finally hobbled into camp. Down was 

a helluva way away. But with the bleeding stopped and a staff for support, 

the sooner I started, the closer it would be. 

Phyllis and Louise forged ahead, Maureen stayed patiently behind and 

off I hobbled. A couple of attempts to even partially flex my knee were pain

ful disasters. There was going to be no short cut. 

Sometimes mountains are about limits and finding where your own lie. I 

reached one of those limits that night. Despite a respite to succumb to 

tears of pain and utter fatigue, one step after the other, I finally made it; 

something to remember when Life sends other obstacles to tackle. 

We got off the mountain at midnight, to Squamish at 1:30 for 10 stitches 

and home 4:30 a.m.; a genuine epic. The crew was magnificent throughout. 

Even on beautiful sunny days in the mountains things can go wrong. But 

if you are prepared, the situation can be met. So next time you head out for 

an easy day trip without a first aid kit or a flashlight, please think twice. 
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They could really come in handy one day. 

The Crew 

Phyllis Hallett (Leader) 
Maureen Hill 

Audrey Pearson 
Louise Zakarauskas 

AUTUMN 1982 

TENQUILLE LAKE 

Wolfgang Jurgensen September 24-25, 1982 

One rainy Saturday morning a few ever-suffer-lovers (=V0C'ers) drove 

cheerfully into the Pemberton area, planning to have a look at Tenquille Lake. 

Hiking up there straightforwardly from a mess of logging roads, we 

reached the cabin on the lakeshore and Paula, Delwyn and I went cruising the 

lake on an example of a raft of earlier Canadian times. Snow-rain pouring 

down on us quickly finished it, but being a passenger was nice anyway. 

Sunday our leader disappeared, achieving something somewhere else, and 

the rest of us conquered Goat Bump just above the lake. Fog and snowfall 

drove us down from there, to slightly more comfortable regions. 

Those who endured it 

Alan Dibb 
Maria Nitins 
Delwyn Smith 
Bill Lipsett 
Paula Burgerjon 
Peter Celliers 
Wolfgang Jurgensen 
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LEAVENWORTH 

Maria Nitins October, 1982 

Leavenworth has been a traditional V.O.C. destination for years with '82 

being no exception. A large group of club members made the trek across the 

border Friday evening for Thanksgiving and exchanged a weekend of coastal 

drizzle for Leavenworth's arid climate of sunshine and clear skies. If weather 

wasn't enough of an incentive the fabulous rock climbing and hiking available 

in the area provide more than ample attraction. 

Saturday was spent doing climbs on Castle and Midnight Rocks. The popu

larity of the first of these two areas was made obvious by the profusion of 

climbers covering its pitches. Shouts of "on belay", "climbing" and "rope" 

were intermingled with instructions from below. Mike Down received such a 

barrage of hints from an assembled crowd of onlookers of wildly varying climb

ing ability, ("put your hand the other way - no, the other way..."), that he 

was forced to climb down from one particularly difficult overhang. 

Midnight Rock, being about half an hour's hike from the road and harbour

ing climbs of generally greater difficulty, was quieter. We selected a route 

called corner crack. This consisted of a large number of fist jambs and one 

pair of knuckles still bears evidence of the climb. 

On Sunday ropes (and knuckles) were given a rest and we went for a hike 

to Enchantment Lakes. Early morning fog blanketed the valley bottom as we 

set off up the trail. The path switchbacked up the mountainside uneventfully 

for a couple of miles but accounts of Chris Kubinski's exploits made up for 

this amply. It was hard even to imagine the figure ahead of me, clad in tight 

new levis, climbing in the Alps. However, his casulty record made one more 

uncomfortable than the thought of his constricting attire. The Leavenworth 
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weekend was no exception with the local authorities being alerted to rescue a 

Chris Kubinski party off Castle Rock. Chris completed the climb as the local 

State Trooper arrived on the scene, having hiked up around the back. 

Chris: "Good evening, Officer." 

State Trooper: (panting heavily) "Watch yourself, boy. I didn't come up 
here for my health." 

Chris: (confusedly) "everything's under control here, Sir." 

State Trooper: "Don't try and get smart with me, Boy. This is a dangerous 
place." 

Chris: "Yes, Sir." 

State Trooper: (waving his mega watt flashlight at the small group of 
climbers now gathered on the rock) "People could be killed 
here. You wouldn't be laughing then." 

Chris: "No, Sir." 

State Trooper: "Now don't let me have to come up here to rescue you again." 

Chris: "No, Sir." 

State Trooper: "And watch your manners when you're talking to an officer 
of the law." 

Chris: "Yes, Sir." 

The State Trooper turned and stormed down the path leaving Chris' party 

wondering how close they had come to certain death and Chris mumbling, "Yes, 

Sir, no Sir, three bags full, Sir." 

We soon rose above the fog and looked down onto the cottony cloud below. 

The sun filtered over the ridge and lit up the verticality of Snowcreek Wall to 

our right. We followed the trail up to Snowlake where we stopped for lunch. 

As is usually the case, the grass on the other side of the fence looked greener 

or in this case, the lunch of the fellow hiker looked more delectable. 

Precious items, such as Alan's grapes, were exchanged for Chris' dried monkey 



Lost Arrow Spire - tyrolean traverse by Alan Dibb 
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turds and chocolate covered elephant droppings (known to more civilized mem

bers of society as banana chips and chocolate covered peanuts). 

After lunch the party broke up. Jennifer Robinson and crew had not yet 

arrived due to side treks to observe wild mushrooms. Jean and Terry set off 

to climb an adjacent peak and Luc Desrochers, Alan Dibb and I headed up the 

trail towards the upper Enchantment Lakes. The Valley drops in a series of 

three giant steps each containing a mountain lake more idyllic than the pre

vious. The final Enchantment Lake lay in a bowl of white granite. Its blue 

crystal waters sparkled against bleached whiteness of the surrounding rock and 

yellow larches illuminated its shores. In the background a snowclad peak 

pierced the blue autumn sky. Enchanting is an adjective which does only 

minimal justice to the indescribable natural beauty of the area. 

On the way back we stopped at Snow Lake for a short bouldering session 

before heading out. We reached the parking lot as dusk became darkness and 

went, into town for pizza. 

On Monday, Jean, Terry, Alan and I found an overhang which offered quite 

a challenge. Time soon disappeared as the quantity of chalk marking the first 

moves greatly increased. The autumn sunshine warming the rock and mellowing 

our morning was addictive and made it harder to coil rope up for the weekend 

and head for home. 

An account of the Leavenworth weekend would not be complete without some 

mention of the epic car troubles encountered by its participants. Perhaps the 

worst of these were experienced by Trevor, Roger, Holly and Ed. If minimal gas 

mileage wasn't enought of a problem with Trevor's pickup (nine miles to the 

gallon would you believe), a bad case of flickering headlights certainly made 

up for it. Added to this was a speed trap which unearthed the fact that 
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Trevor wasn't carrying his driver's licence. Being advised by the State 

Trooper that he should not drive in this condition, the keys were handed over 

to Ed. Along the way, the vehicle made a side trip into the ditch and it was 

decided that a bivouack at a local motel would be a safer alternate to night 

time travel. 

On Monday morning Rob Driscol's Volkswagen van failed to start. Trevor 

was enticed to provide a tow but the only means of connecting the two vehicles 

to be found were Rob's prusiks. Needless to say, mechanical failure resulted 

but luckily a local army contingent was on hand to rescue the diseased vehicle. 

Jean's Honda Civic had a better record, almost reaching the border before 

a long wait in the lineup at the crossing resulted in an overheated engine. 

We pulled over with the consolation that we had passed Rob Driscol not too far 

back on the highway and reinforcements were imminent. During the time we were 

waylaid, no Volkswagen van appeared and it was surmised that a side trip for 

Duty Free had been taken. In fact, it was later discovered that engine seizure 

had resulted. At the time of writing, Rob Driscol's Volkswagen van had not 

yet recovered from Leavenworth weekend's exploits. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb (Leader) Delwyn Smith 
Maria Nitins Lesleigh Anderson 
Luc Desrochers Trevor Norman 
Jennifer Robinson Chris Kubinski 
Audrey Pearson Holly Nattall 
Jean Baldwin Roger Francois 
Terry Heineman John 
Anders Ourom 
Rob Burhoe 
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LEAVENWORTH 

Lesleigh Anderson 

This is the story of a truckload of vacation hungry people who went to 

Der Leavenworth. HaHaheehee Der Leeevenvorwth is quite the cosmopolitan meet

ing place for all der cultured hipsters, so we thoght we'd crash the party. 

Day 1. From the beginning it happened like this: At first not everyone 

knew everyone else when we started out on that momentous sunny day in Vancouver. 

But due to close quarters, we all got to meet one another: Fraulein Caroline, 

great holder of a large bag of McKinleys and other monster mountains; Fraulein 

Jennifer, all-powerful possessor of knowledge about bugs; Meister John, aspir

ing botanist and scrambler of Mexican peaks; Chris, a chap from Down Under; 

celery Meister Stevo, great driver of stuffed Toyota trucks, and myself. That 

was us!...Der Leavenworth tripen takerens. 

Approaching Steven's Pass, the mountains grew up right and left, staging 

a masterpiece for the eye. As we drove on to the summit of the pass, vegeta

tion glowed a hue of red that put an everyday red to shame. "Yellow, orange, 

oooh look at that red!!" We were graced by autumn's presence. 

Upon entering the Leavenworth area, we stopped at a small mound (GASP) 

known as Castle Rock. This rock was gargantuan. Little did we know what was 

in store for us to see, but Castle Rock was a beautiful introduction. Every

one jumped out and our personnel, Steve and Chris, pulled out ten tons of 

colorful but funny looking oval metal things and these octagonal hunks of 

aluminum with all sorts of pretty ropes tied to them...huh? Oohh rock climb

ing. . .Gotcha! We trooped up. Stevo and myself did a little jaunt, while 

Jennifer, John and Chris did another. We stayed a while, actually, uh, er, I 

won't mention how late...Anyway, the stars were so numerous that you could 
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hardly see any black in the sky! Since we were all a little shaky, tired and 

hungry, we went to the delightful village known as Der Leavenworth, stopped 

at Das Restaurant, and had some cheesecake. Then it was off to the campground 

for a warm, cozy, dry night. 

Day 2. The Author's Birthday...hee hee! 

Let's hike... O.K., let's hike. It was SUNNY. Let's do a sun dance! 

Oatmeal was yummy and the sun was so warm along with the congenial and 

friendly atmosphere. We chose Lake Nada, the first lake you run into on your 

way up to the Enchanted Lakes, way up in a hidden, enchanted land. This trail 

also led up to Snow Creek Wall, a popular rock climbing face - this rock is 

Titanic. It looks like little bugs climbing all over it...Rock climbers? 

Oooooooh wow! The greenery, mushrooms, and spider webs lining the trail were 

worth considerable attention. We named plants all the way up! Steve and 

Chris took the high road and boogied their sneakers while we rambled along. 

Up at the lake, which we reached by lunch, we settled down to some 

serious vegging and munching. The sun was tanning, the lake was shining, and 

above us loomed two jagged peaks, one of which was appropriately called 

"Outer Space". After a ritual feast and throw into the lake and some sunny 

sleeping, we packed up and headed down. Jennifer and John jogged while I 

spaced out and Steve, Caroline and Chris had a chat. By the end there was 

singing in the air. I believe Chris suggested we celebrate my coming of age 

at Der Bar. We met up with some climbers who had climbed Show Creek Wall that 

day and had heard some groovy songs. Everyone had rosy cheeks! Thank you 

guys: I had a great B-day! 

Day 3. Another dry night, millions of stars, and another sunny day. 

We were blessed. Stevo and Chris were pretty gung-ho, but we mortals 
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straightened them out and decided to do some top roping. We were all kind of 

sore. We chose a versatile rock and had many a good climb and good pictures. 

Lunch was by the creek, with a swim. God, I've never eaten so much in three 

days in my life. Jennifer and John, together, demonstrated gourmet capabili

ties. Steve...iat your celery! We crossed the road, did one more crack climb, 

and then decided to pack it in, into Der Town. We grabbed some ice-cream and 

funny looks from Der Towners and took off. 

On the drive out of Stephens Pass, the mountains took on a magestic 

purple hue against a pale blue sky. Straight ahead lay the red horizon and our 

freeway headed straight for it. Maybe we all felt sad to leave...it is 

beautiful country and was a great trip. 

MANATEE AREA 

Wolfgang Jurgensen October 8-11, 1982 

It is dark and hot. Jay, Rein, Maureen and I are sitting silently in 

the Meager Creek hotsprings near Pemberton, late in the evening. Well soaked 

we retire to the tents. 

Next morning we drive to a side valley of Lillooet River to leave our 

cars. We are 13 now, but it is going to change. Setting off to the wide creek-

bed (dazzling views of yellow-leaved forests, white sharp peaks and deep blue 

skies!) and" continuing through vicious bush with lots of prickles along 

Lillooet River valley, we soon lose nearly half the party, some never seen 

again. Seven of us make it, across the tracks of a lone bear, through unex

pected snow, to a campsite below Mosaic Glacier. Due to a friendly lightning 

stroke and lots of firewood, we are warmer than in a fully-heated cabin. 

On Sunday a gully tour through heavy snow begins. Snow-whacking the 
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glacier all the time, we have a great view to Wahoo Tower. Suddenly something 

red, deep below: a VOC McKinley tent. Quickly, Jacques, Barb, George and 

Helene emerge and come up. They have done a lot of bushwacking. 

Last day is thrash-down day. Jay and Peter quickly motor off, and the 

rest of crew picks its way vegetable repelling, slowly, slowly, slowly, down 

the slope, hanging on to the bushes, slipping into wet snow, climbing out of 

uncomfortable gullies, walking through a stretch of swamp, till they finally 

arrive at Lillooet River. There they sit and rest and don't care anymore. 

An hour goes by, nicely warm and sunny, only the river gurgles... 

Suddenly voices and emerging are, carrying moss covered ropes, Jay and 

Peter, having selected(?) a more ambitious way to thrash down. 

Just a bit more swamp crossing brought us back to the cars and the hot 

springs. . 

Participants 

Jay Page (Leader) Jacques Bilinski 
Maureen Hill Barbara Bradbury 
Rein Raudsepp George Fulton 
Wolfgang Jurgensen Helene Guay 
Jim Terry Chow 
Peter Celliers Heather Graham 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR THE MANATEE CREEK TRIP 

Rein Raudsepp Thanksgiving Weekend, 1982 

Manatee Creek: Jay figured there would be a good cabin site at its headwaters; 
Underhill said that it had good access. 

Meager Creek Hot Springs: the origin and terminus for all trips in the 
vicinity of Meager Creek; site of white flesh in hot water; good camping on 
tepid dirt. 

Party: thirteen souls who gather in the night. 

Sunshine: three days of impossibility somehow realized. 
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Job Creek: a parking lot near a glacier with a sulphurous breeze; the jump-
off spot for Capricorn Mtn. etc 

Hike: a pleasant ramble through forest and mellow bush; rock-hopping across 
sun-drenched creeks.; westward rambling across a verdant plateau. 

Spreading: the natural division of the party. 

Flagging: small pieces of fluorescent ribbon that appeared and disappeared; 
the orange stuff Jay dispensed to no avail. 

To Wait: A pleasant term for sitting in the shade on a damp log interspersed 
with maniacal yelling in hopes of attracting others. 

Devil's Club (oplanax horridus): an unforgettable handhold; a bad dream while 
you're awake; unlimited spines with no end in sight. 

A trace of snow: a sprinkle of slush which rubs off and falls from every 
branch and twig. 

Awesome Gully: the vista of a brush-choked chasm hundreds of meters wide; 
the longing to be above treeline. 

Huckleberries: purple delights at mouth level while grasping twin fistfuls 
of alder on an upward hand traverse. 

Cold Wet Feet: (self-explanatory) 

3 p.m. snack time: the end-of-the-day to snow camp for two nights; the forum 
to debate the absurdity of this line to the destination-. 

Lightening Strike: two cords of pre-chopped fire wood. 

Water hole: a creek 15 seconds down by bum schuss and 15 minutes up by bicep 
jumar. 

The extra tent: what the other sub-party had and we needed. 

Morning: an excuse to Took for more trouble. 

Knee-deep snow: a lethal coating which conceals all but does not protect; 
it hides: rocks to thrill the ankles and knee caps, down-tilting slide slabs, 
boot-top water; the source of a slog and cold wet feet (see above). 

Glaciers; inviting but forbidden terrain; mandatory crampon and ice axe 
zone. 

Joy: the sight of a sub-party who bushwhacked even further than we; the news 
that strolling along the Lillooet is the 'way to go'. 
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Summits: (there were none) 

Ravines: an endless, meaningless series of stream-cut horrors; more trouble 
on the way back to camp. 

Brandy by the Fire: Ah! 

Down: the high speen direction taken sliding on greasy undergrowth. 

Vegetable Rappelling, the constructive use of available foliage while backing 
down jungled cliffs, a hand ladder technique for high-angle creek bottoms. 

A stream prow: the point at which two ravines meet (rappel - for real - if a 
rope or two is handy). 

Nikon: a defense against falling rocks at the halfway point of a stream prow 
rappel. 

Sandbar: the end of the plunge; a hot lunch. 

Misery: the passage through alders on three-inch centers standing on rotten 
logs just above the mud; hours of struggling against the great green hand; 
the beautiful view of better places above. 

Relief: the cars. 

An Answer: it seems sub-party 3 just did a day trip (smart, eh!) 

The End: the spa and the long ride home. 

Loggers: God Bless Them All and may Providence guide their chain-saws to 
give us a road to follow. 

Sub-Party 

1 2 3 
Rein Raudsepp 
Maureen Hill 
Jay Page 
Wolfgang Jurgensen 
Peter Celliers 
Joe (a tourist) 
Dieter (another tourist) 

Barb Bradbury 
Jacques Bilinski 
George Fulton 
Helen Guay 

Terry Chow 
Heather Graham 
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MOUNTAIN LAKE CABIN - SKY PILOT REGION 

Susan Hollenberg October 10-11, 1982 

The prospect of two days of forecast rain coupled" with unexplored terri

tory was irresistable. When someone suggested the Sky Pilot area, vague 

memories of some rugged looking lumps visible from mostr Garibaldi-based des

tinations emerged enticingly. So...on a suspiciously sunny Sunday we ventured 

forth; Bill navigating, Sean peering at a large white sheet and commenting on 

contours, and David and your authoress guarding packs in the back seat. 

Successfully past the jaws .of ferocious Brittania Beach cats, we commenced 

preparations-near the locked gate at the foot of the- Mt. Sheer townsfte road. 

The chances of obtaining a key had been proven slim (.well, one old.timer con

ceded that he could admit us with his key, but would offer no guarantees for 

our release!), so we decided to brave the elementS-on this stretch of road. 

We realized- it was going to be a risky trip when a midget-sized Brittan-

ian approached us and inquired if w e were going camping. As we were in the 

process of dissecting David's fluorescent orange tent, we-admitted our inten-. 

tions. With the resigned air of an 8-year old who had seen this performance 

before, she disclosed that we simply would not find a campground up there. 

Undaunted, we began. The unexpected rise in Mercury entailed rapid 

shedding of layers and extended lazing around the picturesque tailings ponds 

when we reached the abandoned mining townsite of Mt. Sheer. By this time we 

were well-versed in local geology (thanks to Sean,-who had by now switched~to 

peering at rocks), botany and ornithology (due to the inane, beginning of 

term enthusiasm of yours truly). The real hiking-started on the trail just 

left of the pond clearing. Yet, we reflected, how wonderful it was to be 

enjoying such fascinating "...evidence of past human activity," (103 Hikes) 
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and admired the more recent intrusion of Homo sapiens on the surrounding 

mowed slopes. Soon we would be encountering idyllic-sounding Park Lane and 

Utopia Lakes, with the Pilot himseif looking down on it all. 

Actually it was quite a slog up an overgrown logging road to the cement 

dam restraining the inorganic waters of the first such lake. We decided to 

.resist the short-cut to the next body of water when the directions of con

tinuing onto an old mining trail-instead of turning sharply back uphill 

became confusing on the endless switchbacks. We knew we were getting closer 

to Utopia Lake when...another grey wall obscured our view. 

Utopia Lake will forever bring back eutrophic memories of rotting logs, 

brown waters and neatly shaven shores. We balanced precariously on a.cement 

rim beholding it. The single distinguishing point, an overabundance of 

enormous blueberries, probably led to a.detracting point (well, three), a 

mother Black Bear and her cubs. Wiping blue stains off our faces, we 

hastily considered the options. Perched as we were, we could have dived 

gracefully into the lake, which would have been a more certain passage to 

Utopic afterlife than any other. We could have continued singing our effort

lessly unharmonic songs, which probably would have done the trick. Instead, 

as we gazed at the cute-looking cubs bounding down the hill, we decided that 

our paths were not destined to intersect. We rapidly overcame our fear of 

heights and ran the rest of that length of grey balance beam. 

This incident seemed to inspire a faster pace and unusual cessation of 

vocalization as we ascended the last stretch to Mountain Lake. We began to' 

contemplate the lack of tent-pitching sites as the eery prophecy of the wise 

Brittanianite gnawed at our minds. Where sharp rocks peered through a thin 

crust of snow, there wasn't a flat area to be seen. However, we did spot a 
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suspicious-looking man-made construction on the top of the next ridge. The 

BCMC Mountain Lake cabin had metamorphosized in the nick of time. 

We were the only occupants of this clean, well kept building. A fan

tastic sunset show was broadcast, presumably for our benefit, as we waited 

for Sean's amazing one-pot, one flame, two-hour chicken Cacciatore. After

wards, it took just as long for the aforementioned chef to catch onto 

"Chinese Numbers". This silly game should never be started when the partici

pants are half in Slumberland. 

Next morning, our surprise was uncontainable when the sun dominated a 

cloudless sky. We descended to the mirror-lined shores of Mountain Lake for 

scenery photos. Flowers and fall-coloured vegetation provided nature shots. 

Most were content to settle for the requisite silly pictures as we gamboled 

up rocks and ridges. The task of picking a peak to bag, from the infinite 

array of those around us was nicely settled by The Daily Province's Hiking 

Guide (circa probably 1922)..."Mount Sheer...with good footing and no need 

for special equipment or experience in reaching the mountain top." 

\ We aimed for this impressive-sounding destination. David and I grew 

increasingly glad that we had donned shorts as the snow level crept from ankle 

to knee and our legs affected an unusually ruddy complexion. A bi-circum-

navigation of Mount Sheer's steep snowy peak was completed and we were heading 

onto a tri-, when we resigned ourselves to the fact that there was no A-l 

route up. Four bodies were deposited on the next highest bump for an after

noon of power-tanning. 

Another spectacular sunset performed that evening, but why were we still 

halfway up the mountain?- Our descent quickened to the tune of Sean's puzzled 

mumbling about reviewing contour studies. The ghosts of the abandoned mining 
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village laughed as we rambled down the infinite logging road back to the 

gate. Bill and David occupied the time with flashlight games. Sean contin

ued to mutter, while I inexplicably spotted glowing yellow bear eyes every-

time I glanced at the forest borders. It was only after we were safely 

inside the car and sheepishly out of sight of a certain Brittanian youngster 

that we admitted it had been a great weekend. 

Participants 

Bill Anslow 
Sean Marlyn 
David Wong 
Susan Hollenberg 
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GLACIER SCHOOL 

Anita Miettunen Thanksgiving Weekend, 1982 

The weekend promised to be memorable, with an enthusiastic crew 

assembled at the Mt. Baker parking lot and nothing but fine weather ahead of 

us. We hiked through woods along an easy path to the Cabin, just a few miles 

in all. After a quick refuelling and equipment organization, we were off -

bound for the nearby snowfields to enjoy, to learn, to experience! 

Duncan, our patient leader, explained the mysteries of tying on crampons 

properly and walking on them without tripping. After mastering this in record 

speed, we practised moving about and siting safe and not-so-safe areas for 

travelling. 

Various methods of self-arrest were also demonstrated and tried, with 

success met by most. Sliding down the snowy, wet hill, we were thankful it 

wasn't raining in addition. The knot-tying we had practised previous to our 

trip came in useful, as we could rope-up quickly and head onwards, along the 

icy slopes. 

Finished for the day, everyone returned to the Cabin. However, Carole 

and I decided to stop along the trail. It was too fantastic outside to go 

sit in a cabin we agreed, so we sat and relaxed in the late afternoon sun. 

The next day, Duncan demonstrated some basic rescue techniques and we 

all had a go at prussiking up a short ice wall. Good-byes came too soon, 

as we hiked out in the afternoon. I decided the next time I visited the Mt. 

Baker area, I would aim at reaching the top of the mountain itself. In the 

cabin, we had met some enthusiastic school boys who had easily made it. Some 

of us regretted not having an extra day as the opportunity seemed too inviting 
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Participants 

Duncan Loutit (Leader) 
Dominique Achour 
Rob Stephenson 
Paul Klimczak 
Anita Miettunen 

Carole Desmeules 
Peter McGillivray 
Andy Gamp 
Brian Waddington 

RUSSET LAKE CABIN 

Tony Webb October 16-17, 1982 

The trip got off to an inconspicous start when it was decided to delay 

venturing out into the rain as long as possible by stopping off for early 

morning coffee in Whistler, at one of those hotels where the only affordable 

reason for you to be there is coffee. During the hike up the Singing Pass 

trail I discovered that I had a mystical power over the weather - every time 

I took my rain jacket off it started to rain harder, and vice versa. Amazingly' 

it worked every time! By the time we reached Singing Pass the rain had turned 

to snow, and coming round the exposed shoulder above the pass it was definitely 

an on-going blizzard situation. 

So we reached the cabin at lunchtime, and spent the afternoon in our 

sleeping bags, drinking copious cups of tea and reading the supply of VOC 

journals that Terry had brought up for the cabin. Two Poles and a Czech 

arrived sometime in the afternoon, complete with mountaineering skis. 

Terry: "I keep meaning to learn Polish - you never know when you might bump 

into some Polish people." The weather was clearing up, and the evening sun 

was beautiful. 

Sunday dawned clear and cold, with about 6" of new snow around. We left 

the cabin at 9 a.m. and aimed for the Fissile-Whirlwind col. However, we were 

too far to the left, heaving climbed what seemed to be a permanent snow patch, 
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and we ended up on the ridge half way between the col and the peak. We were 

at the summit 20 minutes later, despite Terry's objections that "everybody 

climbs Fissile", after a fine ridge. 

After taking in the magnificent view, it was decided that we would all 

try an ascent of Overlord, which, after all, was the objective of the weekend. 

The drop down to the glacier and the plod over to the base of Refuse Pinnacle 

in the new snow took less than an hour. Care was needed on the ridge at the 

top of the Pinnacle, where a wrong foot on the slippery, snow-covered rocks 

meant INSTANT DEATH. Dark clouds were gathering by this time, and the final 

haul up Overlord was done in low visibility. However, the summit was reached 

at 3 p.m., just when the clouds rolled back to expose a wonderful panorama of 

freshly sprinkled mountains. 

Our return route retraced out footsteps, including half an ascent of 

Fissile, because it seemed easier than coping with the partially covered cre

vasses of the glacier at the Fissile-Whirlwind col. We were back at the cabin 

at 5:30 p.m. for a quick meal of instant noodles, then on down to Singing Pass 

before it got dark. The hike down the trail by flashlight was fairly boring, 

and we arrived at the car tired but satisfied. It had been a great day, and 

a fun weekend. 

Participants 

Terry Chow Steve Coombes 
Heather Graham Tony Webb 
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SUMAS MOUNTAIN 

Audrey Pearson November 11, 1982 

Remembrance Day, and with the university closed it was a chance to 

escape the hallowed halls of learning and trundel in the hills. Besides Mr. 

Blaekwell had just bet me $25.00 that I would not lead two trips by the end of 

November. Who am I to turn down easy money? 

The fearless leader (a.k.a. me) chose a page out of 103 Hikes, the only 

criteria being in the Chilliwack area and easy to find by car. It turned out 

to be a good choice. 

The day was bright and crisp. The beginning of the trail was littered 

with fallen maple leaves, portending Fall had come and ski season felt very 

near. The Douglas fir were fabulous old veterans, who had me stopping in 

unabashed admiration and everyone else thinking I was nuts (as usual). It 

seemed too, like the appropriate place to reflect on the nature of the holiday, 

that European mountains have know carpets of red as well as green and yellow. 

The so-called "summit" was just the top of a ridge, which could be 

reached by car. (Naturally, VOCers take the hardest route!) The view was 

spectacular; the whole Chilliwack range and beyond; Golden Ears, Robie Reid, 

Slesse, Cheam; in all lots of places to go. The club should spend more time 

out this way. 

Participants 

Audrey Pearson (Leader) 
Mark Barley 
Ross Bates 
Peter McGillivray 
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OLYMPIC BEACH 

Darlene Anderson November 11-14, 1982 

At the last minute Rein, Al and I decided to go to Olympic Beach with 

Wolfgang. Message was to catch the 12:30 ferry at Keystone and meet at Port 

Townsend. After going the wrong way a few times - normal thing when Al drives, 

so I've heard - we cruised up to the ferry and rolled on at 12:00 noon. They 

promptly closed the gate and started to pull away. What!? We thought the 

ferry left at 12:30. Nope 12:00. We'd just made it. All the others knowing 

the ferry left at noon were on board and we were able to meet the crew. 

Finally we all met at a restaurant near Forks, where the group had been split 

into two. Seven, led by Steve Coombes, were to start at the south end of 

South Beach and travel north, and the other twelve were to start at the north 

end of South Beach and travel south. The second evening we were going to camp 

at the same spot and exchange car keys. So here the two groups parted and 

this is an account of the trip taken by the twelve travelling south. The two 

groups were essentially two different trips. 

Finally at about 3:00 p.m., we got out of the cars and walked for half 

an hour on an easy, well groomed trail to the beach. We arrived at the beach 

at dusk, so we were only able to get a glimpse of the beach before darkness 

fell. The next day we walked along the beach at a leisurely pace. High tide 

was at about 10:30-11:30 a.m., so we had to wait for the tide to go down 

enough so we could round the first point and continue walking along the beach. 

Most of us were content to just sit down, relax and read a book, but poor 

Wolfgang furiously paced the tiny bit of beach we were waiting on. 

I found walking along the beach very pleasant. The soft breeze from 

the ocean and the gentle crashing of the waves all led to a rather relaxing, 
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romantic mood. It was an enjoyable kind of travel because everyone could 

go at their own pace; either walk alone or walk along chatting with someone 

else, however the mood struck one. Along the way were tall spires of rock 

jutting inspiringly out of the water. The weather was kinda moody and rain

coats were donned occasionally. This, however, seemed to be enough to make 

the rain stop. 

Then came our first river crossing - across a rather slippery log. Some 

of us successfully tiptoed across but Wolfgang slipped off into the water due 

to the low friction coefficient between rubber boots and logs. Making the 

most of it, he acted the gallant gentleman by helping some of the ladies 

across. Around the corner came the next river crossing - but no log. This 

would probably be difficult to cross at high tide. Wolfgang charged across 

in his rubber boots while the rest of us took our boots off and painfully 

crossed in the freezing cold water. Wolfgang found this quite an amusing 

event to watch. Then we came to the campsite where we were to meet the other 

group. It was on a high point of land jutting out between Falls Creek and 

Goodman Creek. At high tide you were trapped. We arrived at about 4:00 p.m. 

expecting the other group any minute. About two or three hours later the 

other group tropped in - happy as larks - their usual mood for most of their 

trip, from what our group could gather. 

The next day our group left about 11:30 a.m., not having the patience 

to wait any longer for the tide to go out. Unfortunately during this trip, 

high tide was not a good time of the day for beach walking, being too late in 

the morning. At the time we wanted to do most of our walking, we instead had 

to sit around waiting for the tide to go out. Saturday was quite similar to 

Friday, except the weather was better - beautifully sunny all day. It also 
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ended up being a rather tiring day for those who had not had much experience 

hiking. The sun was beginning its descent when we came to a point which we 

had to climb up rather than go around, because the tide was coming in. Those 

on their last legs groaned in agony, and slowly, painfully made their way up 

it. Those who were getting tired of walking along the flat cheered at the 

chance to actually climb something and scrambled up joyfully. The group got 

split up at the top, some headed towards the inland trail, with others meander

ing in the bush trying to get back to the beach. In the process Mary lost her 

way and her glasses, but both were soon found. Eventually we all found our

selves picking our way around the last point which was a mass of jumbled rocks, 

in the dark, with the waves ominously crashing their way closer every minute. 

Everyone was praying that we could make our way off that part of the beach 

before it got covered by the tide. Well, needless to say, we did. At this 

point, Mark decided he had had enough hiking for the day and stopped to bed 

down for the night. The rest continued to the parking lot and Mark was 

finally persuaded to keep going. 

We all hopped into the vehicles, went to Forks for some dinner, and then 

threw our sleeping bags down on a side road by the highway. We arose early 

the next morning and drove home. 

Participants 

"The Barbarian" (Leader) Oanis Kennedy 
(Wolfgang Jurgensen) Jenny 
Darlene Anderson • Mark 
Tim Brooker Steve Coombes 
Jean Gagnoll • Lesleigh Anderson 
Al Knutson Regent Gravel 
Mary Mager Leslie Klingensmith 
Barb Mueller Caroline Kuys 
Rein Raudsepp Joy Schnider 
Luc Roberge 
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OVERSEER 

Bill Lipsett November 11-14, 1982 

An early start on Thursday morning from Vancouver, coffee and cinnamon 

buns in Pemberton and an unexpected detour on the road put us at Meager Creek 

Hot Springs sorting gear at about 1:00 p.m. The only decisions of consequence 

here were to (1) take Chris 1 light weight "tent" instead of my more conven

tional tent, and (2) take Alan's supply of fig-newtons. As will be explained 

later, Chris' tent was not a good idea, while it is always an excellent idea 

to take fig-newtons anywhere. 

We started off from the end of the logging road up through steep bush. 

An absence of snow made the thrashing unenjoyable but that's the way it goes 

in the Coast Range. After about 3 hours of walking we reached enough snow to 

put on our skis. We were still going up when it got dark and we pitched our 

camp on the first level bit of ground we came to. The two doctors, having 

problems with their wax, could not keep up with the rest of us and camped 

about 500 feet lower down. When we met them the next morning, they decided to 

keep their camp there and just ski up and down for the remainder of the trip. 

Except for seeing them from a distance on Saturday while they were climbing 

a small peak, we did not see them again. I still don't know whether they made 

it back to Vancouver or not. If they, don't show up in a couple more months, 

I guess we should send out a search party. 

The four of us then headed off towards the glacier in order to locate a 

possible site for one of the new cabins the VOC wants to build. We found a 

great spot beside a moraine, sheltered by a forested ridge with a small creek 

nearby. Some gullies above this campsite were immediately tested for their 

skiing potential. They proved to be excellent: very steep with about 2 feet 



of powder. Alan and George cranked out tight telemarks in the narrow gully 

while Chris showed the boys some fancy parallel turns. As for myself, I was 

proficient in demonstrating the art of the graceful headplant - at least some 

of them were graceful. 

Our first impressions of this place as a possible site for a cabin were 

very favourable. Even the weather was better than your average Coast Range 

weekend. Although it snowed a little on Thursday night, on Friday the clouds 

did a fast disappearing act and we were blessed with clear skies the rest of 

the trip. During the day this meant warm sunshine and tremendous views. At 

night, however, it was colder than a whore's heart, as the saying goes. The 

hard man from the Rockies was expecting a warm Coast Range ski trip and so 

only brought his 1 pound "beach tent" and a lightweight overbag. Needless 

to say, Chris spent 2 uncomfortable nights trying to stay warm. To add to 

the discomfort, his boots froze overnight and it tooks a half hour to get 

them flexible enought for him to put them on. Chris survived this ordeal so 

now he can be considered a hard man from the Coast Range as well. 

We decided to climb a small bump next to Overseer on Saturday, as 

glacier travel would have been dangerous due to lack of snow. The views from 

the top were remarkable in all directions; Wahoo Tower in the northwest, to 

Wedge, Garibaldi, Black Tusk, Tantalus and the Pemberton Ice Cap in the south. 

On the ski down we again found some more steep gullies confirming our opinion 

that this is a dynamite place to ski. 

We headed out on Sunday, leaving early so as not to miss a long soak in 

the^hot springs. The trail out offered some excellent tree skiing until the 

snow ran out, then a trudge down to the truck. 
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The north end of the Pemberton Ice Cap has everything; relatively easy 

access (at least when the road is driveable), great possibilities for ski 

touring, cranking telemarks and peak climbing. And if that isn't enough, at 

the end of your trip there are hot springs in which to soak your weary body. 

Definitely this is a place for one of the new cabins. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb (Leader) Bill Lipsett 
George Fulton * Ron Collins 
Chris Kubinski (the hard man of the Rockies) * Ben Casey 

* the two doctors 

DIAMOND HEAD 

Maria Nitins November, 1982 

The trip sheet for the Remembrance Day weekend Diamond Head ski trip 

warned "There is a very good chance we will be arriving after dark on Friday 

evening so please bring a headlamp (unless your name is Rudolf)." In the 

section entitled "passengers" one Rudolf (Roger) Francois' name stood out 

ominously. The party gathered in the club room on Friday afternoon armed with 

skis and packs. They escaped to the car with cries of "You are going to die," 

ringing in their ears. Most audible was the voice of Paul Phillips, whose fame 

for leading novice skiers on trips involving unplanned bivouacs goes unequaled. 

The exit from Vancouver was delayed slightly when Sarah decided she had to 

buy some crayons. Artistic impulse was pleaded in an attempt to dispel 

images of younger siblings scrawling "art" on the floor. The presence of 

reindeers and artists promised to make this an interesting trip. 

We found the Diamond Head road clear of snow and left the parking lot 

at four o'clock. After walking for approximately half an hour, skis were 
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donned. Soon the setting sun painted a scarlet flush over the Tantalus Range 

across the valley and dusted the fog bank, a reminder of Vancouver weather, 

with a crimson glow. The sunset faded into a clear night but no moon arose 

to light the way. By the time the ridge was attained, all members carrying 

headlamps were armed. The rest are known to have purchased these essential 

items immediately upon return to Vancouver. Rudolf, with his newly acquired 

equipment, helped to guide the trip that night. While reaching the ridge 

involved mainly persistance, the descent to the cabin called for a small 

quantity of skill. The novice skiers, including the reindeer and the artist, 

wished they weren't carrying packs when they became "turtled" after the 

elusive Telemark turn failed. The headlamps facilitated quite a light show 

as the skiers gained momentum, faltered, and dive bombed into the snow. A 

cry of triumph arose when the shelter, with two pinpoints of candlelight 

shedding a welcoming glow, was sighted. It was agreed by all that a little 

daylight might improve the performance. 

The next day dawned clear and sunny. We crisscrossed our way up into 

the Saddle and basked in the sun, eating lunch. Peter, never missing an 

opportunity to increase his tan, removed his shirt for maximal collection of 

"rays". We spent the afternoon on the powdery slopes making up for the pre

vious evening's lack of light. 

Not surprisingly, we returned to the cabin to find quite a crowd. The 

air was thick with the fragrant odor of multiple dinners, wet socks steaming 

in the semi-darkness over the wood stove and the insidious smell of the 

indoor "outhouse". Why do you think they invented outhouses anyway? Finding 

a place to sit down was like looking for a spot at Kits' on a hot summer's 

day. 
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Perhaps the above analogy could be better applied to finding a place 

to sleep later that evening. There were bodies everywhere, some of which 

didn't even make it up the stairs. With a crowd of that size the probability 

of having at least one snorer is greatly increased. We were graced with a 

chorus. While the average tired skier takes a passive approach and attempts 

to fall asleep regardless of the din, there are exceptions. One young man 

decided to try a more aggressive approach. When the chorus rose to a climax 

he emitted a loud noise. All snoring ceased for approximately ten seconds 

and then slowly resumed, climbing once again to the threshold level where the 

process was repeated. It is questionable whether this approach made sleeping 

any easier but not everyone will take anything lying down. 

Sunday found us up with the sun preparing for a peak (?) bagging ex

pedition. We followed the old logging road down to Ring Creek. There we 

faced a minor obstacle as the creek had not yet frozen over. The practical 

action called for in this case was obviously to remove one's skis and walk. 

Stuart decided practicality wasn't the issue here. This was a "ski" trip 

wasn't it? While Peter, Roger and I took the lowly route, Stewart skied onto 

a large boulder overlooking the creek and prepared to make some air time. 

Cameras quickly emerged and shots were gleaned of the flight, ahhh, and the 

landing, oops. 

We continued up the valley towards the Opal Cone. Not relishing the 

idea of skiing down, as well as up, in the dark, we decided to make this our 

quick objective. The ski jumper, feeling slightly fatigued after his flight, 

remained below on the moraine to, "get the ascent on film". We started up on 

skis but when time seemed to be running out and Peter decided he wasn't com

peting with any more trees, we abandoned our skis and continued on foot. The 
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softly rounded dome afforded a view of the surrounding peaks glistening in 

the sunlight. It was decided that the Cone would be a great place to set off 

in any number of directions: over Garibaldi Neve to Garibaldi Lake, up Mount 

Garibaldi, Diamond Head. 

We returned to the cabin and set out for the parking lot. The weekend's 

crowds had turned the road down into what could easily be compared to a bob

sled run. The novice contingent gained terminal velocity with the speed of 

light and spent most of the descent looking for "runaway lanes", praying, 

and wondering if a thick application of red wax would stop the trees from 

passing in a blur or lower the blood pressure. The parking lot was reached 

as the last vestiges of light faded from the sky. 

Participants 

Maria Nitins (Leader) Stuart Jones 
Roger Francois Daniel Fiorques 
Peter Celliers Tanis Dakin 
Sarah Nitins Sandy Carrothers 

CALLAGHAN LAKE 

Maria Nitins November, 1982 

The first (unsuccessful) attempt to reach the Callaghan Lake cabin site 

was made in late November of 1982. We were able to drive approximately half 

way up the logging road before snow made the road impassable. Steve's truck 

was parked on the roadside and we set off, carrying our skis for about a 

mile. Trail breaking was made easier by the tire tracks of a more successful 

vehicle, but eventually these too gave out and we pushed on towards the lake. 

We reached the lake (and the end of the road) at about one o'clock 

and stopped for lunch. Since there wasn't a vestige of ice covering the 
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water, we were forced to bushwack along the shore to reach its other side. 

Climbing over fallen logs and up trees could not be any easier in skis, but 

can be justified because (a) it is more challenging, (b) it is more fun(?), 

and most importantly, (c) "this is a ski trip, isn't it?" Suffering multiple 

binding problems and a broken pole only helped to increase the aforementioned 

challenge. 

We reached the other side of the lake and gained a few hundred feet of 

elevation but turned back because it was getting late. The return thrash 

was slightly easier because of the broken trail but the decreased challenge 

of the ski back down the road was made infinitely more inviting by the 

approaching darkness. The value of a headlamp on any of Alan's trips was 

once again illuminated as dusk covered the roadway. In retrospect, the 

presence of a cabin at the proposed site, despite equipment failures, the 

unfrozen lake, bush, etc. would have given us the extra incentive (and time) 

to gain our objective. The promise of a night under a dry roof followed by 

a day of skiing in an ideal area, would make the trip well within the realm 

of the average V.O.C. member. Here's my vote for a V.O.C. cabin at Callaghan 

Lake. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb (Leader) 
Steve Coombes 
Luc Roberge 
Maria Nitins 
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BROHM RIDGE WASHOUT 

Anita Miettunen November 28, 1982 

It was a cool, wet morning as I left Vancouver in search of higher 

adventure and escape from too many days in a library. Our group of seven met 

at the Alice Lake Park entrance before proceeding a further 2.4 miles north 

along the Squamish Highway. Taking a turn-off east, we attempted to tackle 

the treacherous logging-roads as best we could, before claiming defeat. 

Louise soon decided she valued her car, thus we all (somehow) piled into 

Steve's truck and continued on. However, the road soon became extremely un

cooperative forcing us to transform outselves into hiking skiers until we 

could locate some skiable areas. Accessibility to Brohm Ridge was poor! The 

road was too rocky, potty and steep for an average car; even the truck got 

stuck upon reaching the first icy patch. A four-wheel drive, chains, and 

more snow to smooth out lower sections would have been desirable. 

Nevertheless, we hiked on steadfastly, not to be discouraged by the 

virtually snowless slopes or the rain. The mild spell of the last few days 

had melted most of the stuff needed to ski on! Wherever I looked, I saw 

nothing but bare, barren slopes raped of their timber. Without snow to cover 

the scars, I found the surrounding scenery rather unattractive. However, it 

was still refreshing to be out. 

As I looked down towards Squamish, layers of thick fog gently rolled in, 

covering the world below. What a magical view of the valley it was - right 

out of Tolkien. In a matter of minutes the hills behind me disappeared from 

view, so quickly had the fog advanced. 

Shortly thereafter, we found ourselves in the midst of a slight snow

storm. Roger, who had skied ahead, returned to report we were not on the 
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right trail. As time was wearing onwards and some of us were feeling a bit 

too wet or cold, we decided to abandon our efforts. We all did manage to try 

our skis though! 

Later, sitting in the warmth of a local Squamish pizzery, bodies soon 

dried off and spirits lifted. Over a warm, welcome meal, we diligently dis

cussed prospective trips for the future. 

Participants 

Paula Burgerjon (Leader) Anita Miettunen 
Louise Zakarauskas Mark Barley 
Steve Coombes Normand Fortier 
Roger Francois 

WINTER 1982-83  

MT. BAKER: SUNNY SKIES AND CRUSTY SNOW 

Darlene Anderson December 4, 1982 

So Paula, I promised you this article. There isn't a lot to say about 

a day trip to Mt. Baker, but here goes: 

It was- Friday noon and the Squamish highway was closed. Naturally being 

the keen skiers that we are we didn't want something as trivial as a closed 

highway to stop us. Consequently: DESTINATION: MT. BAKER. 

We arrived at the information hut at the entrance to the park (which 

used to be the forest ranger's cabin) at a reasonable hour in the morning 

having left Vancouver at around 7:00 a.m. It was a beautiful sunny day but 

we were told the avalanche danger was high because it had rained the day before. 

Therefore it was not safe to traverse below Table Mountain which is a neces

sary move to access most places of interest that start near the Mt. Baker ski 

area - the ski area actually being between Mt. Baker and Mt. Shuksan. 
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We were told that the Salmon Creek Road would be safe; however it was 

not safe to park your vehicle on the highway to the ski area, as there was a 

high risk of it being towed away. As a result we ended up driving to the ski 

area to park. This meant having to ski down alongside the highway to get to 

the Salmon Creek Road. This was actually kinda fun, skiing along the snow 

banks, trying to cut corners, running into streams making us have to back

track etc. When we finally made it to the Salmon Creek Road we ran into an 

energetic older couple (locals) who were very apologetic that the snow wasn't 

better. It wasn't their fault, but at any rate the avalanche danger was 

quite low here as we quickly ran out of snow. After fooling around with our 

pieps a bit - just one of many pieps practices Luc D. has had this winter with 

the V.O.C. pieps he has had out for the last three months - we decided it 

would be better to go back to the ski area if we wanted to find snow to ski on. 

When we got back there we tried skiing on one of the ski runs but 

immediately got kicked off, as this is "Verboten". You are allowed to tele-

mark on the Mt. Baker ski runs, but you must have a lift ticket. However, 

across the road, just past the lifts and below Table Mountain we found some 

good slopes to ski on - which are quite safe even when the surrounding 

avalanche danger is moderately high. 

The ski area is located northeast of Table Mountain which is northeast 

of Mt. Baker, and these slopes are between the ski area (the west side of the 

ski area) and Table Mountain. Just above us, at the lower edge of the ski 

area was a new cross country ski trail - which supposedly costs money to use. 

It has just been put in this winter by the ski area, as a service to the 

people because there are enough cross-country skiers using the area to warrant 
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it. For the same reason, Mt. Baker ski area now also offers telemark lessons 

Despite the rather crusty snow (at least it wasn't breakable crust) we 

all got a few telemarks in, or tried to, and overall had a good day in the 

brilliant sunshine. 

Participants 

Darlene Anderson Luc Desrochers 
Steve Coombes Luc Roberge 

EARLY CHRISTMAS TRIP TONQUIN VALLEY 

Wolfgang Jurgensen December 18-26, 1982 

Having only early exams, a few people decided to have not only a Christ 

mas trip this year, but a pre-Christmas trip, too. Place of action was the 

Wates-Gibson Hut in the Tonquin Valley area near Jasper. 

So the evening of December 18th saw Alan, Darlene and I fleeing Van

couver's rain in Alan's car, till we spent the night at a picnic area beside 

the road near Kamloops. Terry and Heather had left the day before. 

Dec. 19. We lost no time driving to Jasper, were it was ridiculously warm, 

and further on to the entrance of Astoria River valley, just past the road 

to (closed) Jasper Ski Hi-1. Darkness descended on us, but we skied up the 

road to Mt. Edith Cavell Youth Hostel. It's got house parents now and it is 

a comfortable place to spend the night. 
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Dec. 20. We followed Terry and Heather's tracks on a very brilliant day. 

Astoria River valley is flat for miles and all the time you have the impressive 

views of Old Horn Mountain and Thunderbolt Peak. And slowly, as you ski along, 

you will see the Ramparts emerging, a steep, cragged, impressive mountain 

range forming the B.C. border. Daylight faded at about Chrome Lake and we had 

trouble finding the Cabin in the dark. All the time there were strange ski 

tracks around, we realized they were made by Terry and Heather skiing around 

all day looking for the cabin. We suddenly saw a few lights coming down the 

next ridge, and there they were, having bivouacked and still searching. 

But Alan's last try found the cabin just above Outpost Lake sitting there 

quietly in the snow waiting to be discovered. Great! 

Dec. 21. Skiing up Eremite Valley a bit we found out what trail breaking was 

like this winter in the Rockies: slow and tedious. Tonquin Valley turns out 

to be an ideal place for a longer VOC trip: lots of peaks and passes with 

easy access through flat and wide valleys. 

Dec. 22. Again, this time all five of us, up the Eremite Valley. We wanted 

a good view on Angle Peak, but nature wouldn't have it; snow and wind let us 

ski down speedily, dancing across Arrowhead Lake. There wasn't much show 

higher up, only a lot of rocks in the Rockies. The late afternoon saw a 

successful search for the trail to Surprise Point. 

Dec. 23. The only really sunny day. We went over Surprise Point to Amethyst 

Lakes, big, flat and just beneath the awesome Ramparts. After having struggled 

up through heavy snow to a mini-sump in front of Mt. Maccaris, we sat there 

in the warm sun and had a look into B.C., against the Ramparts and to Maccaris 

Pass, a possible way to ski out. 
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Dec. 24. "Something has to be achieved at all costs." So Alan and I set out 

for the circumnavigation of Thunderbolt Peak. Up the Eremite Valley again, 

over a pass and up to the main pass behind T. Peak. And there it was: 7700 

ft. high, and absolutely no snow on it. Had it not blown such a cold gust -

we had to sit down on our skis on the pass in order to prevent them from being 

blown down - I could have almost seen a few summer flowers blossoming. We 

headed back. On a nice day it should be a good trip. The evening, as usual, 

saw Alan and I silently reading for hours beneath the Coleman lantern, the 

rest snored. 

Dec. 25. The view was great about 20 metres around. 

Night, Dec. 25-26. "Something was achieved at all costs." Unauthorized noise 

in the kitchen. Food theft! So I spent the next half hour chasing a marten 

around in the cabin: it went into the chimney and I to bed. Again unauthor

ized noise. The marten was in the cupboard, where we stored the garbage. And 

I closed the door. 

Dec. 26. The marten was released - "oh, how neat!" - and we skied out, pure 

double-poling down the road from the hostel. All of us headed for some more 

Christmas trips somewhere else in the Rockies. It wasn't enough yet. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb (Leader) Heather Graham 
Darlene Anderson Wolfgang Jurgensen 
Terry Chow 
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THE MCGILLIVARY SASA 

Kathy Wong December 26 to January 2 

CAST OF CHARACTERS (in order of waking appearance in the early a.m.) 

Aunt Harriet: Our, ahem, esteemed leader, Pierre Beaudry, who enjoys 
dancing with brooms on New Year's Eve. 
"Time for my 4:30 a.m. jog! Temps pour mon 4:30 a.m. 
courir!" 

. "Virgin sturgeon is a very fine fish." 

Mountain Mallet: Phyllis Mallet, model for Helly H., and owner of the 
warmest feet in the cabin. 
"A good night's sleep makes up for everything." 
" I didn't know Dave had a moustache." 

Mr. Supernatural: Our Ontario import, Peter Celliers (not pronounced Sellers) 
who could be seen zooming down in a downhill yahoo outfit 
identical to Podborski's. 
"Well, like yeah, I. just learned to toothpick ski. this 
year." 
"Want to see me telemark down Mt. McGillivary?" 

Susie "Snowflake" Hollenberg, known for her muscular 
cystalline structure. 
"My skins aren't sticking." 
"Ugh, oooah, totally, that's how snowflakes talk." 

Ross Bates, one of our many physics grad students (half 
the department was on this trip) whose ten essentials 
included eclipse newspaper articles, a portable telescope, 
and an extra down jacket. 
"My skins aren't sticking." 
"Are there any spices in this?.", , 

Sir Mark Barley, refined English gentleman skier, o f t e n , 
seen toting a T-bag in one gloved hand and a bottle of the 
finest whiskey in the other (No, the T-bag wasn't a 
Twinings). 
"Mmm. Water boiling yet?" 
"Mmm...mmm...and more mmm. Yes, I do tend to ramble 
along a bit, eh?" 

Dave Wong, proud owner of a carefully groomed moustache. 
"No, I don't use velcro on my moustache." 
"Hi...where'.s Snowflake?" 

Snowflake: 

Mr. Eclipse: 

Mr. Tetley: 

Mr. Moustache: 
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Wahoo Wahoo: Kathy Wong (no relation by marriage to the above moustache) 
"Do you really think my gluteus is maximus?" 
"Excuse me, but this 'facility' is occupied!" 

Antibeef Bev: Bev Hacleod, owner of the best set of lungs and heart next 
to Grete Waitz. 
"Go Vegetarian! I'll fry the meat!" 

Baggy-pants: Mr. Bill Anslow, another proud owner of a moustache. 
"My skins aren't sticking." 
"Hey! Quit staring at my flesh-coloured Lifas!" 

Mr. Snowpit: Berni Claus, Swiss avalanche expert who can often be seen 
up to his nose in a pit or on his way to the privy with 
3 PIEPS on his chest and an avalanche cord tied around his 
ankle. 
"How about a massage?" 
"Wow! Medium shear! Dig that hoar!" 

On December 26, our cast of intrepid adventurers set forth to that wild 

and woolly town, Bralorne. A few minor incidents occurred along the drive up 

such as missing each other at the meeting point in Lillooet (we turned out to 

be at opposite ends of Lillooet's only main street). 

The drive to Bralorne was the most strenuous part of our first day and 

consisted of navigating around mini rockslides which Peter kindly cleared for 

us with has bare hands so that the other two cars following could breeze by. 

After arriving at L'Hotel Mines, a four-star establishment known for its chili 

which could croak a physics grad student, we decided to turn down the X-rated 

video movies ("Deep Powder" and "The Erotic Art of Telemarking Without Skis") 

to get a wholesome, good night's sleep. 

The next day we started our ski-in - what a beautiful morning! The glow 

of the sun illuminated our bleary faces as we broke trail through deep powder 

that was only marred by animal tracks. The first part of the trail through 

the valley consisted of gentle hills which made skiing quite enjoyable and 

invigorating. 
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After reaching Piebiter Creek we stopped for lunch on the wooden 

bridge - this was an instant signal for all the crazed photographers to begin 

the first of their many shootings. These conscientiousless creatures stopped 

at nothing to get a funny or unflattering picture of their fellow skier in 

order to make our slide show more interesting. 

Fuelled on by horror stores of a terrible hill from the '81 Xmas trip, 

and Dave's broken ski from the previous ATan Dibbs' catastrophe-laden trip, 

we charged upwards singing "Onward Christian Skiers". It was time to strap on 

skins (the homemade kind worked well and were only half the Co-op price). The 

hill proved challenging for those who had atrophied quadriceps muscles but 

was not as bad as we had imagined (until we had to come down). 

By now, a macho contest of who could break the most trail was in full 

bloom. Pierre and Peter emerged as the winners although we would like to know 

how it is possible that a total of 1036 steps comes after the 987th step, eh? 

Anyways, the pain of one's pack laden back soon took one's mind off the ground 

angle. Or one could concentrate on the derriere of the person ahead of them 

and try to figure out that person's caloric intake during the Christmas feast

ing. 

After several hours, we reached the open meadows and by late afternoon 

everyone had made it to the cabin. It was a nice change to be able to expend 

one's energy on activities other than keeping warm (as compared to last year's 

Rockies trip). The heating was most effective especially when one sneakily 

threw in firestarter in the beginning (we caught you Ross!). Our first evening 

consisted of dining on Pierre's gourmet tuna noodle helper tourtiere ("just 

like how my mama makes"). 

After an excellent night's sleep on bunks, benches, etc. determined by 
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VOC roulette, we set out to explore the area. But first, Herr Snowpit blew 

his whistle and announced his first avalanche and PIEPS practice. AFter some 

awkward Monty Python maneuvering, we all converged on the same spot searching 

for the "lost PIEPS". After more of this fun exercise, cold tootsies caused 

a minor uprising and we then took off to evaluate the slopes above the cabin 

for avalanche hazards. Herr Snowpit, in his zealousness, decided to see how 

many pits he could build for the Guiness Book of Records. He managed to create 

a few in the trail much to our painful rumps' delight. 

Above the cabin, the slopes lay inviting with their gleaming powder, 

reflecting billiant sunrays. Everyone began trying out their rusty telemark 

(or reasonable imitation thereof) or snowplowing. Some went off to other 

hills for some introspective meditation while others basked lazily in the sun 

in hopes of looking ethnic. By the time we ambled up to consider a route to 

Mt. Royal, it was time to head down for preparation of Mont Royal Tuna 

Casserole. 

Back in the cabin we discovered the joy of cooking by headlamp along 

with exploring the cabin library which resembled a dentist's office with its 

1965 editions of National Geographies and Reader's Digest ("I am John Doe's 

Liver"). Harold Robbins proved to be a favourite for those who had missed the 

X-rated video movies in Bralorne (page 17 was torn out by a nameless physics 

grad student). 

The evening entertainment was provided by the Luciano Pavarotti protegee, 

Bev, whose musical talent was such that she could make a 3-string guitar sound 

like a classical 12-string guitar. Her dulcet voice helped the rest of us 

nasal-singers go through the entire VOC songbook. 

On our third sunny day, our ex-Marine leader awoke at 4 a.m. to dili-
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gently begin the porridge. Unfortunately, he was on Saskatoon time, and only 

realized this when the furnace was going and the porridge simmering to our 

crescendo of snores at 6 a.m. He had apparently read the wrong dial on his 

scuba diving watch. At 8 a.m. he again leapt out of bed faster than a speeding 

bullet and did a re-run of his earlier show. 

We covered our previous day's tracks and then skied to the rock base of 

Royal (7500' - cabin @ 5800') by noon. Hountain Mallet appeared to have had 

a double portion of Wheaties for breakfast and practically sprinted up the 

mountain to become the numero uno on the summit. The rest of us puffed up 

slowly, stopping every now and then on the pretense of admiring the scenic 

view. 

In reality, the view was magnificent and presented a panorama of mountain 

ranges in all directions - even the tip of the Tusk could be seen in the dis

tance. Excellent shots were taken as well as an interesting one of Mr. Snowpit 

minus his snowsuit and other personal garments. Apparently our exhibitionist 

decided to get his 1983 portfolio ready to send into the Sports Illustrated 

Bathing Beauty Calendar and snuck off to the bush to pose in the buff in the 

snow. Yes, one could certainly see his gluteus maximus, medius and minimus, 

as well as other appendages which don't have Latin names yet. 

That night we had our only fresh veggies - McGillivary stew - and 

invited 4 appreciative diners from the neighbouring cabin. Snores emerged 

very soon after along with some strange noises in the night. In an attempt to 

stop Mr. Tetley from breaking the sound barrier with his snoring, I began to 

gently kick his feet. After a "What the devil?" emerged from Mark's mouth 

(I had kicked his blister), I realized to my horror that the snoring had not 

stopped, making Mark an innocent bystander. Deducing that it was Ross, I 
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picked up a flashlight and threw it at his gluteus maximus. The next day all 

unnailed items were mysteriously removed from the vicinity of my bed. 

Once again our gung-ho leader emerged at 6 a.m. to begin the fire the 

next morning and soon we were off to bag the McGillivary peak. The route 

chosen was interesting and at times a little hairy. Above the treeline, the 

^wide expanse of exposed slope to the rocky peak was quite crusty and steep. 

At one point we had to take off our skis and clamber up about 100 feet of 

steep, wind-swept slope of thinly disguised scruff. Bill was overheard prom

ising that if anything happened to him, he would leave his flesh-coloured 

LIFAS to Dave, while Dave earnestly promised his moustache (velcro and all) 

to Snowflake as a memento of himself. An older member of the group promised 

her orthopaedic ski boots to anyone willing to trade their PIEPS for her 

avalanche cord, which had a habit of winding itself into a knitting ball. 

However, after much nervous twittering we reached the summit and relaxed 

our sphincter muscles. The last 1000 feet was a scramble up a rocky ridge 

to a magnificent view which stretched endlessly under a brilliant blue sky. 

The 'ski' down was done with great trepidation where again we had to do 

isometric contractions of our sphincter muscles for a longer time. Although 

the crusty slope was pretty stable, images of avalanchsdanced in our heads. 

We methodically traversed across the slope until we hit the trees and powder. 

Rice and ham back at the cabin was a welcome relief. Our resident vegetarian, 

Yogi Bev, was again elected to fry the meat since we knew she wouldn't take 

any samples. 

On New Year's Eve, Dave woke up early just to prove to Bill and Susan 

that he could amazingly wake up at 6 a.m. and start a fire. Unfortunately, 
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he suffered a bit of Pierritis and jumped out at 1:30 a.m. 

Telegraph Ridge was the aim for the day. By now blue skies were beginn

ing to grey up although the weather managed to hold out for the entire trip. 

We found a great slope for 'telegraphing' and proceeded to make a mess of it. 

Pierre and Peter managed to make the rest of us look like lawnmowers as they 

combined their turns to form DNA-lookalike models. It was interesting to see 

the style of each skier. Dave, Phyllis, Ross, Bev, Sue and Bill began to look 

very Nordic with their forms, Mark had a unique style of zig-zagging - by now 

his orange balaclava was beginning to look like one of the Queen Mother's hat 

creations. 

That night we feasted on a superb turkey dinner (courtesy of Chef Mallet) 

with fresh cranberries. Dessert was a marathon affair - obviously the food 

committee enjoyed sugar ad nauseum. Chocolate cheesecake a la mandarin oranges 

(nice crust, Bill), oatmeal cookies made in a frying pan by our sprightly 

beloved Aunt Harriet, fruit flambe with dream whip that needed firestarter by 

Ross to get it flambeing, and Mrs. Anslow's mince tarts stretched into the 

New Year. Interspersed amidst all the pigging out was the 101 ways we tried 

to stay awake until 1983 arrived. 

There was the revival of the Aunt Harriet F a n ; d u b where President Pierre 

obtained some new membership from strange members. Peter, who had inhaled the 

Triple Sec, went beserk and did his Aunt Harriet initiation broom dance to the 

accompaniment of knocking over the woodpile, kicking off his nose, and 

running wildly outside and then back in with a sheepish grin. So much for 

Ontarioites being more dull and conservative. 

We also played 'Figure out the Story' games and the 'Guess What Game 

This Is' c/o Hark Barley. Mr. Tetley began asking people about their sexual 
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bent, love life or lack of it, the colour of their LIFAS and whether they 

frequented Wreck Beach. He was quite a good sport - empire spirit, probably. 

At midnight, B.C. time, we ran out for a romp in the snow and did the 

usual Auld Lang Syne as well as banging pots and pans and throwing gorp in the 

air. 

A leisurely New Year's start (10 a.m. - Yoho time!) brought us to Star 

Cabin down the valley where people went dope-sloping- conditions were excel

lent! Some of us paid a neighbourly visit to the lawyer's cabin only to be 

met with signs warning that trespassers would be nuked. Even the privies were 

double locked. 

That night, Peter, fuelled by Phyllis' corn beef hash, began his pyro-

maniac dance burning garbage and roaring the cabin up to a sauna-like 32°C. 

Inside the cabin Ross took off his down jacket for the first time which brought 

shocked reactions from us all. Leftover food was redivvied as people fought 

over the canned SPAM, baggies and brown sugar. 

Our final ski out was done under our one and only snowstorm - the only 

method to go down through the narrow trail was to point your skies straight 

and pray you wouldn't hit a tree or the person ahead of you. Luckily it was 

a fractureless descent for us all. We piled into cars, stopped at Lillooet for 

10 deluxe hamburgers and 1 salad, and.then drove home under a heavy rainfall. 

We all agreed that it had been a fantastic high at McGillivary with its 

excellent snow, good food, and congenial company. We all realized that much 

of the trip's success was due to our Aunt Harriet. We decided to chip in and 

buy her a bilingual PIEPS and a new broom or vacuum cleaner to dance with next 

New Year's Eve. 
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FRYATT VALLEY 
December 27, 1982 

Darlene Anderson - January 1, 1983 

This article is divided into two parts. The first part attempts to des

cribe the route into the cabin at Fryatt Valley, as well as describing the 

valley itself. A map accompanies this part. The second part is a brief des

cription of the trip our group took. 

I. In the winter, when the Athabasca River is frozen, there are two ways to 

access the trail going up the Fryatt Valley. 

The fastest way is to cross the river at the point where the summer trail 

and the Athabasca River come very close to the Icefield Parkway. The remains 

of a cable car crossing mark this point. Doing this cuts off about 7 km of 

skiing along a flat road which more or less runs parallel to the Parkway. 

However getting here means having your own vehicle or walking along the Parkway 

from the Youth Hostel (if that is where you have dectded to stay the night 

before the trip). If theskiingis poor and slow going, as it was for us, it 

was discovered that it was faster to walk along the Parkway to or from the 

Youth Hostel {lh hours), rather than ski along the trail (3 hours). 

However you may choose to ski along the trail which starts near the 

Athabasca Falls Youth Hostel. From the Icefield Parkway - Highway 93 - you 

must get on to the old Highway 93B, which is usually closed during the winter. 

There is a little picnic place, where you could park, just after the old high

way takes off from the new one. Continue along this old highway (93B) until 

you get to the Geraldine Lakes (S Fryatt Valley) turnoff, which is a road on 

the left hand (west) side of the highway. Ski along this road for about 2 km 

until you come to a trail veering off to the left (south) and marked with a 
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sign. If there is no trail breaking, after Zh to 3% hours you should reach 

the point where the river and trail meet the Parkway. 

Now the trail gets more interesting and is actually quite pleasant to 

follow, despite being in the woods most of the time. It generally travels 

uphill at a gentle grade with the occasional downhill or steep uphill. The 

trail is marked with yellow coloured blazes and is probably easy to follow 

if there is no broken trail. We had a broken trail to follow. It is 13 km 

from this point to the cabin. 

Soon after leaving the Athabasca River the trail goes up a small, steep 

little hill and then quickly leads you to the edge of a big gorge with a 

breathtaking view of the valley the Parkway cuts through. ' Now you head down

hill to the Lower Fryatt Camping area, where a large bridge crosses the 

Fryatt Creek. You have now entered the Fryatt Valley proper and the trail 

makes it's way uphill on the southeast side of the Fryatt Creek. After a few 

hours (still assuming no trail breaking) in the woods the trail goes over a 

long narrow bridge which crosses the Fryatt Creek again, depositing you at the 

bottom of an open valley. From here you can just see "the headwall". Head 

towards this. There are two great icefalls cascading down it and the trail 

you want goes up to the right of these two. If there isn't much snow you will 

be able to tell that you are first crossing a grassy field with a few creeks 

running through it. Sticking to the right hand (northwest) side is probably 

best. Then cross a moraine. This is where you may start to feel like you are 

losing your way. After crossing the moraine find the lake. If the lake is 

not well frozen, go around the right hand (northwest) side. Find the creek 

and ski alongside or on it until you are almost at the headwall. Veer to the 

right (north), keeping slightly to the left of the avalanche slope you will 
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see to your right. If there isn't much snow you will hopefully come to a 

firepit under two large trees. This is the start of the trail up the headwall. 

If there is a lot of snow you should still hopefully find the trail going up 

the headwall. It is well marked with orange ribbons at every corner. At the 

bottom there is a large tree with two orange ribbons wrapped completely around 

it. If the trail is well broken it takes 45 -60 minutes to climb up. 

Once at the top the cabin is about 100 yards further (less than 5 min). 

Just head straight up the valley. If you haven't found it within 10 minutes 

you have missed it, so; find the Fryatt Creek - to your left (south) as you 

reach the top of the headwall - and go along it until you spot it. After your 

long ski in, culminating with your ascent of the headwall, it will be a welcome 

sight. 

Since the only routefinding may be at the end of the day it is probably 

preferable to do it in the light, which means wanting to get an early start. 

So now your next question is: What's it like? And is it a worthwhile 

place to go? 

The cabin is a compact little place, best suited for eight people, 

although the Parks branch which takes care of it books a maximum of twelve. You 

have to book a spot to use it. The earliest time you can book is three weeks 

before you want to use it, and for four people, for four consecutive days. 

However it costs nothing. 

The cabin is divided in half with two sleeping rooms (with brand new 

foamies) taking up one half and an eating and cooking area taking up the other 

half. There is a small wood stove which does an okay job at heating the place, 

a kerosene lamp, a kerosene stove, a few water buckets (some leak), some pots, 

dishes, cups and cutlery (but not 12 of each), a few grimy towels, an axe, saw, 
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and broom. There was some wood cut and chopped when we got there and some 

logs buried under the snow halfway between the cabin and the creek. A consi

derable amount of effort was put into trying to cut these frozen logs to 

replace what we had used. The Parks branch flies in loads of wood once or 

twice a year. 

The valley itself is quite small: long and narrow. Steep mountain 

slopes rise from it on nearly all sides. Nevertheless there are a variety of 

things that can be done. Heading up the valley, not far from the cabin are 

some caves that are interesting to explore. Past these, after going over some 

rolling terrain, there is another lake. In this general area there are a few 

slopes which are good to ski on, although some would be too steep if the 

avalanche danger is high. Up to the right (northwest) of this lake the slope 

is not too steep and it is possible to climb this; which brings you into the 

"Upper Valley", below Mt. Belanger. It flattens out somewhat here, thus the 

avalanche danger is less and good skiing on gentle slopes can be found here. 

There are also a few "bumps" which can easily be climbed in this upper valley. 

(They are marked on the map and described later.) 

At the lake, instead of going right, it is possible to continue up this 

lower valley into a "bowl" area. This area was accessed by climbing up the 

left (southeast) side of the valley. Up here still more good ski slopes can 

be found, somewhat steeper and therefore more attention must be paid to the 

level of avalanche danger. If the avalanche danger is low, it is possible to 

climb to the col to the right (west) of Olympus; resulting in a great ski run 

down. The next bowl to the right (west) could also perhaps be climbed, al

though it is steeper. 

The valley itself is very picturesque, being surrounded by numerous 
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peaks: Mt. Christie, Brussels Peak, Mt. Lowell, Mt. Olympus, Mt. Belanger, 

and further in the distance to the north Mt. Fryatt itself. If I had to give 

my opinion Fryatt Valley is a great place to go for a ski trip, but there isn't 

a wide, wide variety of things to do so I think a trip no longer than ours 

would be best, i.e. 4-6 days. 

II. The group left from the Athabasca Falls Youth Hostel, Monday morning, 

just as it was getting light (8:00 a.m.) after having spent a cosy night there. 

There was very little snow which petered out into no snow every once and a 

while, much to the disgust of our skiers. Until we got to about 1500 m or 

5000 ft., waxing was something we did more for show than for any useful reason. 

Well, okay it worked for about two minutes after which time it was scraped off 

by the hard crusty snow. Nevertheless we all made it up the trail at various 

speeds. The first night, four slept in the cabin, two at the base of the head-

wall, and two about fifteen minutes from the headwall. By noon the next day 

(Tuesday), we all met at the cabin for a pancake brunch. Afterwards, most of 

us eager to explore the area, raced up the valley to the bowls just below Mt. 

Olympus. Here, three of us who still hadn't had enough climbed the col to the 

west of Mt. Olympus. Wednesday, we set off as a group, after another leisurely 

breakfast, and went exploring up into the "upper valley" below Mt. Belanger. 

A bump just to the northeast looked very feasible to climb so we promptly did 

so. From this bump we had a fantastic view of the Fryatt Valley and the infamous 

headwall. 

That night, a regular from Jasper arrived: Ken, complete with his 100 lb. 

pack filled with all sorts of goodies to celebrate New Year's with. Up until 

this time we had been spoiled by having the cabin to ourselves. Perhaps the 
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poor snow conditions had something to do with this, as the cabin is supposedly 

a regular haunt of Jasperites. 

Thursday morning we arose early with the plan of doing something energe

tic. Seven of us skied back up to the upper valley with the idea of climbing 

something a bit to the north of Mt. Belanger. It was very windy higher up, 

but the sky was almost cloudless. We skied as far as we could up a ridge 

towards the north side of the col between Belanger and the first bump we 

climbed, thus avoiding the glacier. At the col we had to take our skiis off as 

there was no snow - just rocks. We climbed to the top of this bump. From here 

we could see another one to climb, but it dropped off quite steeply below us 

to a landing about fifty feet down. How were we to get there? Darlene decided 

she would explore the stability of the snow and rocks down to this landing and 

cautiously started down. Luc D. and Steve seeing that she hadn't fallen to 

her death after two or three steps charged'on down - quickly passing her. Well, 

now that we were here, how were we to get from here to that elusive slope over 

there! We started exploring around with the three still at the top of the 

bump mumbling that they were going to go back. However once Luc D. and Luc R. 

had found a route all seven of us pressed forward to the top of our elusive 

and higher bump. From this one we had even better views! Being able to see 

north to the Ramparts where Wolfgang and Darlene had spent the previous week -

and beyond - in all directions. 

That evening a friend of Ken's arrived, Lyn, the most hyper person I've 

ever seen in my life. We celebrated the full moon with a delicious turkey 

dinner, followed by a ski in the moonlight; except Wolfgang who stayed behind 

to read and enjoy the peace and quiet of the empty cabin. 

Friday was spent doing whatever one felt like doing and the New Year was 
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brought in quietly with everyone but two in bed by 11:30 p.m., Alberta time. 

The last two made it past Alberta's New Year, but hit the sack at 11:40 p.m., 

B.C. time. 

Up at 6:00 a.m. the next morning to yet another gorgeous day: to ski out 

without any problems. 

Participants 

Luc Desrochers (Leader) Wolfgang Jurgensen 
Luc Roberge (Leader) Regent Gravel 
Darlene Anderson Audrey Pearson 
Steve Coombes Brian Waddington 

YOHO (DOCUMENTATION 1983) 

Bruce Blackwell 

As a VOCer of many years, I had heard wonderful things about Yoho Valley. . 

"It's only an 18 mile slog." "People are lost in avalanches once a decade." 

"The snow is always crusty and windpacked." Your car will probably have to be 

thawed out at the local gas station." 

Unfortunately I heeded none of these pessimistic warnings and decided to 

lead a trip to the illustrious Yoho Valley. 

After arriving in Lake Louise on Christmas Day I realized the trip was 

off to a great start, I had forgotten my ski clothes. I managed to beg and 

plead with Normand and Paula so that they felt obligated to lend me some cloth

ing for the ski in the next day. The ski in was uneventful and spirits were 

high as Normand, Bill, Paula and I skied in in nine hours. Delwyn Smith, our 

other party member, was waylaid by an important dinner (she said it was Christ

mas dinner, however, some of us were led to believe it was study). She 

arrived the next day with a beaming smile on her face and the WIDEST HIPS. 
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Bill Lipsett said he had never seen anything that big before. He was quoted 

as saying "Great for trail breaking, a MACK truck couldn't do a better job." 

The Stanley Mitchell hut was booked full. Filled with the likes of the Captain, 

Spokes, Rein Rescue Raudsepp, Jacque Dag Bilinski, Jay Page and many other 

honourary PRCC members. 

% The cabin was always an enjoyable place to spend the evenings. Conversa

tion was never a short fall, either you listened to Jay talk about "Why girls 

can't be fighter pilots" or others, who will remain anonymous, saying "I wonder 

if Audrey made it to Fryatt alive." Still others were concerned with Delwyn's 

hips, especially Chris Kubinski. 

Skiing was poor at best, if you weren't grinding your skis on hidden 

rocks in the shallow powder, you feared for your life on potential avalanche 

slopes. However, the likes of Robin Tivy (the Captain) drove us on. Everyday 

he followed the group, never assisting once in trail breaking yet was always 

the first to "Leave all safety equipment behind and push through the rock band" 

or slingshot through to the summit. ' 

The only individual who found skiing enjoyable weighed a measly 115 lbs. 

and had "hot little red skis". Other than skiing, the scenery was spectacular. 

The weather was crystal clear throughout the trip with the temperature a 

balmy -20°C. 

Up until the fourth day of the trip things were almost enjoyable despite 

conditions. But on the Wednesday, mid-point of our trip, things began to 

decline. On this particular day the group headed to Isolated Col, a place that 

will long be remembered. 

An avalanche was triggered by one of our party members. It caught two of 

us, and buried another. Unfortunately the group was large and no one had taken 
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leadership responsibility. No one was seriously hurt, just badly shaken. A 

learning experience for all. 

The next regretable event occurred on the ski-out. The Wardens were 

called in to pull out Delwyn, who had torn her medial ligaments. 

A trip that had started on the wrong foot had ended on the wrong foot. 

Participants 

Bruce Blackwell (Leader) Normand Fortier 
Paula Burgerjon (Pigtails) (The Frenchman) 
Delwyn Smith Dutch Chocolate 

MT. KERR - YOHO CHRISTMAS TRIP 

Anita Miettunen 

It was a conservative start to say the least, the sun threatening to set, 

as three lone skiers set off towards a distant bump called Mt. Kerr. The group 

consisted of Steve G., Jacques and myself - somehow determined to tag along and 

find out what this peak-bagging business was all about. 

We followed along the now familiar trail towards the pass, before veering 

to the left into fresh, untracked territory. The going up was straightforward 

and fairly easy as I followed the tracks of our energetic trailbreaker. Steve 

and I stopped to watch Jacques, who was behind us, coming up along the trail -

a tiny, black figure advancing amidst the wild, white grandeur of the wintry 

Rockies. 

It wasn't too long before I found myself stopping again. I watched Steve 

slowly disappear over the horizon and Jacques, who had caught up, continued 

onwards as well. 

Soon though, I reached the point where we had to remove our skis and 

scramble up the rest of the way. It was a bit steeper now, with uneven rock 
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and snow terrain, thus I decided to proceed cautiously. I kept sinking in 

snow or sliding on rocks and often I found nothing to solidly grasp onto. At 

one point, I got quite stuck and questioned whether to even proceed. How would 

I ever get down from here? 

Finally, I made it to the top where Steve and Jacques looked very cold 

from standing around. The view was absolutely incredible - rugged mountain 

ridges stretching out for miles in all directions, contrasted by skies tinted 

with gentle pastel hues of the late afternoon sun. We were lucky the weather 

was so clear, but as it was also very cold, we quickly headed back to our skis. 

Somehow, the slopes seemed so much steeper coming down and I spent a lot 

more time falling or getting up, than-actually skiing. However, the slopes, 

with somewhat more plentiful snow in this area, provided some favourable runs 

for the others. 

Participants 

Jacques Steve Anita Miettunen 

WHERE FOX AND GEESE JOIN FOR TURKEY DINNER 

Helene Guay, Monika Fruehe 

If you think of a VOC-Christmas trip, would you imagine it to start with

out any signs of snow, no skis, packs, poles, or boots, in front of a fireplace 

in Vancouver on a rainy Sunday evening, drinking egg nog and eating delicious 

mincemeat pies? (Thank you, Maria!) 

Well, our trip actually did start this way because that was the hour it 

all began. That evening, just about everybody from the Vancouver group 

assembled at Alan Dibb's house to talk about the food details of our after-

Christmas adventure. 
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A week later, well equipped with a list of about one hundred items, each 

weighing at least a pound, the food crew raided the Safeway on 10th Ave. At 

least one person there, a poor, hardworking cashier, was left very puzzled 

about the kind of party food these strange shoppers would serve their probably 

numerous guests (including ten pounds of candy, fifteen pounds of powdered 

milk and cranberry sauce). After a two hour fight between Helene, Thomas, 

Teresa, and Monika about the right qualities and quantities, we all went home 

(fortunately uninjured since it was only a verbal fight; remember: so far no 

skis or poles) to assign to each member of the party his or her share of the 

food. 

After those long and exhausting preparations almost everybody except 

Helene and George, who, as being exceptional persons, of course had to make an 

exception, left for the Rockies on the evening of the 26th. Our final destina

tion was Elizabeth Parker Hut (an ACC cabin) in Yoho National Park by Lake 

O'Hara. A couple of people were quite smart and asked the bus driver to be 

dropped off at Wapta Lodge, which is about a mile northeast of the trail. (By 

walking on the highway one can easily reach the trail head.) The less clever 

ones got off at Lake Louise and spent half the night on the staircase of the 

Post Hotel - the former suggestion highly recommended! 

Poor Alan, it struck him again!. In the hour he most needed it, his car 

let him down and died. Well, almost. Stranded near the Youth Hostel in 

Jasper, it took a couple of hours to reanimate the freezing body. The result 

of this near catastrophe was that the people of the Vancouver group - showing 

themselves as true individuals - all left the trail head at different times. 

(NOTICE: The access to the trail and the trail itself are extremely well 

marked. The trail runs on a summer road!). 
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Going in with a heavy pack on the shoulders - poor Maria, with the 

turkey, the flute and two bottles of wine on top of her own stuff, she was 

really hard done by - was a little bit tough. Yet the torture only lasts for 

about 3-4 hours and that's really the most strenuous part of the whole trip. 

Arriving with the last party actually was a clear advantage because a well-

heated up cabin and a lot of friendly faces (some of them unknown since there 

was a group from Edmonton as well), greeted us. The reunion of the Vancouver 

party of course had to be celebrated and celebrate we did, with a delicious 

spaghetti dinner followed by Xmas cake; not too bad a start! 

On the 28th we finally came to explore the Rockies. Starting off with 

sunshine and a cloudless sky - that was going to stay with us for the rest of 

the week - we aimed for Morning Glory and Linda Lake, four hours of skiing. 

Just about right for the first day, easy and enjoyable skiing that even left 

us time to practice avalanche rescue. For Thea it was the first real cross

country skiing experience and she discovered a natural talent for it. Congratu

lations! That evening the last people from Vancouver and Edmonton arrived. 

The next day we headed for McArthur Pass which turned out to be tougher 

skiing than the day before. In the evening, having ended the dinner with one 

of Monika's five delicious cakes, we sang for hours to the sound of Bruce's 

guitar. Since that was not enough for evening entertainment, we went outside 

to play "Fox and Geese"; for those who don't know it - highly recommended, 

presents absolute fun. See Alan for rules of the game! 

On the 30th our group went to Opabin Plateau and came across some really 

nice slopes which turned out to be good for practising telemarks. So we had 

our work-out for the day, yet later, still everybody was fit for the usual 

evening activities. 
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For the last day of the year we set our goal a little bit higher: 

Duchesnay Pass. Everybody had his or her share in making trail (so that every

body would get the fun of it) because the tracks stopped after Linda Lake. 

Despite our effort, it turned out that "waxy" people (those with the ordinary 

cross-country skiing equipment) had to give up sooner or later and turn around, 

while the "skinny" people still headed on. Yet they did make it back in time 

to the cabin for the fraternal Turkey Dinner with 25 guests, served by waiter 

Hike (Edmonton) and the cooking crew, Teresa, Lisbet and others. Starting with 

the German New Year, we celebrated internationally and made it as far as B.C. 

Some even went on after that; there were lots of balloons, hugs and kisses, and 

once again Bruce and his guitar, dancing, singing and laughter. 

The first day of the new year (with Thomas, Monika and Thea already gone) 

saw us skiing towards Odary Plateau, where we tried to climb a ridge of Odary 

Mountain. Then, January the second, we all headed back to Vancouver, except 

for George and Helene, who spent a couple of days at the Wheeler Hut in Glacier 

Park. (The lucky ones!) 

For potential successors we include a list of the food we bought: 

BREAKFASTS AND PARTS OF LUNCH: 

- pancake mix: 1 bag 
- oatmeal and Red River cereal: 5-6 pounds, 2 in excess 
- brown sugar: 2 pounds 
- teabags: 100 
- hot chocolate: 2 p. 
- milk powder: 6 p; 1 p. in excess 
- lemonade: 3 big containers 
- dried fruit; 3 p. banana chips - 2 p. in excess 

5 p. apples, 1 p. in excess 
5 p. raisins, 2 p. in excess 
4 p. dates 
10 p. of nut mix, 2 p. in excess 
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LUNCH AND DINNERS: 

flour; 2 p. 
margarine & butter, 4p. 
(2 in excess) 
cheese; 22 p., 5 in excess 
sausage; 6 p. 
soya sauce; 1 bottle 
crackers; 15 boxes; 
(3 in excess) 
peanut butter; 6 p. 
(3 in excess) 
honey; 3 p. 1 in excess 
jam; 1 container 
popcorn; 1 package 
chocolate chips; 2 p. 
candy; 300, 100 in excess 
cheesecake mix; 1 
Christmas cakes; 5 
cookies; 3 p. 

OUR DINNERS: 

1. spaghetti dinner 
2. apple-rice dish 
3. lentil stew 

bread; 250 slices - 15 sq. packages 
of "Rubschlager", pumpernickel, rye. 

noodles; 3 p. 
spaghetti; 3 p. 
onion; 2 p. 
lentils; 2 p. 
tomato paste; 1 can 
tomatoes; 2 cans 
turkey; 10 p. 
cranberry sauce; 1 can 
mashed potatoes; 1 bag 
rice; 3 p. 
ground beef; 3 p. 
packages of soup; 5 

4. pizza 
5. turkey dinner 
6. onion-cheeze-rice-dish 

Additions: soup and cakes. 

WEIGHT: ca 15 lbs. per person, group of 10 people for 5-6 days. 

PRICE: $370 - $37 each. 

NOTE: Excess in food partially due to the fact that some members of the 
group were small eaters - otherwise quantities suggested might 
work out! 

THOSE WHO WENT 

Alan Dibb (Leader) 
Maria Nitins 
George Fulton 
Helene Guay 
Thea Burroughs 

Leisbet Croockwit 
John Croockwit 
Teresa Codlin 
Monika Fruehe 

Thomas Wust-Reichenbach 
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MT. LINDEMAN - FIRST WINTER ASCENT 

Actually, the whole thing was Manuel's idea. Me, I would have been quite 

happy just to ski up something a little out of the way. But then John came up 

with his brainstorm - the north face of Lindeman in winter. It sort of took 

hold. Lindeman is a huge granite massif which faces on to Chilliwack Lake, 

and this route (1st ascent, Culbert, Purdey and Douglas) had never been re

peated, much less in winter. It was supposed to be mainly class 3 and 4. Four 

days? we reckoned. Maybe five? 

Yes. Well, a word about those north faces in winter. They look a little 

different. Serious. Even more horrendous than the faces is getting to them 

while burdened down with racks of iron, technical hammers, axes, etc. etc. 

Harold Redekop got dragged into the scheme. He started up Centre Creek on 

December 27. Much puffing and pausing. It was noted that everything in sight 

was PLASTERED with powder snow. 

John had first spread his wings on Squamish rock, and that is still his 

spiritual homeland. He is not exactly, you understand, Jean Claude Killy on 

skis. "I've reconsidered," he told us the next morning, as we awoke from a 

chilly bivouac. Cheerfully he left us his supply of white gas as we donned 

climbing boots. "It will probably take about six days," he reasoned carefully, 

while packing for the return trip. I thought of Harold's food supply - four 

pounds total. 

The switch to boots was wishful thinking. Back into the packs they went 

and we continued on skis, ascending the west flank of Mt. MacDonald in 

excellent weather, headed for the col between that peak and Mt. Lindeman. A 

route finding error on my part cost us time. And those packs were heavy. The 

Bruce Fairley 
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second day was wearing on and we hadn't even seen the north face yet. 

"Ah, about these packs, old bean..." 

"You doubt our ability to slug them up a steep north wall while climbing 

ice up class five rock?" 

"well not only that, but..." 

"Maybe we should just go for the standard route?" 

"Gotcha!" 

Out came pins, boots, ropes, harness, crampons. We decorated a couple 

of unique xmas trees. 

The rest of the trip was an anti-climax; the uncertainty was gone. But 

when we finally saw the north face we felt that our decision had been sensible. 

There was a vast amount of powder snow hanging in unstable masses all over it 

- a shovel job for sure, and slow going at that. 

The following day we climbed the peak and skied back to the first bi

vouac site. The final 400 feet of the climb were surprisingly tricky, although 

a mere class three in summer. We could have used some of our xmas tree decora

tions. I was pleased to see that the East ridge (which John and I had climbed 

a couple of months previously) looked suitably impossible under the prevailing 

conditions. 

One final note: on this trip we took only cold food, soup and tea. A 

system which worked quite well, but I was surprised at how little we ate over

all - about one pound of food per day - half my normal rations. 

Participants 

Bruce Fairley 
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TENQUILLE LAKE 

Although a long truck ride to Pemberton was not eagerly anticipated, it 

promised to be a good trip. Everyone was picked up in Vancouver by 6 a.m. and 

our next passenger was to be picked up in Pemberton, hopefully with some coffee 

ready. The trail head was hit by about 9:15 and to our dismay there was no 

snow in sight for at least 1000 ft. However, it was later agreed that the 

trail was probably more easily negotiated by foot. Skis were mounted after a 

sunny lunch break and from then on it was pleasant skiing. The snow was gett

ing deeper and softer by the year (or metre for those who are metric). Soon 

we were in the sub-alpine zone and already quite anxious to carve a few turns. 

After turning on pieps and digging a snow pit, we crossed a beautiful avalanche 

slope that we promised ourselves would be carved up on the way back. 

At that point the scenery was becoming quite magnificent and the tired

ness felt in the forest was soon overcome by the surrounding beauty (maybe also 

by the fact that it was getting much flatter). Copper Dome was towering on 

the right and a series of menacing, snow-capped mountains was on our left. 

The arrival at Tenquille Lake is spectacular as you drop into what seems like 

a whole new world, leaving the brownish Lillooet River valley behind. Although 

we had been told that it might be quite difficult to find the Tenquille Cabin, 

just the opposite was the case as we almost skied right into it. We found the 

cabin more comfortable than had been described to us; 8 beds and 8 people -

just right. Since the sun was still shining and the snow looked most tempting, 

we decided to carve up a few slopes. Pierre F. and Luc were enjoying them

selves so much that they skied by headlamp for a few hours. 

Pierre Beaudry January 15-16, 1983 
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The next morning we looked out on a telemarker's paradise - deep virgin 

snow on some potentially very nice runs. Seven of us decided to go and make 

some turns while Jim preferred to do a bit of touring. A few snowpits later 

the group decided that the snow was quite stable and we were enjoying ourselves 

(some seemed to be having more ease in turning than others, but a great time 

was being had by all). After having decided that a certain steep pitch was a 

little too steep for the stability of the snow, we proceeded to bag the local 

peak. Unfortunately, it was soon time to head back down again and leave this 

paradise (same story every trip). 

The trip down was a little hectic, to say the least. After having left 

our marks on the avalanche slope, the rest was less than pleasant. The trail 

was a little narrow, making it difficult to turn, and too steep to go straight 

without the use of skins. Once the snow had disappeared, there were still more 

troubles. Because of the sheer ice patches on the trail, it would have been 

safer with crampons (what is a VOC trip without a few bruises?). Steve, Tannis 

and Allison made it back before dark, while I walked the last few hundred yards 

by headlamp. Darlene, Luc, and Pierre F. took a while to arrive because they 

had taken another route, and Jim, having slipped in the dark off a small bridge, 

lost his pack and skis (he recovered everything the next day). The trip ended 

with a home-cooked meal prepared by Pierre F.'s mother in Pemberton. Seven of 

us rode back to Vancouver jammed into Steve's pickup, while Jim stayed in Pem

berton at Pierre's house so he could go for his stuff the next day. 

Participants 

Darlene Anderson (Leader) Pierre Friele 
Steve Coombes Pierre Beaudry 
Tannis Dakin Luc Desrochers 
Allison Dakin Jim Steele 
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MT. SAXIFRAGE 

According to John's map, we were obligated to abandon the wel1-maintained 

logging road and, instead, follow the barely discernable 19th century cart 

track which branched off to the right. This track petered out at a crossing 

of Spetch Creek. Here, an ice-covered log, inclined at a 30° angle and 

perched from 4 to 8 feet above the raging torrent, served as a bridge, even 

equipped with rusty spikes which we assumed were to be gripped with the teeth. 

On the other side we scraped and clawed our way through a tangled mat of slide 

alder, fallen Douglas firs, and Devils' Club, at times crawling on our bellies, 

before emerging scratched and bruised on the same well-maintained logging road 

on which our journey had begun, and which we had been travelling parallel 

with (and only 100 feet away from) for some hours now. In spite of this detour 

we managed to make it to the headwaters of the S. fork j r f Spetch Creek before 

setting up camp just as darkness fell. (See definition of "Baldwin Trip", 

VOC Journal XXI, 1978, p. 126.) 

"I guess I'd better turn myself on before we go!" Leisbet announced 

Sunday morning. Once this impulse had been satisfied (her Pieps activated) we 

set out for the Saxifrage-Cassiope col, which was easily and quickly reached 

on skis. This was to be a thirsty day. John advised everyone in the morning 

that there was no need to fill water bottles since there would be water at the 

lake, but failed to mention that our route would not take us by the lake. 

Skis were left at the col while we scrambled up Saxifrage. Leisbet 

decided to head back to camp, opting for ski practice over mountain climbing. 

She was soon followed by Al K., who became dehydrated and left "in search of 

water." 

Alan Dibb January 15-16, 1983 
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The climb proved to be somewhat longer and more difficult than we had 

expected, taking a couple of hours and involving some icy third class moves. 

The trickiest section was just below the summit where the ridge is blocked by 

a gendarme and it became necessary to traverse out onto the very steep snow 

of the exposed south side. Jean led this in fine style and we gratefully 

followed in her footsteps. This sort of climbing was new for Peter and Maria, 

both of whom did remarkably well. Maria even commented that Saxifrage was 

more difficult than her non-ascent of Bugaboo Spire. 

The weather seemed to be crapping out by the time we got back down, so 

those of us with the option of staying an extra day did not exercise it. A 

three-day trip in this area would certainly be a pleasure, however, given good 

weather. Cassiope and one or two smaller peaks would be easy ski ascents; 

there are countless excellent ski runs, and a traverse would be extended over 

the Saxifrage-Cassiope col and towards the Place Glacier. As well, the snow 

conditions are generally drier than in the Whistler area, and the paved high

way from Pemberton is maintained year-round. All in all, an area that deserves 

to be visited. 

NOTE: The map uses the same conventions used in the V.O.C. Ski Touring Guide. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb Maria Nitins 
John Baldwin Al Knutsen 
Jean Heineman Peter Celliers 
Leisbet Croockewit George Fulton 
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MT. SAXIFRAGE 

"Sure I'll go with you! Where is it you are going?" Sassafras or some

thing - strange name. So with that I was set for another trip with Alan Dibb. 

My spirits were soaring - that's what a single cloudless day does for you dur

ing a Vancouver winter. I anticipated a weekend skiing amid broad expanses of 

white on blue - the universal cliche. 

The next day at about mid-morning, we found ourselves parked in the 

Birkenhead River valley below Mt. Currie. The skies were overcast and I 

glanced with disappointment at patchy bits of snow spreading out into the trees. 

It was cemented firmly in place. Nearby, gurgled Spetch Creek and somewhere 

above us 5000' or 6000' higher was Mt. Saxifrage. 

We set off walking up a logging road but soon turned away from it. John 

Baldwin, with a 15-year out-of-date description from Culbert's Guide, intended 

to follow a "horse" track that paralleled the creek. The rest of us in pur

suit propelled ourselves over a densely overgrown track. We were often yanked 

back a few feet by greedy overhanging tree branches grappling for our skis. 

"I really like skiing" mumbled George behind me. An hour or so, and two icy 

creek crossings later, found us stumbling out of the murky woods one by one 

into a logging slash and...ah ha! the logging road we started out on. ("So 

this is a John Baldwin trip," I thought.) 

The day was just beginning, but beyond this point it consisted of a long 

slow climb along the road. We had lunch under a blue sky in the openness of 

the slash and then went into the trees again. A steep and sweaty climb up a 

thickly forested ravine slope eventually brought us to elevations where the snow 

was gradually softening from its concrete-like consistency. Up to now we had 

Peter Celliers January 15-16, 1983 
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donned our skis for some stretches, but now it was really starting to become 

a viable endeavour! 

Soon we were gliding through soft powdery meadows below Mt. Saxifrage. 

"The summit today!" pronounced John Baldwin as the daylight faded into grey-

ness. We pitched the tents. 

The next day began slowly. George and I were the last to leave camp. 

Once again the entire party followed the trail blazed by John and Jean. The 

snow being deep and heavy in the trees, we soon caught them, and continued on 

together. Above treeline now: the scene around us presented superb oppor

tunities for ski touring. But more to the point, the snowy peak of Saxifrage 

loomed tantalizingly close. As we headed for the southern ridge, a problem 

that eventually became a major craving surfaced into everyone's consciousness: 

not one of us had bothered filling up our water bottles before leaving camp. 

There was none to be had up here. 

Once we gained the ridge we soon had our skis off and began scrambling 

towards the peak. In a short time the mountain presented us its own version 

of "Hillary's Step". I watched as George and Alan scrambled around hoping to 

raise themselves onto some icy and dangerously sloped rock. Not caring to 

follow them in that direction I naively, and wrongly, thought "Hmm, looks like 

this might be too much for us." 

But instead of turning around I found myself behind everyone scrambling 

through snowy gullies and increasingly steep chutes following the tracks of 

John Baldwin, who had not been idle in finding a route. John and Jean were by 

now the undisputed leaders of this little expedition. We all paused momen

tarily when the mountain presented to us- its most psychologically challenging 

section - a pitch of 60° snow rising at the head of a couloir which dropped 
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down several hundred feet. Jean, lead the way, kicking out a very nice stair

case. We watched, then followed one by one. 

The last one through, I peered down and hesitated. My mind hung in 

balance. Then glancing up at Maria's feet as they disappeared above me, I 

gulped and followed. It was easier than I thought: the snow was of almost 

perfect consistency, consolidated and strong. Soon I was directly behind 

Maria and Alan. We made our way along the sharp ridge to the peak, just as 

George, Jean and John began to saunter on down. 

Dehydrated, but satisfied, the three of us left after a few minutes. It 

was getting late and we had a long way to go to get back to the cars. 

Participants 

See previous article. 

MT. RODERICK 

Alan Dibb January 22-23, 1983 

Our visions of ski ascents were obscured by the smoky crud belching forth 

from the Woodfibre pulp mill. 

Unfortunately, we were not allowed to frive Western Forest Products' 

Winnebago-able, plowed road, and so the stench-filled stage of our journey was 

somewhat prolonged. 

We started breathing again at Henrietta Lake where sparking views across 

Howe Sound towards Sky Pilot and Habrich were only slightly obscured by pollu

tion. We then plunged back into the steep forest and emerged on the gentle 

ridge system connecting with Mts. Roderick and Sedgewick. About five hours 

after leaving the ferry we set up camp at Sylvia Lake. In the evening we 

skiied up a nearby bump for what was to be our last view of Mt. Sedgewick, our 
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'primary objective. We were tucked in that night with a thick blanket of cloud 

which seemed to.blow!.in from four'directix)hs*'at';p.ftee.-*- , 

The next morning was snowy andmi'serable a.ssiiie set. Qut'-for M*-,. Roderick, 

a peak which Wolfgang had described as an insignificant, b*umb indistinguishable 

from its neighbouring bumps. The fourth such bump we found'-turned .oiif̂ -to be 

Roderick. Here we had to. decide whether.or not to continue towards Sedgewick. 

Continuing meant spending perhaps another 8 hours in a wet whiteout and catch

ing the midnight ferry. Turning around meant being able to be at a pizza ; 

smorgasbord we were a l T T n y i t e d to within four hours. "The proper decision giay; 

seem ohvious to you, yet the vote was close - 3 to .2 in fa'vbur of retreat. (• 

. / /.This area surprised u s w i t h its. ski. touri-hg potential. Not only is tie 

topography favourable, but the forests: are.',generally quite open above 4000'. 

With the route only 40 miles and a free -ferry ride from Vancouver this is a. 

recommendable weekend trip. ... . ' ; » 
. " .• -1 • ' " ' . ' - ' ' . I 

Participants " . , i . { 
Alan Dibb Tony Webb ••>$*.xf 
John Baldwin Wolfgang JurgensenI 
Jean Heineman / . , \ | 

... - , SNOW CAMP TRAVERSE ', 

;:; January 30-31, 1983 

This route in part-followed the approximate line of the Skyline Trail; 

...without actually using the trail i'tself.- From Lone Goat Mtn. the route contin

ues around to Red Mountain; here some steep slopes must . b e skied in order to 

follow the ridge to the- north. After a bit of tedious bushwacking the forest 

.opens up as the ski area is/approached. ' 

http://must.be
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This is a fine 2-day trip, requiring a total of about eleven hours 

travelling time. All three named summits are easily reached on skis. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb 
Tony Webb 
Wolfgang Jurgensen 

John Baldwin 
Jean Heineman 
Paula Burgerjon 

HT. MAMQUAM 

Alan Dibb February 4-6, 1983 

The weather forecast claimed a zero precent chance of precipitation for 

Friday and Saturday. John and I decided to make it a long weekend and return 

to the Mt. Mamquam area, where we had previously climbed the aptly named Delu

sion Peak, thinking it to be Mt. Mamquam itself. 

This time, instead of approaching via Skookum Creek logging roads, we 

skied past Diamond Head shelter to Mamquam Lake, where we camped for two nights. 

Reaching this point took about six hours from the car. 

On Saturday morning we had to to first drop another 500 vertical feet to 

the weird Eanastick Meadows. We then ascended the southwest side of the Mam-

guam complex to a notch at about 7500 feet, through which we got onto the Mam

quam Icefields. Steep snow slopes led to within about 30 vertical feet of the 

summit; from here we reached the top by gently kicking steps in pillows of snow 

feathers that lay on the ridge. 

Our arrival on Mamquam signalled the end to a six-day stretch of fair 

weather. Instantly clouds materialized out of thin air and chased us off the 

mountain. We were permitted enough time, however, to enjoy a continuous 4500 

foot descent to Eanastick Meadows, easily the best skiing of the year for myself. 
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We then trudged up to Mamquam Lake in semi-light, arriving at our campsite 

nine virtually non-stop hours after leaving it. 

Sunday turned out to be windy, snowy and miserable, so we forgot about 

crossing the Neve to try to catch up with Pierre's group, and instead simply 

skied out to the car (four and a half hours). 

Participants 

Alan Dibb John Baldwin 

THE CARIBOO MARATHON 

Susan Hollenberg February 5, 1983 

What was I, a B.Sc. V.O.C. contender, doing contemplating a ski with less 

than 6000 feet elevation gain, a "daylight hours only" time limit, and no 

opportunity for bushwacking? I could barely fathom the meaning of groomed 

tracks and en route refreshments, let alone the dare of going backpackless. 

However, the prospect of finally seeing what cross-country skiing was all about, 

plus ...a chance of glimpsing real cross-country skiers... (hopefully of the 

Scandinavian sort), made the 50 km Cariboo Marathon an intriguing, educational 

challenge. 

Just to be on the safe side, I decided to save my metal-edged touring 

skis from excessive friction wear from those racing width tracks. Boy, did the 

flashy graphics on my old mohair skis ever gleam as I rubbed away the two-year 

accumulation of dust...and my flyweight, pliable boots were to be the ultimate 

partner for the desired combination of lightness and comfort. Now, if I skied 

fast enough, no one would notice my non-spandex, non-contoured army wool 

'racing pants'. Upon my return, I would have to see if "Three Vets" carried 

blue lurex all-in-ones (and that's not in the girdle department). I'd show them 
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on those uphill stretches, as 1499 other contestants paused to rewax. (At 

this point I was still a naive Coast-Mountaineer.) 

It was a beautiful day for a drive up the Fraser Valley past such world-

famous landmarks as Hell's Gate and Spuzzum (and you should here how the Zulus 

go on about Hell's Gate). Fields sprouted greenly and birds chirped merrily 

in the brilliant sunshine. Well, two feet of powder snow was bound to accumu

late overnight, and I dismissed the lack thereof as I contemplated Norwegian 

vowels and carbohydrate loading. Kathy Wong, the one who had gotten me into 

this, had suspiciously acquired a life-threatening ear, nose and throat (knee, 

toe and hair) disorder the previous day, and had gracefully chickened out. 

Luckily, I had coerced Bill Anslow into coming. At present he was building up 

stamina listening to discoish ditties on the "party-all-night" 8-track. 

Ninety-Mile House, 92-mile Hardware, 93-mile Pet-Grooming...we couldn't 

be far from the old 160 km abode now. The town was bursting with foreigners, 

but I could readily distinguish residents; they were the ones with smiles on 

their faces and coins in their cash registers as occurred but once a year. 

I suppose the next morning dawned bright and cheery after we'd thawed 

out and before I remembered what we were to do. I shivered in the -18°C chill 

and downed what little sustenance I could stomach. Apparently the others in 

our party ogled in awe as Bill and I consumed four large bran muffins each. 

We callously shrugged when we realized what we'd eaten, but secretly feared 

the awesome consequences thus inaugurated. We drove quietly to the start, each 

trying to imagine a distance of 50 km and relate it to some tangible previous 

accomplishment. 

...And suddenly we were off. The once peaceful old field above 100 Mile 

House positively exhaled adrenalin as it was carved up in a non-telemarking 
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sense. I'm sure I never heard the start signal. It was the endless flow of 

legs, gentle scraping of skis and gritting sound of teeth that left one no 

option. An almost audible concentration of energy emanated from the 1500+ 

bodies. From little kids tripping over tracks and under feet, to the.not so 

little ones doing the same, the crowd surged on unhesitantly, unrelentingly. 

We eventually funnelled into two tracks in a manner not unlike rush hour # 

in Rome. There was no choice but to shuffle along, granny-style, putting all 

one's energy into maintaining a position. The giant slithering millipede centi-

metered its way towards the first 13 km checkpoint. Mass starts have a single m 

bonus in that they hasten the time it takes to thaw out extremities by virtue 

of all that surrounding body heat. I was dying to take off my sweater, but I 

didn't dare stop for fear that I might not reenter the flow. 

An incredible thirst began to pervade me about 1.5 km in. Between this 

and thoughts of rock concert tramplings, I was inspired to make it to the first 

checkpoint. I plotted and planned, schemed and connived and eventually made it 

through the throngs to the refreshment table. "Gatorade" cocktail had never 

tasted so good, and undoubtedly never would again, as it drained through my 

every pore. Such was the revolting stuff that did little for my intestinal 

fortitude and spurred me onwards. 

A two-degree uphill provided a bit of variety and challenge, now that the 

crowds began to thin out, with half of the participants dying off at the first 

checkpoint. It was only after I settled back into my frantic pace that I 

began to notice it. Maybe it was the 76-year old Swede who shuffled effortless-

l,y by, or the child of 10 who accomplished the same in bursts and starts. As 

I watched the lady with the cast on her arm disappear into the distance I 

realized the plain, unadultered truth...I had no glide. That word took on 
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meaning for the first time that day. From that moment on, the inconspicuous 

black strips on the base of my skis metamorphosed into the world's most effec

tive skins. The more determined I was to stride, the more exponentially their 

resistance increased. When somebody's grandmother two-stepped on my tail, I 

was forced to move out of her way with an external brief apology and internal 

raging fury. 

An eternity late I shuffled into the halfway mark. My mind had ceased 

its preoccupation with thoughts of fresh air, young forest and tender hills 

(rather expired energy, old limbs and painful muscles). How convenient that 

the carefully planned route passed by trees bearing peanut butter sandwiches 

and springs flavoured with exotic nectars, just as such items became one's 

prime consideration. The flow of humanity into the 25 km checkpoint ebbed to 

a trickle of departing bodies; obviously these mistaken souls were convinced 

that this was the end, the way they were abandoning skis and complaining about 

tired muscles. 

A brightening of my spirits ensued when I learned that the latter half of 

the course held some slight gain in elevation. Fearlessly I set out to tackle, 

no, find the mountains of the Cariboo. I was not pleasantly surprised to see 

that the deviant native race of skier had somehow mastered the ability to glide 

uphill. Then again, on the coast, one rarely sees green wax and smiles in 

harmonious combination. My purposeful striding receded into graceless herring

bone. I had become resigned, consoled only by the assurance that I appeared 

to be working three times as hard as the octagenarian on my right. 

When I reached 40 km, the checkpoint officials assured all that it was 

pure downhill to the end. What was intended to lift the hopes of energy-

drained skiers simpy drowned my dampened expectations. After trying the 
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recommended 'poling' technique I was forced to give up and shuffle down the 

gentle slope. Well, it made for interesting conversations with pot-bellied 

men, pint-sized brats and first time skiers. My Nordic heros had flashed by 

hours ago. I longed for the challenge of breaking trail, skiing over fallen 

logs, yielding a back-cracking load and dripping with sweat. Only a few bare 

patches, rocks and twigs saved this route from complete mindlessness. I had to 

hand it to the 100 milerites in charge of importing all the snow within a 

thousand mile radius and depositing it in strategic locations. 

...And suddenly I was passing over a well worn line...and suddenly I 

stopped...and found I couldn't move. V.O.C. trips obviously weren't strenuous 

.enough for they never made me ache like this. Whether I would make it back to 

the car and why I had done this in the first place remained unanswered ques

tions. The only thing I knew for certain was that I would be attempting next 

year's Cariboo Marathon with grandmother's waxable barrel staves. 

GARIBALDI NEvE TRAVERSE 

Pierre Beaudry February 4-6, 1983 

It seemed kind of weird to be leaving for a V.O.C. trip later than 6 a.m., 

let alone afternoon. However, we were trying to make the most efficient use of 

our day - a little bit of schoolwork and a little bit of skiing. The Diamond 

Head parking lot was reached at 14 o'clock and off we went hiking. The rain, 

the sun, and the lack of snow from the previous weeks had left the trail rock 

hard and more, easily negotiated by foot. Paul Ridge was reached before sunset 

so we had to stall a Tittle bit permitting Mike to catch those famous end-of-

slide show photographs. That evening was spent in the Diamond Head Chalet 
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eating, playing poker dice, and later on, cursing at all the noisemakers and 

late arrivals. An early start the next morning permitted us to ski for an hour 

before photographing the sunrise. The ski down to Ring Creek caused us a few 

route finding problems and left us with one broken ski pole. We did an emer

gency repair by splinting on one of the tent poles, and told John to keep his 

weight on his skis rather than his poles. Soon we had skied out of the Ring 

Creek Valley and up onto the Garibaldi Glacier. The views were breathtaking 

and the sight of Garibaldi from the backside with the glacier and the crevasses 

in foreground was simply "awesome". We couldn't have asked for better travel

ling conditions; the sky was cloudless, the temperature was hovering a few 

degrees below zero and there was a blanket of 3-4 inches of surface hoar spark

ling in the sunlight. Cameras were kept handy and film was used as if it was 

computer paper (too bad they don't accept $C.C. at Lens and Shutter). Roping 

up was deemed unnecessary, but no doubt later on in the season it becomes 

essential. We reached what we thought was the Shark's Fin by 11 o'clock (we 

later renamed it the Shark's Jaw). Towering to our right was Mount Garibaldi 

yelling down to us, "come and bag me", and down below we could see The Table, 

Glacier Pikes, and Garibaldi Lake. With a little coaxing from Tony, Luc, Tony 

and I decided to follow the call of the mountain, while Mike and John preferred 

to practice their right telemarks with full packs. So at this point the team 

divided up, some going up, some going down. We were able to ski quite a dis

tance before we finally came to realize that the skiing down was going to be 

our greatest hardship. So off with the skis and on to kicking steps. For our 

route we had decided to climb a steep show gully to the ridge and then go along 

the ridge to the summit. Upon reaching the top of the gully, Luc poked his 

head between two rocks and all there was on the other side was an 8,000 foot 
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vertical drop to Squamish - no walkable ridge. So we down-climbed and chose 

another snow gully that eventually led us to a few 100 feet from the summit. 

Down below on the glacier we could see another party making their way towards 

the lake. The climb and the ski down were easier than had been anticipated. 

Although we weren't in beautiful powder conditions some fun skiing was to be 

had. Our packs were reached at 14 o'clock, a bite was had and the descent down 

to Garibaldi Lake ensued. It would have been a perfect day had it not been for 

the constant low-flying sightseeing trips buzzing over our heads. They were 

evidently trying to impress us with their simplistic maneuvers. Sphinx cabin 

was reached by about 17 o'clock; soup and hot tang were a pleasure to our 

growling stomachs. Sleeping bags were crawled into early and other than the 

sound of the poker dice and later Mike's sleep talking, it was a very quiet 

and restful night (quite contrary to the preceding one). 

Sunday morning greeted us with low clouds, white-out conditions, and 

snow. John and I started across the lake a few hours ahead of the three others 

as we had to hitchhike back to Diamond Head to pick up the cars. The ski down 

the Black Tusk trail was your basic "survival skiing" until you thought your 

chances of survival were getting too low. We hiked out of Rubble Creek as the 

descent down the trail had become too treacherous due to frequent ice patches. 

It took almost three hours to pick up the cars and return to the Black 

Tusk parking lot where the rest of the team had been waiting for only half an 

hour. By this time the Whistler traffic was getting quite heavy as was the 

snowfall and the problems that it causes on the highway. The drive back was 

the most dangerous event of the trip; cars and trucks without snowtires were 

all over the highway and people were trying to pass three wide. However, we 

made it safely to Squamish and the traditional pizza. 
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OF HISTORICAL INTEREST  

HISTORY OF SKI MOUNTAINEERING IN THE COAST RANGE 

John Baldwin 

The introduction of skis to the craft of mountaineering has been a slow 

process in the Coast Range. This is not too surprising as climbers have never 

been noted for their skiing ability. In the early 1900's ascents were being 

made of the local mountains north of Vancouver. These are low scraggy peaks 

and the ascent of Mt. Garibaldi in 1907 marked the first climb of a truly al

pine peak adjacent to Vancouver. From these early probes at the unknown ranges 

it was assumed that the entire Coast Range was made up of low, heavily forested, 

rugged peaks, with little extensive alpine areas. Hence it is not altogether 

surprising that in an early article on "Winter Mountaineering at the Coast" 

B.S. Darling (a local Vancouver climber of the times) wrote "Skis were also 

employed but did not prove useful." 1 

By 1930 the tide was turning; "Winter Mountaineering has long been fami

liar to Vancouver climbers, but only recently the use of ski has won recogni-
2 

tion." The Mundays, in the true pioneering spirit, had drastically altered 

expectations about the Coast Mountains with their explorations in the Wadding

ton Range. The low scraggy peaks were replaced by vast icefields and towering 

rock summits. Not only had the Mundays penetrated to the very heart of the 

Coast Mountains, but equally important they had decided to use skis. Don 

Munday explains "Three seasons in the Mt. Waddington section of the Coast Range 

fully convinced us that skis were logical equipment to overcome the obstacles 
3 

imposed by the immense snowfields". This marks the birth of ski mountaineer

ing in the Coast Range in 1930'. 
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These early beginnings to ski mountaineering were accompanying a surge 

of interest in skiing. At this time the split between alpine skiing and cross

country skiing hadn't yet occurred and skiers enjoyed both pursuits. Much 

skiing was done locally on Grouse, Seymour and Hollyburn. Several mountaineer

ing clubs had cabins on these North Shore mountains and ski ascents of their 

summits were made regularly. Also during the thirties a ski section was added 

to the Canadian Alpine Journal to carry articles related to this growing sport. 

On the ski mountaineering side of things, the Mundays were breaking the 

trail. On three separate occasions they used skis in the Mt. Waddington area 

to make first ascents of many of the peaks in the Franklin Glacier region, as 

well as to carry out a great deal of mapping and natural history observations. 

In 1936 they made a .trip to the Klinaklini Glacier area, the largest mass of 

ice on the coast, and climbed Mt. Silverthrone* (which apparently was not 
5 

climbed again until 1982! There is also record of a ski trip in 1934 that 

ascended the Scimitar Glacier (Waddington Range), crossed Fury Gap and contin

ued down the Franklin Glacier.^ 

These major forays on skis were invariably carried out in July. This was 

primarily to take advantate of the better summer weather, but also to avoid the 

risks of poor equipment under winter conditions. Closer to Vancouver, however, 

ski trips were made throughout the winter to Grouse, Seymour, Hollyburn and 

Strachan. As confidence and knowledge of winter conditions grew, spring trips 

to the Garibaldi area were made. Notably the Mundays ascended Wedge Mountain 

in 1936 and in 1937 they skied up the Cheakamus River to climb Mt. Sir Richard^ 

- which even today is seldom climbed in spite of somewhat improved access. 

The 1940's saw a continuation of this trend towards winter ski tours. 

Trips ranged from weekends at Mt. Roderick, Sky Pilot, Golden Ears, or Mt. 
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Baker in February or March, to a December trip up Kwoiek Creek near Lytton. 

Garibaldi Park saw a good deal of exploration on skis. These were primarily 
8 9 

spring ski trips to the Black Tusk - Garibaldi Lake area. ' During this 

period a logging road was built up the flanks of Paul Ridge (near Squamish) 

and the old Diamond Head Chalet was built at Elfin Lakes. This became a popu

lar ski touring area and has remained so ever since. Over New Year's 1944 the 

ACC and VOC made a ski :trip to this cabin at "Crystal Lakes" and from it made 

an early winter ascent of Mt. Garibaldi using skis. 1" It was with this 

improved access that the popular Garibaldi Neve Traverse was first done. 

The 1950's was a slow period for ski mountaineering in the Coast Moun

tains. Weekend trips continued as before, branching out to reach areas of 

improving access (mostly logging roads). Mt. McGuire in the Chilliwack Valley, 

Mt. Coquitlam east of Vancouver, and Mt. Davidson in Garibaldi Park were typical 

of these. However, with a growth in rock climbing standards, a shift was 

occurring away from trips involving substantial cross-country travel to those 

concentrating more on technical ascents of the more rugged peaks. As a result, 

most of the longer expeditions in the central coast range were carried out in 

the summer and skis were not used. There are two notable exceptions, however; 

in July 1953 a party of 4 climbers used skis to cross the Monarch icecap and 

gain access to the west face of Mt. M o n a r c h ; 1 1 and in March 1955 two skiers 
ventured up the Franklin glacier only to be plagued by snowstorms and violent 

12 

weather. 

In the 1960's several factors led to the introduction of a new kind of 

trip - the high level or alpine ski traverse. This is in contrast to previous 

trips relying more on the expedition-type backup of a basecamp. Access im

proved radically when the Squamish highway was built in 1962 and several years 
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later the road was extended to the downhill ski development at Whistler. 

Logging operations followed suit building roads up major streams and rivers in 

the southern coast range. Improvements in equipment meant stronger skis that 

were reliable enough for extended alpine travel, and better, lighter camping 

gear that made winter and spring travel easier. These changes in access and 

equipment opened up a vast potential of unexplored icecaps and alpine ridges. 

In May 1964, a group of four from the VOC took the initiative and com-
13 

pleted a horseback ski traverse of the Spearhead Range. The trip took nine 

days; maps and access were poor making route finding difficult. However, the 

trip was a success and was the first time a party had undertaken an extended 

alpine ski traverse in the Coast Range. The next spring in June 1965, another 

group from the VOC made a ski traverse of the Compton Neve.'** Their trip 

started at Icewall Lake, east of Bute Inlet, taking them through the Raleigh-

Gilbert area, across the Compton Neve and out to the Lillooet glacier. From 

here three days of "best" bushwacking took them to Pemberton meadows. Two 

years later in May 1967, a BCMC group used a ski plane to gain access to the 
15 

Manatee area, south of the Lillooet glacier. They made first ascents of 

most of the major peaks in this area before also walking out via the Lillooet 

River. This region of the Coast Range was receiving a good deal of explora

tory attention. In May 1969, a BCMC party flew into the peaks SE of the 

Meagre-Li'llooet junction and skied south across the "Pemberton" or "Anonymous" 

Icecap to roads on the Squamish River.* 6 Also in May 1969, a VOC party com

pleted a horseshoe ski traverse of the McBride Range in central Garibaldi 

P a r k . ^ On most of these ski mountaineering forays, the peaks climbed were 

invariably first ascents. 

The large scale development of downhill, skiing in the Vancouver area in 
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the sixties tended to split local skiers into those who skied for the skiing 

and those who skied for the mountains. The skiers got on with their skiing 

and the ski mountaineers with their mountains. Of course the two will never 

be separate any more than rock climbing is from mountaineering, but coupled 

with lighter fibreglass skis and nylon tents, this led to a ski exploration 

of almost all possible weekend trips in the seventies. Trips over New Year's 

to alpine cabins became popular, especially with the VOC, going to Tenquille 

Lake, Lizzie Lake, Stoyama Mountain, McGillivray Pass, Spruce Lake and even 

Singing Pass. 

Longer ski mountaineering trips continued. Locals such as John.Clarke 

and the Kafers were very active on skis. In June 1971, the BCMC made an ex-
18 

ploratory trip into the Whitemantle Range, south of Waddington. Setting up 

a base camp to work from, they climbed many peaks in the area with skis. 

Closer to Vancouver, there were several "shorter" traverses done in 
1972. In May a VOC party skied down the divide from the Elaho to the Ashlu 

19 
Rivers. Also in May, another VOC party skied through the Cadwaller Range 

20 

to McGillivray Pass. 

In 1972 John Clarke began a series of long solo mountaineering trips to 

remote areas in the coast range. Several of these trips were done on skis. 

In May he made a 10 day ski traverse from the Mt. Tinniswood area north to the 

Toba River, and then in June a ski trip down the range of peaks north of the 
21 

Lillooet River, beginning at Mt. Alhelstan. One of the most incredible 
22 

trips John Clarke made on skis was the following year in July 1973, to the 

vast Klinaklini complex which had been visited only once before by the Mundays 

in 1936. 4 This was a three week ski traverse of the largest icefield in the 

coast range which began with an eleven day snowstorm (in July yet!). 
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When the weather cleared, he made haste for Knight Inlet through some very 

rugged, heavily glaciated terrain, climbing many of the peaks on the way. 

Also in 1973, in May, a BCMC party flew into a base camp on the Lillooet 

Icecap, climbed many of the unclimbed peaks and crossed the main Icecap to 
23 

exit via the Toba River. 
Several of the Garibaldi ski traverses were being repeated; the Gari-

24 
baldi Neve traverse regularly; and the Spearhead traverse in 1974. There 
was also a good deal of activity focussed on the area north of the Lillooet 

25 

River, especially as logging improved weekend access. 

The role played by ski equipment in the development of ski mountaineer

ing in the coast range is a confusing one. Until the mid-thirties, equipment 

was general purpose. Skis were wood and a little narrower than modern down

hill skis. Boots were like sturdy light hiking boots, and bindings consisted 

of a toe iron and cable to hold the boot in place. The heel was not fastened, 

so as to allow the skier a wide range of technique and to enable easy uphill 

travel. Cross-country ski wax was common. This set-up enabled the average 

skier to tour in rolling country or ski steep downhill runs. In the 1920's, 
Marius Eriksen developed a set of toe irons which allowed more control over 

26 

the ski. This binding and its successor, the Kandahar cable binding, led 

to an improvement in skiing skills. 

As a result, "in the 1930 1s alpine and cross-country ski equipment really 

began to diverge in development. Progress in downhill technique led to 

alpine boots becoming stiffer and heavier; quite unsuitable for touring. 

Alpine skis began to be made with sharp upturned tip, which was better for 

packed slopes. Meanwhile, cross-country boots became lighter and softer, and 

new construction techniques using high strength glues and laminations, 
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enabled skis to be lightened in weight and narrowed in width. In 1936, the 

schism between downhill and Nordic skiing was marked when downhill and slalom 

racing were added to the Winter Olympics as "Alpine" events. Since then, the 

prime thrust of interest in skiing occurred in Alpine events and there was 

less and less in cross-country competition and recreational touring. For this 

reason, during the late 1930's and in the post-war years into the fifties, 

cross-country touring equipment for recreational purposes was virtually un-
nc 

available in North America." 

For the most part then, ski mountaineering equipment after the thirties 

consisted of downhill or alpine skis with a cable binding that could either 

be left free at the heel for walking, or clamped for downhill runs. Boots were 

quite stiff and climbing skins were often used instead of wax. Accompanying 

the downhill skis was the introduction of metal edges on skis in the fifties, • 

which gave better control on steep, icy slopes. 

Cross-country skis had been a growing concern ever since their return to 

North America in the early sixties. In the Rockies and Selkirks they had been 
27 

used to complete several long ski traverses successfully. On the coast, 

local Scandanavians such as Sigge Bjorkland and others, had been using the 

lightweight skis since about 1960 without mishap. On the mountaineering scene, 

however, it was felt that these light skis and boots, although successful in 

the Rockies, were not sturdy enough for the more rugged conditions in the 

coast range. There was good cause for concern - in the previous thirty years, 

cross-country skis had become more specialized to racing and track skiing. 

These lightweight wood skis had a poor breakage record and for mountaineering, 

the racing-style boots were far from adequate. However, beginning in the 

seventies, stronger fibreglass cross-country skis made with metal edges for 
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touring were developed and X-C ski boots were being built similar to hiking 

boots, with sturdy leather uppers and vibram soles. 

This sturdier breed of cross-country ski equipment allayed some fears. 

The McBride Range traverse was repeated on cross-country skis with a new start 
28 

from Lillooet Lake. The Spearhead Traverse was also done on cross-country 
29 

skis. Local ski tourers, however, remained somewhat sceptical about cross

country ski equipment through the seventies. Improvements were also made to 

"alpine" touring equipment. New touring bindings with a safety release were 

developed. Combined with warm double plastic boots, this set-up enabled the 

average skier quite a bit of control - but at the cost of being quite cumber

some and heavy; much more so even than their predecessors - wooden downhill 

skis and leather lace up boots. Despite claims as to the suitability of this 

heavy alpine touring equipment, only a limited number of serious trips have 

been done using this equipment. On the other side of the coin, it is interest

ing to note that the sturdier breed of cross-country skis of the Garibaldi 

traverses have been repeated in much faster times - now that good maps and 

previous parties have defined the routes. The McBrides Traverse, for example, 

has been done in. only 6 days during a spell of excellent spring weather. The 

Pemberton Icecap has been crossed 3 more times, twice in 1982!, and once in 

as little as Z\ days. 

In March 1982, two trips that are more typical of the Rockies than of 

the coast range were done. In the Chilcotin Ranges there are a series of 

valley bottoms lying at about 5000' elevation (not normal for valley bottoms 

on the coast!), that connect up to form,several possible routes. One party 

skied from Taseko Lakes over Warner Pass and down Gun Creek. Another group 

skied up around the headwaters of Gun Creek and back down Slim Creek. Travel 
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was in mid-winter on frozen creeks and in parts of horse trails. 

In over fifty years of ski mountaineering in the Coast Range, there has 

been surprisingly little change in the type and calibre of ski trips. 

Changes in access, both road and air, have lead to a greater variety of trips 

and an exploration of unvisited areas. Better skiing and camping equipment 

has tended to spread more of these trips into winter and spring. Coupled with 

this is the introduction of high level ski traverses, which are ideally suited 

to the large icefields of the Coast Mountains (even if not suited to the 

weather that produces these icefields). For the most part, it seems that the 

weather and ruggedness of the Coast Range make the decisions and not the ski 

mountaineers. 
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Perhaps this complex biographic essay should be retitled: "Egads, Are 

We Responsible For This?" We will admit to being the prime agitator and actors 

in its birth, but to be fair to our followers, we emphasize that the Journal 

has vastly improved on all counts of prose, format and execution, as well as 

covered a lot of ground (or globe), over the quarter-century since our shaky 

initiation of the project in the autumn of 1958. Flipping through the impressive 

array of the yellow books is a mind-boggling revelation. There appears to be 

an article on climbing or ski touring, or at least on spartan-style trekking 

or hitchhiking, for almost every continent and many of the mountain chains on 

the earth's surface. Over the years, V.O.C.'ers have recounted their experiences 

in several parts of the Himalayas, including an expedition to the Karakoram; 

there is a duo on Aconcagua in the Andes; some have wandered to the peaks of 

the Ruwenzoris and over the equatorial volcanoes of Africa; others have visited 

the tops of subarctic North America's highest peaks, and still others have 

sunk to subterranean depths in spelunking ventures. Unfortunately the hand

ful of V.O.C.'ers to reach the Antarctic have not reported their experiences. 

Fred Roots of the 1940's V.O.C. era still holds that continent's longest dog 

sleding venture, on which he and his geologic partners finally returned to 

base after the sun had permanently set for the winter. And eleven years 

later John Ricker helped dig the white continent's first coal mine only 3 1/2 

degrees of latitude from the pole. That made the National Geographic, but 

not our Journal. One journal did report John receiving a pie at the mine site 

from "Pinetree" McKenzie, which prompted a return mail quip to the effect that 

the pie was no longer hot when the parcel was opened! 

T H E V . O . C . J O U R N A L - O R I G I N A N D E V O L U T I O N 
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However, there is a longer term value of the yellow journal in its vast 

recordings of activities in the Coast, Cascade and Insular Mountains, near home. 

In every edition there are the regular as well as the outstanding alpine or 

literary contributions, though the reader will notice that Vancouver Island has j 

had to struggle to be heard; and, a club peak bagging contingent to the alpine ! 

reaches of the Queen Charlottes has yet to see print. Perhaps the latter area, 

which rates next to the All Mighty, is beyond description. Then there are the 

three to four year bursts of summer activities in the Rockies, or the amusing 

rambles in the Selkirks by the geological students as they casually (and 

innocently?) park themselves on Mt. Sir Sandford or some other long sought giant 

on the excuse of rock observations. Others have jabbed at the "Bugs", the 

Premier Range, and even the hoodoos and rock faces of the Interior Plateau 

country. The range of reported climbing or ski touring emphasizes the need 

for a cumulative index, which should cover such tacky items of the wind generated j 

Bernoulli effect on David Thompson's aneroid when he crossed through Athabasca j 

Pass at the turn of the 19th Century! An enterprising V.O.C. journal revelation. 

So the index would be a nice present to commemorate the silver anniversary of 

publication. 

Regardless of any of the above there is one fact known by all: the 

Journal is THE reference to alpine Garibaldi Park — the spiritual home of the 

V.O.C. and perhaps it should remain that way. The annual park "rites of spring" 

in-migration should remain — a tradition which sprung forth about 1945 in the 

Fred Roots era. (By the way this amazing man is still a leader on several 

national and world wide fronts.) Hopefully the Garibaldi missions will not 

stifle the epic ski cruises to elsewhere in the Coast Mountains. V.O.C. has 

always been on the forefront on its ice caps, always out-distancing and out-
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exploring the others. It takes the frustrations and confinement of April exams, 

it seems, to store the necessary sap in the spring filled legs of people in 

the prime condition of their lives to physically push and slog into the vast 

untrodden. The timing is also right. Early May unemployment coincides with 

the best spring ski touring weather — usually! 

And then there is the other side of the journal, the historical or 

social value which counterbalance the outdoor exploits — the business end of 

the club never did rate financial reviews in the editions for the club has 

always been broke. Turning the pages, year by year, the movements of many a 

V.O.C.'er can be followed: the initial raw teenage upstart, then the V.O.C. 

executive career, followed by the often extended post-grad degree mellowness 

(does V.O.C. prolong this stage?), the after education world wide ramble, 

then what is this! — marriage to another V.O.C.'er (the opposite sex we think, 

but there is a distinct and often accused danger of club inbreeding!?), finally 

the report of honest full-time work and then disappearance from the gossip 

columns without further fanfare until his or her children join the club! Well, 

at least that's the general gist of it, but somewhere everyone has lost track 

of Don Brown (alias "Brownie" — V.O.C. pres.'59/60) because he changed his name 

to Poole and never did settle down to permanent employment. He now bounces 

between New Zealand and Canada. Others of the same ilk are equally hard to 

thumb down. Even the rich alpine fables of Dick Culbert eventually faded from 

the grad column while on a mission of precarious experimentation with Chilean 

democracy. By way of contrast, everyone, and we mean everyone, knows that 

"Wonderful Weggie" Wild, Wendy "Sut-Sut" Sutton and "Huey" Greenwood reached 

the height of V.O.C. maturity by becoming permanent campus fixtures as tenured 

staff. Okay you guys its time to rock their boat a bit! 
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Such things as long hikes, which once upon a time read as rollicking 

boat trips to Howe Sound destinations, now appear in print as a collage of 

several trips springing out of cars on the same long weekend. Somewhere in the 

shuffle no Journal obituaries were printed about the Steeplechase and Dam 

Downhill events — obviously they went the way of the dinosaur. The agonized 

relinguishment of the Whistler Cabin (about five years too soon to many an 

opinion of the grad who sweated and toiled over it) was described. At least 

it wasn't a total give away but somewhere U.B.C. still owes the club a big 

thank you for putting the institution at Canada's destination resort. Through 

all those pages of hilarious reading the social historian or nostalgic-minded 

can track 25 years of solid club evolution. Which brings us to the point: why 

and how was the journal launched in the first place? We'll own up to it — our 

tainted egos thought the club deserved a better press than a circularly-filed, 

mimeo newsletter, which was once the official organ of recording club activity. 

Perhaps we should say there was more to it than that but its nice to get some

thing off our chests after a 25 year guilt complex! 

The newsletter of old; it wasn't the same as those of today: for 

example, grad letter, V.O.C'ene (or obscene), and other weekly/biweekly flyers 

Of the past such as the Whistler Cabin Bulletin. The "V.O.C. Newsletter" of 

the 1950's contained 20 or more pages of single space type on ascents, gossip, 

club business, the calendar of events, etc. At that time of our undergrad years 

('54-59) we received three editions. The'53/54 academic year saw a high powered 

newsletter which was obviously under the control of the flamboyant president, 

Pat Duffy (no connection to Duffey Lake) — year I at the helm. The '53 autumn 

saw a Lions Longhike. Boat to Lions Bay, beach head camp established for 

hundreds (well 150) and only 89 to the top of the West Lion when the fog cleared! 
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The descent was mayhem. Need more be said for that year? — the newsletter tells 

all, if one is lucky enough to find one. For the'54/55 newsletter, and Duffy's 

year II at the helm, the format, size and content were a replicate of the 

previous — including a second account of another year of climbing in the 

Rockies. It resulted with an announcement that Hans Gmoser was made an 

Honourary Member of the club because of his valuable assistance of putting 

V.O.C.'ers on many a summit in the Banff area. As an immigrant mountain vagabond 

many of his client!ess hours were spent with the Rocky Mountain summer gang. 

So from the buck here, buck there routine in those days, where time was no 

object, we now have a millionaire ski executive with scarcely a second to spare 

as he efficiently shuttles between his lodges and ski areas by helicopter. Back 

in'53/54, however, choppers were as rare as hen's teeth and putting even one 

skier at a time on the lowly Diamond Head Saddle was a major undertaking, and 

of course an impossibility for University student budgets. Supplies were air 

dropped to Garibaldi Lake or Black Tusk Meadows on most spring trips. 

By the mid-1950 1s, the dynamic force of war vets had graduated; enroll

ments were 5,000 students total; and club activities suffered; the newsletter of 

'55/56 was a victim of the lethargy pit. It took a full spring of soul searching 

to ask what went wrong but 156/57 saw little improvement and again no newsletter. 

By'57/58, the club executive recognized its major archival problems under the 

aggressive president, Carmen Smith, and archivist Inge Andreen who rushed the 

publication of a Christmas newsletter. It ran the club story of Garibaldi '56 

to Shuksan of autumn '57. Inge burned out after this epic and turned her 

energies to becoming a front runner of the women's ski team along with a new 

club member whiz kid, Sheila Fenton. The year finished with a club movement to 

the hills for the summer which included a revitalized Rocky Mountain crew of 

about one dozen including four of the new executive — Karl Ricker (pres.), 
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Don Lyon (membership), Don Brown (climbing) and most important the treasurer, 

Carman Smith. 

Cavorting in the Rockies as a prelude to '58/59 brought out several 

valuable spinoffs. Pat Duffy and Hans Gmoser emerged from the trees to help 

the gang to the summits including one first ascent,on a silver platter,in Yoho 

Park. A great spiritual lift came out of the "old" sedate Alpine Clubhouse, 

believe it or not, near Banff's Upper Hot Spring. A few nights per week would 

see one or the other of us strolling up to the place to witness the incredible 

antithesis of an"old folks home" being run by a bouncy set of beautiful and 

outdoor-oriented high school girls who shortly joined the V.O.C. in the next 

one or two years thereafter! Our impression was that of visitors coming to stay 

for a week or even a month at a time to reminice over their early days on the 

Rockies with the C.P.R. guides: friendly, but out of touch with the reality. 

An exception was Tom Fyles who entertained us with his early day accomplishments 

on the Coast Mountains — we are still impressed. But, rather than quietly 

sip tea in the lounge our gang usually retired to the reading room-cum-club 

library to study up on the projected weekend climb. Pouring through their 

extensive sets of journals, we were duly impressed by the publications of the 

mountaineering clubs of Dartmouth, Yale and Harvard Universities. After reading 

most from cover to cover, it hit home that V.O.C. activities were at least their 

equal; yet, all we could show for it was an erratically produced gossipy news

letter of limited redeeming value. Our noses went further out of joint when 

we saw the college series of journals referred to, on a regular basis, in 

Thorington's Guide Books series! That blew our cool "its time we produce 

our own bloody journal!" At summer's end we arrived back at campus ready to 

sway the entire executive to cough up the bucks for a piece of literary permanence 

It was no contest and the new try-anything-once archivist, Bev Campbell, was 
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was ushered into the job of producing something she had never seen — a 

journal by Christmas. Launching the monster, however, had considerable teething 

problems despite a flurry of written contributions which almost took competitive 

proportions between John Leesing and Don Poole, as to hilarity. 

This Journal would obviously include the "newsy" aspect of the news

letter, but would endeavour to significantly improve the recording of mountain

eering and ski tours so that future readers and guidebook authors could use the 

information in a meaningful way. Pictures were also considered, but cautiously, 

because of the expense. Printing of the journal on campus was soon found to be 

an impossibility and Lyon and Campbell were steered downtown to the printer used 

by the University who offered discounts because of the relationship of the club 

to other academic business. Nonetheless, we had a complete set of financial 

and logistical problems to overcome, for what was to be a yearly financial 

commitment of the club of about a traumatic $200! (In those "daze" that was 

about one-tenth of the club budget after the $1000 payment on the Seymour Cabin 

was removed — it would equate to about $1000-2000 in 1982). Innumerable 

meetings and discussions arose from the over-budget printing estimates. We 

agreed to provide "camera ready" typed pages, which could be printed in what we 

considered a "new fangled" barely credible (but cheap) method known as offset. 

At one point the publication "committee" (Don and Bev) agreed to the printer's 

recommendation that our budget could only be met by accepting a large 8 1/2 by 

11 (inches) format of fewer pages. News of this was received aghast by the 

executive, which looked at other possible modifications, and then agreed to up 

the budget — personal infusion of funds if necessary (we talked big,anyhow!). 

There was no way we wanted a journal the same size as our old newsletter! 

The proud (we thought so) Volume I did finally get published after the 

usual run at all the step by step deadlines. It came out in January and we 

were mighty smug with the product. That yellow cover, drawn initially on a map 
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size piece of white cardboard, had accurately portrayed the club pin almost to 

the last twist of rope (hemp was just going out of vogue!). Seventy-five pages, 

eight small photos-, but we didn't have the guts or patience to try a map. 

Looking back, it is really only the tip of an emerging iceberg; it hardly 

compares with any of the later volumes, but it sure established a tradition — 

including how to distribute.it. 

The Journal remained similar in many ways thereafter by size and colour 

alone, if nothing else. Volume II was nearly double the page count due to the 

Mt. Logan article, the fifth asqent of the mountain and by new approach routes. 

It was a strain on the new archivist and her committee; so, a special editorial 

committee of eleven (including 2 grads) was struck to edit especially the 

Logan report to a point where the club could afford to print the volume. 

Considering the circumstances they did an admirable job but Mt. Logan took 

on a similarity to what the same author, K. Ricker, had submitted to the 

Canadian Alpine Journal.- A les-son to be learned, publish only once despite 

the pressing commitments from others who feel they deserve their account. 

Though mainly of V.O.C. club members it was the Alpine Club president who 

secured a grant from private publishers to get the expedition into the mountains. 

Finally, however, everybody was happy and Volume II came out in even glossy 

photos and a centrefold map ("centrefolds" at that time were very uncommon!) 

along with a first errata sheet — neatly placed at the back, with the four 

pages of advertising to help pay for the printing — blackmailed, no doubt 

from unsuspecting merchants with which the Club dealt. Since then several 

journals have exceeded the Volume of II with bigger and better pictures and more 

than just one or two maps 

By the time the club had got over the shock of Volume I and II it had 

conveniently lost their chief four meddlers and instigators (Ricker, Lyon, 

Brown and Smith) of the journal who were now into the outside world of labour. 

http://distribute.it


It was obvious that heaping journal work into established archive work was 

proving to be too much a load for the Archivist Committee". President Byron 

Olson and executive of '60/61, therefore, added a Journal Editor position to 

the executive. So-, Volume III was run off with incredible ease; the-content 

and its lucid readibility was a revelation pulled together by Sue Taturn and 

her committee. Would you believe Sue is now a technical editor for PetroCan's 

Environmental Division? It goes to show you that the club can be more of an 

education than the university itself! Maps and better photos were also high

lights in her edition. Volume IV under the direction of former ACC clubhouse 

staffer, Ann Prevost (that summer of '58 keeps raising its head), was equally 

good and it appeared that the journal was in a course to smooth sailing. Bugs 

were now out of the system. 

Then there was Volume V, tumultuous edition tlrat-one, because it saw 

changes and generated a set of formalized publication policies: Honours Arts-

student, Stella Barbour, created just that -- received enthusiastically by 

the Humanities types but left the climbing technocrats numb or cold. The 

president, Ian "Sam" Stirling (who despite the furore later married Stella) 

trad to cast a deciding vote with a split executive to print the journal at its 

present size. Conservative men versus women's libbers on this exee in a class-ic 

confrontation won the day, but the pot kept on simmering-. Once off" the press 

Dick Culbert expressed his overall disappointment at a general meeting with a 

motion to cancel all further journal publication. A tactic to reach a middle-

road because he actually wanted something in which guidebooks, including his 

(released, 1964), could refer to? We may never know but it effectively brought 

about the appointment of a "Royal Commission" by "Sam" who asked former 

president Byron Olson to form a Journal Policy Committee which would report 

its findings in 1963. Several of the antagonists were placed-on it as well as 

some former presidents, including Karl Ricker who had just returned on campus 
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for a post-grad degree after bipolar wanderings. The spring of 1963 saw one 

or two meetings before summer recess and in the autumn the committee had new 

faces to fill up the graduating vacancies, including Culbert, before it could 

proceed with two "white papers", no less, on a course of action and set of 

agreeable guidelines which included: format, acceptance of articles, photos, 

deadlines, financing, distribution, size, binding style and whatever else to 

ensure continuity. Rumour has it that the final solution involved Olson's 

promise to marry the incoming Journal Editor, Jane Muskett, who turned out a 

very credible Volume VI. 

The Royal Commission has now seen its fruits of labour translated 19 

times hence without too much deviation from the norm and it sets the stage for 

their 25th silver anniversary issue. For those of us who have badgered the 

archivist year in-year out we can see that the yellow book becomes only better 

as time passes. The yearly publishing traumas and tears are invisible to us 

but these are the subtleties which make it a very consistent piece of literature,] 

which has successfully carved its own niche into alpinism, and has not suffered j 

the whirlwinds of drastic change seen in the "sister" club publications. The j 

B.C. Mountaineer, for example, cancelled its monthly format in favour of a j 

full fledged annual — which missed the years of 1978 to 1981! In 1970, the j 

ACC dropped its traditional green book, switching to the "slick" oversized j 

magazine periodical approach; falling out in the change were rejections on 

historical, scientific and obituary articles in favour of exclusive elite 

mountaineering, large photographs, and four letter words. Libraries cursed 

them over the size issue alone, but the controversy on the content deeply dis- | 

rupted the club's operations and even divided the membership. Since then a 

new editor has changed the policies and the ruffled feathers have disappeared 

though four letter words do still create the odd rumble. By contrast the V.O.C. 
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Journal provided membership "glue" with the steps taken to review its literary 

needs, after regrouping, in the first signs of difficulty. From it a strong 

club and a highly viable journal has evolved without showing any unwarranted 

external schisms. T.he next step we propose is to place the product for sale 

on the stands of the Mountain Equipment Coop! After all, where else can we 

find uninhibited humorous alpine writings of students? Its a valuable niche 

that will always need to be filled. 

by 

Karl Ricker (President,- '58/59) 

R. Don Lyon (Membership Chairman, '58/59) 
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RAMBLIN'S FROM ANOTHER ERA 

Iola Knight 

Not quite fossilized but getting to the soft amber stage - becoming like 

our grandparents in the '30s "I remember when". We didn't appreciate much 

their musings of 'remember whens'; but then we were.the 'now.-now' generation. 

History was that blah subject of dates before 1900 - Vancouver was 50 years 

old in 1936. 

It was 1945 that I joined VOC when I was in Grad studies. Was a member 

of UBC Ski Club '43-45. VOC had a log cabin above and to the east of the 

Village on Grouse - the Ski Club had Schuss Inn, a trapper-like cabin in the 

Village on Grouse. 

1945 Long Hike to join VOC, Thanksgiving Weekend with beautiful hot 

sunny days, was to the mountains behind Port Mellon on Rainy River. We had a 

choice, Panther, Rainy or Tetrahedron, a group going to each. A long hot hike 

over a recently burned area - blackened logs - downed logs - cross a creek on 

a log bridge. A few of us quit at that point after about four hours on the 

trail - blistered heels - sunburnt - pooped out. We returned to camp and 

would make dinner for the rest, about 50 over the big campfire - ready at 6. 

It was ready at 6 - a huge potfull of Kraft Dinner. No sign of the hikers -

hours passed - a few arrived about 8:30 - more later. Dinner still hot, but 

a trifle dried out. Last stragglers arrived around 10 - dinner still warm. 

Jim Aitken arrived to get his serving - the stuff was so hard the spoon hauled 

up pot 'n all when he lifted it. Guess whose name was drawn to wash the pot 

- none other than Jim A. Some decided to sleep around the campfire - great! 

'You make fire for breakfast'. Joan Stevens was one who slept there, but she 

didn't arise to help with the fire. By a climbing rope she ended up strung in 
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a tree bag 'n all; for all to see! 

1946 Spring Hike to the Lions. Our party of about ten were on the West 

Lion when we all felt rather ill - everything was shaking - so were we. We 

thought it was us until Sunday evening when the water taxi man told us there 

was an earthquake that morning. 

1946 also saw our club move from its old log cabin to a renovated Van

couver Winter Sports Club Cabin which VOC had bought. This cabin was at the 

base of the big hill and on the west side of the top of a gully. It hadn't 

been used much during the war years - but with a caved-in roof repaired -

cleanup and new bunks it was great. Roy Hooley designed a new roof truss to 

get the roof in shape. We fixed the kitchen - installed a water tank in the 

rafters. Wheel no packing water. Even installed a float system to tell us 

when it was empty. Great! Until cold winter froze the whole shebang - then 

it was back to melting snow. We even had indoor biffys - these (one for guys 

and one for gulls) were just outside the building so a covered shaft was built 

so they were now indoor outhouses. Great! Except that in winter the walkway 

down was an ice slide - loud screams could be heard as unsuspecting members 

slid and fell down but not quite into the 'John'. 

The '46 Fall Long Hike was another jaunt to the Lions. A group of us 

went up to Lions Bay - St. Mark's Church Camp was located on the beach, roughly 

where the marina is now. We set up camp for the arrival of about 50 on 

Saturday - also improved the trail that led straight up to the ridge. We even 

made them feel at home by placing signs - "Granville Street" - "Georgia Hotel" 

(favorite watering hole for over 21's) - "Birk's Corner". Saturday the gang 

arrived - we had an old hand-cranked gramaphone, but the guy who was bringing 

the records forgot them. For the Saturday night party, we had one record, 
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a Schottiche. We wore it out. Sunday the long hike - VOC Mush for breakfast. 

Neophytes had heard of this prize dish, but not what they got that Sunday A.M. 

There had been a strike at the salt mines in Ontario, and Woodwards could not 

supply us any salt. No worry; use some sea water. We gave the mush crew 

strict instruction - add a couple cups sea water to the large kettle of fresh 

water. They goofed - they used sea water with a little fresh water. The long, 

trek began towards the West Lion - as we trudged up various souls became ill, 

mostly new members. They ate the porridge - they thought that was the way it 

was supposed to taste. 

One new guy was from the east. He arrived with a lovely pair of new 

loafers - no hiking boots? It's OK - it's just a walk! Poor fella - when he 

returned to camp he was shoeless and his sox were footless. But he made it to 

the top of the Lion. 

Hallowe'en and New Year's Eve parties on Grouse were our big social 

events. We would back-pack a turkey dinner with all the trimmings up to the 

cabin. The Social Committee would purchase the groceries at Woodward's in 

town, then get a benevolent father to drive them to the top of Mosquito Creek 

where the trail up Grouse started. As each member hiked along he would receive 

a parcel - a whole 20 lb. turkey cooked - mince pies - vegies, until the whole 

dinner for 50 or 60 was on its way up Grouse. 

1949 Spring Trip to Black Tusk Meadows - a two-day trip. Left Monday 

morning on Union boat for trip to Squamish - arrived in Squamish around noon in 

time to catch the PGE (Please Go Easy) to Garibaldi Station. Overnight at the 

area around the station at Bert Lamb's place, a packer who lived there. Next 

morning we started up the road and Rubble Creek to the winter route via the 

Barrier. Lunch at Boulder Meadow at base of barrier. Then pack skis 'n all 
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up the barrier, then find the trail to the meadows and the Taylor Cabin. This 

year it was wet - ceiling zero and we were having our grub 'air dropped' by 

Queen Charlotte Airlines into the meadow area. The flight couldn't be made 

for three days because of weather so we lived off supplies found in the cabin 

and what we had packed in. It was an excited crew that saw a bright sunny 

morning and a plane drone overhead - we skied up to the meadow to retrieve our 

boxes. Some wag at the airport scribbled on the outside of one "to hell you 

can't live on liquor." Woodwards had packed our supplies in wooden whiskey 

boxes. 

Fall 1950, VOC made the move to Seymour - that big mountain that the 

Provincial Parks was building a road to the top! We now drove up the mountain. 

Don Manning designed our new home - complete with real indoor privies and 

running water that didn't freeze up. Our parties were still great and no 

freezing - we had a furnace. 
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THEN AND NOW - A PERSONAL VIEW 

John Pringle 

As I sat down to compose an article for this twenty-fifth anniversary 

volume of the VOC Journal, it occurred to me that I was in a unique position. 

You see, I was present at the creation in 1957-58, and I am one of only three 

people to have collected, not without considerable difficulty, all twenty-four 

volumes of the VOCJ as they appeared. Though I did not have anything to do 

with Volume 1, I did contribute to the next few volumes, and then departed 

for Ontario. Some twenty years later, I return and contribute to the Journal 

once again. This gives me a unique perspective from which to compare the 

situation then and now. Since members frequently express an interest in know

ing something of VOC's past history, these comments should not be amiss. 

My story begins after the War, when VOC had a cabin on Grouse. This was 

about the same size as the present Brew Lake cabin, and it was indeed used for 

ski touring; the emphasis, however, was different. Instead of skiing in order 

to get from A to B, one skied up a mountain in order to get the run down. 

When, therefore, a road was put up Mt. Seymour around 1950, and a primitive 

(by present standards) downhill ski area developed on top, VOC was immediately 

interested; here was the chance to get much more downhill skiing. In 1952, 

therefore, VOC moved to Seymour, and built the first cabin in the special area 

reserved for organizations. It was a much larger cabin, similar to the present 

Whistler Cabin, and when I arrived in 1957, it was home to many VOCer's every 

weekend of the university year. 

The fifties, and more particularly the late fifties, was the decade when 

the North American love affair with downhill skiing really began to take off. 

Each year many students, such as this one, arrived at UBC with the intention 
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of learning to ski, and naturally they gravitated to VOC. I joined the Club 

in September 1957, and by December of that year I had invested my small stock 

of spare cash in a ski outfit; $29.95 for boots, $24.95 for skis, $9.95 for 

bindings and $4.95 for poles, making $69.80 in all. Naturally I then spent 

the Christmas break at the cabin learning to ski - with the VOC Ski School of 

course! The emphasis now was very much on downhill skiing, and I spent the 

following Christmas at Stevens Pass; in 1959, some thirty of us went to Banff, 

and skied on the slopes around there. 

But VOC had not been in existence for forty years without developing 

some traditions of its own; the strong interest in ski touring remained. The 

problem was access. The railway from North Vancouver to Squamish did not go 

through until 1956, and the road not until 1958; and then it did not go on to 

Whistler for another seven years. Shortly before my arrival, the Club had 

begun the tradition of going into Garibaldi Lake after exams in April-May, but 

it was quite an expedition: PGE (sorry - BCR to you) to Garibaldi Station, 

and then up the Barrier. Definitely not the sort of thing one could do every 

weekend! This problem of access hampered the hiking and climbing in the summer 

as well, and so the keener types took jobs in the Rockies where the climbing 

was more accessible. 

Nevertheless, club spirit in those years was very strong. In trying to 

figure out why, one is of course dealing with intangibles - but let me make 

the effort anyway. The membership then was much more homogeneous than it is 

now, and also much younger; I was unusual, both in being a graduate student 

and in being an old man (at 22!). This kind of membership made the Club 

easier to lead, but there were also some very capable people around to take 

advantage of the opportunity; notably Karl Ricker, President 1958-9 and 
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principal founder of this Journal. And then there was the Seymour Cabin it

self, which acted in two ways. As a centre for apres-ski and other social 

activities such as the Halloween Party, and by providing work. Work? Yes, a 

cabin that is heavily used throughout the winter requires considerable care 

and maintenance, and also a substantial quantity of firewood. The result was 

the work-hike system, whereby TWO days' work for the club was a condition of 

membership. Naturally, these work-hikes had to be done in the fall, and had 

the valuable byproduct of getting old and new members acquainted with one 

another. 

When the sixties dawned, however, the situation changed again. As the 

skiing boom progressed, the standard of skiing within VOC went up, and the 

runs at Seymour began to appear rather limited. Simultaneously, so many of 

the public were heading up the mountain at the weekends that there was not 

enough parking for them all at the top - and so the police had to close the 

road. Not much point in having a cabin if you can't get to it, is there? And 

then the development at Whistler appeared on the horizon. There was really no 

doubt in anybody's mind that VOC had to move to Whistler, just as it had moved 

from Grouse to Seymour earlier. We all hoped that the new cabin would maintain 

the traditions of the old, and provide a base for ski touring in the surround

ing hills; indeed, some of us even envisioned a series of smaller cabins in 

those hills. And, of course, it would put us right on the doorstep of the 

biggest downhill ski development in the province. 

That is where my direct knowledge ends. As everybody knows, the club 

did build the cabin, and subsequently lost it to the AMS. In retrospect, it 

seems obvious that a cabin built in the middle of a downhill ski area would be 

of greatest interest to downhill skiers, but that was NOT obvious in prospect. 
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The fight over the cabin, however, wasted much time, effort and talent, and 

did nothing for VOG morale. Every organization has. its ups and downs of 

course, and fortunately VOC is on the mend-,' To my eye, the only residual 

effect of all.the troubles is a certain weakness in the organizational struc

ture; while enthusiasm is as strong as ever, it. needs focussing. 

But'I must not pontificate.. It is the same old Club operating in a 

somewhat different environment, arid it has evolved accordingly. Some,things 

have disappeared, such as the competition between the Boys and Girls Chorus 

Lines; the year I performed, we lost - but only, I claim, to what was probably 

the finest collection of female pulchritude that VOC has ever seen. And. some 

things have been added, such as alcohol; although I personally was,never 

bothered by its absence, I am glad the environment has matured enough to permit 

its presence. So here's to the next twenty-five years of VOC Journals, - .-and 

wouldrthe Archivist kindly remember to send me one, please, wherever.I may he? 
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SPECIAL FEATURES  

THE BEER GUT IN MOUNTAINEERING 

Anon. 

Being possessed of (by?) the fine anatomy of a bachanal and thus, un

justly, an object of much derision, I have decided to put pen to paper to 

explain to you lesser mortals the joys of one of nature's most versatile (in 

fact only surpassed by the foot) mountaineering aids. 

The aquisition of an ale appendage needs no further discussion. Its 

maintenance during times of poverty or in the face o f excessive exercise is a 

skill acquired by a privileged few. Unfortunately, space does not permit a 

detailed exposition of those techniques. 

First, let us consider some physical properties of our gift. It flows 

and takes on the shape of a given container. As such it may be construed a 

liquid. On the other hand, it does have its own (very characteristic) shape 

when unconstrained. It is elastic and resistant to shear. It may therefore 

be also classified as a solid. In short it actually defies normal classifica

tion. A skilled alpinist will be able to adapt its properties best suited to 

the situation: soft support for bivys, protective shield when falling, etc. 

Let us now describe a generalized mountain experience for those blessed 

by the Gods. First, we arrive at camp one hour before everybody else. Our 

pack is 25 lbs. lighter due to the absence of ensolyte (sleep on front) or 

vast amounts of clothing (use natural coating). That is unless you're on a 

glacier. You waste half-an-hour convincing the other party members that you 

don't have to be roped up because you won't fit into crevasses. Even if you 

did, a quick flex would send you hurtling back like an elongated cannon ball. 
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Avalanches are still troublesome, but our streamlined shape aids success

ful swimming operations and improves our chance of survival. 

Well what do we do with that spare hour? Eat of course! One just squats 

down, relaxes and presto! An instant dining table, complete with table cloth. 

(Except on very hot days, but then one has access to a convenient salt and 

spice receptacle just above the belt.) 

Evening falls, camp is set up, time for dinner. Time for bed. Well, 

what about water? Mo water for the night, none for the morning. Do I care? 

Of course not, as one sporting a hump a la camel I can last for days, but the 

wimps start whining about one night. Yet another triumph for Bacchus. 

The trip turns into an epic. 3 days out now and we've run out of food. 

Things are getting serious, my diving extension is shrinking. We have to get 

back. The shortest route is a tricky and exposed traverse. The 'normals' are 

looking in terror down between their feet. Me, no sweat, I can't see my feet. 

Next comes a long pendulum; a piece of cake, I just bounce across. Finally 

the crux, a steep slab. The bone-bags inch their way along. However, the 

superior member of the party elegantly glides up using the efficient full body 

contact slap and slither method. 

The epic finally comes to a close and I look in disdain at the bedraggled 

health freaks. They're off home to lick their wounds. I'm off to the warmth 

and comfort of a temple of Bacchus (it's not Sunday.) 

"Disadvantages", I hear people shout. "What about the cost?" Well think 

of the money I save because I don't need a water bed; it comes built in. As 

for the other things in life, you just let'em ride on the ripples. 



SURVIVING IN JUNEAU, ALASKA-STYLE 

What I Sought in Alaska 

Does God exist? What is the destiny of humanity? Is there life after 

VOC? These weighty questions burdened me as I left Vancouver and VOC behind 

in the October rains of '81 and ventured north to seek my fortune in Alaska. 

Perhaps "The Great Land"--as its ardent patrons proudly proclaim it—would 

yield the revelations I so urgently sought into the meaning of life and the 

nature of the cosmos; or at least, after 4 poverty-stricken years at UBC, 

provide me an income comfortable enough to replace my scrappy skis. 

What follows next is an account of a true encounter with two California 

tourists which reveals some of the facts of life in Juneau, lost capital of the 

"Last Frontier". Granted, it sheds little light on either God or Destiny (ex

cept to imply that in Alaska one's destiny is often to meet God sooner rather 

than later), but this is probably good considering the scant interest of VOCers 

in either theology or any future beyond thenextmeal or mountain climb. How

ever, the account.does provide encouraging evidence for the prospects of Life 

After VOC; alumni and alumni-to-be can take heart; aging and paying taxes may 

be inevitable facts of life, but post-graduate bulges in belly size, bills, 

boredom, respectability, and responsibility clearly are not. 

What I Told the Californians 

One bright evening last summer I sat in a waterfront lounge sipping beer 

with my buddy Al. Al is a commercial fisherman, and like many Alaskans, a 

"character". His old dump of a van sports a bumper-sticker declaring that 

"Jesus Was A Gill-Netter". 

The lounge commanded a sweeping view of Juneau's harbour, its rippled 

Leon Kolankiewicz 
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surface dancing with reflected sunbeams. In winter, these very waters, little 

more than a snowball's throw away, are fished by killer and humpback whales, 

seals and sea lions; now however, they were monopolized by "Love Boats" (i.e. 

cruise ships) stuffed with armchair (or deck-chair) adventurers exploring the 

wilderness in style. Across the harbour presided Mt. Jumbo, and its snowy 

mantle revelled in the extended midsummer's light. 

Al and I were talking fishing, of course. In July, Juneauites eat and 

breathe fish every bit as much as VOC skiers (especially ones who fall a lot) 

eat and breathe snow in February. Well, this nearby couple--immediately given 

away as Californians by their movie-star good looks and sun-glasses, tans, 

chick Ralph Lauren outdoor wear, and mellow-yellowness--overheard us and asked 

where they could "share the experience" of catching a salmon cheaply. We gave 

them less than they wanted (for no salmon fishing charter service is cheap), 

but more than they asked for: they received, free of charge, a 2 hour dis

course on why life in and around Juneau is so fun. 

The subject of fishing led naturally to the hazards of fishing the North 

Pacific, and the story of Lituya Bay is one of the most incredible ever to come 

out of south-east Alaska. A short distance from Juneau (by Alaskan standards), 

Lituya Bay is one of the few boat anchorages along the treacherous Gulf of 

Alaska. It is legendary among Indians as a site of strange events. For good 

reason. The latest occurred on the evening of July 9, 1958. An earthquake 

shook half a mountain off into the head of the bay, splashing a towering wave 

onto the opposing mountainside. There were no witnesses, but later reconnais

sance showed trees stripped off the mountainside by the wave up to 1740' in 

elevation, according to the Guinness Book of World Records. That's about three 

times as high as any Vancouver skyscraper, and almost as tall as Toronto's CN 
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Tower, the world's tallest man-made, self-supporting structure. 

Eight miles away, near the mouth of the bay, 3 fishing boats lay in 

anchor. Fortunately, by the time the rebounded wave reached them, it was a 

mere ripple, perhaps only 100-200' high. Fortunately too, it was a swell, not 

a breaker, and 2 of the 3 boats were able to ride it out; the third was never 

seen again. A team of BCMC climbers also narrowly missed being swept away. 

The group was attempting nearby Mt. Fairweather, and included Paul Binkert and 

Paddy Sherman among others. 

Well, the Californians scowled in disbelief. I think they were more con

vinced that Alaskans are worse than Texans at telling tall tales about their 

state than they were by my story itself. To boost my credibility, I told them 

about Takus, which are still exceptional, but more believable. The Taku 

Glacier spills out of the Juneau Icefield and into Taku Inlet, just south of 

Juneau. During cold, clear winter weather sometimes, a high pressure zone 

builds up over the Icefield and air rushes into the lower pressure zone of the 

Inlet. At Gastineau Channel these gale-force winds make a sharp right and 

blast Juneau in gusts from 40 to 100 mph. Signs and roofs are occasionally 

sent flying. The year before I arrived, an elderly man leaving the food store 

was blown into a puddle (or pit filled with water actually) and drowned. One 

healthy young woman told me that once a gust swept her up and all that kept 

her from becoming airborne was a chain link fence she grabbed just in time. 

Four canoeists/kayakers died just north of Juneau one April several years ago 

when a freakish wind caught them on a long crossing. 

My audience listened to this one like a pair of fish suspiciously exam

ining a baited hook. To lure them on, I sweetened the bait by talking about 
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bears next. Thanks to our rich legacy of fairy tales, most cheechackos will 

believe anything about bears. I told them about how the brown bears (grizzlies) 

in some parts of southeast Alaska were thicker than squirrels in Stanley Park. 

Even on trails just a shout from downtown Juneau, hikers commonly carry fire

arms, whistles, and jingle bells (though only black bears are really that 

close). Admiralty Island, within 10 miles of Juneau, reportedly has the densest 

grizzly population anywhere in the world, about 1 per square mile. (This is 

due to its largely virgin condition and productive salmon runs.) On Admiralty, 

nobody so much as touches shore without at least a .44 Magnum; the bears are 

said to relish stalking people. Last year I saw a family of 5 happy hikers 

armed like a squadron of soldiers on patrol. Several years ago an unarmed 

hiker, a friend of a friend, was devoured at Glacier Bay. All that remained 

were his shin bones and boots. (In keeping with the grizzly sense of humour 

that is so quintessentially Alaskan, a ranger photographed the two bones stand

ing vertically in the boots, as if they were waiting impatiently for the rest 

of the hapless hiker to show up so they could get moving again.) 

At last they seemed to swallow my line. Californians are a cosmopolitan 

bunch, and to overcome their caution about not allowing a pair of Alaskan bush-

men to pull their legs, you have to stroke them gently with the Truth. As I 

paused for breath, the placated woman remarked, "Well, what do you do for kicks 

around here when you're not being drowned by tidal waves, blown away, or eaten 

by bears?" "Aha," I said, "then we outrun the avalanches." Disbelief set in 

again. 

Despite the setback, I quickly explained that avalanche experts regard 

Juneau as having the highest potential for a major avalanche disaster of any 

U.S. city. The Gold Creek avalanche of 1972 covered the entire downtown in a 
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cloud of snowdust (captured in a dramatic photo displayed in a Sept. 1982 

National Geographic article on avalanches) but luckily did little property 

damage and took no lives. On a warm spring afternoon you can stand downtown 

and watch snow pouring down continuously through the chutes. Dr. Edward La-

Chapelle, an international avalanche authority, has calculated that the prob

ability of an avalanche encounter for a house with a 40 year life-span is 96%. 

The response of Juneau's mayor? National Geographic quotes: "I think life 

would be awful boring if it were 100 percent safe. I'd like to paraphrase a 

former mayor of San Francisco: It's better to live a week in Juneau than an 

eternity in Anchorage." 

The Californians had had enough. They got up and left. 

What I Found in Juneau 

"Juneau is a teensy-weensy polka dot of a city barely 
clinging to a toehold of earth between the mountains 
and the sea. If you walk 1/2 mile east from the Baranof 
Hotel in the heart of the downtown district you come 
suddenly to the end of civilization.... I often felt that 
Juneau was like a lost continent of Atlantis, shrouded 
in mists and reached only after a long and uncertain 
journey. __ a n / \ n c n o r a g e r e s i d e n t 

-- Four feet of snow on the ground at sea level in March, and ski able 
conditions within walking distance of town until mid-June. 

— Folks living on boats, and in treehouses, ski-in cabins, tents, yurts, 
teepees, garages, shacks, and oh yes, even houses. But no igloos! 
(Those are reserved for Canadians.) 

-- Rentat$500 (US) for a dingy flat heated by the kinetic energy of 
cockroaches. 

— A veritable "lost colony" of hippies who haven't ever heard of disco, 
video games, or Ronald Reagan. 

— Six murders in fewer than six months, a rate probably 50 times 
Vancouver's. 
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— Bars that sell imported Canadian beer seven days and nights a week. 

-- Woodsmoke pollution that makes Los Angeles look as clean as every
body thinks Alaska is supposed to look. 

— A small city that had been spared the blight of McDonald's litter 
until just last year, when Ronald came to town for the first time (the 
recent election of another Ronald to the highest office in the land 
must've had something to do with it). 

— 95" of precipitation annually, enought that gum boots are called 
"Juneau sneakers". 

— A far higher precentage of fishers, hunters, and ocean kayakers than 
I've ever seen anywhere else. 

— So many people that have climbed Mt. McKinley (Denali) that not 
having done it gives you a claim to fame. 

— State legislators who have been caught "smokin' (dope) in the boys' 
room." 

— The only bearded state governor (until recently) in the United States. 

— A notable paucity of women and an over-abundance of men and animals 
(clear proof of the quip that "In Alaska' the woman are men and the men 
are animals"). 

i 

— A l l in all, one helluva place to survive in. 
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HOW TO GET TOURISTA, WITHOUT EVEN TRAVELLING 

Carol Brynjolfson 

Having spent a few weeks last summer with Giardia Lamblia as an uninvited 

guest, I've been asked to write an article for the Journal, to help others 

avoid this obnoxious pest. No, Giardia isn't a hiker with an unpleasant per

sonality, it's a protozoan that likes hitchhiking in people's intestines. 

Because of my experience, I've been deemed to be the club expert on giardia. 

As I really wasn't much of an expert, I've done a bit of reading and found out 

that giardia is now the "in" microbe in parasitology circles. Even so, there 

isn't much published on the likely locations of giardia in B.C. 

As a native British Columbian, I've always felt a bit smug about our 

pure mountain water - well, no more. One of our water sources last summer was 

a lovely cool stream that ran right beside our archaeology dig. We understood 

that there were no cattle on the range yet, so the water would be safe to drink. 

We were wrong, turns out that another rancher had cattle farther upstream. 

But even those cattle may not have been the source of the problem. Giardia has 

a lot of wild animal hosts, including beaver, muskrat, coyote, racoon, sheep, 

goats, muledeer, and rabbit (and 'non-human primates') but they aren't too much 

of a problem in B.C.). Dogs, cats, guinea pigs, gerbils, and hamsters are some 

of the other known domestic animal hosts. This may begin to give you the idea 

that once giardia is in an area, it tends to spread around among the local 

mammals, and then it's there to stay. 

Giardia is documented in some areas of B.C., especially around 100 Mile 

House. There was an outbreak of giardiasis in the people of this area in 1981, 

and infected beaver were found in Bridge Creek, the town's water source. There 

have been several outbreaks in the U.S.; in many of them, beaver have been 
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implicated as the source of giardia cysts. Giardiasis is considered endemic 

in many animals in Washington State, so, although no published reports have 

been made in B.C., it's likely that many wild and domestic animals are carriers 

here, too. 

Having never been toilet trained, these animals tend to defecate where-

ever they feel like it, too often near streams. And beaver! Well, they 

scatter their droppings across their ponds and streams with no regard for down

stream neighbours. Any cysts in these feces can survive up to 2 months in cold 

mountain water. Like other sediment, they settle out in ponds or lakes, but 

currents keep them in suspension. Host of the outbreaks in the U.S. have been 

in mountainous areas, where the water is generally considered pure and chlorin-

ation and filtration are just token measures. 

It only takes a few cysts to infect a person. When they arrive in the 

duodenum, the cysts change into their active trophozoite form, which glom onto 

the epithelial cells in the duodenum. With a little bit of nourishment, they 

begin to multiply. After a few days, the person hosting these critters may 

begin to feel ill. Symptoms can include any or all of: diarrhea, nausea, gas, 

stomach cramps, bloating, lack of appetite, weight loss, and dizzyness. The 

majority of people with giardiasis have no symptoms, however. Their infections 

may last several months before they are spontaneously cured. (Many animals are 

carriers indefinitely.) As people without symptoms don't seek treatment, they 

can be a bigger problem in spreading giardiasis than the sick people are. If 

their toilet habits aren't as good as Mommy taught them, or if their sewage 

empties into surface water, the disease can be easily spread. 

Those who do have symptoms can be treated if they seek medical help (I 

held out for a week while I thought I had the 'flu) and if the doctor knows 
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what to look for. All sorts of diseases cause the same symptoms. Properly 

done stool tests give positive results in 95 percent of infected cases. (My 

case wasn't one of them as I'd taken antacids and kaopectate to relieve the 

symptoms — these as well as other medications can cause negative results.) 

If tests are positive, or if like me, the clinical picture fits and giardia's 

known to be in the area (Hat Creek is not really that far from 100 Mile House), 

treatment consists of 7 to 10 days of either Atabrine or Flagyl tablets 

(Flagyl is related to Antabuse, an alcoholic therapy drug, so no booze during 

the treatment period or else you get violently ill -- personally, I wasn't 

tempted to check this out). Neither medication is 'ideal', however, and a lot 

of research is being done to find a better one. 

As so many of the alternate hosts are mountain animals, it doesn't seem 

to be possible to get above unsafe water anymore. There are a few precautions 

you can take to minimize the possibility of infecting yourself, or spreading 

infection in the wilderness. Boiling drinking water is the only sure-fired 

way to kill all of the cysts (as well as any other bacteria or viruses present). 

Filtration will remove cysts if the pores are smaller than 7 microns. Most 

chemical treatment of the water is not completely successful: Halazone seems 

to be the best, but the results depend on pH and temperature; iodine solutions 

and chlorination are less effective. Being human, we should have the ability 

to choose toilet locations wisely. And leaving Rover at home may be doing him, 

or the local animals, a big favour. 

A Provincial Health doctor who I talked with, stressed that giardia is 

nothing to be alarmed about. It's been around (world-wide) and infecting 

people for a long time, and very few have died from it. She agreed that it 

was a good idea to be aware of it though, especially as hikers can be consi-
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dered an 'at risk' group. She suggested that any hiker who becomes ill with 

any of the above symptoms a week or two after drinking surface water should 

see his/her doctor. They should suggest giardia as a possible cause, especial

ly if their doctor isn't aware of their penchant to get out of the city. 

Again, getting the right tests done properly is a major factor in the right 

diagnosis. Also, as the majority of those infected show no symptoms, it would 

be a good idea to warn your hiking partners about the infection, so that they 

can get tests done too. 

To end on a brighter note, if you have had giardiasis in the past, there 

is a possibility that you have built up some immunity towards it. This can 

help you ward off further bouts, or at least throw them off faster. 
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EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOw ABOUT SPHINX CAMP, 
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK 

Sphinx Camp, the name rolls off the tongue like fetid slime. Oh! What 

unpleasantry there is to be had in that damp little blue tomb. People say 

they've had a good time there. Evidence to me of the real horrors; their minds 

are warped by the experience. Some people even go a second time, further evi

dence. You'd never go a second time unless your brain was damaged the first 

time. 

My first memories are vague, probably due to reactive amnesia. Occasion

ally I have flash-backs: climbing the 'ice' to Guard-Deception Col, skis waxed 

to perfection with a mixture of yellow klister, blue klister and red wax. 

(They stuck to everything except snow.) A peak, Deception Pinnacles, and me 

- a terrified misplaced Brit on the way up; on top, four Australians, "Pommie 

Bast...!" (the rest was muffled as a two-foot diameter snowball engulfed me). 

The ski down, in two feet of slush which was coated with a glassy crust the 

instant the s-un was over the horizon. Finally, back to the Charnel House. 

Two years on, life has treated me kindly. I have risen to be quarter

master of the VOC. I have to organize Sphinx Camp. We shall experiment, an 

airdrop (VOC Oournal, 1979). 

Homework Problem No. 1. A plane flying at 500 ft and 100 mph randomly 

drops cardboard boxes on a large lake (~8 sq. miles). A blizzard starts. What 

is the probability of recovering a) 1 box, b) 2 boxes, c) anything at all? 

(Hint, a) = b) = c)). 

Homework Problem No. 2. Five people are located in a remote area with no 

fuel and a small quantity of food, during a blizzard. How would you resupply 

them? 
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Homework Problem No. 3. Using the solutions to Problems 1 and 2, calcu

late the lifespan of the VOC quartermaster. 

I slipped the 5 gallon drum of white gas into my trusty pack, strapped 

my skis to the side and off I went. Squamish 8:00 a.m.: My thumb is stiff; 

it's raining; I'll take any ride. Black Tusk turn off 9:00 a.m.: I scrape 

the last of the cow manure from my skis and trundle off up the road. Barrier-

Lookout 11:00 a.m.: 5 gallons white gas, density = 0.8 and gear - 65 lbs. 

I guess I'll live. At least its not raining, its snowing instead. 12:00 p.m.: 

I round the corner to Garibaldi Lake into a raging blizzard. The air tempera

ture drops by 10° and my body follows suit. 

The movie of my life flickered across the dark brown screen on the 

bottom of the picnic shelter. Luckily it was just a preview, and after half 

an hour I persuaded some food to stay in my stomach. After an hour I was 

suffering from delusions of recovery and I set off into the blizzard. This 

time I was wearing a tad more than a thin sweater. "Keep the left bank in 

sight and head east is the rule. Ah! There's the moraine. Whoops! No, its 

a small bay. Right a bit, now Where's the left bank? Ah! 2:30 p.m., I should 

be there. Funny how the wind changes direction all the time. Now let's look 

at the map. Was it exactly east? — Well, whatever, its definitely not west. 

Try again. Geeze, I did this in 47 mins. last time, better check the compass 

again. OK, 'onward, for ever onward, in darkness and in gloom' echoed fungus 

the bogeyman. Now let's see, east, plus angle of declination, Hmmm!, plus 

angle of declination due to steel drum in pack, 45°". 4:30 p.m.: The blue 

box engorges its next victim. 

I sat there watching red devils dance over my head. There was blood 

dripping from their waiting claws, waiting to steal a soul and turn it into 
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a downhill skier. "Gaiters," they said, but I knew better. I carefully ad

justed my ski-pole-cum-cross. 

The next day was pleasant (i.e., we weren't in the tin plated coffin). 

We collected boxes off the lake before the blizzard engulfed them. It was 

nearly dark when we finished. The little miasmic a-frame was beckoning us 

again. 

The next day I escaped the Sphinx's clutch, but not for long. I had to 

Helicopter back in within a couple of days with replacement food (so why did I 

carry the white gas in? Well I told you, brain damage). 

WOP, WOP, WOP and the chopper was gone. It's a strange experience. 

Normally the wilderness creeps up on you, but this way it's suddenly there. 

Your skis are no longer recreational devices they're the only way out. I 

approached the hut cautiously, threw open the door and stepped back. I was 

expecting an icy and damp blast that only a British home could rival. Surprise 

It was dry and warm inside. A trick to lure me in, no doubt. That evening 

I seated myself on the moraine and watched the sun go down; cup of tea in one 

hand, an old Guardian in the other. I was doing my best to retain my British 

integrity in the face of an inscrutably icy sphinx. 

I skied out the next day after a surprisingly pleasant night. The sphinx 

took a final swipe at me by whiting out the lake when I reached the middle and 

had no reference points. I escaped, but the sphinx had won. I was not going 

back. No way. 

Another year, another vote of confidence, and I'm still quartermaster. 

More experiments — I've written a program to organize the menus for sphinx 

camp. It's an epic in FORTRAN. The food was 

to be flown in by ski-plane. It was a poor P.R. job there. I had told the 
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pilot somebody would be there to help him unload, nobody was. Well, somebody 

had been there, namely the 'bomber' squadron. They had left a 'somebody': a 

snow-woman of very disproportionate dimensions. The pilot was not amused. 

Well it was hot, the food thawed out and an orgy of carnivores destroyed 

the meat supply. As Trevor had nearly bit it off by falling in a creek on the 

way in (1980 Sphinx Log) I figured the annual sacrifice had been made. Sphinx 

would be appeased. It would be safe to go in. My program generated menus OK, 

but I wasn't sure how flexible they were in the face of disaster. I had to go 

in and sort things out. This time everything would be OK. I would take com

pany and obviate the boredom of the trail by going at night. Waldichuck and I 

caught the last bus up. We were at the trail head by 10:30 p.m. It was a 

beautiful moonlit night. Unfortunately some person ranking somewhere between 

a child killer and cigarette smoker had walked up the trail. I broke my pole 

in one of his foot holes. 

I crossed the lake by poling between my legs, an unusual sensation. 

About halfway across it was beginning to feel as if I was skiing an undulating 

surface. I stopped for a rest and to wait for Dave. An idle prod of the 

lake surface revealed that the sphinx was not appeased; 1/8" hoar frost over 

1/4".of ice. In my last trip I had added two new words to my vocabulary: 

white out and hypothermia, now I added another two: terror and cold sweat. 

I shouted back to Dave to warn him. I carried on, now aware that the strange 

undulation was not me, but the ice breaking up beneath me as I scooted along. 

Dave didn't quite grasp the physics of the situation and continued kicking and 

striding on his racing skis. Splash! "Help! Help!", then nothing. I turned 

to look for him, nothing, no new words, nothing. Splash, splash, splash, 

"Help I can't get out!" A small figure filled the horizon. The water (to the 
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next ice layer) was only 18" deep. Dave had fallen flat on his face and got 

his skis trapped under the ice. Panic had silenced him, as he put it "when 

you go through you don't know whether its six inches or six feet." 3:00 a.m.: 

for once I was glad to see the cabin. 

The next day I went to Deception Pinnacles again. Another night. I was 

tempted to sleep out, but the locals now had a taste for meat. Out, once 

again I hit the same two trees I always do. Dave stayed on to get "sun 

poisoning". 

Another Easter. Went to the Caribbean, it rained. 

Cattish 
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HT. BREW CABIN 

Jay Page 

The story of the Ht. Brew Cabin begins back in the dim past, in the 

early years of the VOC. Cabins have always provided a focal point for the 

social activities of man, ever since the first Neanderthal raised his eyes 

above his half-eaten joint of meat to gaze at his shelter around him. Shelters 

create leisure time. Time to interact with people, instead of with just the 

elements. The V.O.C.'s cabins fill the same role, allowing us a respite from 

the elements and an opportunity to relax and socialize. 

The first VOC cabins were located on Hollyburn and Grouse Htn.s, back 

when the northshore was a remote as the Squamish-Cheakamus Divide is today. 

Later, the Seymour Cabin was built in the late 1940's and it remained a focus 

of club activity until the 1960's when the VOC's attention shifted to the 

Whistler area. Construction of the Whistler Cabin began in 1965 and was com

pleted over a 2-year period. 1969 was a busy year for the VOC; the Seymour 

Cabin was sold to the Parks Branch, new dormitories were constructed on the 

Whistler Cabin and the Burton Hut was built for the Annual Sphinx Camp. 

The construction of the Burton Hut marked a departure from the established 

pattern of past cabins. The hut was built in a provincial park as a joint 

effort by the Park Service and open to the public. The Sphinx Bay location 

was an obvious choice, since the Annual Sphinx Camp had become a yearly tradi

tion long before the cabin was built. Parties had enjoyed the spring skiing 

in this area since the 1940's, staying in the Airways Cabin or in tents. The 

Burton Hut was such a success that the Club decided to build another Hut in 

that area the following year. This was the Neve Hilton, constructed on 

Pringles Ridge of Ht. Garibaldi in September 1970. It was, however, not to 
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last and was slowly crushed by the big White Hand. 

During the 70's the VOC was split by dissension over building further 

alpine huts. In any case there was little money left in the VOC coffers after 

paying for the maintenance of the Whistler Cabin. Whistler became a big-time 

downhill ski center as downhill skiing became commercialized. In the VOC the 

different factions of downhillers and mountaineers became philosophically 

more distant. In 1975 the VOC created the UBC Ski Club and sold the Whistler 

Cabin to them. This divorce by convenience soon became a contentious issue 

as the sale was blocked and the cabin possessed by the AMS. Years of conflict 

and litigation followed which culminated in a successful referendum in March, 

1980. 

The Brew chapter opens with $25,545 in the cabin reserve and a loosely 

worded mandate of where to spend it. The 1980-81 cabin committee chose the 

Brew site. A license of occupation was applied for in April 1981, and after 

many delays was approved during the summer of 1982. Meanwhile the 1981-82 

cabin committee had chosen the design and contracted a Richmond Construction 

Company to prefab two cabins, to be delivered in the fall of 1982. 

The Scene - September 10th, the Cabin is unloaded on an abandoned 

logging spur of the Callaghan Lake Road. Mid-afternoon an Okanagan Helicopter 

begins slinging loads of lumber and people up to the site between breaks in 

the clouds. Eventually the clouds win and the pilot calls it quits. Up on 

the mountain a lean-to-shelter is nailed together as it begins to rain and 

storm. The cabin site is picked out by flashlight that night amid the piles 

of lumber. The night turns evil, it begins to snow and the wind howls. Jay's 

tent blows into the lake unnoticed and luckily floats across before sinking. 

About 11:00 p.m. a desperate search is conducted for the missing tent as a 
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trail of bits and pieces is followed to the lake's edge. The tent is even

tually found in 2 feet of water. 

The next day dawns upon a set for a refugee film; 3 inches of snow, 

visibility of 50 feet, small groups of people huddled around stoves under make

shift shelters and a chaos of lumber and building supplies scattered around in 

piles. Eventually the sun breaks through and the day warms up a bit, but not 

enough to deter the line-up of people waiting to help dig the foundations so 

they could warm up. Finally about 3 p.m. the base beams are positioned on the 

cribs of cemented rocks and construction begins. Everything seems determined 

to prevent a successful day; the tongues on the floor boards all have to be 

sawed off, the arches try to scissor people's hands off and the bolts don't fit 

the holes. And still no sign of the helicopter (no sound either - the radio 

had fallen out of Jay's tent into the lake), visions of Squatter Jack smiling 

as he drives away with a nice new home in his truck go through our minds. 

This helicopter arrives Sunday morning and slings the last 5-6 loads up 

to the site. The sun comes out and everyone really pitches in; the end walls 

go up and the sides reach the second story before we have to leave for Van

couver. 

• The following week is one of anticipation, and early Saturday morning 

another group of 26 VOC'ers hikes up to Brew. The rest of the walls go up 

quickly, the painting and caulking begins (to be continued for months). Paul 

Phillips continues construction of the outhouse and threatens the unspeakable 

to anyone who would dare use it before it's complete. The metal roofing proves 

to be a bitch: sharp edges, suffocating heat and reflection up on the roof, 

a castrating ridge as an only alternative to hanging on jumars all day and 

throbbing purple thumbs. But finally, it's all up and the group having earned 
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their pizza and beer, retreat to Squamish to collect. 

So VOC Cabin No. 7 - The Brew Mtn. Hut is finished after 2 weekends of 

construction and 65 years of preparation. And its sister cabin is waiting 

in storage, to be put up next year on one of two sites applied for: near Mt. 

Overseer, and near Mt. Callaghan. These sites are significant in that they 

are remote and rarely visited. By placing future cabins in these remote 

locations, we are trying to direct the future of the VOC in the next decade: 

to pioneer and explore new routes in some of the more remote areas of the 

Coast Range. 
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HOW TO FIND THE WATES-GIBSON HUT 

Alan Dibb 

The Wates-Gibson hut in Jasper can be very difficult to find in winter, 

particularly if there are no old ski tracks to follow and darkness sets in. 

The following route description is intended to increase the chances for suc

cess of future VOC groups venturing into this area. 

From the Edith Cavell hostel follow the trail as far as the Oldhorn War

den cabin (second bridge over the Astoria River). From here, forget about 

trails and simply ski up the river. After several kilometers the terrain sud

denly becomes steeper and more forested. Avoid the snowmobile(!) route to 

Anethyst Lakes which curves north near a rocky slope, and instead find the 

stream draining Chrome Lake (see map) and follow it upstream. 

The outlet of Chrome Lake is marked by a couple of small footbridges, 

however the trail from here to the hut is difficult to follow in winter. Ski 

along the NW side of Chrome Lake until a narrow meadow can be followed uphill 

to the NW. Staying close to the trees on the left you may encounter an ancient 

sign which points west to Outpost Lake. Head west, remaining in the meadows 

and dodging the tongues of forest. Cross Penstock Creek (on small footbridges 

if you're lucky enought to be near the trail at this point), then begin to 

follow up its lefthand (west) side, where another "Outpost Lake" sign marks the 

start of the steep trail to the cabin. This trail has at least one fork that 

could lead you astray. 

A more tedious but surer way to find the cabin in the dark is as follows: 

instead of Penstock Creek, bushwack up the hill near the creek draining Outpost 

Lake. This creek is visible from some distance as a snow-covered rocky gash 

in the forest. Upon arriving at the outlet of Outpost Lake, you can find the 
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cabin by following a bearing of N60°W along the lakeshore. The cabin is 

approximately 250 metres away, about 25 metres from the shore and obscured by 

trees. Good luck! 

GUIDELINES FOR SUPERVISING GEOLOGICAL CLIMBING PROGRAMS 

Jay Page 

This past summer I was employed as a supervisor of a climbing team which 

sampled some large alpine faces in the Yukon using "big wall" techniques. The 

following guidelines evolved over the course of the summer, and although they 

may seem overly cautious to many climbers, remember that the extra expense 

to a mining company is minimal. Anyone who is willing to "push the odds" on 

the job is a fool. 

A. Safety Aspects 

While supervising a climbing program, it is important to remember that 

we are working using climbing techniques, not climbing in the conventional 

sense of pushing one's limits of ability and luck. It is worth emphasizing 

this to the climbing crew. 

(1) Ensure that all the contractual obligations of the client are being 

met relative to safety equipment, radios, helicopter availability, etc. 

Problems should be anticipated in advance and marginal situations should be 

discussed with the client with a view to improving them. 

(2) All the climbers should be familiar with diagnosis and treatment of 

any injuries that may occur in a climbing accident. A review and practice may 

be necessary at the beginning of the program. Every climber should carry 

essential first-aid supplies. 
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(3) Rescue equipment should be stored at the top of the route or in an 

easily accessible location. Extra ropes and hardware sufficient for a rescue, 

a well supplied first-aid kit, food and warm clothing should all be stored on 

the mountain. This should be company equipment, as the climbers will object 

to leaving personal gear on the mountain for long periods. Depending upon the 

situation, the evacuation litter may be best stored in a location more easily 

accessible to the helicopter. 

(4) Ensure that the radio system works by daily radio checks. 

(5) When the program begins go over it in detail with the client. 

Examine the work areas and evaluate the hazards. In consultation with the 

pilot, determine: 

a) those areas he will land or "toe-in"; 

b) the areas it would be best to transport an injured climber to; 

c) where it would be best to lower someone to the ground; 

d) those areas where a rescue would be best done using a long line 

and slinging the litter out. 

Each of these areas should be discussed and known by all the climbers 

and the pilot. Should an accident then occur, there will be less time lost 

deciding which way to conduct the rescue. 

(6) Determine in advance who will be in charge, given various combina

tions of people. 

(7) Early in the program, practice putting the litter into the helicopter 

using the long line, etc. This will allow anticipation of problems that may 

occur during an actual rescue. 

B. Organizational Aspects 

(1) It is important to maintain a very professional attitude in the crew, 
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especially with respect to the climbing techniques. There should be daily 

inspections of all the equipment being used, clean, organized stations, and 

ropes left bagged or neatly coiled rather than hanging at the end of the day. 

(2) The stress of working on a face is cumulative and it is therefore 

important to have occasional days doing alternate work. Weather days are 

not an adequate substitute, as they tend to make people lethargic rather than 

offering a break. Avoid slack days - they make a program drag. Maintain 

higher productivity by full days, and at the end of each stage, a full day 

break. If the climbers feel that they are accomplishing something, they will 

enjoy the work more and will last longer before getting "bushed". 

(3) The notes kept by the climbers may be extremely important to the 

client and therefore should be very thorough and neat. Adopt a standard format 

for all the notes which includes beginning a new page each day, notes on the 

location, station and line, climbers in the team, and weather. All this serves 

to jog one's memory should questions be asked weeks later about a particular 

sample. The notes should cover all the standard geological observations of 

structure and mineralogy, both in the sample location and what can be observed 

from a distance. It will be useful to go over this in detail with the crew, 

especially how to take strikes and dips and illustrate the mineralogy with 

actual hand specimens. Notes should be collected each day and kept in a binder 

in camp. 

(4) Grab samples of any mineralization may prove to be useful. They 

should be catalogued as to their location, near-by sample numbers, the climber j 

date and mineralogy. 

(5) Oblique air photos are useful for plotting sample lines, locations 

and for discussing future work with the crew. Black and white prints often 
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give better distance and less contrast between shade and sun than do colour. 

(6) The equipment inventory at the end of the program should include a 

description of each rope, its work history and suitability for future climbing. 

FOOD LIST FROM FRYATT VALLEY CHRISTMAS TRIP 

Luc the Chef (Desrochers) 

At Audrey's request, I prepared a summary of the food list from the 

"Fryatt Valley Christmas Trip". This list has been planned for group cooking. 

The quantities are written in volume (cups) and weight (when remembered, and it 

doesn't necessarily match the volume), to help you in your planning and shop

ping. When there are two numbers in the given weight, the smaller number is 

what we used. The larger one is what we should have had. It all depends if 

Wolfgang is on your trip. 

A. Breakfast. We had three basic breakfasts. 

1. Oatmeal. One cup (65-75 gr)/person of Quick oatmeal and 2 slices of 
bread. 

2. Red River. 1/2 to 2/3 cups (50-75 gr)/person of 5 min. Red River 
and 2 slices of bread. 

3. Pancake. A full cup (150 gr) of prepared mixture/person. 

To turn oatmeal and Red River into an eatable breakfast we added 30 gr/person 
of currants and 25 gr /person of walnuts. Both cereals are better when powdered 
milk is added to the water (about 1/4 - 1/3 cup/person). 
NOTE: Pancakes take a lot of time to cook and serve. 

Miscellaneous Things. 

Margarine: 20g/person/day Honey: 30g/person/day 
Peanut Butter: 20g/person/day Brown Sugar: 15-18 gr/person/day 
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B. Lunch. We had two basic lunches. 
1. -for the ski-in day and ski-out day 

- granola or gorp 200 gr/person 
- dried fruit 
- chocolate 80 gr/person 
- juice 

2. For a day ski trip (from the cabin) 
- 2-3 oz of cheese (2 oz is approximately 60 gr) 
- 4 oz of sausage 
- 4 slices of bread (Pumpernickel) 
- chocolate and/or candy 40 gr/person or fruitcake 2 oz/person 
- dried fruits 
- juice 

NOTE: Pate has been unpopular for lunch; fresh vegetables and fruit are 
always welcome. 

C. Dinner 

We had six different dinners. The secret to lightness and goodness is 
air dried vegetables and meat. The best solution would be freeze-dried food 
but you better have good connections with the Food Sciences Technicians. 

With each dinner we had: 
- 1 cup of soup each - pate or cream cheeze 30 gr/person 
- crackers 20-30 gr/person - tea, hot chocolate 
1. Spaghetti. 125 gr/person; sauce (your grandmother's recipe; 

parmesan cheese; garlic bread. 
2. Red Lentils and Salmon. 1/2 to 2/3 cup (125 gr-150 gr) of red 

lentils/person; dried vegetables (onions, carrots, 
celery, tomatoes); salmon 1/2 can (3 oz)/person; 
parmesan cheese and spices. 

3. Marcaroni and Tuna, macaroni 1 cup (125 gr)/person; surprise peas, 
dried tomatoes; tuna 1/2-can/person; cheese 2 oz/person; 
spices. 

4. Chili, chili beans; dried vegetables (1/2 onion, 1 tomato/person; 
tomatoe paste 0.5 oz/person; ground beef (6 oz/person 
to dry); 1 bag of spices/3 persons. 

5. Turkey, whole turkey, cooked and deboned; gravey, rice; surprise 
peas; sauce and cranberry sauce. 

6. Coucous. 125-150 gr/person; dried vegetables (celery, zucchini, 
leeks, sweet pepper, egg plant, carrots, onions, 
tomatoes); spices (bay leaves, chili powder, ground 
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coriander, ginger); raisins and almonds; 1/4 lb. of lamb 
or pork/person; chickpeas. 

NOTE: These canned things are heavy. If you can find a substitute (dried 
fish) it would be better. 
Chili beans and chick peas have to be soaked a night before and steamed 
slowly (cooked and dried previously, is even better). 
Turkey is "God damm" heavy. But it is worth it. 

There it is. Hope you will enjoy your next gustative trip and have 
enough (food) to enjoy the ski too. Bon Appetit. 

LOGAN BREAD 
Bill Lipsett 

- And now for something completely different. Here is a recipe for a 
tasty bread that has been extensively field tested on many trips and always 
found to be in great demand. 

1 cup water h cup liquid honey 
4 cups whole wheat flour 1/4 cup molassas 
3/4 cup brown sugar 1/4 cup and a bit oil 
3 tbsp.- milk powder 3/8 cup wheat germ 
lh tsp. baking powder * 1/4 cup sesame seeds 
h tsp. salt 

optional, or add your own ingredients. 

1. mix dry ingredients in a large bowl 
2. add wet ingredients and mix together well 

NOTE: mixture should be moist but not too runny. If it is too dry add a bit 
of milk. 
3. pour into buttered 8 inch loaf pan 
4. bake approximately 1 hour at 350°F 
5. use toothpick test to see if it's done. Stick the toothpick in and 

if it comes out clean the bread is done. 
6. Air dry overnight. 
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THE V.O.C. DICTIONARY (REVISITED) 

P.S. Phillips 

In the past few years, there has been an increased use of jargon 
in the club, resulting in a communications barrier between the old 
and new members. This dictionary was written to bridge the gap, 
in the hope that new members will know when they're being insulted 
and when they're not. Acknowledgement must be given to Steve Ludwig 
and Captain Bivouac (Robin Tivy) who appear to be the originators 
and perpetrators of many of these words. 

Well that was the introduction of the Dictionary back in '78 when Al 

Knutson and I first compiled it. Since then some words have fallen into disuse, 

new ones have appeared, some are of historical interest, others need revising 

{I've mellowed). So for enshrinement in the 25th Anniversary Edition, by 

popular request; The Revised Dictionary: 

airtime: The time between the mental shock of realizing you're not where you 
thought you were and the concrete shock of realizing you are twenty feet 
or more below where you should have been; usually entails a considerable 
loss of potential energy and nerve. 

Auschwitz Express: Pickup truck with a poorly ventilated canopy and leaky 
exhaust system. 

bag (to); To conquer, to surmount, to overcome? No: to stand on top of -
thereby embracing pebbles, tables and other geological trivia. 

Baldwin. Trip: Class five bushwack through mud-covered slide alder in sleet 
and high winds, usually within ten yards of an A-l hiking trail. 

BPS brigade: Big, dumb and stupid brigade. Those used to break trail and 
test avalanche slopes. 

beaver bottoms: Cross-country skis with mohair on the bottom. 

bedroom slippers: See pixie boots. 

bitch: Near verticle mud slope disguised as a trail (eg. Lake Lovely Water 
Trail). 
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bivi: A daytrip with an elevation gain of over 8000 feet. 

black wax: Skins or rubber climbers. An excellent way to confuse novice 
skiers, allowing you to climb any hill, while the aforementioned flounder 
around at the base with normal wax. 

bomber hat: Hard-core cranial paraphernalia, worn for the sole purpose of 
creating a disturbance on public ski-siopes. 

Broken Board Award: A goon award for 'acts of stupidity above and beyond the 
call of duty'. Most relate to aircraft or boards (see Board for details). 

bullet-proof powder: West coast spring snow. 

bum shoosh: Reposing on one's posterior and sliding down snow or ice slopes. 
An excellent way to destroy wool pants, and most of your sex life. 

Bungi C.S.: Legendary founding member of the V.O.C. Currently residing in 
the south gun tower at Wreck Beach. 

bunny (noun): A much misunderstood and maligned term used to describe those 
members of the V.O.C. whose adventurous spirit is stunted by too much 

common sense and a desire not to be cold, wet, sweaty or miserable. 

bunny (adj.): For or relating to novice hikers, easy. 

bicycle path: Grade A Parks Branch trail, designed especially for bunny 
hikers. Good for serious cyclists. 

cage: The clubroom - strictly the wire container for restraining unruly 
members. 

.clown suit: Cross-country skier's answer to Santa Claus, "class" toothpicking 
attire. 

crab: Noncommunicative, nonedible. (Carabiner) 

crux move: That human motion dividing life from death. A compendium thereof 
composing a Baldwin trip (cf. Baldwin trip). 

day trip: A trip with an elevation gain less than or equal to eight thousand 
verticle feet. 

death trap: Crux move on a Baldwin trip. (cf. McKinley) 

debauch: A trip within two miles of the cars. Eg. Leavenworth, McGillivray, 
or goings on at Longhike. 

enemy vehicle: Heavy Chevy's etc. Anything that eats more than one gallon 
every ten miles, excluding functionally active four-wheel drives. 
Anything with a C.B. radio. 
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epic: Hell, usually brought on by personal stupidity. Bunnies are especially 
susceptible. Eg. trowelling without skins, going to the Olympic rain 
forest without rain gear, Seymour after a freezing rain storm, without 
crampons or ice axe, when you take your bottle into your purple slug to 
keep it from freezing but it freezes anyway, or even worse (especially 
if it is filled with orange Tang) if it leaks. 

exterminator: Long, powder filled broad gully. One shot ski run. 

G.F.I.: "Go for it!" Usually uttered just before a long fall, almost always 
by Jane Weller.* 

Goon Awards: A variety of awards awarded at the banquet each year for acts of 
foolishness that should not go unrecorded. 

hamburger express: Slab avalanche. 

hard core: That fraction of the V.O.C. that spends literally thirty percent 
of their waking hours in the mountains; those who have dedicated their 
lives to thrashing their knees. 

horse food: Hountain mix. 

hot jugs: Water bottles filled with hot water brought to bed on cold winter 
nights. 

interesting: Alas, the old definition is neither current nor acceptable, 
even though she was the Editor at the time. Any event, 'where you 
thought you were going to die, but enjoyed it anyway'. 

Kobus trip: A completely mindless thrash into an uninteresting area. The 
destination is an abstract concept like infinity, defined, but never 
reached. Very popular in recent years. 

Loving Cup (the): An award given to the most lovable (ie. tolerated) person 
in the club. Now almost exclusively used to embarass couples. 

Longhike: Two days of short hikes and one evening of partying commencing the 
educational hiking season. Bunnies first and only hike of the year. 

HcKinley: Death trap. A tent made of a remarkable material called XETROG 
which lets water in and doesn't let it out, and it only weighs twenty 
pounds when wet. Designed and built by vengeful ex-climbers. The 
symptoms of staying in a HcKinley are simple and short: death. This 
can be contracted in seven wel1-documented ways: 
1. drowning 2. suffocation 3. being blown away 4. tipping over 

* Jane Weller went on to be a member of the Canadian Women's Expedition to 
HcKinley and was the Journal Editor when this dictionary was first printed. 
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one of the 28 guy lines (only 28?) 5. getting stabbed by the centre-
pole (frequent in light breezes) 6. getting struck by lightning (tent 
comes equipped with a lightning rod) 7. getting stoned by McKinley 
rocks. 

McKinley rock: A rock used to secure a McKinley guideline. If you can lift 
it by yourself it is too light. Invariably inadequate. Note the amazing 
mechanics of the McKinley rock/tent ratio: two thousand pounds of rock 
is required to keep a twelve pound tent down. 

Marker explodomat: The heel piece of a touring binding which blows apart in 
deep powder, and ice up before you can get them together again. 

moose: An untrashable. 

muddy: Used to describe the conditions only when there is in excess of twelve 
inches of Grade A mud present. 

noon: Twelve-thirty (in the clubroom only). A term designed to test the 
patience of new members. 

pixie boots: Bedroom slippers with three holes in the front. 

portable hand holds: Find a chest of drawers, turn the handle side 45° toward 
the ground, and attempt to climb the handles. This model is a good 
simulation of most local mountains above 7000 feet. 

purple slug: Camp Seven North Col down sleeping bag. 

raw fear: Absolutely pure terror. Susceptibility to raw fear is proportional 
to an individual's store of common sense. 

raw fear factor: Metaphysical concept used in climbing - difficult to under
stand unless directly experienced. Roughly the amount of adrenalin 
required to successfully complete an exposed crux move. Quantity of raw 
fear. (cf. raw fear). 

red octopus: Rubber device placed on the bottom of crampons. 

safety traps: Straps attaching windmilling knives to your feet to ensure your 
eventual intercourse with any tree in the vicinity of a steep slope. 

scheme 1: Stay home, work hard, get good marks, get grey hairs at twenty-one, 
never have any fun. 

scheme 2: Go out every weekend, have lots of fun, get okay marks, get grey 
hairs at nineteen. 

"settle-down": When an ice cream fights breaks out in the back of the Ludwig-
mobile as it is pulling away from the Squamish D.Q., this command gener
ally is spoken by the driver. In general, a command from the leader of 
the pack that their unruly behaviour must be terminated. 
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snafflehound: Any animal -less than twelve inches long that steals your food. 

soft-core: Enthusiastic and valuable members of the club noted by their 
absence from hikes. Usually includes the President. 

Sphinx Camp: V.O.C.'s annual ski-camp. A good time is had by all. (See 
accompaning article for the truth.) 

Sphinx Camp booties: Down or Polargard booties or old lady rubber boots. 

Squeamish Diarrhea Queen: Traditional V.O.C. stop en route home from climbing 
in the Garibaldi area. 

tea: A strictly Canadian term used to describe a hot yellowish fluid made 
from the contents of the knat's bladder and one quart of water, scented 
by waving a Twinning's tea bag at it. (Salada tea bags don't count.) 

toothpicks: "Alternative to dental floss" - a troweller, "The only way to 
travel" - a toothpicker. (cf. trowels) 

torch: Pronounced "tohhch" - word used by Brits for flashlight. 

tourist route: The easiest of a given set of routes, identified by line-ups 
and Coke-can flagging. (Asphalted in American cases; with railways in 
European cases.) 

trashed: Divided into physical and mental categories: 1 . physically trashed -
characterized by glazed eyeballs, comatose appearance, slurred speech, 
and a limp. (cf. Underhill trip). 
2. mentally trashed - characterized by glazed eyeballs, tremors, and 
driving on the highway in third gear with the hand brake on. (cf. Bald
win trip) 

trowels: "For moose only" - a toothpicker, "Real skier's alternative to 
crampons" - a troweller. 

turkey trail: Usually starts in attended parking lot by large highway and 
extends a possible three miles. It is flagged by garbage cans over
flowing with Big Mac wrappers, Coke cans, and cigarette packages. 

two-cup cup: A plastic cup, one pint in volume, carried by all hardcores to 
ensure that they get more than their fair share. (At time of printing, 
practice is switching to the use of half-litre cups, for that extra ten 
percent.) 

-Underhill trip: Usually slow moving (about three miles per hour), but speed 
is totally independent of the terrain. For moose only. 

V.O.C.D.T.: V.O.C. drinking team. Those members found in the Gallery on 
Wednesday night, the American on Friday night, and the Pub nearest the 
hiking trail on Saturday night. 
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wet cement: West coast powder, (cf. bullet-proof powder) 

wimper (to): Aimless bleating as you're forced to ski down another frozen 
waterfall. A verbal manifestation of common sense. 

wimp-out (to): To abstain for sensible reasons. Requires the invention of 
a cover story to prevent loss of face, as it is usually brought on by 
complete stupidity. Eg., absence of gas in the gas tank, mysterious 
disappearance of crampons at crucial moments, and hangovers. 

yo-yo skier: A purist's term for downhill skier. 

zoo: An over-crowded campsite. Eg. Taylor Creek Meadows in July. 

3-2-1-zero (adj.): SVEA 123. Popular light-weight stove. So called because 
of its habit of exploding. 

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
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brought in quietly with everyone but two in bed by 11:30 p.m., Alberta time. 

The last two made it past Alberta's New Year, but hit the sack at 11:40 p.m., 

B.C. time. 

Up at 6:00 a.m. the next morning to yet another gorgeous day: to ski out 

without any problems. 

Participants 

Luc Desrochers (Leader) Wolfgang Jurgensen 
Luc Roberge (Leader) Regent Gravel 
Darlene Anderson Audrey Pearson 
Steve Coombes Brian Waddington 

YOHO (DOCUMENTATION 1983) 

Bruce Blaekwell 

As a VOCer of many years, I had heard wonderful things about Yoho Valley. . 

"It's only an 18 mile slog." "People are lost in avalanches once a decade." 

"The snow is always crusty and windpacked." Your car will probably have to be 

thawed out at the local gas station." 

Unfortunately I heeded none of these pessimistic warnings and decided to 

lead a trip to the illustrious Yoho Valley. 

After arriving in Lake Louise on Christmas Day I realized the trip was 

off to a great start, I had forgotten my ski clothes. I managed to beg and 

plead with Normand and Paula so that they felt obligated to lend me some cloth

ing for the ski in the next day. The ski in was uneventful and spirits were 

high as Normand, Bill, Paula and I skied in in nine hours. Delwyn Smith, our 

other party member, was waylaid by an important dinner (she said it was Christ

mas dinner, however, some of us were led to believe it was study). She 

arrived the next day with a beaming smile on her face and the WIDEST HIPS. 
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Bill Lipsett said he had never seen anything that big before. He was quoted 

as saying "Great for trail breaking, a MACK truck couldn't do a better job." 

The Stanley Mitchell hut was booked full. Filled with the likes of the Captain, 

Spokes, Rein Rescue Raudsepp, Jacque Dag Bilinski, Jay Page and many other 

honourary PRCC members. 

% The cabin was always an enjoyable place to spend the evenings. Conversa

tion was never a short fall, either you listened to Jay talk about "Why girls 

can't be fighter pilots" or others, who will remain anonymous, saying "I wonder 

if Audrey made it to Fryatt alive." Still others were concerned with Delwyn's 

hips, especially Chris Kubinski. 

Skiing was poor at best, if you weren't grinding your skis on hidden 

rocks in the shallow powder, you feared for your life on potential avalanche 

slopes. However, the likes of Robin Tivy (the Captain) drove us on. Everyday 

he followed the group, never assisting once in trail breaking yet was always 

the first to "Leave all safety equipment behind and push through the rock band" 

or slingshot through to the summit. ' 

The only individual who found skiing enjoyable weighed a measly 115 lbs. 

and had "hot little red skis". Other than skiing, the scenery was spectacular. 

The weather was crystal clear throughout the trip with the temperature a 

balmy -20°C. 

Up until the fourth day of the trip things were almost enjoyable despite 

conditions. But on the Wednesday, mid-point of our trip, things began to 

decline. On this particular day the group headed to Isolated Col, a place that 

will long be remembered. 

An avalanche was triggered by one of our party members. It caught two of 

us, and buried another. Unfortunately the group was large and no one had taken 
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leadership responsibility. No one was seriously hurt, just badly shaken. A 

learning experience for all. 

The next regretable event occurred on the ski-out. The Wardens were 

called in to pull out Delwyn, who had torn her medial ligaments. 

A trip that had started on the wrong foot had ended on the wrong foot. 

Participants 

Bruce Blaekwell (Leader) Normand Fortier 
Paula Burgerjon (Pigtails) (The Frenchman) 
Delwyn Smith Dutch Chocolate 

MT. KERR - YOHO CHRISTMAS TRIP 

Anita Miettunen 

It was a conservative start to say the least, the sun threatening to set, 

as three lone skiers set off towards a distant bump called Mt. Kerr. The group 

consisted of Steve G., Jacques and myself - somehow determined to tag along and 

find out what this peak-bagging business was all about. 

We followed along the now familiar trail towards the pass, before veering 

to the left into fresh, untracked territory. The going up was straightforward 

and fairly easy as I followed the tracks of our energetic trailbreaker. Steve 

and I stopped to watch Jacques, who was behind us, coming up along the trail -

a tiny, black figure advancing amidst the wild, white grandeur of the wintry 

Rockies. 

It wasn't too long before I found myself stopping again. I watched Steve 

slowly disappear over the horizon and Jacques, who had caught up, continued 

onwards as well. 

Soon though, I reached the point where we had to remove our skis and 

scramble up the rest of the way. It was a bit steeper now, with uneven rock 
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and snow terrain, thus I decided to proceed cautiously. I kept sinking in 

snow or sliding on rocks and often I found nothing to solidly grasp onto. At 

one point, I got quite stuck and questioned whether to even proceed. How would 

I ever get down from here? 

Finally, I made it to the top where Steve and Jacques looked very cold 

from standing around. The view was absolutely incredible - rugged mountain 

ridges stretching out for miles in all directions, contrasted by skies tinted 

with gentle pastel hues of the late afternoon sun. We were lucky the weather 

was so clear, but as it was also very cold, we quickly headed back to our skis. 

Somehow, the slopes seemed so much steeper coming down and I spent a lot 

more time falling or getting up, than-actually skiing. However, the slopes, 

with somewhat more plentiful snow in this area, provided some favourable runs 

for the others. 

Participants 

Jacques Steve Anita Miettunen 

WHERE FOX AND GEESE JOIN FOR TURKEY DINNER 

Helene Guay, Monika Fruehe 

If you think of a VOC-Christmas trip, would you imagine it to start with

out any signs of snow, no skis, packs, poles, or boots, in front of a fireplace 

in Vancouver on a rainy Sunday evening, drinking egg nog and eating delicious 

mincemeat pies? (Thank you, Maria!) 

Well, our trip actually did start this way because that was the hour it 

all began. That evening, just about everybody from the Vancouver group 

assembled at Alan Dibb's house to talk about the food details of our after-

Christmas adventure. 
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A week later, well equipped with a list of about one hundred items, each 

weighing at least a pound, the food crew raided the Safeway on 10th Ave. At 

least one person there, a poor, hardworking cashier, was left very puzzled 

about the kind of party food these strange shoppers would serve their probably 

numerous guests (including ten pounds of candy, fifteen pounds of powdered 

milk and cranberry sauce). After a two hour fight between Helene, Thomas, 

Teresa, and Monika about the right qualities and quantities, we all went home 

(fortunately uninjured since it was only a verbal fight; remember: so far no 

skis or poles) to assign to each member of the party his or her share of the 

food. 

After those long and exhausting preparations almost everybody except 

Helene and George, who, as being exceptional persons, of course had to make an 

exception, left for the Rockies on the evening of the 26th. Our final destina

tion was Elizabeth Parker Hut (an ACC cabin) in Yoho National Park by Lake 

O'Hara. A couple of people were quite smart and asked the bus driver to be 

dropped off at Wapta Lodge, which is about a mile northeast of the trail. (By 

walking on the highway one can easily reach the trail head.) The less clever 

ones got off at Lake Louise and spent half the night on the staircase of the 

Post Hotel - the former suggestion highly recommended! 

Poor Alan, it struck him again!. In the hour he most needed it, his car 

let him down and died. Well, almost. Stranded near the Youth Hostel in 

Jasper, it took a couple of hours to reanimate the freezing body. The result 

of this near catastrophe was that the people of the Vancouver group - showing 

themselves as true individuals - all left the trail head at different times. 

(NOTICE: The access to the trail and the trail itself are extremely well 

marked. The trail runs on a summer road!). 
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Going in with a heavy pack on the shoulders - poor Maria, with the 

turkey, the flute and two bottles of wine on top of her own stuff, she was 

really hard done by - was a little bit tough. Yet the torture only lasts for 

about 3-4 hours and that's really the most strenuous part of the whole trip. 

Arriving with the last party actually was a clear advantage because a well-

heated up cabin and a lot of friendly faces (some of them unknown since there 

was a group from Edmonton as well), greeted us. The reunion of the Vancouver 

party of course had to be celebrated and celebrate we did, with a delicious 

spaghetti dinner followed by Xmas cake; not too bad a start! 

On the 28th we finally came to explore the Rockies. Starting off with 

sunshine and a cloudless sky - that was going to stay with us for the rest of 

the week - we aimed for Morning Glory and Linda Lake, four hours of skiing. 

Just about right for the first day, easy and enjoyable skiing that even left 

us time to practice avalanche rescue. For Thea it was the first real cross

country skiing experience and she discovered a natural talent for it. Congratu

lations! That evening the last people from Vancouver and Edmonton arrived. 

The next day we headed for McArthur Pass which turned out to be tougher 

skiing than the day before. In the evening, having ended the dinner with one 

of Monika's five delicious cakes, we sang for hours to the sound of Bruce's 

guitar. Since that was not enough for evening entertainment, we went outside 

to play "Fox and Geese"; for those who don't know it - highly recommended, 

presents absolute fun. See Alan for rules of the game! 

On the 30th our group went to Opabin Plateau and came across some really 

nice slopes which turned out to be good for practising telemarks. So we had 

our work-out for the day, yet later, still everybody was fit for the usual 

evening activities. 
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For the last day of the year we set our goal a little bit higher: 

Duchesnay Pass. Everybody had his or her share in making trail (so that every

body would get the fun of it) because the tracks stopped after Linda Lake. 

Despite our effort, it turned out that "waxy" people (those with the ordinary 

cross-country skiing equipment) had to give up sooner or later and turn around, 

while the "skinny" people still headed on. Yet they did make it back in time 

to the cabin for the fraternal Turkey Dinner with 25 guests, served by waiter 

Hike (Edmonton) and the cooking crew, Teresa, Lisbet and others. Starting with 

the German New Year, we celebrated internationally and made it as far as B.C. 

Some even went on after that; there were lots of balloons, hugs and kisses, and 

once again Bruce and his guitar, dancing, singing and laughter. 

The first day of the new year (with Thomas, Monika and Thea already gone) 

saw us skiing towards Odary Plateau, where we tried to climb a ridge of Odary 

Mountain. Then, January the second, we all headed back to Vancouver, except 

for George and Helene, who spent a couple of days at the Wheeler Hut in Glacier 

Park. (The lucky ones!) 

For potential successors we include a list of the food we bought: 

BREAKFASTS AND PARTS OF LUNCH: 

- pancake mix: 1 bag 
- oatmeal and Red River cereal: 5-6 pounds, 2 in excess 
- brown sugar: 2 pounds 
- teabags: 100 
- hot chocolate: 2 p. 
- milk powder: 6 p; 1 p. in excess 
- lemonade: 3 big containers 
- dried fruit; 3 p. banana chips - 2 p. in excess 

5 p. apples, 1 p. in excess 
5 p. raisins, 2 p. in excess 
4 p. dates 
10 p. of nut mix, 2 p. in excess 
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LUNCH AND DINNERS: 

flour; 2 p. 
margarine & butter, 4p. 
(2 in excess) 
cheese; 22 p., 5 in excess 
sausage; 6 p. 
soya sauce; 1 bottle 
crackers; 15 boxes; 
(3 in excess) 
peanut butter; 6 p. 
(3 in excess) 
honey; 3 p. 1 in excess 
jam; 1 container 
popcorn; 1 package 
chocolate chips; 2 p. 
candy; 300, 100 in excess 
cheesecake mix; 1 
Christmas cakes; 5 
cookies; 3 p. 

OUR DINNERS: 

1. spaghetti dinner 
2. apple-rice dish 
3. lentil stew 

bread; 250 slices - 15 sq. packages 
of "Rubschlager", pumpernickel, rye. 

noodles; 3 p. 
spaghetti; 3 p. 
onion; 2 p. 
lentils; 2 p. 
tomato paste; 1 can 
tomatoes; 2 cans 
turkey; 10 p. 
cranberry sauce; 1 can 
mashed potatoes; 1 bag 
rice; 3 p. 
ground beef; 3 p. 
packages of soup; 5 

4. pizza 
5. turkey dinner 
6. onion-cheeze-rice-dish 

Additions: soup and cakes. 

WEIGHT: ca 15 lbs. per person, group of 10 people for 5-6 days. 

PRICE: $370 - $37 each. 

NOTE: Excess in food partially due to the fact that some members of the 
group were small eaters - otherwise quantities suggested might 
work out! 

THOSE WHO WENT 

Alan Dibb (Leader) 
Maria Nitins 
George Fulton 
Helene Guay 
Thea Burroughs 

Leisbet Croockwit 
John Croockwit 
Teresa Codlin 
Monika Fruehe 

Thomas Wust-Reichenbach 
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MT. LINDEMAN - FIRST WINTER ASCENT 

Actually, the whole thing was Manuel's idea. Me, I would have been quite 

happy just to ski up something a little out of the way. But then John came up 

with his brainstorm - the north face of Lindeman in winter. It sort of took 

hold. Lindeman is a huge granite massif which faces on to Chilliwack Lake, 

and this route (1st ascent, Culbert, Purdey and Douglas) had never been re

peated, much less in winter. It was supposed to be mainly class 3 and 4. Four 

days? we reckoned. Maybe five? 

Yes. Well, a word about those north faces in winter. They look a little 

different. Serious. Even more horrendous than the faces is getting to them 

while burdened down with racks of iron, technical hammers, axes, etc. etc. 

Harold Redekop got dragged into the scheme. He started up Centre Creek on 

December 27. Much puffing and pausing. It was noted that everything in sight 

was PLASTERED with powder snow. 

John had first spread his wings on Squamish rock, and that is still his 

spiritual homeland. He is not exactly, you understand, Jean Claude Killy on 

skis. "I've reconsidered," he told us the next morning, as we awoke from a 

chilly bivouac. Cheerfully he left us his supply of white gas as we donned 

climbing boots. "It will probably take about six days," he reasoned carefully, 

while packing for the return trip. I thought of Harold's food supply - four 

pounds total. 

The switch to boots was wishful thinking. Back into the packs they went 

and we continued on skis, ascending the west flank of Mt. MacDonald in 

excellent weather, headed for the col between that peak and Mt. Lindeman. A 

route finding error on my part cost us time. And those packs were heavy. The 

Bruce Fairley 
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second day was wearing on and we hadn't even seen the north face yet. 

"Ah, about these packs, old bean..." 

"You doubt our ability to slug them up a steep north wall while climbing 

ice up class five rock?" 

"Well not only that, but..." 

"Maybe we should just go for the standard route?" 

"Gotcha!" 

Out came pins, boots, ropes, harness, crampons. We decorated a couple 

of unique xmas trees. 

The rest of the trip was an anti-climax; the uncertainty was gone. But 

when we finally saw the north face we felt that our decision had been sensible. 

There was a vast amount of powder snow hanging in unstable masses all over it 

- a shovel job for sure, and slow going at that. 

The following day we climbed the peak and skied back to the first bi

vouac site. The final 400 feet of the climb were surprisingly tricky, although 

a mere class three in summer. We could have used some of our xmas tree decora

tions. I was pleased to see that the East ridge (which John and I had climbed 

a couple of months previously) looked suitably impossible under the prevailing 

conditions. 

One final note: on this trip we took only cold food, soup and tea. A 

system which worked quite well, but I was surprised at how little we ate over

all - about one pound of food per day - half my normal rations. 

Participants 

Bruce Fairley 
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TENQUILLE LAKE 

Although a long truck ride to Pemberton was not eagerly anticipated, it 

promised to be a good trip. Everyone was picked up in Vancouver by 6 a.m. and 

our next passenger was to be picked up in Pemberton, hopefully with some coffee 

ready. The trail head was hit by about 9:15 and to our dismay there was no 

snow in sight for at least 1000 ft. However, it was later agreed that the 

trail was probably more easily negotiated by foot. Skis were mounted after a 

sunny lunch break and from then on it was pleasant skiing. The snow was gett

ing deeper and softer by the year (or metre for those who are metric). Soon 

we were in the sub-alpine zone and already quite anxious to carve a few turns. 

After turning on pieps and digging a snow pit, we crossed a beautiful avalanche 

slope that we promised ourselves would be carved up on the way back. 

At that point the scenery was becoming quite magnificent and the tired

ness felt in the forest was soon overcome by the surrounding beauty (maybe also 

by the fact that it was getting much flatter). Copper Dome was towering on 

the right and a series of menacing, snow-capped mountains was on our left. 

The arrival at Tenquille Lake is spectacular as you drop into what seems like 

a whole new world, leaving the brownish Lillooet River valley behind. Although 

we had been told that it might be quite difficult to find the Tenquille Cabin, 

just the opposite was the case as we almost skied right into it. We found the 

cabin more comfortable than had been described to us; 8 beds and 8 people -

just right. Since the sun was still shining and the snow looked most tempting, 

we decided to carve up a few slopes. Pierre F. and Luc were enjoying them

selves so much that they skied by headlamp for a few hours. 

Pierre Beaudry January 15-16, 1983 
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The next morning we looked out on a telemarker's paradise - deep virgin 

snow on some potentially very nice runs. Seven of us decided to go and make 

some turns while Jim preferred to do a bit of touring. A few snowpits later 

the group decided that the snow was quite stable and we were enjoying ourselves 

(some seemed to be having more ease in turning than others, but a great time 

was being had by all). After having decided that a certain steep pitch was a 

little too steep for the stability of the snow, we proceeded to bag the local 

peak. Unfortunately, it was soon time to head back down again and leave this 

paradise (same story every trip). 

The trip down was a little hectic, to say the least. After having left 

our marks on the avalanche slope, the rest was less than pleasant. The trail 

was a little narrow, making it difficult to turn, and too steep to go straight 

without the use of skins. Once the snow had disappeared, there were still more 

troubles. Because of the sheer ice patches on the trail, it would have been 

safer with crampons (what is a VOC trip without a few bruises?). Steve, Tannis 

and Allison made it back before dark, while I walked the last few hundred yards 

by headlamp. Darlene, Luc, and Pierre F. took a while to arrive because they 

had taken another route, and Jim, having slipped in the dark off a small bridge, 

lost his pack and skis (he recovered everything the next day). The trip ended 

with a home-cooked meal prepared by Pierre F.'s mother in Pemberton. Seven of 

us rode back to Vancouver jammed into Steve's pickup, while Jim stayed in Pem

berton at Pierre's house so he could go for his stuff the next day. 

Participants 

Darlene Anderson (Leader) Pierre Friele 
Steve Coombes Pierre Beaudry 
Tannis Dakin Luc Desrochers 
Allison Dakin Jim Steele 
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MT. SAXIFRAGE 

According to John's map, we were obligated to abandon the wel1-maintained 

logging road and, instead, follow the barely discernable 19th century cart 

track which branched off to the right. This track petered out at a crossing 

of Spetch Creek. Here, an ice-covered log, inclined at a 30° angle and 

perched from 4 to 8 feet above the raging torrent, served as a bridge, even 

equipped with rusty spikes which we assumed were to be gripped with the teeth. 

On the other side we scraped and clawed our way through a tangled mat of slide 

alder, fallen Douglas firs, and Devils' Club, at times crawling on our bellies, 

before emerging scratched and bruised on the same well-maintained logging road 

on which our journey had begun, and which we had been travelling parallel 

with (and only 100 feet away from) for some hours now. In spite of this detour 

we managed to make it to the headwaters of the S. fork j r f Spetch Creek before 

setting up camp just as darkness fell. (See definition of "Baldwin Trip", 

VOC Journal XXI, 1978, p. 126.) 

"I guess I'd better turn myself on before we go!" Leisbet announced 

Sunday morning. Once this impulse had been satisfied (her Pieps activated) we 

set out for the Saxifrage-Cassiope col, which was easily and quickly reached 

on skis. This was to be a thirsty day. John advised everyone in the morning 

that there was no need to fill water bottles since there would be water at the 

lake, but failed to mention that our route would not take us by the lake. 

Skis were left at the col while we scrambled up Saxifrage. Leisbet 

decided to head back to camp, opting for ski practice over mountain climbing. 

She was soon followed by Al K., who became dehydrated and left "in search of 

water." 

Alan Dibb January 15-16, 1983 
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The climb proved to be somewhat longer and more difficult than we had 

expected, taking a couple of hours and involving some icy third class moves. 

The trickiest section was just below the summit where the ridge is blocked by 

a gendarme and it became necessary to traverse out onto the very steep snow 

of the exposed south side. Jean led this in fine style and we gratefully 

followed in her footsteps. This sort of climbing was new for Peter and Maria, 

both of whom did remarkably well. Maria even commented that Saxifrage was 

more difficult than her non-ascent of Bugaboo Spire. 

The weather seemed to be crapping out by the time we got back down, so 

those of us with the option of staying an extra day did not exercise it. A 

three-day trip in this area would certainly be a pleasure, however, given good 

weather. Cassiope and one or two smaller peaks would be easy ski ascents; 

there are countless excellent ski runs, and a traverse would be extended over 

the Saxifrage-Cassiope col and towards the Place Glacier. As well, the snow 

conditions are generally drier than in the Whistler area, and the paved high

way from Pemberton is maintained year-round. All in all, an area that deserves 

to be visited. 

NOTE: The map uses the same conventions used in the V.O.C. Ski Touring Guide. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb Maria Nitins 
John Baldwin Al Knutsen 
Jean Heineman Peter Celliers 
Leisbet Croockewit George Fulton 
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MT. SAXIFRAGE 

"Sure I'll go with you! Where is it you are going?" Sassafras or some

thing - strange name. So with that I was set for another trip with Alan Dibb. 

My spirits were soaring - that's what a single cloudless day does for you dur

ing a Vancouver winter. I anticipated a weekend skiing amid broad expanses of 

white on blue - the universal cliche. 

The next day at about mid-morning, we found ourselves parked in the 

Birkenhead River valley below Ht. Currie. The skies were overcast and I 

glanced with disappointment at patchy bits of snow spreading out into the trees. 

It was cemented firmly in place. Nearby, gurgled Spetch Creek and somewhere 

above us 5000' or 6000' higher was Ht. Saxifrage. 

We set off walking up a logging road but soon turned away from it. John 

Baldwin, with a 15-year out-of-date description from Culbert's Guide, intended 

to follow a "horse" track that paralleled the creek. The rest of us in pur

suit propelled ourselves over a densely overgrown track. We were often yanked 

back a few feet by greedy overhanging tree branches grappling for our skis. 

"I really like skiing" mumbled George behind me. An hour or so, and two icy 

creek crossings later, found us stumbling out of the murky woods one by one 

into a logging slash and...ah ha! the logging road we started out on. ("So 

this is a John Baldwin trip," I thought.) 

The day was just beginning, but beyond this point it consisted of a long 

slow climb along the road. We had lunch under a blue sky in the openness of 

the slash and then went into the trees again. A steep and sweaty climb up a 

thickly forested ravine slope eventually brought us to elevations where the snow 

was gradually softening from its concrete-like consistency. Up to now we had 

Peter Celliers January 15-16, 1983 
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donned our skis for some stretches, but now it was really starting to become 

a viable endeavour! 

Soon we were gliding through soft powdery meadows below Mt. Saxifrage. 

"The summit today!" pronounced John Baldwin as the daylight faded into grey-

ness. We pitched the tents. 

The next day began slowly. George and I were the last to leave camp. 

Once again the entire party followed the trail blazed by John and Jean. The 

snow being deep and heavy in the trees, we soon caught them, and continued on 

together. Above treeline now: the scene around us presented superb oppor

tunities for ski touring. But more to the point, the snowy peak of Saxifrage 

loomed tantalizingly close. As we headed for the southern ridge, a problem 

that eventually became a major craving surfaced into everyone's consciousness: 

not one of us had bothered filling up our water bottles before leaving camp. 

There was none to be had up here. 

Once we gained the ridge we soon had our skis off and began scrambling 

towards the peak. In a short time the mountain presented us its own version 

of "Hillary's Step". I watched as George and Alan scrambled around hoping to 

raise themselves onto some icy and dangerously sloped rock. Not caring to 

follow them in that direction I naively, and wrongly, thought "Hmm, looks like 

this might be too much for us." 

But instead of turning around I found myself behind everyone scrambling 

through snowy gullies and increasingly steep chutes following the tracks of 

John Baldwin, who had not been idle in finding a route. John and Jean were by 

now the undisputed leaders of this little expedition. We all paused momen

tarily when the mountain presented to us- its most psychologically challenging 

section - a pitch of 60° snow rising at the head of a couloir which dropped 
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down several hundred feet. Jean, lead the way, kicking out a very nice stair

case. We watched, then followed one by one. 

The last one through, I peered down and hesitated. My mind hung in 

balance. Then glancing up at Maria's feet as they disappeared above me, I 

gulped and followed. It was easier than I thought: the snow was of almost 

perfect consistency, consolidated and strong. Soon I was directly behind 

Maria and Alan. We made our way along the sharp ridge to the peak, just as 

George, Jean and John began to saunter on down. 

Dehydrated, but satisfied, the three of us left after a few minutes. It 

was getting late and we had a long way to go to get back to the cars. 

Participants 

See previous article. 

MT. RODERICK 

Alan Dibb January 22-23, 1983 

Our visions of ski ascents were obscured by the smoky crud belching forth 

from the Woodfibre pulp mill. 

Unfortunately, we were not allowed to frive Western Forest Products' 

Winnebago-able, plowed road, and so the stench-filled stage of our journey was 

somewhat prolonged. 

We started breathing again at Henrietta Lake where sparking views across 

Howe Sound towards Sky Pilot and Habrich were only slightly obscured by pollu

tion. We then plunged back into the steep forest and emerged on the gentle 

ridge system connecting with Mts. Roderick and Sedgewick. About five hours 

after leaving the ferry we set up camp at Sylvia Lake. In the evening we 

skiied up a nearby bump for what was to be our last view of Mt. Sedgewick, our 
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'primary objective. We were tucked in that night with a thick blanket of clbud 

which seemed to.blow!.in from four'directix)ns*'at';o.ftee.-*- , 

The next morning was snowy andmi'serable a.ssiiie set. Qut'-for M*-,. Roderick, 

a peak which Wolfgang had described as an insignificant, b*umb indistinguishable 

from its neighbouring bumps. The fourth such bump we found'-turned .oiif̂ -to be 

Roderick. Here we had to. decide whether.or not to continue towards Sedgewick. 

Continuing meant spending perhaps another 8 hours in a wet whiteout and catch

ing the midnight ferry. Turning around meant being able to be at a pizza ; 

smorgasbord we were a l T T n y i t e d to within four hours. "The proper decision g>ay; 

seem ohvious to you, yet the vote was close - 3 to .2 in fa'vbur of retreat. (• 

. / /.This area surprised u s w i t h its. ski. touri-hg potential. Not only is tie 

topography favourable, but the forests: are.',generally quite open above 4000'. 

With the route only 40 miles and a free -ferry ride from Vancouver this is a. 

recommendable weekend trip. ... . ' ; » 
. " . - J • ' • " ' . ' - ' ' . . ? 

Participants " . . i. { 

Alan Dibb Tony Webb ••>$*.xf 
John Baldwin . . . " Wolfgang JurgensenI 
Jean Heineman / . , \ | 

... - , SNOW CAMP TRAVERSE ', 

;:; January 30-31, 1983 

This route in part-followed the approximate line of the Skyline Trail; 

...without actually using the trail i'tself.- From Lone Goat Mtn. the route contin

ues around to Red Mountain; here some steep slopes must.be skied in order to 

follow the ridge to the- north. After a bit of tedious bushwacking the forest 

.opens up as the ski area is/approached. ' 

http://must.be
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This is a fine 2-day trip, requiring a total of about eleven hours 

travelling time. All three named summits are easily reached on skis. 

Participants 

Alan Dibb 
Tony Webb 
Wolfgang Jurgensen 

John Baldwin 
Jean Heineman 
Paula Burgerjon 

HT. MAMQUAM 

Alan Dibb February 4-6, 1983 

The weather forecast claimed a zero precent chance of precipitation for 

Friday and Saturday. John and I decided to make it a long weekend and return 

to the Mt. Mamquam area, where we had previously climbed the aptly named Delu

sion Peak, thinking it to be Mt. Mamquam itself. 

This time, instead of approaching via Skookum Creek logging roads, we 

skied past Diamond Head shelter to Mamquam Lake, where we camped for two nights. 

Reaching this point took about six hours from the car. 

On Saturday morning we had to to first drop another 500 vertical feet to 

the weird Eanastick Meadows. We then ascended the southwest side of the Mam-

guam complex to a notch at about 7500 feet, through which we got onto the Mam

quam Icefields. Steep snow slopes led to within about 30 vertical feet of the 

summit; from here we reached the top by gently kicking steps in pillows of snow 

feathers that lay on the ridge. 

Our arrival on Mamquam signalled the end to a six-day stretch of fair 

weather. Instantly clouds materialized out of thin air and chased us off the 

mountain. We were permitted enough time, however, to enjoy a continuous 4500 

foot descent to Eanastick Meadows, easily the best skiing of the year for myself. 
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We then trudged up to Mamquam Lake in semi-light, arriving at our campsite 

nine virtually non-stop hours after leaving it. 

Sunday turned out to be windy, snowy and miserable, so we forgot about 

crossing the Neve to try to catch up with Pierre's group, and instead simply 

skied out to the car (four and a half hours). 

Participants 

Alan Dibb John Baldwin 

THE CARIBOO MARATHON 

Susan Hollenberg February 5, 1983 

What was I, a B.Sc. V.O.C. contender, doing contemplating a ski with less 

than 6000 feet elevation gain, a "daylight hours only" time limit, and no 

opportunity for bushwacking? I could barely fathom the meaning of groomed 

tracks and en route refreshments, let alone the dare of going backpackless. 

However, the prospect of finally seeing what cross-country skiing was all about, 

plus ...a chance of glimpsing real cross-country skiers... (hopefully of the 

Scandinavian sort), made the 50 km Cariboo Marathon an intriguing, educational 

challenge. 

Just to be on the safe side, I decided to save my metal-edged touring 

skis from excessive friction wear from those racing width tracks. Boy, did the 

flashy graphics on my old mohair skis ever gleam as I rubbed away the two-year 

accumulation of dust...and my flyweight, pliable boots were to be the ultimate 

partner for the desired combination of lightness and comfort. Now, if I skied 

fast enough, no one would notice my non-spandex, non-contoured army wool 

'racing pants'. Upon my return, I would have to see if "Three Vets" carried 

blue lurex all-in-ones (and that's not in the girdle department). I'd show them 
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on those uphill stretches, as 1499 other contestants paused to rewax. (At 

this point I was still a naive Coast-Mountaineer.) 

It was a beautiful day for a drive up the Fraser Valley past such world-

famous landmarks as Hell's Gate and Spuzzum (and you should here how the Zulus 

go on about Hell's Gate). Fields sprouted greenly and birds chirped merrily 

in the brilliant sunshine. Well, two feet of powder snow was bound to accumu

late overnight, and I dismissed the lack thereof as I contemplated Norwegian 

vowels and carbohydrate loading. Kathy Wong, the one who had gotten me into 

this, had suspiciously acquired a life-threatening ear, nose and throat (knee, 

toe and hair) disorder the previous day, and had gracefully chickened out. 

Luckily, I had coerced Bill Anslow into coming. At present he was building up 

stamina listening to discoish ditties on the "party-all-night" 8-track. 

Ninety-Mile House, 92-mile Hardware, 93-mile Pet-Grooming...we couldn't 

be far from the old 160 km abode now. The town was bursting with foreigners, 

but I could readily distinguish residents; they were the ones with smiles on 

their faces and coins in their cash registers as occurred but once a year. 

I suppose the next morning dawned bright and cheery after we'd thawed 

out and before I remembered what we were to do. I shivered in the -18°C chill 

and downed what little sustenance I could stomach. Apparently the others in 

our party ogled in awe as Bill and I consumed four large bran muffins each. 

We callously shrugged when we realized what we'd eaten, but secretly feared 

the awesome consequences thus inaugurated. We drove quietly to the start, each 

trying to imagine a distance of 50 km and relate it to some tangible previous 

accomplishment. 

...And suddenly we were off. The once peaceful old field above 100 Mile 

House positively exhaled adrenalin as it was carved up in a non-telemarking 
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sense. I'm sure I never heard the start signal. It was the endless flow of 

legs, gentle scraping of skis and gritting sound of teeth that left one no 

option. An almost audible concentration of energy emanated from the 1500+ 

bodies. From little kids tripping over tracks and under feet, to the.not so 

little ones doing the same, the crowd surged on unhesitantly, unrelentingly. 

We eventually funnelled into two tracks in a manner not unlike rush hour # 

in Rome. There was no choice but to shuffle along, granny-style, putting all 

one's energy into maintaining a position. The giant slithering millipede centi-

metered its way towards the first 13 km checkpoint. Mass starts have a single m 

bonus in that they hasten the time it takes to thaw out extremities by virtue 

of all that surrounding body heat. I was dying to take off my sweater, but I 

didn't dare stop for fear that I might not reenter the flow. 

An incredible thirst began to pervade me about 1.5 km in. Between this 

and thoughts of rock concert tramplings, I was inspired to make it to the first 

checkpoint. I plotted and planned, schemed and connived and eventually made it 

through the throngs to the refreshment table. "Gatorade" cocktail had never 

tasted so good, and undoubtedly never would again, as it drained through my 

every pore. Such was the revolting stuff that did little for my intestinal 

fortitude and spurred me onwards. 

A two-degree uphill provided a bit of variety and challenge, now that the 

crowds began to thin out, with half of the participants dying off at the first 

checkpoint. It was only after I settled back into my frantic pace that I 

began to notice it. Maybe it was the 76-year old Swede who shuffled effortless-

l,y by, or the child of 10 who accomplished the same in bursts and starts. As 

I watched the lady with the cast on her arm disappear into the distance I 

realized the plain, unadultered truth...I had no glide. That word took on 
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meaning for the first time that day. From that moment on, the inconspicuous 

black strips on the base of my skis metamorphosed into the world's most effec

tive skins. The more determined I was to stride, the more exponentially their 

resistance increased. When somebody's grandmother two-stepped on my tail, I 

was forced to move out of her way with an external brief apology and internal 

raging fury. 

An eternity late I shuffled into the halfway mark. My mind had ceased 

its preoccupation with thoughts of fresh air, young forest and tender hills 

(rather expired energy, old limbs and painful muscles). How convenient that 

the carefully planned route passed by trees bearing peanut butter sandwiches 

and springs flavoured with exotic nectars, just as such items became one's 

prime consideration. The flow of humanity into the 25 km checkpoint ebbed to 

a trickle of departing bodies; obviously these mistaken souls were convinced 

that this was the end, the way they were abandoning skis and complaining about 

tired muscles. 

A brightening of my spirits ensued when I learned that the latter half of 

the course held some slight gain in elevation. Fearlessly I set out to tackle, 

no, find the mountains of the Cariboo. I was not pleasantly surprised to see 

that the deviant native race of skier had somehow mastered the ability to glide 

uphill. Then again, on the coast, one rarely sees green wax and smiles in 

harmonious combination. My purposeful striding receded into graceless herring

bone. I had become resigned, consoled only by the assurance that I appeared 

to be working three times as hard as the octagenarian on my right. 

When I reached 40 km, the checkpoint officials assured all that it was 

pure downhill to the end. What was intended to lift the hopes of energy-

drained skiers simpy drowned my dampened expectations. After trying the 
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recommended 'poling' technique I was forced to give up and shuffle down the 

gentle slope. Well, it made for interesting conversations with pot-bellied 

men, pint-sized brats and first time skiers. My Nordic heros had flashed by 

hours ago. I longed for the challenge of breaking trail, skiing over fallen 

logs, yielding a back-cracking load and dripping with sweat. Only a few bare 

patches, rocks and twigs saved this route from complete mindlessness. I had to 

hand it to the 100 milerites in charge of importing all the snow within a 

thousand mile radius and depositing it in strategic locations. 

...And suddenly I was passing over a well worn line...and suddenly I 

stopped...and found I couldn't move. V.O.C. trips obviously weren't strenuous 

.enough for they never made me ache like this. Whether I would make it back to 

the car and why I had done this in the first place remained unanswered ques

tions. The only thing I knew for certain was that I would be attempting next 

year's Cariboo Marathon with grandmother's waxable barrel staves. 

GARIBALDI NEVE" TRAVERSE 

Pierre Beaudry February 4-6, 1983 

It seemed kind of weird to be leaving for a V.O.C. trip later than 6 a.m., 

let alone afternoon. However, we were trying to make the most efficient use of 

our day - a little bit of schoolwork and a little bit of skiing. The Diamond 

Head parking lot was reached at 14 o'clock and off we went hiking. The rain, 

the sun, and the lack of snow from the previous weeks had left the trail rock 

hard and more, easily negotiated by foot. Paul Ridge was reached before sunset 

so we had to stall a Tittle bit permitting Mike to catch those famous end-of-

slide show photographs. That evening was spent in the Diamond Head Chalet 
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eating, playing poker dice, and later on, cursing at all the noisemakers and 

late arrivals. An early start the next morning permitted us to ski for an hour 

before photographing the sunrise. The ski down to Ring Creek caused us a few 

route finding problems and left us with one broken ski pole. We did an emer

gency repair by splinting on one of the tent poles, and told John to keep his 

weight on his skis rather than his poles. Soon we had skied out of the Ring 

Creek Valley and up onto the Garibaldi Glacier. The views were breathtaking 

and the sight of Garibaldi from the backside with the glacier and the crevasses 

in foreground was simply "awesome". We couldn't have asked for better travel

ling conditions; the sky was cloudless, the temperature was hovering a few 

degrees below zero and there was a blanket of 3-4 inches of surface hoar spark

ling in the sunlight. Cameras were kept handy and film was used as if it was 

computer paper (too bad they don't accept $C.C. at Lens and Shutter). Roping 

up was deemed unnecessary, but no doubt later on in the season it becomes 

essential. We reached what we thought was the Shark's Fin by 11 o'clock (we 

later renamed it the Shark's Jaw). Towering to our right was Mount Garibaldi 

yelling down to us, "come and bag me", and down below we could see The Table, 

Glacier Pikes, and Garibaldi Lake. With a little coaxing from Tony, Luc, Tony 

and I decided to follow the call of the mountain, while Mike and John preferred 

to practice their right telemarks with full packs. So at this point the team 

divided up, some going up, some going down. We were able to ski quite a dis

tance before we finally came to realize that the skiing down was going to be 

our greatest hardship. So off with the skis and on to kicking steps. For our 

route we had decided to climb a steep show gully to the ridge and then go along 

the ridge to the summit. Upon reaching the top of the gully, Luc poked his 

head between two rocks and all there was on the other side was an 8,000 foot 
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vertical drop to Squamish - no walkable ridge. So we down-climbed and chose 

another snow gully that eventually led us to a few 100 feet from the summit. 

Down below on the glacier we could see another party making their way towards 

the lake. The climb and the ski down were easier than had been anticipated. 

Although we weren't in beautiful powder conditions some fun skiing was to be 

had. Our packs were reached at 14 o'clock, a bite was had and the descent down 

to Garibaldi Lake ensued. It would have been a perfect day had it not been for 

the constant low-flying sightseeing trips buzzing over our heads. They were 

evidently trying to impress us with their simplistic maneuvers. Sphinx cabin 

was reached by about 17 o'clock; soup and hot tang were a pleasure to our 

growling stomachs. Sleeping bags were crawled into early and other than the 

sound of the poker dice and later Mike's sleep talking, it was a very quiet 

and restful night (quite contrary to the preceding one). 

Sunday morning greeted us with low clouds, white-out conditions, and 

snow. John and I started across the lake a few hours ahead of the three others 

as we had to hitchhike back to Diamond Head to pick up the cars. The ski down 

the Black Tusk trail was your basic "survival skiing" until you thought your 

chances of survival were getting too low. We hiked out of Rubble Creek as the 

descent down the trail had become too treacherous due to frequent ice patches. 

It took almost three hours to pick up the cars and return to the Black 

Tusk parking lot where the rest of the team had been waiting for only half an 

hour. By this time the Whistler traffic was getting quite heavy as was the 

snowfall and the problems that it causes on the highway. The drive back was 

the most dangerous event of the trip; cars and trucks without snowtires were 

all over the highway and people were trying to pass three wide. However, we 

made it safely to Squamish and the traditional pizza. 



Participants 

Pierre Beaudry 
Mike Brett 
Tony Webb 

Luc DesRocher» 
John Croockewit 
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OF HISTORICAL INTEREST  

HISTORY OF SKI MOUNTAINEERING IN THE COAST RANGE 

John Baldwin 

The introduction of skis to the craft of mountaineering has been a slow 

process in the Coast Range. This is not too surprising as climbers have never 

been noted for their skiing ability. In the early 1900's ascents were being 

made of the local mountains north of Vancouver. These are low scraggy peaks 

and the ascent of Mt. Garibaldi in 1907 marked the first climb of a truly al

pine peak adjacent to Vancouver. From these early probes at the unknown ranges 

it was assumed that the entire Coast Range was made up of low, heavily forested, 

rugged peaks, with little extensive alpine areas. Hence it is not altogether 

surprising that in an early article on "Winter Mountaineering at the Coast" 

B.S. Darling (a local Vancouver climber of the times) wrote "Skis were also 

employed but did not prove useful." 1 

By 1930 the tide was turning; "Winter Mountaineering has long been fami

liar to Vancouver climbers, but only recently the use of ski has won recogni-
2 

tion." The Mundays, in the true pioneering spirit, had drastically altered 

expectations about the Coast Mountains with their explorations in the Wadding

ton Range. The low scraggy peaks were replaced by vast icefields and towering 

rock summits. Not only had the Mundays penetrated to the very heart of the 

Coast Mountains, but equally important they had decided to use skis. Don 

Munday explains "Three seasons in the Mt. Waddington section of the Coast Range 

fully convinced us that skis were logical equipment to overcome the obstacles 
3 

imposed by the immense snowfields". This marks the birth of ski mountaineer

ing in the Coast Range in 1930'. 
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These early beginnings to ski mountaineering were accompanying a surge 

of interest in skiing. At this time the split between alpine skiing and cross

country skiing hadn't yet occurred and skiers enjoyed both pursuits. Much 

skiing was done locally on Grouse, Seymour and Hollyburn. Several mountaineer

ing clubs had cabins on these North Shore mountains and ski ascents of their 

summits were made regularly. Also during the thirties a ski section was added 

to the Canadian Alpine Journal to carry articles related to this growing sport. 

On the ski mountaineering side of things, the Mundays were breaking the 

trail. On three separate occasions they used skis in the Mt. Waddington area 

to make first ascents of many of the peaks in the Franklin Glacier region, as 

well as to carry out a great deal of mapping and natural history observations. 

In 1936 they made a .trip to the Klinaklini Glacier area, the largest mass of 

ice on the coast, and climbed Mt. Silverthrone* (which apparently was not 
5 

climbed again until 1982! There is also record of a ski trip in 1934 that 

ascended the Scimitar Glacier (Waddington Range), crossed Fury Gap and contin

ued down the Franklin Glacier.^ 

These major forays on skis were invariably carried out in July. This was 

primarily to take advantate of the better summer weather, but also to avoid the 

risks of poor equipment under winter conditions. Closer to Vancouver, however, 

ski trips were made throughout the winter to Grouse, Seymour, Hollyburn and 

Strachan. As confidence and knowledge of winter conditions grew, spring trips 

to the Garibaldi area were made. Notably the Mundays ascended Wedge Mountain 

in 1936 and in 1937 they skied up the Cheakamus River to climb Mt. Sir Richard^ 

- which even today is seldom climbed in spite of somewhat improved access. 

The 1940's saw a continuation of this trend towards winter ski tours. 

Trips ranged from weekends at Mt. Roderick, Sky Pilot, Golden Ears, or Mt. 
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Baker in February or March, to a December trip up Kwoiek Creek near Lytton. 

Garibaldi Park saw a good deal of exploration on skis. These were primarily 
8 9 

spring ski trips to the Black Tusk - Garibaldi Lake area. ' During this 

period a logging road was built up the flanks of Paul Ridge (near Squamish) 

and the old Diamond Head Chalet was built at Elfin Lakes. This became a popu

lar ski touring area and has remained so ever since. Over New Year's 1944 the 

ACC and VOC made a ski :trip to this cabin at "Crystal Lakes" and from it made 

an early winter ascent of Mt. Garibaldi using skis. 1" It was with this 

improved access that the popular Garibaldi Neve Traverse was first done. 

The 1950's was a slow period for ski mountaineering in the Coast Moun

tains. Weekend trips continued as before, branching out to reach areas of 

improving access (mostly logging roads). Mt. McGuire in the Chilliwack Valley, 

Mt. Coquitlam east of Vancouver, and Mt. Davidson in Garibaldi Park were typical 

of these. However, with a growth in rock climbing standards, a shift was 

occurring away from trips involving substantial cross-country travel to those 

concentrating more on technical ascents of the more rugged peaks. As a result, 

most of the longer expeditions in the central coast range were carried out in 

the summer and skis were not used. There are two notable exceptions, however; 

in July 1953 a party of 4 climbers used skis to cross the Monarch icecap and 

gain access to the west face of Mt. M o n a r c h ; 1 1 and in March 1955 two skiers 
ventured up the Franklin glacier only to be plagued by snowstorms and violent 

12 

weather. 

In the 1960's several factors led to the introduction of a new kind of 

trip - the high level or alpine ski traverse. This is in contrast to previous 

trips relying more on the expedition-type backup of a basecamp. Access im

proved radically when the Squamish highway was built in 1962 and several years 
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later the road was extended to the downhill ski development at Whistler. 

Logging operations followed suit building roads up major streams and rivers in 

the southern coast range. Improvements in equipment meant stronger skis that 

were reliable enough for extended alpine travel, and better, lighter camping 

gear that made winter and spring travel easier. These changes in access and 

equipment opened up a vast potential of unexplored icecaps and alpine ridges. 

In May 1964, a group of four from the VOC took the initiative and com-
13 

pleted a horseback ski traverse of the Spearhead Range. The trip took nine 

days; maps and access were poor making route finding difficult. However, the 

trip was a success and was the first time a party had undertaken an extended 

alpine ski traverse in the Coast Range. The next spring in June 1965, another 

group from the VOC made a ski traverse of the Compton Neve.'** Their trip 

started at Icewall Lake, east of Bute Inlet, taking them through the Raleigh-

Gilbert area, across the Compton Neve and out to the Lillooet glacier. From 

here three days of "best" bushwacking took them to Pemberton meadows. Two 

years later in May 1967, a BCMC group used a ski plane to gain access to the 
15 

Manatee area, south of the Lillooet glacier. They made first ascents of 

most of the major peaks in this area before also walking out via the Lillooet 

River. This region of the Coast Range was receiving a good deal of explora

tory attention. In May 1969, a BCMC party flew into the peaks SE of the 

Meagre-Li'llooet junction and skied south across the "Pemberton" or "Anonymous" 

Icecap to roads on the Squamish River.* 6 Also in May 1969, a VOC party com

pleted a horseshoe ski traverse of the McBride Range in central Garibaldi 

P a r k . ^ On most of these ski mountaineering forays, the peaks climbed were 

invariably first ascents. 

The large scale development of downhill, skiing in the Vancouver area in 
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the sixties tended to split local skiers into those who skied for the skiing 

and those who skied for the mountains. The skiers got on with their skiing 

and the ski mountaineers with their mountains. Of course the two will never 

be separate any more than rock climbing is from mountaineering, but coupled 

with lighter fibreglass skis and nylon tents, this led to a ski exploration 

of almost all possible weekend trips in the seventies. Trips over New Year's 

to alpine cabins became popular, especially with the VOC, going to Tenquille 

Lake, Lizzie Lake, Stoyama Mountain, McGillivray Pass, Spruce Lake and even 

Singing Pass. 

Longer ski mountaineering trips continued. Locals such as John.Clarke 

and the Kafers were very active on skis. In June 1971, the BCMC made an ex-
18 

ploratory trip into the Whitemantle Range, south of Waddington. Setting up 

a base camp to work from, they climbed many peaks in the area with skis. 

Closer to Vancouver, there were several "shorter" traverses done in 
1972. In May a VOC party skied down the divide from the Elaho to the Ashlu 

19 
Rivers. Also in May, another VOC party skied through the Cadwaller Range 

20 

to McGillivray Pass. 

In 1972 John Clarke began a series of long solo mountaineering trips to 

remote areas in the coast range. Several of these trips were done on skis. 
In May he made a 10 day ski traverse from the Mt. Tinniswood area north to the 

pi 
Toba River, and then in June a ski trip down the range of peaks north of the 

21 
Lillooet River, beginning at Mt. Alhelstan. One of the most incredible 

22 

trips John Clarke made on skis was the following year in July 1973, to the 

vast Klinaklini complex which had been visited only once before by the Mundays 

in 1936. 4 This was a three week ski traverse of the largest icefield in the 

coast range which began with an eleven day snowstorm (in July yet!). 
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When the weather cleared, he made haste for Knight Inlet through some very 

rugged, heavily glaciated terrain, climbing many of the peaks on the way. 

Also in 1973, in May, a BCMC party flew into a base camp on the Lillooet 

Icecap, climbed many of the unclimbed peaks and crossed the main Icecap to 
23 

exit via the Toba River. 
Several of the Garibaldi ski traverses were being repeated; the Gari-

24 
baldi Neve traverse regularly; and the Spearhead traverse in 1974. There 
was also a good deal of activity focussed on the area north of the Lillooet 

25 

River, especially as logging improved weekend access. 

The role played by ski equipment in the development of ski mountaineer

ing in the coast range is a confusing one. Until the mid-thirties, equipment 

was general purpose. Skis were wood and a little narrower than modern down

hill skis. Boots were like sturdy light hiking boots, and bindings consisted 

of a toe iron and cable to hold the boot in place. The heel was not fastened, 

so as to allow the skier a wide range of technique and to enable easy uphill 

travel. Cross-country ski wax was common. This set-up enabled the average 

skier to tour in rolling country or ski steep downhill runs. In the 1920's, 
Marius Eriksen developed a set of toe irons which allowed more control over 

26 

the ski. This binding and its successor, the Kandahar cable binding, led 

to an improvement in skiing skills. 

As a result, "in the 1930 1s alpine and cross-country ski equipment really 

began to diverge in development. Progress in downhill technique led to 

alpine boots becoming stiffer and heavier; quite unsuitable for touring. 

Alpine skis began to be made with sharp upturned tip, which was better for 

packed slopes. Meanwhile, cross-country boots became lighter and softer, and 

new construction techniques using high strength glues and laminations, 
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enabled skis to be lightened in weight and narrowed in width. In 1936, the 

schism between downhill and Nordic skiing was marked when downhill and slalom 

racing were added to the Winter Olympics as "Alpine" events. Since then, the 

prime thrust of interest in skiing occurred in Alpine events and there was 

less and less in cross-country competition and recreational touring. For this 

reason, during the late 1930's and in the post-war years into the fifties, 

cross-country touring equipment for recreational purposes was virtually un-
nc 

available in North America." 

For the most part then, ski mountaineering equipment after the thirties 

consisted of downhill or alpine skis with a cable binding that could either 

be left free at the heel for walking, or clamped for downhill runs. Boots were 

quite stiff and climbing skins were often used instead of wax. Accompanying 

the downhill skis was the introduction of metal edges on skis in the fifties, • 

which gave better control on steep, icy slopes. 

Cross-country skis had been a growing concern ever since their return to 

North America in the early sixties. In the Rockies and Selkirks they had been 
27 

used to complete several long ski traverses successfully. On the coast, 

local Scandanavians such as Sigge Bjorkland and others, had been using the 

lightweight skis since about 1960 without mishap. On the mountaineering scene, 

however, it was felt that these light skis and boots, although successful in 

the Rockies, were not sturdy enough for the more rugged conditions in the 

coast range. There was good cause for concern - in the previous thirty years, 

cross-country skis had become more specialized to racing and track skiing. 

These lightweight wood skis had a poor breakage record and for mountaineering, 

the racing-style boots were far from adequate. However, beginning in the 

seventies, stronger fibreglass cross-country skis made with metal edges for 
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touring were developed and X-C ski boots were being built similar to hiking 

boots, with sturdy leather uppers and vibram soles. 

This sturdier breed of cross-country ski equipment allayed some fears. 

The McBride Range traverse was repeated on cross-country skis with a new start 
28 

from Lillooet Lake. The Spearhead Traverse was also done on cross-country 
29 

skis. Local ski tourers, however, remained somewhat sceptical about cross

country ski equipment through the seventies. Improvements were also made to 

"alpine" touring equipment. New touring bindings with a safety release were 

developed. Combined with warm double plastic boots, this set-up enabled the 

average skier quite a bit of control - but at the cost of being quite cumber

some and heavy; much more so even than their predecessors - wooden downhill 

skis and leather lace up boots. Despite claims as to the suitability of this 

heavy alpine touring equipment, only a limited number of serious trips have 

been done using this equipment. On the other side of the coin, it is interest

ing to note that the sturdier breed of cross-country skis of the Garibaldi 

traverses have been repeated in much faster times - now that good maps and 

previous parties have defined the routes. The McBrides Traverse, for example, 

has been done in. only 6 days during a spell of excellent spring weather. The 

Pemberton Icecap has been crossed 3 more times, twice in 1982!, and once in 

as little as Z\ days. 

In March 1982, two trips that are more typical of the Rockies than of 

the coast range were done. In the Chilcotin Ranges there are a series of 

valley bottoms lying at about 5000' elevation (not normal for valley bottoms 

on the coast!), that connect up to form,several possible routes. One party 

skied from Taseko Lakes over Warner Pass and down Gun Creek. Another group 

skied up around the headwaters of Gun Creek and back down Slim Creek. Travel 
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was in mid-winter on frozen creeks and in parts of horse trails. 

In over fifty years of ski mountaineering in the Coast Range, there has 

been surprisingly little change in the type and calibre of ski trips. 

Changes in access, both road and air, have lead to a greater variety of trips 

and an exploration of unvisited areas. Better skiing and camping equipment 

has tended to spread more of these trips into winter and spring. Coupled with 

this is the introduction of high level ski traverses, which are ideally suited 

to the large icefields of the Coast Mountains (even if not suited to the 

weather that produces these icefields). For the most part, it seems that the 

weather and ruggedness of the Coast Range make the decisions and not the ski 

mountaineers. 
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Perhaps this complex biographic essay should be retitled: "Egads, Are 

We Responsible For This?" We will admit to being the prime agitator and actors 

in its birth, but to be fair to our followers, we emphasize that the Journal 

has vastly improved on all counts of prose, format and execution, as well as 

covered a lot of ground (or globe), over the quarter-century since our shaky 

initiation of the project in the autumn of 1958. Flipping through the impressive 

array of the yellow books is a mind-boggling revelation. There appears to be 

an article on climbing or ski touring, or at least on spartan-style trekking 

or hitchhiking, for almost every continent and many of the mountain chains on 

the earth's surface. Over the years, V.O.C.'ers have recounted their experiences 

in several parts of the Himalayas, including an expedition to the Karakoram; 

there is a duo on Aconcagua in the Andes; some have wandered to the peaks of 

the Ruwenzoris and over the equatorial volcanoes of Africa; others have visited 

the tops of subarctic North America's highest peaks, and still others have 

sunk to subterranean depths in spelunking ventures. Unfortunately the hand

ful of V.O.C.'ers to reach the Antarctic have not reported their experiences. 

Fred Roots of the 1940's V.O.C. era still holds that continent's longest dog 

sleding venture, on which he and his geologic partners finally returned to 

base after the sun had permanently set for the winter. And eleven years 

later John Ricker helped dig the white continent's first coal mine only 3 1/2 

degrees of latitude from the pole. That made the National Geographic, but 

not our Journal. One journal did report John receiving a pie at the mine site 

from "Pinetree" McKenzie, which prompted a return mail quip to the effect that 

the pie was no longer hot when the parcel was opened! 

T H E V . O . C . J O U R N A L - O R I G I N A N D E V O L U T I O N 
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However, there is a longer term value of the yellow journal in its vast 

recordings of activities in the Coast, Cascade and Insular Mountains, near home. 

In every edition there are the regular as well as the outstanding alpine or 

literary contributions, though the reader will notice that Vancouver Island has j 

had to struggle to be heard; and, a club peak bagging contingent to the alpine ! 

reaches of the Queen Charlottes has yet to see print. Perhaps the latter area, 

which rates next to the All Mighty, is beyond description. Then there are the 

three to four year bursts of summer activities in the Rockies, or the amusing 

rambles in the Selkirks by the geological students as they casually (and 

innocently?) park themselves on Mt. Sir Sandford or some other long sought giant 

on the excuse of rock observations. Others have jabbed at the "Bugs", the 

Premier Range, and even the hoodoos and rock faces of the Interior Plateau 

country. The range of reported climbing or ski touring emphasizes the need 

for a cumulative index, which should cover such tacky items of the wind generated j 

Bernoulli effect on David Thompson's aneroid when he crossed through Athabasca j 

Pass at the turn of the 19th Century! An enterprising V.O.C. journal revelation. 

So the index would be a nice present to commemorate the silver anniversary of 

publication. 

Regardless of any of the above there is one fact known by all: the 

Journal is THE reference to alpine Garibaldi Park — the spiritual home of the 

V.O.C. and perhaps it should remain that way. The annual park "rites of spring" 

in-migration should remain — a tradition which sprung forth about 1945 in the 

Fred Roots era. (By the way this amazing man is still a leader on several 

national and world wide fronts.) Hopefully the Garibaldi missions will not 

stifle the epic ski cruises to elsewhere in the Coast Mountains. V.O.C. has 

always been on the forefront on its ice caps, always out-distancing and out-
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exploring the others. It takes the frustrations and confinement of April exams, 

it seems, to store the necessary sap in the spring filled legs of people in 

the prime condition of their lives to physically push and slog into the vast 

untrodden. The timing is also right. Early May unemployment coincides with 

the best spring ski touring weather — usually! 

And then there is the other side of the journal, the historical or 

social value which counterbalance the outdoor exploits — the business end of 

the club never did rate financial reviews in the editions for the club has 

always been broke. Turning the pages, year by year, the movements of many a 

V.O.C.'er can be followed: the initial raw teenage upstart, then the V.O.C. 

executive career, followed by the often extended post-grad degree mellowness 

(does V.O.C. prolong this stage?), the after education world wide ramble, 

then what is this! — marriage to another V.O.C.'er (the opposite sex we think, 

but there is a distinct and often accused danger of club inbreeding!?), finally 

the report of honest full-time work and then disappearance from the gossip 

columns without further fanfare until his or her children join the club! Well, 

at least that's the general gist of it, but somewhere everyone has lost track 

of Don Brown (alias "Brownie" — V.O.C. pres.'59/60) because he changed his name 

to Poole and never did settle down to permanent employment. He now bounces 

between New Zealand and Canada. Others of the same ilk are equally hard to 

thumb down. Even the rich alpine fables of Dick Culbert eventually faded from 

the grad column while on a mission of precarious experimentation with Chilean 

democracy. By way of contrast, everyone, and we mean everyone, knows that 

"Wonderful Weggie" Wild, Wendy "Sut-Sut" Sutton and "Huey" Greenwood reached 

the height of V.O.C. maturity by becoming permanent campus fixtures as tenured 

staff. Okay you guys its time to rock their boat a bit! 
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Such things as long hikes, which once upon a time read as rollicking 

boat trips to Howe Sound destinations, now appear in print as a collage of 

several trips springing out of cars on the same long weekend. Somewhere in the 

shuffle no Journal obituaries were printed about the Steeplechase and Dam 

Downhill events — obviously they went the way of the dinosaur. The agonized 

relinguishment of the Whistler Cabin (about five years too soon to many an 

opinion of the grad who sweated and toiled over it) was described. At least 

it wasn't a total give away but somewhere U.B.C. still owes the club a big 

thank you for putting the institution at Canada's destination resort. Through 

all those pages of hilarious reading the social historian or nostalgic-minded 

can track 25 years of solid club evolution. Which brings us to the point: why 

and how was the journal launched in the first place? We'll own up to it — our 

tainted egos thought the club deserved a better press than a circularly-filed, 

mimeo newsletter, which was once the official organ of recording club activity. 

Perhaps we should say there was more to it than that but its nice to get some

thing off our chests after a 25 year guilt complex! 

The newsletter of old; it wasn't the same as those of today: for 

example, grad letter, V.O.C'ene (or obscene), and other weekly/biweekly flyers 

Of the past such as the Whistler Cabin Bulletin. The "V.O.C. Newsletter" of 

the 1950's contained 20 or more pages of single space type on ascents, gossip, 

club business, the calendar of events, etc. At that time of our undergrad years 

('54-59) we received three editions. The'53/54 academic year saw a high powered 

newsletter which was obviously under the control of the flamboyant president, 

Pat Duffy (no connection to Duffey Lake) — year I at the helm. The '53 autumn 

saw a Lions Longhike. Boat to Lions Bay, beach head camp established for 

hundreds (well 150) and only 89 to the top of the West Lion when the fog cleared! 
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The descent was mayhem. Need more be said for that year? — the newsletter tells 

all, if one is lucky enough to find one. For the'54/55 newsletter, and Duffy's 

year II at the helm, the format, size and content were a replicate of the 

previous — including a second account of another year of climbing in the 

Rockies. It resulted with an announcement that Hans Gmoser was made an 

Honourary Member of the club because of his valuable assistance of putting 

V.O.C.'ers on many a summit in the Banff area. As an immigrant mountain vagabond 

many of his client!ess hours were spent with the Rocky Mountain summer gang. 

So from the buck here, buck there routine in those days, where time was no 

object, we now have a millionaire ski executive with scarcely a second to spare 

as he efficiently shuttles between his lodges and ski areas by helicopter. Back 

in'53/54, however, choppers were as rare as hen's teeth and putting even one 

skier at a time on the lowly Diamond Head Saddle was a major undertaking, and 

of course an impossibility for University student budgets. Supplies were air 

dropped to Garibaldi Lake or Black Tusk Meadows on most spring trips. 

By the mid-1950 1s, the dynamic force of war vets had graduated; enroll

ments were 5,000 students total; and club activities suffered; the newsletter of 

'55/56 was a victim of the lethargy pit. It took a full spring of soul searching 

to ask what went wrong but 156/57 saw little improvement and again no newsletter. 

By'57/58, the club executive recognized its major archival problems under the 

aggressive president, Carmen Smith, and archivist Inge Andreen who rushed the 

publication of a Christmas newsletter. It ran the club story of Garibaldi '56 

to Shuksan of autumn '57. Inge burned out after this epic and turned her 

energies to becoming a front runner of the women's ski team along with a new 

club member whiz kid, Sheila Fenton. The year finished with a club movement to 

the hills for the summer which included a revitalized Rocky Mountain crew of 

about one dozen including four of the new executive — Karl Ricker (pres.), 
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Don Lyon (membership), Don Brown (climbing) and most important the treasurer, 

Carman Smith. 

Cavorting in the Rockies as a prelude to '58/59 brought out several 

valuable spinoffs. Pat Duffy and Hans Gmoser emerged from the trees to help 

the gang to the summits including one first ascent,on a silver platter,in Yoho 

Park. A great spiritual lift came out of the "old" sedate Alpine Clubhouse, 

believe it or not, near Banff's Upper Hot Spring. A few nights per week would 

see one or the other of us strolling up to the place to witness the incredible 

antithesis of an"old folks home" being run by a bouncy set of beautiful and 

outdoor-oriented high school girls who shortly joined the V.O.C. in the next 

one or two years thereafter! Our impression was that of visitors coming to stay 

for a week or even a month at a time to reminice over their early days on the 

Rockies with the C.P.R. guides: friendly, but out of touch with the reality. 

An exception was Tom Fyles who entertained us with his early day accomplishments 

on the Coast Mountains — we are still impressed. But, rather than quietly 

sip tea in the lounge our gang usually retired to the reading room-cum-club 

library to study up on the projected weekend climb. Pouring through their 

extensive sets of journals, we were duly impressed by the publications of the 

mountaineering clubs of Dartmouth, Yale and Harvard Universities. After reading 

most from cover to cover, it hit home that V.O.C. activities were at least their 

equal; yet, all we could show for it was an erratically produced gossipy news

letter of limited redeeming value. Our noses went further out of joint when 

we saw the college series of journals referred to, on a regular basis, in 

Thorington's Guide Books series! That blew our cool "its time we produce 

our own bloody journal!" At summer's end we arrived back at campus ready to 

sway the entire executive to cough up the bucks for a piece of literary permanence 

It was no contest and the new try-anything-once archivist, Bev Campbell, was 
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was ushered into the job of producing something she had never seen — a 

journal by Christmas. Launching the monster, however, had considerable teething 

problems despite a flurry of written contributions which almost took competitive 

proportions between John Leesing and Don Poole, as to hilarity. 

This Journal would obviously include the "newsy" aspect of the news

letter, but would endeavour to significantly improve the recording of mountain

eering and ski tours so that future readers and guidebook authors could use the 

information in a meaningful way. Pictures were also considered, but cautiously, 

because of the expense. Printing of the journal on campus was soon found to be 

an impossibility and Lyon and Campbell were steered downtown to the printer used 

by the University who offered discounts because of the relationship of the club 

to other academic business. Nonetheless, we had a complete set of financial 

and logistical problems to overcome, for what was to be a yearly financial 

commitment of the club of about a traumatic $200! (In those "daze" that was 

about one-tenth of the club budget after the $1000 payment on the Seymour Cabin 

was removed — it would equate to about $1000-2000 in 1982). Innumerable 

meetings and discussions arose from the over-budget printing estimates. We 

agreed to provide "camera ready" typed pages, which could be printed in what we 

considered a "new fangled" barely credible (but cheap) method known as offset. 

At one point the publication "committee" (Don and Bev) agreed to the printer's 

recommendation that our budget could only be met by accepting a large 8 1/2 by 

11 (inches) format of fewer pages. News of this was received aghast by the 

executive, which looked at other possible modifications, and then agreed to up 

the budget — personal infusion of funds if necessary (we talked big,anyhow!). 

There was no way we wanted a journal the same size as our old newsletter! 

The proud (we thought so) Volume I did finally get published after the 

usual run at all the step by step deadlines. It came out in January and we 

were mighty smug with the product. That yellow cover, drawn initially on a map 
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size piece of white cardboard, had accurately portrayed the club pin almost to 

the last twist of rope (hemp was just going out of vogue!). Seventy-five pages, 

eight small photos-, but we didn't have the guts or patience to try a map. 

Looking back, it is really only the tip of an emerging iceberg; it hardly 

compares with any of the later volumes, but it sure established a tradition — 

including how to distribute.it. 

The Journal remained similar in many ways thereafter by size and colour 

alone, if .nothing else. Volume II was nearly double the page count due to the 

Mt. Logan article, the fifth asqent of the mountain and by new approach routes. 

It was a strain on the new archivist and her committee; so, a special editorial 

committee of eleven (including 2 grads) was struck to edit especially the 

Logan report to a point where the club could afford to print the volume. 

Considering the circumstances they did ah admirable job but Mt. Logan took 

on a similarity to what the same author, K. Ricker, had submitted to the 

Canadian Alpine Journal.- A les-son to be learned, publish only once despite 

the pressing commitments from others who feel they deserve their account. 

Though mainly of V.O.C. club members it was the Alpine Club president who 

secured a grant from private publishers to get the expedition into the mountains. 

Finally, however, everybody was happy and Volume II came out in even glossy 

photos and a centrefold map ("centrefolds" at that time were very uncommon!) 

along with a first errata sheet — neatly placed at the back, with the four 

pages of advertising to help pay for the printing — blackmailed, no doubt 

from unsuspecting merchants with which the Club dealt. Since then several 

journals have exceeded the Volume of II with bigger and better pictures and more 

than just one or two maps 

By the time the club had got over the shock of Volume I and II it had 

conveniently lost their chief four meddlers and instigators (Ricker, Lyon, 

Brown and Smith) of the journal who were now into the outside world of labour. 

http://distribute.it


It was obvious that heaping journal work into established archive work was 

proving to be too much a load for the Archivist Committee". President Byron 

Olson and executive of '60/61, therefore, added a Journal Editor position to 

the executive. So-, Volume III was run off with incredible ease; the-content 

and its lucid readibility was a revelation pulled together by Sue Taturn and 

her committee. Would you believe Sue is now a technical editor for PetroCan's 

Environmental Division? It goes to show you that the club can be more of an 

education than the university itself! Maps and better photos were also high

lights in her edition. Volume IV under the direction of former ACC clubhouse 

staffer, Ann Prevost (that summer of '58 keeps raising its head), was equally 

good and it appeared that the journal was in a course to smooth sailing. Bugs 

were now out of the system. 

Then there was Volume V, tumultuous edition trrat-one, because it saw 

changes and generated a set of formalized publication policies: Honours Arts-

student, Stella Barbour, created just that -- received enthusiastically by 

the Humanities types but left the climbing technocrats numb or cold. The 

president, Ian "Sam" Stirling (who despite the furore later married Stella) 

trad to cast a deciding vote with a split executive to print the journal at its 

present size. Conservative men versus women's libbers on this exec in a class-ic 

confrontation won the day, but the pot kept on simmering". Once off" the press 

Di-ck Culbert expressed his overall disappointment at a general meeting with a 

motion to cancel all further journal publication. A tactic to reach a middle-

road because he actually wanted something in which guidebooks, including his 

(released, 1964), could refer to? We may never know but it effectively brought 

about the appointment of a "Royal Commission" by "Sam" who asked former 

president Byron Olson to form a Journal Policy Committee which would report 

its findings in 1963. Several of the antagonists were placed-on it as well as 

some former presidents, including Karl Ricker who had just returned on campus 
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for a post-grad degree after bipolar wanderings. The spring of 1963 saw one 

or two meetings before summer recess and in the autumn the committee had new 

faces to fill up the graduating vacancies, including Culbert, before it could 

proceed with two "white papers", no less, on a course of action and set of 

agreeable guidelines which included: format, acceptance of articles, photos, 

deadlines, financing, distribution, size, binding style and whatever else to 

ensure continuity. Rumour has it that the final solution involved Olson's 

promise to marry the incoming Journal Editor, Jane Muskett, who turned out a 

very credible Volume VI. 

The Royal Commission has now seen its fruits of labour translated 19 

times hence without too much deviation from the norm and it sets the stage for 

their 25th silver anniversary issue. For those of us who have badgered the 

archivist year in-year out we can see that the yellow book becomes only better 

as time passes. The yearly publishing traumas and tears are invisible to us 

but these are the subtleties which make it a very consistent piece of literature,] 

which has successfully carved its own niche into alpinism, and has not suffered j 

the whirlwinds of drastic change seen in the "sister" club publications. The j 

B.C. Mountaineer, for example, cancelled its monthly format in favour of a j 

full fledged annual — which missed the years of 1978 to 1981! In 1970, the j 

ACC dropped its traditional green book, switching to the "slick" oversized j 

magazine periodical approach; falling out in the change were rejections on 

historical, scientific and obituary articles in favour of exclusive elite 

mountaineering, large photographs, and four letter words. Libraries cursed 

them over the size issue alone, but the controversy on the content deeply dis- | 

rupted the club's operations and even divided the membership. Since then a 

new editor has changed the policies and the ruffled feathers have disappeared 

though four letter words do still create the odd rumble. By contrast the V.O.C. 
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Journal provided membership "glue" with the steps taken to review its literary 

needs, after regrouping, in the first signs of difficulty. From it a strong 

club and a highly viable journal has evolved without showing any unwarranted 

external schisms. T.he next step we propose is to place the product for sale 

on the stands of the Mountain Equipment Coop! After all, where else can we 

find uninhibited humorous alpine writings of students? Its a valuable niche 

that will always need to be filled. 

by 

Karl Ricker (President,- '58/59) 

R. Don Lyon (Membership Chairman, '58/59) 
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RAMBLIN'S FROM ANOTHER ERA 

Iola Knight 

Not quite fossilized but getting to the soft amber stage - becoming like 

our grandparents in the '30s "I remember when". We didn't appreciate much 

their musings of 'remember whens'; but then we were.the 'now.-now' generation. 

History was that blah subject of dates before 1900 - Vancouver was 50 years 

old in 1936. 

It was 1945 that I joined VOC when I was in Grad studies. Was a member 

of UBC Ski Club '43-45. VOC had a log cabin above and to the east of the 

Village on Grouse - the Ski Club had Schuss Inn, a trapper-like cabin in the 

Village on Grouse. 

1945 Long Hike to join VOC, Thanksgiving Weekend with beautiful hot 

sunny days, was to the mountains behind Port Mellon on Rainy River. We had a 

choice, Panther, Rainy or Tetrahedron, a group going to each. A long hot hike 

over a recently burned area - blackened logs - downed logs - cross a creek on 

a log bridge. A few of us quit at that point after about four hours on the 

trail - blistered heels - sunburnt - pooped out. We returned to camp and 

would make dinner for the rest, about 50 over the big campfire - ready at 6. 

It was ready at 6 - a huge potfull of Kraft Dinner. No sign of the hikers -

hours passed - a few arrived about 8:30 - more later. Dinner still hot, but 

a trifle dried out. Last stragglers arrived around 10 - dinner still warm. 

Jim Aitken arrived to get his serving - the stuff was so hard the spoon hauled 

up pot 'n all when he lifted it. Guess whose name was drawn to wash the pot 

- none other than Jim A. Some decided to sleep around the campfire - great! 

'You make fire for breakfast'. Joan Stevens was one who slept there, but she 

didn't arise to help with the fire. By a climbing rope she ended up strung in 
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a tree bag 'n all; for all to see! 

1946 Spring Hike to the Lions. Our party of about ten were on the West 

Lion when we all felt rather ill - everything was shaking - so were we. We 

thought it was us until Sunday evening when the water taxi man told us there 

was an earthquake that morning. 

1946 also saw our club move from its old log cabin to a renovated Van

couver Winter Sports Club Cabin which VOC had bought. This cabin was at the 

base of the big hill and on the west side of the top of a gully. It hadn't 

been used much during the war years - but with a caved-in roof repaired -

cleanup and new bunks it was great. Roy Hooley designed a new roof truss to 

get the roof in shape. We fixed the kitchen - installed a water tank in the 

rafters. Wheel no packing water. Even installed a float system to tell us 

when it was empty. Great! Until cold winter froze the whole shebang - then 

it was back to melting snow. We even had indoor biffys - these (one for guys 

and one for gulls) were just outside the building so a covered shaft was built 

so they were now indoor outhouses. Great! Except that in winter the walkway 

down was an ice slide - loud screams could be heard as unsuspecting members 

slid and fell down but not quite into the 'John'. 

The '46 Fall Long Hike was another jaunt to the Lions. A group of us 

went up to Lions Bay - St. Mark's Church Camp was located on the beach, roughly 

where the marina is now. We set up camp for the arrival of about 50 on 

Saturday - also improved the trail that led straight up to the ridge. We even 

made them feel at home by placing signs - "Granville Street" - "Georgia Hotel" 

(favorite watering hole for over 21's) - "Birk's Corner". Saturday the gang 

arrived - we had an old hand-cranked gramaphone, but the guy who was bringing 

the records forgot them. For the Saturday night party, we had one record, 
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a Schottiche. We wore it out. Sunday the long hike - VOC Mush for breakfast. 

Neophytes had heard of this prize dish, but not what they got that Sunday A.M. 

There had been a strike at the salt mines in Ontario, and Woodwards could not 

supply us any salt. No worry; use some sea water. We gave the mush crew 

strict instruction - add a couple cups sea water to the large kettle of fresh 

water. They goofed - they used sea water with a little fresh water. The long, 

trek began towards the West Lion - as we trudged up various souls became ill, 

mostly new members. They ate the porridge - they thought that was the way it 

was supposed to taste. 

One new guy was from the east. He arrived with a lovely pair of new 

loafers - no hiking boots? It's OK - it's just a walk! Poor fella - when he 

returned to camp he was shoeless and his sox were footless. But he made it to 

the top of the Lion. 

Hallowe'en and New Year's Eve parties on Grouse were our big social 

events. We would back-pack a turkey dinner with all the trimmings up to the 

cabin. The Social Committee would purchase the groceries at Woodward's in 

town, then get a benevolent father to drive them to the top of Mosquito Creek 

where the trail up Grouse started. As each member hiked along he would receive 

a parcel - a whole 20 lb. turkey cooked - mince pies - vegies, until the whole 

dinner for 50 or 60 was on its way up Grouse. 

1949 Spring Trip to Black Tusk Meadows - a two-day trip. Left Monday 

morning on Union boat for trip to Squamish - arrived in Squamish around noon in 

time to catch the PGE (Please Go Easy) to Garibaldi Station. Overnight at the 

area around the station at Bert Lamb's place, a packer who lived there. Next 

morning we started up the road and Rubble Creek to the winter route via the 

Barrier. Lunch at Boulder Meadow at base of barrier. Then pack skis 'n all 
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up the barrier, then find the trail to the meadows and the Taylor Cabin. This 

year it was wet - ceiling zero and we were having our grub 'air dropped' by 

Queen Charlotte Airlines into the meadow area. The flight couldn't be made 

for three days because of weather so we lived off supplies found in the cabin 

and what we had packed in. It was an excited crew that saw a bright sunny 

morning and a plane drone overhead - we skied up to the meadow to retrieve our 

boxes. Some wag at the airport scribbled on the outside of one "to hell you 

can't live on liquor." Woodwards had packed our supplies in wooden whiskey 

boxes. 

Fall 1950, VOC made the move to Seymour - that big mountain that the 

Provincial Parks was building a road to the top! We now drove up the mountain. 

Don Manning designed our new home - complete with real indoor privies and 

running water that didn't freeze up. Our parties were still great and no 

freezing - we had a furnace. 
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THEN AND NOW - A PERSONAL VIEW 

John Pringle 

As I sat down to compose an article for this twenty-fifth anniversary 

volume of the VOC Journal, it occurred to me that I was in a unique position. 

You see, I was present at the creation in 1957-58, and I am one of only three 

people to have collected, not without considerable difficulty, all twenty-four 

volumes of the VOCJ as they appeared. Though I did not have anything to do 

with Volume 1, I did contribute to the next few volumes, and then departed 

for Ontario. Some twenty years later, I return and contribute to the Journal 

once again. This gives me a unique perspective from which to compare the 

situation then and now. Since members frequently express an interest in know

ing something of VOC's past history, these comments should not be amiss. 

My story begins after the War, when VOC had a cabin on Grouse. This was 

about the same size as the present Brew Lake cabin, and it was indeed used for 

ski touring; the emphasis, however, was different. Instead of skiing in order 

to get from A to B, one skied up a mountain in order to get the run down. 

When, therefore, a road was put up Mt. Seymour around 1950, and a primitive 

(by present standards) downhill ski area developed on top, VOC was immediately 

interested; here was the chance to get much more downhill skiing. In 1952, 

therefore, VOC moved to Seymour, and built the first cabin in the special area 

reserved for organizations. It was a much larger cabin, similar to the present 

Whistler Cabin, and when I arrived in 1957, it was home to many VOCer's every 

weekend of the university year. 

The fifties, and more particularly the late fifties, was the decade when 

the North American love affair with downhill skiing really began to take off. 

Each year many students, such as this one, arrived at UBC with the intention 
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of learning to ski, and naturally they gravitated to VOC. I joined the Club 

in September 1957, and by December of that year I had invested my small stock 

of spare cash in a ski outfit; $29.95 for boots, $24.95 for skis, $9.95 for 

bindings and $4.95 for poles, making $69.80 in all. Naturally I then spent 

the Christmas break at the cabin learning to ski - with the VOC Ski School of 

course! The emphasis now was very much on downhill skiing, and I spent the 

following Christmas at Stevens Pass; in 1959, some thirty of us went to Banff, 

and skied on the slopes around there. 

But VOC had not been in existence for forty years without developing 

some traditions of its own; the strong interest in ski touring remained. The 

problem was access. The railway from North Vancouver to Squamish did not go 

through until 1956, and the road not until 1958; and then it did not go on to 

Whistler for another seven years. Shortly before my arrival, the Club had 

begun the tradition of going into Garibaldi Lake after exams in April-May, but 

it was quite an expedition: PGE (sorry - BCR to you) to Garibaldi Station, 

and then up the Barrier. Definitely not the sort of thing one could do every 

weekend! This problem of access hampered the hiking and climbing in the summer 

as well, and so the keener types took jobs in the Rockies where the climbing 

was more accessible. 

Nevertheless, club spirit in those years was very strong. In trying to 

figure out why, one is of course dealing with intangibles - but let me make 

the effort anyway. The membership then was much more homogeneous than it is-

now, and also much younger; I was unusual, both in being a graduate student 

and in being an old man (at 22!). This kind of membership made the Club 

easier to lead, but there were also some very capable people around to take 

advantage of the opportunity; notably Karl Ricker, President 1958-9 and 
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principal founder of this Journal. And then there was the Seymour Cabin it

self, which acted in two ways. As a centre for apres-ski and other social 

activities such as the Halloween Party, and by providing work. Work? Yes, a 

cabin that is heavily used throughout the winter requires considerable care 

and maintenance, and also a substantial quantity of firewood. The result was 

the work-hike system, whereby TWO days' work for the club was a condition of 

membership. Naturally, these work-hikes had to be done in the fall, and had 

the valuable byproduct of getting old and new members acquainted with one 

another. 

When the sixties dawned, however, the situation changed again. As the 

skiing boom progressed, the standard of skiing within VOC went up, and the 

runs at Seymour began to appear rather limited. Simultaneously, so many of 

the public were heading up the mountain at the weekends that there was not 

enough parking for them all at the top - and so the police had to close the 

road. Not much point in having a cabin if you can't get to it, is there? And 

then the development at Whistler appeared on the horizon. There was really no 

doubt in anybody's mind that VOC had to move to Whistler, just as it had moved 

from Grouse to Seymour earlier. We all hoped that the new cabin would maintain 

the traditions of the old, and provide a base for ski touring in the surround

ing hills; indeed, some of us even envisioned a series of smaller cabins in 

those hills. And, of course, it would put us right on the doorstep of the 

biggest downhill ski development in the province. 

That is where my direct knowledge ends. As everybody knows, the club 

did build the cabin, and subsequently lost it to the AMS. In retrospect, it 

seems obvious that a cabin built in the middle of a downhill ski area would be 

of greatest interest to downhill skiers, but that was NOT obvious in prospect. 
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The fight over the cabin, however, wasted much time, effort and talent, and 

did nothing for VOG morale. Every organization has its ups and downs of 

course, and fortunately VOC is on the mend-,' To my eye, the only residual 

effect of all.the troubles is a certain weakness in the organizational struc

ture; while enthusiasm is as strong as ever, it. needs focussing. 

But'I must not pontificate.. It is the same old Club operating in a 

somewhat different environment, and it has evolved accordingly. Some,things 

have disappeared, such as the competition between the Boys and Girls Chorus 

Lines; the year I performed, we lost - but only, I claim, to what was probably 

the finest collection of female pulchritude that VOC has ever seen. And. some 

things have been added, such as alcohol; although I personally was,never 

bothered by its absence, I am glad the environment has matured enough to permit 

its presence. So here's to the next twenty-five years of VOC Journals, - .-and 

wouldrthe Archivist kindly remember to send me one, please, wherever.I may he? 
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SPECIAL FEATURES  

THE BEER GUT IN MOUNTAINEERING 

Anon. 

Being possessed of (by?) the fine anatomy of a bachanal and thus, un

justly, an object of much derision, I have decided to put pen to paper to 

explain to you lesser mortals the joys of one of nature's most versatile (in 

fact only surpassed by the foot) mountaineering aids. 

The aquisition of an ale appendage needs no further discussion. Its 

maintenance during times of poverty or in the face of excessive exercise is a 

skill acquired by a privileged few. Unfortunately, space does not permit a 

detailed exposition of those techniques. 

First, let us consider some physical properties of our gift. It flows 

and takes on the shape of a given container. As such it may be construed a 

liquid. On the other hand, it does have its own (very characteristic) shape 

when unconstrained. It is elastic and resistant to shear. It may therefore 

be also classified as a solid. In short it actually defies normal classifica

tion. A skilled alpinist will be able to adapt its properties best suited to 

the situation: soft support for bivys, protective shield when falling, etc. 

Let us now describe a generalized mountain experience for those blessed 

by the Gods. First, we arrive at camp one hour before everybody else. Our 

pack is 25 lbs. lighter due to the absence of ensolyte (sleep on front) or 

vast amounts of clothing (use natural coating). That is unless you're on a 

glacier. You waste half-an-hour convincing the other party members that you 

don't have to be roped up because you won't fit into crevasses. Even if you 

did, a quick flex would send you hurtling back like an elongated cannon ball. 
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Avalanches are still troublesome, but our streamlined shape aids success

ful swimming operations and improves our chance of survival. 

Well what do we do with that spare hour? Eat of course! One just squats 

down, relaxes and presto! An instant dining table, complete with table cloth. 

(Except on very hot days, but then one has access to a convenient salt and 

spice receptacle just above the belt.) 

Evening falls, camp is set up, time for dinner. Time for bed. Well, 

what about water? Mo water for the night, none for the morning. Do I care? 

Of course not, as one sporting a hump a la camel I can last for days, but the 

wimps start whining about one night. Yet another triumph for Bacchus. 

The trip turns into an epic. 3 days out now and we've run out of food. 

Things are getting serious, my diving extension is shrinking. We have to get 

back. The shortest route is a tricky and exposed traverse. The 'normals' are 

looking in terror down between their feet. Me, no sweat, I can't see my feet. 

Next comes a long pendulum; a piece of cake, I just bounce across. Finally 

the crux, a steep slab. The bone-bags inch their way along. However, the 

superior member of the party elegantly glides up using the efficient full body 

contact slap and slither method. 

The epic finally comes to a close and I look in disdain at the bedraggled 

health freaks. They're off home to lick their wounds. I'm off to the warmth 

and comfort of a temple of Bacchus (it's not Sunday.) 

"Disadvantages", I hear people shout. "What about the cost?" Well think 

of the money I save because I don't need a water bed; it comes built in. As 

for the other things in life, you just let'em ride on the ripples. 



SURVIVING IN JUNEAU, ALASKA-STYLE 

What I Sought in Alaska 

Does God exist? What is the destiny of humanity? Is there life after 

VOC? These weighty questions burdened me as I left Vancouver and VOC behind 

in the October rains of '81 and ventured north to seek my fortune in Alaska. 

Perhaps "The Great Land"--as its ardent patrons proudly proclaim it—would 

yield the revelations I so urgently sought into the meaning of life and the 

nature of the cosmos; or at least, after 4 poverty-stricken years at UBC, 

provide me an income comfortable enough to replace my scrappy skis. 

What follows next is an account of a true encounter with two California 

tourists which reveals some of the facts of life in Juneau, lost capital of the 

"Last Frontier". Granted, it sheds little light on either God or Destiny (ex

cept to imply that in Alaska one's destiny is often to meet God sooner rather 

than later), but this is probably good considering the scant interest of VOCers 

in either theology or any future beyond thenextmeal or mountain climb. How

ever, the account.does provide encouraging evidence for the prospects of Life 

After VOC; alumni and alumni-to-be can take heart; aging and paying taxes may 

be inevitable facts of life, but post-graduate bulges in belly size, bills, 

boredom, respectability, and responsibility clearly are not. 

What I Told the Californians 

One bright evening last summer I sat in a waterfront lounge sipping beer 

with my buddy Al. Al is a commercial fisherman, and like many Alaskans, a 

"character". His old dump of a van sports a bumper-sticker declaring that 

"Jesus Was A Gill-Netter". 

The lounge commanded a sweeping view of Juneau's harbour, its rippled 

Leon Kolankiewicz 
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surface dancing with reflected sunbeams. In winter, these very waters, little 

more than a snowball's throw away, are fished by killer and humpback whales, 

seals and sea lions; now however, they were monopolized by "Love Boats" (i.e. 

cruise ships) stuffed with armchair (or deck-chair) adventurers exploring the 

wilderness in style. Across the harbour presided Mt. Jumbo, and its snowy 

mantle revelled in the extended midsummer's light. 

Al and I were talking fishing, of course. In July, Juneauites eat and 

breathe fish every bit as much as VOC skiers (especially ones who fall a lot) 

eat and breathe snow in February. Well, this nearby couple--immediately given 

away as Californians by their movie-star good looks and sun-glasses, tans, 

chick Ralph Lauren outdoor wear, and mellow-yellowness--overheard us and asked 

where they could "share the experience" of catching a salmon cheaply. We gave 

them less than they wanted (for no salmon fishing charter service is cheap), 

but more than they asked for: they received, free of charge, a 2 hour dis

course on why life in and around Juneau is so fun. 

The subject of fishing led naturally to the hazards of fishing the North 

Pacific, and the story of Lituya Bay is one of the most incredible ever to come 

out of south-east Alaska. A short distance from Juneau (by Alaskan standards), 

Lituya Bay is one of the few boat anchorages along the treacherous Gulf of 

Alaska. It is legendary among Indians as a site of strange events. For good 

reason. The latest occurred on the evening of July 9, 1958. An earthquake 

shook half a mountain off into the head of the bay, splashing a towering wave 

onto the opposing mountainside. There were no witnesses, but later reconnais

sance showed trees stripped off the mountainside by the wave up to 1740' in 

elevation, according to the Guinness Book of World Records. That's about three 

times as high as any Vancouver skyscraper, and almost as tall as Toronto's CN 
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Tower, the world's tallest man-made, self-supporting structure. 

Eight miles away, near the mouth of the bay, 3 fishing boats lay in 

anchor. Fortunately, by the time the rebounded wave reached them, it was a 

mere ripple, perhaps only 100-200' high. Fortunately too, it was a swell, not 

a breaker, and 2 of the 3 boats were able to ride it out; the third was never 

seen again. A team of BCMC climbers also narrowly missed being swept away. 

The group was attempting nearby Mt. Fairweather, and included Paul Binkert and 

Paddy Sherman among others. 

Well, the Californians scowled in disbelief. I think they were more con

vinced that Alaskans are worse than Texans at telling tall tales about their 

state than they were by my story itself. To boost my credibility, I told them 

about Takus, which are still exceptional, but more believable. The Taku 

Glacier spills out of the Juneau Icefield and into Taku Inlet, just south of 

Juneau. During cold, clear winter weather sometimes, a high pressure zone 

builds up over the Icefield and air rushes into the lower pressure zone of the 

Inlet. At Gastineau Channel these gale-force winds make a sharp right and 

blast Juneau in gusts from 40 to 100 mph. Signs and roofs are occasionally 

sent flying. The year before I arrived, an elderly man leaving the food store 

was blown into a puddle (or pit filled with water actually) and drowned. One 

healthy young woman told me that once a gust swept her up and all that kept 

her from becoming airborne was a chain link fence she grabbed just in time. 

Four canoeists/kayakers died just north of Juneau one April several years ago 

when a freakish wind caught them on a long crossing. 

My audience listened to this one like a pair of fish suspiciously exam

ining a baited hook. To lure them on, I sweetened the bait by talking about 
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bears next. Thanks to our rich legacy of fairy tales, most cheechackos will 

believe anything about bears. I told them about how the brown bears (grizzlies) 

in some parts of southeast Alaska were thicker than squirrels in Stanley Park. 

Even on trails just a shout from downtown Juneau, hikers commonly carry fire

arms, whistles, and jingle bells (though only black bears are really that 

close). Admiralty Island, within 10 miles of Juneau, reportedly has the densest 

grizzly population anywhere in the world, about 1 per square mile. (This is 

due to its largely virgin condition and productive salmon runs.) On Admiralty, 

nobody so much as touches shore without at least a .44 Magnum; the bears are 

said to relish stalking people. Last year I saw a family of 5 happy hikers 

armed like a squadron of soldiers on patrol. Several years ago an unarmed 

hiker, a friend of a friend, was devoured at Glacier Bay. All that remained 

were his shin bones and boots. (In keeping with the grizzly sense of humour 

that is so quintessentially Alaskan, a ranger photographed the two bones stand

ing vertically in the boots, as if they were waiting impatiently for the rest 

of the hapless hiker to show up so they could get moving again.) 

At last they seemed to swallow my line. Californians are a cosmopolitan 

bunch, and to overcome their caution about not allowing a pair of Alaskan bush-

men to pull their legs, you have to stroke them gently with the Truth. As I 

paused for breath, the placated woman remarked, "Well, what do you do for kicks 

around here when you're not being drowned by tidal waves, blown away, or eaten 

by bears?" "Aha," I said, "then we outrun the avalanches." Disbelief set in 

again. 

Despite the setback, I quickly explained that avalanche experts regard 

Juneau as having the highest potential for a major avalanche disaster of any 

U.S. city. The Gold Creek avalanche of 1972 covered the entire downtown in a 
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cloud of snowdust (captured in a dramatic photo displayed in a Sept. 1982 

National Geographic article on avalanches) but luckily did little property 

damage and took no lives. On a warm spring afternoon you can stand downtown 

and watch snow pouring down continuously through the chutes. Dr. Edward La-

Chapelle, an international avalanche authority, has calculated that the prob

ability of an avalanche encounter for a house with a 40 year life-span is 96%. 

The response of Juneau's mayor? National Geographic quotes: "I think life 

would be awful boring if it were 100 percent safe. I'd like to paraphrase a 

former mayor of San Francisco: It's better to live a week in Juneau than an 

eternity in Anchorage." 

The Californians had had enough. They got up and left. 

What I Found in Juneau 

"Juneau is a teensy-weensy polka dot of a city barely 
clinging to a toehold of earth between the mountains 
and the sea. If you walk 1/2 mile east from the Baranof 
Hotel in the heart of the downtown district you come 
suddenly to the end of civilization.... I often felt that 
Juneau was like a lost continent of Atlantis, shrouded 
in mists and reached only after a long and uncertain 
journey. __ a n / \ n c n o r a g e r e s i d e n t 

-- Four feet of snow on the ground at sea level in March, and ski able 
conditions within walking distance of town until mid-June. 

— Folks living on boats, and in treehouses, ski-in cabins, tents, yurts, 
teepees, garages, shacks, and oh yes, even houses. But no igloos! 
(Those are reserved for Canadians.) 

-- Rentat$500 (US) for a dingy flat heated by the kinetic energy of 
cockroaches. 

— A veritable "lost colony" of hippies who haven't ever heard of disco, 
video games, or Ronald Reagan. 

— Six murders in fewer than six months, a rate probably 50 times 
Vancouver's. 
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— Bars that sell imported Canadian beer seven days and nights a week. 

-- Woodsmoke pollution that makes Los Angeles look as clean as every
body thinks Alaska is supposed to look. 

— A small city that had been spared the blight of McDonald's litter 
until just last year, when Ronald came to town for the first time (the 
recent election of another Ronald to the highest office in the land 
must've had something to do with it). 

— 95" of precipitation annually, enought that gum boots are called 
"Juneau sneakers". 

— A far higher precentage of fishers, hunters, and ocean kayakers than 
I've ever seen anywhere else. 

— So many people that have climbed Mt. McKinley (Denali) that not 
having done it gives you a claim to fame. 

— State legislators who have been caught "smokin 1 (dope) in the boys' 
room." 

— The only bearded state governor (until recently) in the United States. 

— A notable paucity of women and an over-abundance of men and animals 
(clear proof of the quip that "In Alaska' the woman are men and the men 
are animals"). 

i 

— A l l in all, one helluva place to survive in. 
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HOW TO GET TOURISTA, WITHOUT EVEN TRAVELLING 

Carol Brynjolfson 

Having spent a few weeks last summer with Giardia Lamblia as an uninvited 

guest, I've been asked to write an article for the Journal, to help others 

avoid this obnoxious pest. No, Giardia isn't a hiker with an unpleasant per

sonality, it's a protozoan that likes hitchhiking in people's intestines. 

Because of my experience, I've been deemed to be the club expert on giardia. 

As I really wasn't much of an expert, I've done a bit of reading and found out 

that giardia is now the "in" microbe in parasitology circles. Even so, there 

isn't much published on the likely locations of giardia in B.C. 

As a native British Columbian, I've always felt a bit smug about our 

pure mountain water - well, no more. One of our water sources last summer was 

a lovely cool stream that ran right beside our archaeology dig. We understood 

that there were no cattle on the range yet, so the water would be safe to drink. 

We were wrong, turns out that another rancher had cattle farther upstream. 

But even those cattle may not have been the source of the problem. Giardia has 

a lot of wild animal hosts, including beaver, muskrat, coyote, racoon, sheep, 

goats, muledeer, and rabbit (and 'non-human primates') but they aren't too much 

of a problem in B.C.). Dogs, cats, guinea pigs, gerbils, and hamsters are some 

of the other known domestic animal hosts. This may begin to give you the idea 

that once giardia is in an area, it tends to spread around among the local 

mammals, and then it's there to stay. 

Giardia is documented in some areas of B.C., especially around 100 Mile 

House. There was an outbreak of giardiasis in the people of this area in 1981, 

and infected beaver were found in Bridge Creek, the town's water source. There 

have been several outbreaks in the U.S.; in many of them, beaver have been 
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implicated as the source of giardia cysts. Giardiasis is considered endemic 

in many animals in Washington State, so, although no published reports have 

been made in B.C., it's likely that many wild and domestic animals are carriers 

here, too. 

Having never been toilet trained, these animals tend to defecate where-

ever they feel like it, too often near streams. And beaver! Well, they 

scatter their droppings across their ponds and streams with no regard for down

stream neighbours. Any cysts in these feces can survive up to 2 months in cold 

mountain water. Like other sediment, they settle out in ponds or lakes, but 

currents keep them in suspension. Host of the outbreaks in the U.S. have been 

in mountainous areas, where the water is generally considered pure and chlorin-

ation and filtration are just token measures. 

It only takes a few cysts to infect a person. When they arrive in the 

duodenum, the cysts change into their active trophozoite form, which glom onto 

the epithelial cells in the duodenum. With a little bit of nourishment, they 

begin to multiply. After a few days, the person hosting these critters may 

begin to feel ill. Symptoms can include any or all of: diarrhea, nausea, gas, 

stomach cramps, bloating, lack of appetite, weight loss, and dizzyness. The 

majority of people with giardiasis have no symptoms, however. Their infections 

may last several months before they are spontaneously cured. (Many animals are 

carriers indefinitely.) As people without symptoms don't seek treatment, they 

can be a bigger problem in spreading giardiasis than the sick people are. If 

their toilet habits aren't as good as Mommy taught them, or if their sewage 

empties into surface water, the disease can be easily spread. 

Those who do have symptoms can be treated if they seek medical help (I 

held out for a week while I thought I had the 'flu) and if the doctor knows 
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what to look for. All sorts of diseases cause the same symptoms. Properly 

done stool tests give positive results in 95 percent of infected cases. (My 

case wasn't one of them as I'd taken antacids and kaopectate to relieve the 

symptoms — these as well as other medications can cause negative results.) 

If tests are positive, or if like me, the clinical picture fits and giardia's 

known to be in the area (Hat Creek is not really that far from 100 Mile House), 

treatment consists of 7 to 10 days of either Atabrine or Flagyl tablets 

(Flagyl is related to Antabuse, an alcoholic therapy drug, so no booze during 

the treatment period or else you get violently ill -- personally, I wasn't 

tempted to check this out). Neither medication is 'ideal', however, and a lot 

of research is being done to find a better one. 

As so many of the alternate hosts are mountain animals, it doesn't seem 

to be possible to get above unsafe water anymore. There are a few precautions 

you can take to minimize the possibility of infecting yourself, or spreading 

infection in the wilderness. Boiling drinking water is the only sure-fired 

way to kill all of the cysts (as well as any other bacteria or viruses present). 

Filtration will remove cysts if the pores are smaller than 7 microns. Most 

chemical treatment of the water is not completely successful: Halazone seems 

to be the best, but the results depend on pH and temperature; iodine solutions 

and chlorination are less effective. Being human, we should have the ability 

to choose toilet locations wisely. And leaving Rover at home may be doing him, 

or the local animals, a big favour. 

A Provincial Health doctor who I talked with, stressed that giardia is 

nothing to be alarmed about. It's been around (world-wide) and infecting 

people for a long time, and very few have died from it. She agreed that it 

was a good idea to be aware of it though, especially as hikers can be consi-
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dered an 'at risk' group. She suggested that any hiker who becomes ill with 

any of the above symptoms a week or two after drinking surface water should 

see his/her doctor. They should suggest giardia as a possible cause, especial

ly if their doctor isn't aware of their penchant to get out of the city. 

Again, getting the right tests done properly is a major factor in the right 

diagnosis. Also, as the majority of those infected show no symptoms, it would 

be a good idea to warn your hiking partners about the infection, so that they 

can get tests done too. 

To end on a brighter note, if you have had giardiasis in the past, there 

is a possibility that you have built up some immunity towards it. This can 

help you ward off further bouts, or at least throw them off faster. 
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EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SPHINX CAMP, 
BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK 

Sphinx Camp, the name rolls off the tongue like fetid slime. Oh! What 

unpleasantry there is to be had in that damp little blue tomb. People say 

they've had a good time there. Evidence to me of the real horrors; their minds 

are warped by the experience. Some people even go a second time, further evi

dence. You'd never go a second time unless your brain was damaged the first 

time. 

My first memories are vague, probably due to reactive amnesia. Occasion

ally I have flash-backs: climbing the 'ice' to Guard-Deception Col, skis waxed 

to perfection with a mixture of yellow klister, blue klister and red wax. 

(They stuck to everything except snow.) A peak, Deception Pinnacles, and me 

- a terrified misplaced Brit on the way up; on top, four Australians, "Pommie 

Bast...!" (the rest was muffled as a two-foot diameter snowball engulfed me). 

The ski down, in two feet of slush which was coated with a glassy crust the 

instant the s-un was over the horizon. Finally, back to the Charnel House. 

Two years on, life has treated me kindly. I have risen to be quarter

master of the VOC. I have to organize Sphinx Camp. We shall experiment, an 

airdrop (VOC Journal, 1979). 

Homework Problem No. 1. A plane flying at 500 ft and 100 mph randomly 

drops cardboard boxes on a large lake (~8 sq. miles). A blizzard starts. What 

is the probability of recovering a) 1 box, b) 2 boxes, c) anything at all? 

(Hint, a) = b) = c)). 

Homework Problem No. 2. Five people are located in a remote area with no 

fuel and a small quantity of food, during a blizzard. How would you resupply 

them? 
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Homework Problem No. 3. Using the solutions to Problems 1 and 2, calcu

late the lifespan of the VOC quartermaster. 

I slipped the 5 gallon drum of white gas into my trusty pack, strapped 

my skis to the side and off I went. Squamish 8:00 a.m.: My thumb is stiff; 

it's raining; I'll take any ride. Black Tusk turn off 9:00 a.m.: I scrape 

the last of the cow manure from my skis and trundle off up the road. Barrier-

Lookout 11:00 a.m.: 5 gallons white gas, density = 0.8 and gear - 65 lbs. 

I guess I'll live. At least its not raining, its snowing instead. 12:00 p.m.: 

I round the corner to Garibaldi Lake into a raging blizzard. The air tempera

ture drops by 10° and my body follows suit. 

The movie of my life flickered across the dark brown screen on the 

bottom of the picnic shelter. Luckily it was just a preview, and after half 

an hour I persuaded some food to stay in my stomach. After an hour I was 

suffering from delusions of recovery and I set off into the blizzard. This 

time I was wearing a tad more than a thin sweater. "Keep the left bank in 

sight and head east is the rule. Ah! There's the moraine. Whoops! No, its 

a small bay. Right a bit, now Where's the left bank? Ah! 2:30 p.m., I should 

be there. Funny how the wind changes direction all the time. Now let's look 

at the map. Was it exactly east? — Well, whatever, its definitely not west. 

Try again. Geeze, I did this in 47 mins. last time, better check the compass 

again. OK, 'onward, for ever onward, in darkness and in gloom' echoed fungus 

the bogeyman. Now let's see, east, plus angle of declination, Hmmm!, plus 

angle of declination due to steel drum in pack, 45°". 4:30 p.m.: The blue 

box engorges its next victim. 

I sat there watching red devils dance over my head. There was blood 

dripping from their waiting claws, waiting to steal a soul and turn it into 
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a downhill skier. "Gaiters," they said, but I knew better. I carefully ad

justed my ski-pole-cum-cross. 

The next day was pleasant (i.e., we weren't in the tin plated coffin). 

We collected boxes off the lake before the blizzard engulfed them. It was 

nearly dark when we finished. The little miasmic a-frame was beckoning us 

again. 

The next day I escaped the Sphinx's clutch, but not for long. I had to 

Helicopter back in within a couple of days with replacement food (so why did I 

carry the white gas in? Well I told you, brain damage). 

WOP, WOP, WOP and the chopper was gone. It's a strange experience. 

Normally the wilderness creeps up on you, but this way it's suddenly there. 

Your skis are no longer recreational devices they're the only way out. I 

approached the hut cautiously, threw open the door and stepped back. I was 

expecting an icy and damp blast that only a British home could rival. Surprise 

It was dry and warm inside. A trick to lure me in, no doubt. That evening 

I seated myself on the moraine and watched the sun go down; cup of tea in one 

hand, an old Guardian in the other. I was doing my best to retain my British 

integrity in the face of an inscrutably icy sphinx. 

I skied out the next day after a surprisingly pleasant night. The sphinx 

took a final swipe at me by whiting out the lake when I reached the middle and 

had no reference points. I escaped, but the sphinx had won. I was not going 

back. No way. 

Another year, another vote of confidence, and I'm still quartermaster. 

More experiments — I've written a program to organize the menus for sphinx 

camp. It's an epic in FORTRAN. The food was 

to be flown in by ski-plane. It was a poor P.R. job there. I had told the 
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pilot somebody would be there to help him unload, nobody was. Well, somebody 

had been there, namely the 'bomber' squadron. They had left a 'somebody': a 

snow-woman of very disproportionate dimensions. The pilot was not amused. 

Well it was hot, the food thawed out and an orgy of carnivores destroyed 

the meat supply. As Trevor had nearly bit it off by falling in a creek on the 

way in (1980 Sphinx Log) I figured the annual sacrifice had been made. Sphinx 

would be appeased. It would be safe to go in. My program generated menus OK, 

but I wasn't sure how flexible they were in the face of disaster. I had to go 

in and sort things out. This time everything would be OK. I would take com

pany and obviate the boredom of the trail by going at night. Waldichuck and I 

caught the last bus up. We were at the trail head by 10:30 p.m. It was a 

beautiful moonlit night. Unfortunately some person ranking somewhere between 

a child killer and cigarette smoker had walked up the trail. I broke my pole 

in one of his foot holes. 

I crossed the lake by poling between my legs, an unusual sensation. 

About halfway across it was beginning to feel as if I was skiing an undulating 

surface. I stopped for a rest and to wait for Dave. An idle prod of the 

lake surface revealed that the sphinx was not appeased; 1/8" hoar frost over 

1/4".of ice. In my last trip I had added two new words to my vocabulary: 

white out and hypothermia, now I added another two: terror and cold sweat. 

I shouted back to Dave to warn him. I carried on, now aware that the strange 

undulation was not me, but the ice breaking up beneath me as I scooted along. 

Dave didn't quite grasp the physics of the situation and continued kicking and 

striding on his racing skis. Splash! "Help! Help!", then nothing. I turned 

to look for him, nothing, no new words, nothing. Splash, splash, splash, 

"Help I can't get out!" A small figure filled the horizon. The water (to the 
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next ice layer) was only 18" deep. Dave had fallen flat on his face and got 

his skis trapped under the ice. Panic had silenced him, as he put it "when 

you go through you don't know whether its six inches or six feet." 3:00 a.m.: 

for once I was glad to see the cabin. 

The next day I went to Deception Pinnacles again. Another night. I was 

tempted to sleep out, but the locals now had a taste for meat. Out, once 

again I hit the same two trees I always do. Dave stayed on to get "sun 

poisoning". 

Another Easter. Went to the Caribbean, it rained. 

Cattish 
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MT. BREW CABIN 

Jay Page 

The story of the Mt. Brew Cabin begins back in the dim past, in the 

early years of the VOC. Cabins have always provided a focal point for the 

social activities of man, ever since the first Neanderthal raised his eyes 

above his half-eaten joint of meat to gaze at his shelter around him. Shelters 

create leisure time. Time to interact with people, instead of with just the 

elements. The V.O.C.'s cabins fill the same role, allowing us a respite from 

the elements and an opportunity to relax and socialize. 

The first VOC cabins were located on Hollyburn and Grouse Mtn.s, back 

when the northshore was a remote as the Squamish-Cheakamus Divide is today. 

Later, the Seymour Cabin was built in the late 1940's and it remained a focus 

of club activity until the 1960's when the VOC's attention shifted to the 

Whistler area. Construction of the Whistler Cabin began in 1965 and was com

pleted over a 2-year period. 1969 was a busy year for the VOC; the Seymour 

Cabin was sold to the Parks Branch, new dormitories were constructed on the 

Whistler Cabin and the Burton Hut was built for the Annual Sphinx Camp. 

The construction of the Burton Hut marked a departure from the established 

pattern of past cabins. The hut was built in a provincial park as a joint 

effort by the Park Service and open to the public. The Sphinx Bay location 

was an obvious choice, since the Annual Sphinx Camp had become a yearly tradi

tion long before the cabin was built. Parties had enjoyed the spring skiing 

in this area since the 1940's, staying in the Airways Cabin or in tents. The 

Burton Hut was such a success that the Club decided to build another Hut in 

that area the following year. This was the Neve Hilton, constructed on 

Pringles Ridge of Mt. Garibaldi in September 1970. It was, however, not to 
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last and was slowly crushed by the big White Hand. 

During the 70's the VOC was split by dissension over building further 

alpine huts. In any case there was little money left in the VOC coffers after 

paying for the maintenance of the Whistler Cabin. Whistler became a big-time 

downhill ski center as downhill skiing became commercialized. In the VOC the 

different factions of downhillers and mountaineers became philosophically 

more distant. In 1975 the VOC created the UBC Ski Club and sold the Whistler 

Cabin to them. This divorce by convenience soon became a contentious issue 

as the sale was blocked and the cabin possessed by the AMS. Years of conflict 

and litigation followed which culminated in a successful referendum in March, 

1980. 

The Brew chapter opens with $25,545 in the cabin reserve and a loosely 

worded mandate of where to spend it. The 1980-81 cabin committee chose the 

Brew site. A license of occupation was applied for in April 1981, and after 

many delays was approved during the summer of 1982. Meanwhile the 1981-82 

cabin committee had chosen the design and contracted a Richmond Construction 

Company to prefab two cabins, to be delivered in the fall of 1982. 

The Scene - September 10th, the Cabin is unloaded on an abandoned 

logging spur of the Callaghan Lake Road. Mid-afternoon an Okanagan Helicopter 

begins slinging loads of lumber and people up to the site between breaks in 

the clouds. Eventually the clouds win and the pilot calls it quits. Up on 

the mountain a lean-to-shelter is nailed together as it begins to rain and 

storm. The cabin site is picked out by flashlight that night amid the piles 

of lumber. The night turns evil, it begins to snow and the wind howls. Jay's 

tent blows into the lake unnoticed and luckily floats across before sinking. 

About 11:00 p.m. a desperate search is conducted for the missing tent as a 
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trail of bits and pieces is followed to the lake's edge. The tent is even

tually found in 2 feet of water. 

The next day dawns upon a set for a refugee film; 3 inches of snow, 

visibility of 50 feet, small groups of people huddled around stoves under make

shift shelters and a chaos of lumber and building supplies scattered around in 

piles. Eventually the sun breaks through and the day warms up a bit, but not 

enough to deter the line-up of people waiting to help dig the foundations so 

they could warm up. Finally about 3 p.m. the base beams are positioned on the 

cribs of cemented rocks and construction begins. Everything seems determined 

to prevent a successful day; the tongues on the floor boards all have to be 

sawed off, the arches try to scissor people's hands off and the bolts don't fit 

the holes. And still no sign of the helicopter (no sound either - the radio 

had fallen out of Jay's tent into the lake), visions of Squatter Jack smiling 

as he drives away with a nice new home in his truck go through our minds. 

This helicopter arrives Sunday morning and slings the last 5-6 loads up 

to the site. The sun comes out and everyone really pitches in; the end walls 

go up and the sides reach the second story before we have to leave for Van

couver. 

• The following week is one of anticipation, and early Saturday morning 

another group of 26 VOC'ers hikes up to Brew. The rest of the walls go up 

quickly, the painting and caulking begins (to be continued for months). Paul 

Phillips continues construction of the outhouse and threatens the unspeakable 

to anyone who would dare use it before it's complete. The metal roofing proves 

to be a bitch: sharp edges, suffocating heat and reflection up on the roof, 

a castrating ridge as an only alternative to hanging on jumars all day and 

throbbing purple thumbs. But finally, it's all up and the group having earned 
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their pizza and beer, retreat to Squamish to collect. 

So VOC Cabin No. 7 - The Brew Mtn. Hut is finished after 2 weekends of 

construction and 65 years of preparation. And its sister cabin is waiting 

in storage, to be put up next year on one of two sites applied for: near Mt. 

Overseer, and near Mt. Callaghan. These sites are significant in that they 

are remote and rarely visited. By placing future cabins in these remote 

locations, we are trying to direct the future of the VOC in the next decade: 

to pioneer and explore new routes in some of the more remote areas of the 

Coast Range. 
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HOW TO FIND THE WATES-GIBSON HUT 

Alan Dibb 

The Wates-Gibson hut in Jasper can be very difficult to find in winter, 

particularly if there are no old ski tracks to follow and darkness sets in. 

The following route description is intended to increase the chances for suc

cess of future VOC groups venturing into this area. 

From the Edith Cavell hostel follow the trail as far as the Oldhorn War

den cabin (second bridge over the Astoria River). From here, forget about 

trails and simply ski up the river. After several kilometers the terrain sud

denly becomes steeper and more forested. Avoid the snowmobile(!) route to 

Anethyst Lakes which curves north near a rocky slope, and instead find the 

stream draining Chrome Lake (see map) and follow it upstream. 

The outlet of Chrome Lake is marked by a couple of small footbridges, 

however the trail from here to the hut is difficult to follow in winter. Ski 

along the NW side of Chrome Lake until a narrow meadow can be followed uphill 

to the NW. Staying close to the trees on the left you may encounter an ancient 

sign which points west to Outpost Lake. Head west, remaining in the meadows 

and dodging the tongues of forest. Cross Penstock Creek (on small footbridges 

if you're lucky enought to be near the trail at this point), then begin to 

follow up its lefthand (west) side, where another "Outpost Lake" sign marks the 

start of the steep trail to the cabin. This trail has at least one fork that 

could lead you astray. 

A more tedious but surer way to find the cabin in the dark is as follows: 

instead of Penstock Creek, bushwack up the hill near the creek draining Outpost 

Lake. This creek is visible from some distance as a snow-covered rocky gash 

in the forest. Upon arriving at the outlet of Outpost Lake, you can find the 
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cabin by following a bearing of N60°W along the lakeshore. The cabin is 

approximately 250 metres away, about 25 metres from the shore and obscured by 

trees. Good luck! 

GUIDELINES FOR SUPERVISING GEOLOGICAL CLIMBING PROGRAMS 

Jay Page 

This past summer I was employed as a supervisor of a climbing team which 

sampled some large alpine faces in the Yukon using "big wall" techniques. The 

following guidelines evolved over the course of the summer, and although they 

may seem overly cautious to many climbers, remember that the extra expense 

to a mining company is minimal. Anyone who is willing to "push the odds" on 

the job is a fool. 

A. Safety Aspects 

While supervising a climbing program, it is important to remember that 

we are working using climbing techniques, not climbing in the conventional 

sense of pushing one's limits of ability and luck. It is worth emphasizing 

this to the climbing crew. 

(1) Ensure that all the contractual obligations of the client are being 

met relative to safety equipment, radios, helicopter availability, etc. 

Problems should be anticipated in advance and marginal situations should be 

discussed with the client with a view to improving them. 

(2) All the climbers should be familiar with diagnosis and treatment of 

any injuries that may occur in a climbing accident. A review and practice may 

be necessary at the beginning of the program. Every climber should carry 

essential first-aid supplies. 
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(3) Rescue equipment should be stored at the top of the route or in an 

easily accessible location. Extra ropes and hardware sufficient for a rescue, 

a well supplied first-aid kit, food and warm clothing should all be stored on 

the mountain. This should be company equipment, as the climbers will object 

to leaving personal gear on the mountain for long periods. Depending upon the 

situation, the evacuation litter may be best stored in a location more easily 

accessible to the helicopter. 

(4) Ensure that the radio system works by daily radio checks. 

(5) When the program begins go over it in detail with the client. 

Examine the work areas and evaluate the hazards. In consultation with the 

pilot, determine: 

a) those areas he will land or "toe-in"; 

b) the areas it would be best to transport an injured climber to; 

c) where it would be best to lower someone to the ground; 

d) those areas where a rescue would be best done using a long line 

and slinging the litter out. 

Each of these areas should be discussed and known by all the climbers 

and the pilot. Should an accident then occur, there will be less time lost 

deciding which way to conduct the rescue. 

(6) Determine in advance who will be in charge, given various combina

tions of people. 

(7) Early in the program, practice putting the litter into the helicopter 

using the long line, etc. This will allow anticipation of problems that may 

occur during an actual rescue. 

B. Organizational Aspects 

(1) It is important to maintain a very professional attitude in the crew, 
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especially with respect to the climbing techniques. There should be daily 

inspections of all the equipment being used, clean, organized stations, and 

ropes left bagged or neatly coiled rather than hanging at the end of the day. 

(2) The stress of working on a face is cumulative and it is therefore 

important to have occasional days doing alternate work. Weather days are 

not an adequate substitute, as they tend to make people lethargic rather than 

offering a break. Avoid slack days - they make a program drag. Maintain 

higher productivity by full days, and at the end of each stage, a full day 

break. If the climbers feel that they are accomplishing something, they will 

enjoy the work more and will last longer before getting "bushed". 

(3) The notes kept by the climbers may be extremely important to the 

client and therefore should be very thorough and neat. Adopt a standard format 

for all the notes which includes beginning a new page each day, notes on the 

location, station and line, climbers in the team, and weather. All this serves 

to jog one's memory should questions be asked weeks later about a particular 

sample. The notes should cover all the standard geological observations of 

structure and mineralogy, both in the sample location and what can be observed 

from a distance. It will be useful to go over this in detail with the crew, 

especially how to take strikes and dips and illustrate the mineralogy with 

actual hand specimens. Notes should be collected each day and kept in a binder 

in camp. 

(4) Grab samples of any mineralization may prove to be useful. They 

should be catalogued as to their location, near-by sample numbers, the climber j 

date and mineralogy. 

(5) Oblique air photos are useful for plotting sample lines, locations 

and for discussing future work with the crew. Black and white prints often 
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give better distance and less contrast between shade and sun than do colour. 

(6) The equipment inventory at the end of the program should include a 

description of each rope, its work history and suitability for future climbing. 

FOOD LIST FROM FRYATT VALLEY CHRISTMAS TRIP 

Luc the Chef (Desrochers) 

At Audrey's request, I prepared a summary of the food list from the 

"Fryatt Valley Christmas Trip". This list has been planned for group cooking. 

The quantities are written in volume (cups) and weight (when remembered, and it 

doesn't necessarily match the volume), to help you in your planning and shop

ping. When there are two numbers in the given weight, the smaller number is 

what we used. The larger one is what we should have had. It all depends if 

Wolfgang is on your trip. 

A. Breakfast. We had three basic breakfasts. 

1. Oatmeal. One cup (65-75 gr)/person of Quick oatmeal and 2 slices of 
bread. 

2. Red River. 1/2 to 2/3 cups (50-75 gr)/person of 5 min. Red River 
and 2 slices of bread. 

3. Pancake. A full cup (150 gr) of prepared mixture/person. 

To turn oatmeal and Red River into an eatable breakfast we added 30 gr/person 
of currants and 25 gr /person of walnuts. Both cereals are better when powdered 
milk is added to the water (about 1/4 - 1/3 cup/person). 
NOTE: Pancakes take a lot of time to cook and serve. 

Miscellaneous Things. 

Margarine: 20g/person/day Honey: 30g/person/day 
Peanut Butter: 20g/person/day Brown Sugar: 15-18 gr/person/day 
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B. Lunch. We had two basic lunches. 
1. -for the ski-in day and ski-out day 

- granola or gorp 200 gr/person 
- dried fruit 
- chocolate 80 gr/person 
- juice 

2. For a day ski trip (from the cabin) 
- 2-3 oz of cheese (2 oz is approximately 60 gr) 
- 4 oz of sausage 
- 4 slices of bread (Pumpernickel) 
- chocolate and/or candy 40 gr/person or fruitcake 2 oz/person 
- dried fruits 
- juice 

NOTE: Pate has been unpopular for lunch; fresh vegetables and fruit are 
always welcome. 

C. Dinner 

We had six different dinners. The secret to lightness and goodness is 
air dried vegetables and meat. The best solution would be freeze-dried food 
but you better have good connections with the Food Sciences Technicians. 

With each dinner we had: 
- 1 cup of soup each - pate or cream cheeze 30 gr/person 
- crackers 20-30 gr/person - tea, hot chocolate 
1. Spaghetti. 125 gr/person; sauce (your grandmother's recipe; 

parmesan cheese; garlic bread. 
2. Red Lentils and Salmon. 1/2 to 2/3 cup (125 gr-150 gr) of red 

lentils/person; dried vegetables (onions, carrots, 
celery, tomatoes); salmon 1/2 can (3 oz)/person; 
parmesan cheese and spices. 

3. Marcaroni and Tuna, macaroni 1 cup (125 gr)/person; surprise peas, 
dried tomatoes; tuna 1/2-can/person; cheese 2 oz/person; 
spices. 

4. Chili, chili beans; dried vegetables (1/2 onion, 1 tomato/person; 
tomatoe paste 0.5 oz/person; ground beef (6 oz/person 
to dry); 1 bag of spices/3 persons. 

5. Turkey, whole turkey, cooked and deboned; gravey, rice; surprise 
peas; sauce and cranberry sauce. 

6. Coucous. 125-150 gr/person; dried vegetables (celery, zucchini, 
leeks, sweet pepper, egg plant, carrots, onions, 
tomatoes); spices (bay leaves, chili powder, ground 
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coriander, ginger); raisins and almonds; 1/4 lb. of lamb 
or pork/person; chickpeas. 

NOTE: These canned things are heavy. If you can find a substitute (dried 
fish) it would be better. 
Chili beans and chick peas have to be soaked a night before and steamed 
slowly (cooked and dried previously, is even better). 
Turkey is "God damm" heavy. But it is worth it. 

There it is. Hope you will enjoy your next gustative trip and have 
enough (food) to enjoy the ski too. Bon Appetit. 

LOGAN BREAD 
Bill Lipsett 

- And now for something completely different. Here is a recipe for a 
tasty bread that has been extensively field tested on many trips and always 
found to be in great demand. 

1 cup water h cup liquid honey 
4 cups whole wheat flour 1/4 cup molassas 
3/4 cup brown sugar 1/4 cup and a bit oil 
3 tbsp.- milk powder 3/8 cup wheat germ 
lh tsp. baking powder * 1/4 cup sesame seeds 
h tsp. salt 

optional, or add your own ingredients. 

1. mix dry ingredients in a large bowl 
2. add wet ingredients and mix together well 

NOTE: mixture should be moist but not too runny. If it is too dry add a bit 
of milk. 
3. pour into buttered 8 inch loaf pan 
4. bake approximately 1 hour at 350°F 
5. use toothpick test to see if it's done. Stick the toothpick in and 

if it comes out clean the bread is done. 
6. Air dry overnight. 
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THE V.O.C. DICTIONARY (REVISITED) 

P.S. Phillips 

In the past few years, there has been an increased use of jargon 
in the club, resulting in a communications barrier between the old 
and new members. This dictionary was written to bridge the gap, 
in the hope that new members will know when they're being insulted 
and when they're not. Acknowledgement must be given to Steve Ludwig 
and Captain Bivouac (Robin Tivy) who appear to be the originators 
and perpetrators of many of these words. 

Well that was the introduction of the Dictionary back in '78 when Al 

Knutson and I first compiled it. Since then some words have fallen into disuse, 

new ones have appeared, some are of historical interest, others need revising 

{I've mellowed). So for enshrinement in the 25th Anniversary Edition, by 

popular request; The Revised Dictionary: 

airtime: The time between the mental shock of realizing you're not where you 
thought you were and the concrete shock of realizing you are twenty feet 
or more below where you should have been; usually entails a considerable 
loss of potential energy and nerve. 

Auschwitz Express: Pickup truck with a poorly ventilated canopy and leaky 
exhaust system. 

bag (to); To conquer, to surmount, to overcome? No: to stand on top of -
thereby embracing pebbles, tables and other geological trivia. 

Baldwin. Trip: Class five bushwack through mud-covered slide alder in sleet 
and high winds, usually within ten yards of an A-l hiking trail. 

BPS brigade: Big, dumb and stupid brigade. Those used to break trail and 
test avalanche slopes. 

beaver bottoms: Cross-country skis with mohair on the bottom. 

bedroom slippers: See pixie boots. 

bitch: Near verticle mud slope disguised as a trail (eg. Lake Lovely Water 
Trail). 
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bivi: A daytrip with an elevation gain of over 8000 feet. 

black wax: Skins or rubber climbers. An excellent way to confuse novice 
skiers, allowing you to climb any hill, while the aforementioned flounder 
around at the base with normal wax. 

bomber hat: Hard-core cranial paraphernalia, worn for the sole purpose of 
creating a disturbance on public ski-siopes. 

Broken Board Award: A goon award for 'acts of stupidity above and beyond the 
call of duty'. Most relate to aircraft or boards (see Board for details). 

bullet-proof powder: West coast spring snow. 

bum shoosh: Reposing on one's posterior and sliding down snow or ice slopes. 
An excellent way to destroy wool pants, and most of your sex life. 

Bungi C.S.: Legendary founding member of the V.O.C. Currently residing in 
the south gun tower at Wreck Beach. 

bunny (noun): A much misunderstood and maligned term used to describe those 
members of the V.O.C. whose adventurous spirit is stunted by too much 

common sense and a desire not to be cold, wet, sweaty or miserable. 

bunny (adj.): For or relating to novice hikers, easy. 

bicycle path: Grade A Parks Branch trail, designed especially for bunny 
hikers. Good for serious cyclists. 

cage: The clubroom - strictly the wire container for restraining unruly 
members. 

.clown suit: Cross-country skier's answer to Santa Claus, "class" toothpicking 
attire. 

crab: Noncommunicative, nonedible. (Carabiner) 

crux move: That human motion dividing life from death. A compendium thereof 
composing a Baldwin trip (cf. Baldwin trip). 

day trip: A trip with an elevation gain less than or equal to eight thousand 
verticle feet. 

death trap: Crux move on a Baldwin trip. (cf. McKinley) 

debauch: A trip within two miles of the cars. Eg. Leavenworth, McGillivray, 
or goings on at Longhike. 

enemy vehicle: Heavy Chevy's etc. Anything that eats more than one gallon 
every ten miles, excluding functionally active four-wheel drives. 
Anything with a C.B. radio. 
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epic: Hell, usually brought on by personal stupidity. Bunnies are especially 
susceptible. Eg. trowelling without skins, going to the Olympic rain 
forest without rain gear, Seymour after a freezing rain storm, without 
crampons or ice axe, when you take your bottle into your purple slug to 
keep it from freezing but it freezes anyway, or even worse (especially 
if it is filled with orange Tang) if it leaks. 

exterminator: Long, powder filled broad gully. One shot ski run. 

G.F.I.: "Go for it!" Usually uttered just before a long fall, almost always 
by Jane Weller.* 

Goon Awards: A variety of awards awarded at the banquet each year for acts of 
foolishness that should not go unrecorded. 

hamburger express: Slab avalanche. 

hard core: That fraction of the V.O.C. that spends literally thirty percent 
of their waking hours in the mountains; those who have dedicated their 
lives to thrashing their knees. 

horse food: Hountain mix. 

hot jugs: Water bottles filled with hot water brought to bed on cold winter 
nights. 

interesting: Alas, the old definition is neither current nor acceptable, 
even though she was the Editor at the time. Any event, 'where you 
thought you were going to die, but enjoyed it anyway'. 

Kobus trip: A completely mindless thrash into an uninteresting area. The 
destination is an abstract concept like infinity, defined, but never 
reached. Very popular in recent years. 

Loving Cup (the): An award given to the most lovable (ie. tolerated) person 
in the club. Now almost exclusively used to embarass couples. 

Longhike: Two days of short hikes and one evening of partying commencing the 
educational hiking season. Bunnies first and only hike of the year. 

HcKinley: Death trap. A tent made of a remarkable material called XETROG 
which lets water in and doesn't let it out, and it only weighs twenty 
pounds when wet. Designed and built by vengeful ex-climbers. The 
symptoms of staying in a HcKinley are simple and short: death. This 
can be contracted in seven wel1-documented ways: 
1. drowning 2. suffocation 3. being blown away 4. tipping over 

* Jane Weller went on to be a member of the Canadian Women's Expedition to 
HcKinley and was the Journal Editor when this dictionary was first printed. 
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one of the 28 guy lines (only 28?) 5. getting stabbed by the centre-
pole (frequent in light breezes) 6. getting struck by lightning (tent 
comes equipped with a lightning rod) 7. getting stoned by McKinley 
rocks. 

McKinley rock: A rock used to secure a McKinley guideline. If you can lift 
it by yourself it is too light. Invariably inadequate. Note the amazing 
mechanics of the McKinley rock/tent ratio: two thousand pounds of rock 
is required to keep a twelve pound tent down. 

Marker explodomat: The heel piece of a touring binding which blows apart in 
deep powder, and ice up before you can get them together again. 

moose: An untrashable. 

muddy: Used to describe the conditions only when there is in excess of twelve 
inches of Grade A mud present. 

noon: Twelve-thirty (in the clubroom only). A term designed to test the 
patience of new members. 

pixie boots: Bedroom slippers with three holes in the front. 

portable hand holds: Find a chest of drawers, turn the handle side 45° toward 
the ground, and attempt to climb the handles. This model is a good 
simulation of most local mountains above 7000 feet. 

purple slug: Camp Seven North Col down sleeping bag. 

raw fear: Absolutely pure terror. Susceptibility to raw fear is proportional 
to an individual's store of common sense. 

raw fear factor: Metaphysical concept used in climbing - difficult to under
stand unless directly experienced. Roughly the amount of adrenalin 
required to successfully complete an exposed crux move. Quantity of raw 
fear. (cf. raw fear). 

red octopus: Rubber device placed on the bottom of crampons. 

safety traps: Straps attaching windmilling knives to your feet to ensure your 
eventual intercourse with any tree in the vicinity of a steep slope. 

scheme 1: Stay home, work hard, get good marks, get grey hairs at twenty-one, 
never have any fun. 

scheme 2: Go out every weekend, have lots of fun, get okay marks, get grey 
hairs at nineteen. 

"settle-down": When an ice cream fights breaks out in the back of the Ludwig-
mobile as it is pulling away from the Squamish D.Q., this command gener
ally is spoken by the driver. In general, a command from the leader of 
the pack that their unruly behaviour must be terminated. 
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snafflehound: Any animal -less than twelve inches long that steals your food. 

soft-core: Enthusiastic and valuable members of the club noted by their 
absence from hikes. Usually includes the President. 

Sphinx Camp: V.O.C.'s annual ski-camp. A good time is had by all. (See 
accompaning article for the truth.) 

Sphinx Camp booties: Down or Polargard booties or old lady rubber boots. 

Squeamish Diarrhea Queen: Traditional V.O.C. stop en route home from climbing 
in the Garibaldi area. 

tea: A strictly Canadian term used to describe a hot yellowish fluid made 
from the contents of the knat's bladder and one quart of water, scented 
by waving a Twinning's tea bag at it. (Salada tea bags don't count.) 

toothpicks: "Alternative to dental floss" - a troweller, "The only way to 
travel" - a toothpicker. (cf. trowels) 

torch: Pronounced "tohhch" - word used by Brits for flashlight. 

tourist route: The easiest of a given set of routes, identified by line-ups 
and Coke-can flagging. (Asphalted in American cases; with railways in 
European cases.) 

trashed: Divided into physical and mental categories: 1 . physically trashed -
characterized by glazed eyeballs, comatose appearance, slurred speech, 
and a limp. (cf. Underhill trip). 
2. mentally trashed - characterized by glazed eyeballs, tremors, and 
driving on the highway in third gear with the hand brake on. (cf. Bald
win trip) 

trowels: "For moose only" - a toothpicker, "Real skier's alternative to 
crampons" - a troweller. 

turkey trail: Usually starts in attended parking lot by large highway and 
extends a possible three miles. It is flagged by garbage cans over
flowing with Big Mac wrappers, Coke cans, and cigarette packages. 

two-cup cup: A plastic cup, one pint in volume, carried by all hardcores to 
ensure that they get more than their fair share. (At time of printing, 
practice is switching to the use of half-litre cups, for that extra ten 
percent.) 

-Underhill trip: Usually slow moving (about three miles per hour), but speed 
is totally independent of the terrain. For moose only. 

V.O.C.D.T.: V.O.C. drinking team. Those members found in the Gallery on 
Wednesday night, the American on Friday night, and the Pub nearest the 
hiking trail on Saturday night. 
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wet cement: West coast powder, (cf. bullet-proof powder) 

wimper (to): Aimless bleating as you're forced to ski down another frozen 
waterfall. A verbal manifestation of common sense. 

wimp-out (to): To abstain for sensible reasons. Requires the invention of 
a cover story to prevent loss of face, as it is usually brought on by 
complete stupidity. Eg., absence of gas in the gas tank, mysterious 
disappearance of crampons at crucial moments, and hangovers. 

yo-yo skier: A purist's term for downhill skier. 

zoo: An over-crowded campsite. Eg. Taylor Creek Meadows in July. 

3-2-1-zero (adj.): SVEA 123. Popular light-weight stove. So called because 
of its habit of exploding. 

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
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